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GOVERN'MENT PRESS:
FOREIGN SERVICE
Radio Bulletin No. 149

D3PARTivMNT OF STA.TE
-June

22, 1945.

WHI TE HOTJSf
Churchill's Mvessage. The President has received the following message from
Prime Minister Winston Churchill: RI wish to offer my sincere congratulations
upon the splendid victory gained by the United States Army, Fleet and Air Force
in Okinawa. This strength of will power, devotion and technical resources applied by the United States to this task, joined with the death-struggle of the
enemy of' whom 90,000 are reported. to be killed, places this battle among the
most intense and famous of military history. It is in profound admiration of
American valour and resolve to conquer at whatever cost might be necessary that
I send you this tribute from 'yourfaithful ally and all your British comradesin-arms who watch these memorable victories from this island and all its camps
abroad. We make our salute to all your troops and. their commanders engaged.."
ACTING SECRETARY'S PRESS C01TPBRýC
Asked whether he had received any reports of the progress of the talks
which were begun in Moscow June 15 among Polish political factions, the Acting
Secretary said that Ambassador Harriman had been keeping this Government fully
advised on that matter, but since the negotiations were still in progress he
could not make any comment on the subject.
Correspondent asked, if any progress was being made in opening up Russianoccupied areas to the press. Mr. Grew told correspondents that they could be
assured that this Government was continuing to give full consideration to that
matter. He called their attention to his ra-dio address of June 15 (Radio
Bulletin No. 144) and stated that the remarks he had. made at that time summed
up this Government's position on that matter.
Asked for comment on the political situation in Belgium which has arisen
since King Leopold decided to returnt the Acting Secretary said that the Department regards the Belgian political situation as one which is of primary concern
to the Belgian people and therefore he had no comment to make regarding it.
_STATE MPARYIMENT
Visitor from Venezuela, The Reverend Father Rafaiel Eugenio, director of
a School-Workshop for rural students in the State of Tachira, Venezuela, has
arrived at Washington as a guest of the Department.

Aviation. Senate Aviation Subcommittee rejected yesterday 7 to 2 proposal
of Senator McCarran to establish an "All-American Flag Line, Inc." to be the
only international carrier. Previously, the Subc~tmittee had voted 6 to 5 against
an alternate suggestion that domestic air carriers be forbidden to fly international routes and that international carriers be forbidden to fly domestic routes.
Wickard Confirmation. Senate yesterday confirmed, 56 to 6, nomination of
Agriculture Secretary Wickard to be Rural Electrification Administrator.
Wartime Powers. Senate yesterday approved and sent to White House legislation extending until June 30, 1946 the President's emergency wartime powers to
requi~sition property needed for national defense and control exports.
MI SCELANEOUS-PRESS
Provisional Administrative Machinery. Secretary Stettinius at a press conference yesterday announced that the Steering Committee had made arrangements
for carrying on the interim work of the United Nations Organization. Secretary
revealed that interim arrangements would be under the general direction of a
Preparatory Commission composed of representatives of the fifty nations represented at San Francisco. Mr. 'Stettinius disclosed that details of the interim arrangements would be carried out by subcommittee composed of representatives of thae
nations on the UNCIO Execu~tive Committee. He said that the Preparatory Commission would hold its first meeting -- a routine organization session -- W~ednesday# at which time it will recommend a specific time for its subcommittee to
convene in London this summer..
Secretarv

-2Secretary also announced that the Steering Committee- had approved a list
of speakers for the final plenary session of the Conference Tuesday afternoon,
He said. that the speakers, who were chosen on the basis of geographical distri.bution and language, will represent France, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Mexico,
Saudi Arabia, the Union of South Africa, and the four sponeoaring nations. They
will speak in their native tongue and their addresses will be broadcast by
radio throughout the world.
General Assembly. UNCIO Commission on the General Assembly (Commission
Two) yesterday unanimously adopted the report of its Committee on Political and
Security Functions (Committee Two), which was the last of twelve Conference
Technical Committees to make its report to its parent Commission.
Earlier in the day, Commission accepted the report of its Committee on
Structures and Procedures. Commission unanimously approved a recommendation by
the Committee that save in "exceptional circumstances", sessions of the General
Assembly "shall be-open to the public and the press of the world". Speaking
in support of the recommendation, Luis Fernan Cisneros, member of the Peruvian
Delegation, pointed out that decisions of the Assembly would affect the lives
and property of people throughout the world and declare& that the people were
entitled to know details of such proceedings. No justice, humanity or logic
will support any other course, he said. Dr. Evatt of Australia and Prime I.u1inister Smuts also spoke in favor of the recommendation.
Control of Narcotics. United States Delegation announced yesterday that
the United States representatives in the United Nations Organization would "act
to assure a vigorous and effective international control of narcotics under the
E~conomic and. Social Council." Statement pointed out that the opium treaties
are still in effect and that the plan to bring existing agencies dealing with
narcotics into relationship with the Economic and Socitl Council does not affecs
the continued observance and carrying out of those treaties by the United State,
Statement asserted that "the United States Delegation throughout the discussion.,
at San Francisco has never lost sight of the problem of narcotic cotrl and
cited several instances of its work in this connection.
Trial of--War Criminals. At a press conference in London today, Justice
Robert H. Jackson revealed a United States plan to prosecute Germanyts arch
war criminals in one collective trials and expressed the hope that it might
start before the end of the summer. He emphasized that he could not speak
for the three other major western powers, but said. no objection to the proposal
had yet been lodged by Britain, Russia or France. He pointed out that the
United States plan envisions trial by a military tribunal with each of the
four major powers represented by 1tone or two judges". At the outset of his
conference, Justice Jackson emphasized that "no: mam will be given immunity
because he has held a high military position if there is evidence to prove that
he is a war criminal". Answering specific questions, he said the prospective
military tribunal would not consider separate atrocities committed, for example
by the 12th SS Division, but would consider the collective evidence for collective punishment. Responding to another question, he said the same principle
would apply in the case of unrestricted submarine warfare. Justice Jackson emphasized that the defendants would be permitted to choose their own countrymen
as defense counsel and witnesses.
Baruch's Testimony. Bernard M. Baruch called for the removal or destruct-1io
of all German heavy industry to "break once and for all Germany's dominance of'
Europe". He told the Senate Military Affairs Committee today that anything lesE
drastic would fail completely to provide the basis for a lasting peace.
M~r. Baruch said. he believed his proposed settlement of the German question
could. be used as the basis for a t~comprehensive, all-embracing agreement with
Russia on the major peace problems" because it would solve the Russian question
of security against Germany.
Mr. Baruch testified as the first witness in a series of hearings on what
should be done to prevent another war with Germany. Next week, State, Justice,
Treasury and War Department witnesses will appear before a Military Affairs Subcommittee headed. by Senator Kilgore.
lir. Baruch offered these suggestions to round out his recommendations of
other steps essential to continued peace: (1) all agreements with other nations
m,4st be in writing and promptly made public in full; (2) tightened peace-making
machinery in the United States to give the nation leadership in the problem;

( -) th ere

- 3(3) there should be a free "look-see"1 for all the United Nations throughout
Europe; (4) the United States shoulJd use her good offices to persuade nations
which still refuse to recognize Russia to do so; (5) occupation of Germany "as

long as it takes for her spirituall and economic rebirth"'; (6) creation of a
supreme European reconstruction council to coordinate reconstruction with the
German settlement, reparations and. other problems; (7) reparations fixed at the
maximum of Germany's capacity to pay consistent with security and not to undercut living stand~ards by forcing exports; (8)development of a positive .American
foreign economic policy, including tariffs, monetary agreements and foreign
credits; and (9) raising human standards all over the world.
Press Freedom. President Truman expressed the hope yesterday that "freedom
of the press may become a vehicle of more sympathetic understanding and therefore closer friendship among the nations of the world," In a letter to Wilbur

Forrest# Chairman of the three-man Committee which recently completed a 40,000mile world tour in interest of press freedom, Mr. Truman said: "The unhappy
conflict of principles and policies which had sundered the world and threatened
civilization through six tragic years emphasizes the need of continued cooperation among the governments and peoples of the United Nations. I hope your misti
sion will contribute to that happy consummation."

Letter from Secretary Stettinius said that he and other members of the
United States delegation to San Francisco Conference regarded freedom of the
press as "tone of the fundamental freedoms"' that the developing United Nations

Organization is committed by its charter to promote. Secretary added that when
the Economic and Social Council sets up a commission on rights and freedom, the
United States "will urge that it should promptly study the means of promoting
freedom of the press, freedom of communication, and fuller flow of knowledge
and of information between all peoples."
UNRLRA.Relief Needs. Report pre-ared by Roy P. Hendrickson, Deputy Director
fo~r Supply, placed at 3,895,000 metric gross tons of supplies the estimated
requirements of the six liberated nations - Albaniap-Czechoslovakia, Greecep
Italy# Yugoslavia and Poland -- for the remaining six months of this year. Of
this total, 2,414,173 tons are foodstuffs, soap and animal feeds. Mr. Hendrickson said. that UTRRFLA deliveries to these countries by the end of June would
total 1,229,113 metric tons valued at $256,0(0O,000. Mr. Hendrickson noted that
what supplies will actually be shipped for the agency's European relief program
depend on the amount of food and. other goods made available by the supplying
nations as well as shipping, port and transport facilities.
Relief Teams. Providing shelter and care for thousands of children liberap-.
ted from German concentration camps or found wandering alone in the cities of
Germany will be the first objective of ten relief teams of medical and social
workers just organized by the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, Dr.
Joseph Schwartzj, European director of the Committee, said yesterday in New York.
Agreements have been reached with Governments of France, Switzerland alnd England
to admit the children for temporary care, he said. These relief workers, Dr.
Schwartz asserted, will be attached to the Army and will be working in close

cooperation with U1'NRPA.

N-avy Public Information. Office of Public Relations of Navy Department
will henceforth be known as the Office of Public Informations Nlavy Department
announced Monday. "The change was made in order that the title might more
accurately describe the activities of this Office," declared Rear Admiral H. B.
Miller, U. S. Navy, Director of Public Information.
Sur-plus Pron-erty Disposal, Appointment of Neville Miller, former president
of National Association of Broadcasters, as special assistant to Army-Navy
Liquidation Commissioner Thomas B. McCabe was announced yesterday. He will be
assigned to disposal of surplus Armry-Navy property in Mediterranean, Africa.Middle East and India-Burma theaters and Persian Galf Command. For the last
year, Mr. Miller has been senior deputy chief of U]NTRUs Balkan mission with
headquarters in Cairo.
Parcel Post to P .hilippi~nes. Parcel post mail to the islands of Leyteg
Luzon, Mindoro and Samar in Philippines will be resumed immediately, Post Office
announced. This service will be limited to parcels of fourth-class matter not

exceeding 11 pounds,
Galluv)Poll. Forty-nine percent of those questioned replied affirmatively

when asked, in a nationwide poll, whether the United States should have a per-

manent Governmental agency which would explain the views and policies of this
country to the people of other nations of the world.'

Round-

-4Round-World Flight for Civilians. Round-the-world flight on commercial
passenger planes of Pan American Airways in 88 hours flying time on the resumnption of postwar travel was announced. yesterday by Atlantic Division of that
organization. Cost of the flight was listed as $700 or less than the present
round-trip rate to Murope.
Mlajor League Standings. Ameri.can League: Detroit, leader; New York1 2 1/2;
Boston, 4; Chicago, 4; Washington, 6; St. Louis, 6 1/2; Cleveland, 9 1/2;
Philadelphia, 11.1/2. National League: Brooklyn, leader; Chicago, 3 1/2;
St. Louis, 3 1/2; :Pittsburgh# 4; New York, 4 1/2; Boston, 5 1/2; Cincinnati, 9;
Philadelphia,, 17.
WAR COAIQE

AND REPORTS

Twentieth Air Force. Superforts blasted six industril targets in five
cities on Honshu today, including the big naval arsenal at Kure, in daylight
raid by 450 planes. Other targets were aircraft plants at Kagamigahara (20
miles north of Nagoya), Himeji5, Akashi and Tama~shima (all in Kobe area). B-29's
already have destroyed or damaged 112 mqi'aare miles of Japanese urban industrial
areas, Twenty-First Bomber Command Headquarters announced while today's raids
were in progress,
Pacific Fleet,. Japanese surrenders in unprecedented numbers marked final
phase of conquest of Okinawa as American'troops today thrust into last two dying
pockets of resistance on that now United States base. Japanese casualties
through Wednesday totaled 90,401 killed and more than 4,000 captured. On the
last day, yesterday, many Japanese threw themselves into the sea, so thtt the
final toll will be increased. Cost to American ground forces through Tuesday
was 6,99.0 killed or missing and 29,598 wounded. They were divided among the
Army, with 4,417 dead or missing and 17,033 wounded, and M~'arines with 2,573
dead or missing and 12,565 wounded,
Philippines. Filipino guerrillas captured the Cagayan Province capital of
Tu~guegarao, .50 miles south of Luzon's north central port of Aparri. Sudden
eastward thrust practically split remaining enemy forces on the island. On
Borneo# Australian troops lauded unopposed at Lutong in the heart of the SeriaMiri oil refining center, about 80 miles south of Brunei Bay.
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-5EDITORIAL COiN'ThENT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American newspapers.
In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts o±f the
country, the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort
has been made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable
emphasis.
New Y6ark Times (June 22)
1) "...
The first meetin& of the United Nations will close next Tuesday
after eight weeks of labor and debate which have turned an almost fortuitous
war coalition into a powerful and deliberate alliance for peace and produced an
instrument capable of carrying out their joint purpose. The Conference, in
other words, has accompli~hed.all it set out to do. ... Actually, the Conference
has accomplished more than was expected of it. The Charter written at San Francisco is an impro-ýement on~ the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. It is a muich more
flexible and. d~emocratic; document. .- The Americans at San Francisco have supported the efforts to liber~illze the Charter, and have worked out and formulated
many of the compromises that have secured final agreement on controversial
issues. Secretary Stattiniu~s in particul-'ar deserves credit for the indefatigable energy and resolution with which he has labored to overcome the obstacles
that kept cropping up in the way of agreement. ....
His patience, persistence,
and above all by his faith in the enterprise, the Secretary of State has done
as much as any man to carry to completion the task on which the late President
had set his heart and which President Truman has taken up with equal fervor and
determination. When. the record of San Francisco is written, and the edifice we
are building on the ruins of war begins to rise and take shape, as it will, this
country will have a clearer perspective on the work Americans have done in
cementing the rough foundation stones together, and on the far-sighted policy
of leaders of both parties-who recognized. that the United States had to take
the initiative in building walls against war because no Power has so great a
stake in peace."
2) Domestic interest.
3) Analyzes the Okinawa campaign.
4) Applauds the appointment of General Stilwell as commander of the Tenth
Army.
5) "I..,.It appears that the real issue involved in the trials of sixteen
Polish underground leaders, which have just been concluded, was the validity of
the Curzon Line, cutting Poland in two parts. ... Clea±'ly, what seemed to the
Russians to be acts of treason and sabotage, on the assumption that they took
place on Russian soil, seemed to the exiled Polish Government in London (whose
emissaries or agents these men were) to be acts of patriotism and self-defense,
on the assumption that they took place on Polish soil. ... It is evident that
there will be continuing cause for conflict here until an agreement on Poland's
eastern frontier is ultimately reached... Hope of such an agreement is kept
alive, and nourished, by the optimistic reports of progress which come from the
conferences now being held..in Moscow... Contributing to the same end. may be
the comparative leniency of the sentences imposed on the twelve underground
leaders found guilty by the Russian court... If I'the Polish problem' is to be
solved, it will not be solved by the Military Collegium of the Soviet Supreme
Court. It will be solved by Mr. Mikolajczyk and Marshal Stalin."
6) "1No group of people in the world is in sadder plight today than the
200,000 or more Spanish Republican refugees, men, women and children, in exile
in southern France. *.. For the sake of this gallant and neglected group the
Spanish Refugee Appeal of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee of this city
issues a call that must reach the hearts of all who believe in humanity and
7) Local interest.
washinat on
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Washington Post (June 22)
1) Domestic interest.
2) "The process of ad~justment and compromise is necessarily slow in diplomatic conference. This has 'been proved again and again at San Francisco. The
lat~est and last dispute, for instance, was over the Assembly's role as the 'town
meeting of the world..1 ... The differences have now been resolved by a compromise formula whereby the Assembly is.given the right to discuss any question
'within the scope of the Charter.r This authority is certainly broad enough.
And while it took several days to find that formula, who can argue that the time
was not well spent, since the final result was satisfactory to all concerned?
..Without a doubt there has been far more give and take, far less intransigence, than there was at VTersailles, where nations were forever bolting or
threatening to bolt. Now that the Charter is complete, we hope that not too
much time will be allowed, to elapse before it is acted upon by the Senate..."
3) "The bloodiest campaign in the Pacific Island warfare has come to an
end with the fall of Okinawa. *.
4) Local interest.
5) It... The French Consultative Assembly...passed a resolution calling on
the government to redouble its efforts to conclude a Franco-British treaty...
The Assembly also urged the de Gaulle regime to 'agree to discuss in a spirit
of friendliness all agreements and treaties with Syria and Lebanon... t Both of
these recommendations are very much in order. And, despite his sensitivity to
the criticism of his policy which is implicit in them, General de Gaulle would
be wise to carry them out. .-.There is much to be said for de Gall' latest
proposal--only made, to be sure, under the Assemblyts prodding-that France and
Great Britain seek a solution of the Levantine problem among themselves...
It is to be hoped that the olive branch extended by France to London will be
accepted in good spirit and made the basis of a new attempt to eliminate a
source of Allied friction which is doing nobody any good."
Philadelphia Bulletin (June 21)
1) Comments on end of Okinawa campaign.
2) Domestic interest.
3) "It was appropriate that in admitting Argentina at San Francisco the
security conference followed the Initiative of Mexico. It is equally appropriate that Mexico again should have taken the lead in barring Franco Spain from
the future United Nations organization. In both cases Latin American interest
was paramount. In admitting Argentina the Latin-American countries did not
mean to condone the offenses of the Buenos Aires Government against constitutional and democratic principles.
So in excluding a Franco-dominated country
from the future association of nations which will cooperate for peace, they do
not discriminate against the true Spain and its legitimate influence in lands
which it settled and to which it bequeathed language, culture and traditions.
..The effect of the San Francisco action is to send Franco Spain to a moral
Coventry. Its rulers are trying to live down the tainted origin of the regime
and the record of subservience to the aggressors. That it can long survive the
condemnation voted by the nations at San Francisco is doubtful."
4) "President Truman backs his suggestion for a change in the Presidential
Succession Act with reasoned argument and an understanding of democratic processes. ... It is entirely possible that the Speaker would belong to the opposing party. ... If President Truman's proposal is adopted it would seem advisable
that his suggestion of an early special election for the Presidency be also accept ed."
5) "Nine Republican Senators, who formed part of the majority by which the
Senate gave the President the right to expand the reciprocal trade program,
came from no single section of the country. ... The votes of these progressive
Senators expressed the views of a cross-section of the Republican party which
is ready to welcome advances toward world cooperation and is not satisfied with
the obstructionist role some of the GOP leaders wish to play. ... Americans face
a changing world at home and abroad. We do not need to scrap all our traditions
to meet this challenge. But no party is destined for future political leadership if its main purpose is to resist change as much as possible and make no
constructive proposals."I
6) Local interest.
7) Domestic interest.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
June 21, 1945

STATE DIARVEl1
Italian Government, Acting Secretary Grew today made the following statement: "This Government is happy to learn that Italy has succeeded in for'ming
a new Government in which the newly liberated north joino hands with the south
and all the parties of the Committee of National Liberation participate. This
union of forces, under the presidency of Signor Ferruccic Parris a leader of
the resistance movement -- an outstanding soldier in the long fight for Italian
freedom from the early days of Fascism to the last days of German invasion is a good augury for the new Government as its faces the many problems ahead.
Not least among these is the historic task of preparing the machinery whereby
the people of Italy can at long last freely and fully express their political
will. Upon the successful functioning of that machinery will depend the reality
of Italian democracy.
The people of the United States will therefore follow
its progress with interest and sympathy."
Radio-Teleph-one Service to Britain. Department announced today that the
wartime restrictions on the radiotelephone service between the United States
and Great Britain, which have heretofore limited the use of the circuit to
government and press calls only, will be relaxed, effective June 23, and the
service will again become available for general public use.
Aviation-Axgreement.. Reference to acceptance of the Interrational Air Services Transit Agreement by China contained in Radio Bulletin No. 137 should be
deleted.
Aip-ointments, Acting Secretary Grew had an appointment today with the
Minister of Afghanistan, Abdol Hosayn Aziz.

]M:'SGM1 L.A1EOUS PRESS
President's Press Conference. President Truman, who held his press conference today in Olymrpia, Washington, said he was very happy over the announcement
by the Navy of Okinawa's capture, and added that the Americans were in complete
control, with mopping up operations proceeding. Its possession, he said, means
the Americans will have a base to make things more pleasant for the Japanese in
Japan.
Saying that he was very happy the San Francisco Conference had been a
success, President Truman told correspondents that the Conference seems to have
accomplished its purpose. The delays, he explained, were technical, involving
translations into many languiages, which consumed time. He announced that he
would stop in Portland, Oregon, Monday, en route to San Francisco.
Commenting on passage by the Senate yesterday of the Trade Agreements Act,
Mr. Truman made the following remarks: "Th action of the Senate in approving
the legislation to renew and strengthen the Trade Agreements Act is indeed .
gratifying. The revitalization of this Act places the United States squarely
behind the principles of international trade cooperation which must prevail
in the interests of world peace and economic well-being.
"Trade cooperation, however, must go hand in hand with monetary and financial cooperation. I am confident that the Senate will also take favorable
action on the Bretton Woods legislation."
Asked about his plans for General Eisenhower, the Chief Executive said the
General.'s, first job is to get back to Germany and finish his work there. How
long he will be there, the President asserted, he did not know, adding that
was one of the things to be settled at the forthcoming "Big Three"' conference.
General Eisenhower, he emphasized, is entitled to anything he wants, and he
wants to see that the General gets it.
Correspondent asked about reports appearing in Eastern papers that Interior
Secretary I-ekes is to be replaced by WPB Chairman K~rug, and inquired whether
the President contemplated such action. President said that he didn't and it
was the first he had heard of it.
Mr. Truman added that he hadn't discussed it
with Mr. Ickes at all. President asserted that he had no Cabinet changes immediately in mind, and, that he would let the corres-pondents know when he did.
Correspondent eaid. that the President had suggested that they keep on asking
him if he contemplated a change in the State Department, and asked if he had anyuthing on that. President Truman said he still had. nothing on that.
In.

-2In answer to inquiries, Chief Executive said. he had. no plans concerning
proposals to lower the age for the discharge o.C soldiers, asserting that wds
strictly a military matter in which there would be no interference from him.
Asked for comment on former President Hoover's assertion that food. controls
over meat distribution had broken down, Mr. Truman said he had. not seen the
statement, but assured correspondents that the meat situation would 'be straightened out as soon as Clinton P. Anderson took over his new duties. President stated
that Mr. Hoover had been very helpful in his recent White House talk on the subject. In answer to a question, President said the Admninistration was working
toward a plan of single control over prices and food..
Turning to discussion of Alaskan Highway, Chief Executive said he had
talked with the Governor of Alaska and Senator Magnuson, and that they had dis-.
cussed its extension through the trench. There is a 600-mile gap to be finished,
Mr. Truman revealed. He said. he would try to find a way to complete it in cooperation with Canada and British Columbia.
-Secretary's,
Remsrks. Secretary Stettinius made the following remarks at a
meeting of the Steering Committee late yesterday afternoon: "~Ihave asked you to
attend this special meeting of the Steering Committee so that I could inform
the Chairmen of all delegations without delay of an important development in our
plans. We had been hoping to end the Conference on Saturday, June 23. Several
Delegations have said that they would appreciate a brief postponement. There
has also been unavoidable d~elay in completing the final details of technical
committee and, therefore, of commission work. This has, in turn, delayed the
final drafting by the Coordination Committee and the preparation of the five
official language texts. I am happy to be able to announce that I have been
in communication with President Truman on this subject and that he has arranged
his schedule so as to postpone his arrival in San Francisco from the tentative
date of Friday, June 22, to next Monday, June 25. I have met with the other
three presidents of the Conference and it is recommended that the final plenary
session of the Conference be held on the afternoon of Tuesday, June 26. We can
set this date with pntire confidence since the Charter will be in draft form
tonight and only technical and formal steps remain to complete our great enterpriso. Full details of the closing sched~ule are still
under consideration
in the Executive Committee but will soon be ready for submission to the Steering
Committee."
General-Assembly. UNCIC Committee on Political and Security Functions of
the General Assembly (Committee Two of Commission Two) yesterday unanimously
approved following new paragraph expressing the discussion and recommendation
powers of the General Assembly: "The General Assembly has the right to discuss
any questions or any matters within the scope of the Charter, or relating to the
powers and functions of any organs provided in paragraph 2 B of this Section, to
make recommendations to the members of the United Nations or to the Security
Council or both on any such questions or matters."
At a press conference earlier in the day, Secretary Stettinius made the
following statement-. II am very ha-ppy to be able to say that the subcoym~ittee,
composed of Ambassador Gromyko, Mr. Evatt and myself, have reached full and
satisfactory agreement relating to the matter of the latitude of discussion in
the Assembly. The four sponsoring powers and France have joined in approval of
the agreement. ... May, I express my personal. and official -appreciation to the
Soviet Union for its spirit of conciliation and cooperative attitude in working
matters out in such a satisfactory manner." After the Committee meeting, Dr.
Evatt, Australian Delegate, told correspondents tnat the new paragraph Ifi comimensurate with the whole spirit of the Charter," and can only be fully-appreciat-'
ed by studying the numerous matters which come "~within the scope" of the Charter.
Trusteeshi~p. Conference Commission on the General Assembly (Commission Two)
early this morning unanimously approved the report of its Committee on Trusteeshipe
(Committee Four) providing for a chapter setting up a trusteeship system and a
declaration setting forth the goals to which all the United Nations subscribe
in the administration of all dependent areas, whether or not they are placed
under the trusteeship system. The trusteeship chapter and its accompanying declarr
ation were characterized by speakers at the meeting as the most forward-looking,
forthright and humane statement of principles in regard to dependent peoples ever
formulated at an international gathering. Prime Minister Smuts, Commission president# emph~asized that the obligations imposed. by the chapter were I1seiriousft and
declared that their general application would produce "'a leveling of colonial
policies

-3-policies all over the world.." Commander Sta~ssen asserted that the document was
based "on the dignity of man1' and that it would affect hundreds of millions of
persons if given the helping hand of cooperative support by the nations represented at the Conference.
Security Council. UNCIO Commission on the Security Council (Commission Three)
yesterday afternoon unanimously approved the section of the proposed world organ'zation outlining the voting formula for the Security Council. Several delegates
voiced their disapproval of the requirement for a unanimous vote of the five
permanent members on substantive matters, but all expressed their confidence
that the permanent members would not misuse their power. Peter Fraser, New
Zealand Prime Minister, declared that although he regarded the formula as a
"1defect" in the charter, the work of the Conference as a whole appeared as a
substantial, inspiring advance over previous efforts at world organization. Dr,
Evatt, an Australian Delegate, said that the permanent members must "use their
powers with restraint and in the interest of the United Nations as a whole. 11 Dr.
Loudon, Delegate from the Netherlands, called the formula "regrettablep" but
pointed out that the Conference had displayed its confidence and faith in the
major powers by acquiescing in the formula.
Calling attention to the fact that the United States Delegation had supported the Yalta voting formula from the very beginning, Senator Tom Connally explained that the supreme thesis on this question was this: "We believe that the Security Council when united can preserve peace. We fear that if it's not united,
it cannot preserve peace. " Emphasizing that the responsibility of the five
permanent members of the Council is tremendous, Senator Connally declared: "~It
is our theory that they will be sensible of that sense of responsibility and that
they will discharge the duties of their office not as representatives of their
governments, not as representatives of their ovz-&wbitio~sý or their cwn tnteji'ests,
but 0.8 repi'esentatives of the* whrld oitganikdticn in behalf of wcrld perL6 and in
be~alf of world socurity."1
At its meetings yesterday, Commission also rapproved sections of the proposed
world organmization which provide for: composition of the Security Council; the
Council's functions and powers; the Council's procedures; and transitional
arrangements intended to preserve world -peace and security during the interim
period.
Re-education Plan For Germns. A program, for reeducation of Germany, callinr
for strict military control over every phase of German schooling, and immediate
ousting of all Nnzi-influenced teachers, was proposed yesterday-in report prepai
by Institute of Re-education of the Axis Countries, after -ayear's study by a
committee of prominent educators. Division of United States Committee on Educational Reconstruction, which is composed of representatives of many of the United
Nations, the Institute has prepared a "working" program for the reeducation of
German youths and adults. Document, one of first comprehensive studies in this
field, calls for stern treatment so that the "education for death" philosophy
will be permeanently outlawed. Warning that the problem of German re-education
cannot be solved by new textbooks alone or by teaching of items of knowledge and
specific skills, report asserts that a fundamental reorientation of Germa attitude toward life, codes of behavior and moral and spiritual values is essential.
Within next few days report is to be presented to Gener~al Eisenhower with recommendation that it be adopted as the official "re-education plan" for the Axis
countries. Document also will be sent to President Truman, State Department and
he~ads of United Nations.
Eisenhower's Remarks. General Eisenhower yesterday reviewed cadets at West
Point. In a brief address, the Supreme Allied Commander said: "If we stick
together, we cean lick anybody we fight. If we stick together intelligently, we
will never have to fight." He added that "~the Army, Navy and Air Forces must be
a unit, and if I had my way, they would all be in the same uniform."
Foreign Ministers t -Conference. Next conference of American Foreign Ministers
will meet in Rio de Janeiro next October, barring unforeseen events, Ambassador
Berle told correspondents in Rio Wednesday.
Patterson's Press Conference. Under Secretary of War Patterson this morning
commented on General Stilwell's new assignment, by declaring this "returns to action an officer who has had plenty of experience with the Japanese."
He said
there was no announcement yet on a successor for General Stilwell as Commander
of Army Ground Forces. In tribute to General Stilwell's predecessor, Lieutenant
General Buckner, Jr., Mr. Patterson said; "A gallant, skillful officer, he
directed ground forces on Okinawa to victory over a strong, well prepared and wc
eq~uipped

-4equipped enemy of 90,000 men, who had orders to hold. out as long as their
desperation and fanaticism would carry t-hem. Okinawa is at the doorstep of Japaz
and every speech of a Japanese offieial emphasized the vital importance of the
island to the home defense of Japan. 5 Under Secretary Patterson also announced
a new command in the Pacific under Lieutenant General Wilhelm D. Styer, with
headquarters in Manila, to handle supplies in the Western Pacific.
Lieutenant General Doolittle, who was present at the conference, disclosed
-that the strategic bombing of Japan will be carried out by two separate heavy
bombardment forces, the Twentieth and the Eighth. In answer to a question about
the general setup, he said "the Eighth will be -under my command; the d1irectives
will come from the joint C'hiefs of Staff." Asked whether the Eighth would use
only the Superfortresses used by the Twentieth, G-eneral Doolittle explained that
the'Uiecision to date is to have 3-29's and such other ships as are needed." He
expressed the view that Japan would be easier to destroy industrially than
Germany because (1) there is a greater concentration of Japanese industry than
was found in Germany; (2) the targets in Japan are more inflammable; and (3)
the Japanese have not had time to put their factories underground as the Germans
were doing in the closing months of the European war. General Doolittle said he
expected to go to the Pacific in the ."very near future".
Mr. Patterson revealed that Army casualties reported through June 14 and
reflecting fighting through greater part of May totaled 903,701, of which 189,294
were reported killed, 560,836 wounded, 39,956 missing and 113,615 prisoners (before liberations). Of the wounded, he said, 332,141 have been returned to duty.
Agriculture Department Reorganization. Clinton P. Anderson announced in
Kansas City last night appointment of Milton S. Eisenhower, presidenlt of Kansas
State College, as his special assistant with authority to reorganize the Agricul.~
He said that Mr. Zisenhowerls first task would be to bring
ture Department.
the activities of WFA within the Department.
,Dela~y on Fund Action Recommended. New York State Bankers Association recommended yesterday, in testimony before Senate Banking and Currency Committees
postponement of action on International Monetary Fund as contained in Bretton
Woods Proposals until political and economic stability was achieved or financial
conditions more improved within the participating countries. Members of the
Association's Committee on International Monetary Matters urged acceptance of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, with elimination of all
ties between the Bank and. the Fund.
Me&ical Supplies. Emergency medical supplies for 800,.000 children of France
have been shipped by American Junior Red Cross, Chairman O'Connor announced.
Another 200,000 children in Belgium will receive medical supplies on another
shipment also under way. Within the next month, medical supplies will be sent
to aid another 1,600,000 children in Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia and Norway.
Clothing for Okinawans. American Red Cross will supply clothing for 69,000
women and children on Okinawa, it was announced at Guam today by Hudson Bacons
director of civilian relief for Red Cross in Pacific Ocean Areas.
Mexi~can. Air Force. Personnel of Mexican Expeditionary Air Force, elements
of which are already in action supporting United States ground forces in Philippines, are being trained in Army Air Force training installations in United
States, War Department reported.
Canadian Troops. Canadian volunteer forces destined for Pacific war will
arrive b.t Camp Breckinridge, Kentucky, early in September for training, Hajor
General B. M1.IHoffmeister revealed yesterday. Commander of Fifth Canadian
Armored Division and veteran of more than four years of fighting in Europe, he
will command the Sixth Canadian Division against the Japanese. He told a press
conference at the War Department that approximately 28,000 Canadian veterans in
Europe have already volunteered for Pacific service and that the number is increasing daily.
Mission to Philip-pines. PEA announced yesterday that it has sent a mission
to Philippines to assist in reestablishing private trade with United States. Mis-0
sion will undertake to arrange for obtaining of strategic commodities, such as
copra, fibers and sugar.
Autos. With an earlier steel supply spurring reconversion activity, WPB
authorized manufacture by 10 companies of 241,916 new passenger cars this year,
and additional 449,102 during first thiree months of 1946.
WAR

WAR C0M',iTXIQXJES AND PEPORTS
I.acific Fleet. Battle of Okinawa has been won after 82 days of fighting#
Admiral Nimitz officially announced today. Japanese fought stubbornly to the
last although they were running out of ammunition, food. and water. They employed. iachineguns, rifles and mortars to the fullest while the Yanks relied
on f lpnethrowing tanks, demolition charges and automatic weapons. Epnemy
casulaties through Tuesday totaled. 87,343 dead and. 2,565 prisoners.
Philiuopines. MacArthur's Headquarters announced today that General Joteph,
W. Stilwell, Commander of United States Army Ground Forces, has been selected
by General MacArthur for the command of the United. States Tenth Army. General
Stilwell said. recently at his conference with General MacArthur in Manila that
he was convinced. there was no crackup of Japanese morale and that the enemy would
have to be beaten on the Chinese mainland as well as in the home islands before
giving up i.4vaded. possessions..
American troops on Luzon advanced seven miles and captured IJlagan, an im-.
portant river junction, and its airstrip, and. forced. another crossing of Cagayan
River. Advance carried to within 100 miles of Aparri, on north coast. Another
amphibious operation on Borneo resulted. in capture by Australians of Mempakul,
at northern head. of Brunei Bay, giving them control of both sides of entrance to
the waterway. Allied. bombers hit Balikpapan oil center for second consecutive
day.
Chinese Theater. Lieutenant General Wedemeyer, Commander of United. States
Force in China, said. that tactical headquarters for expanding American military
personnel in the China theater will be established. in Chungking shortly.
Cvusier Nashville. Navy revealed yesterday that the cruiser Na~shville was
struck by Jap suicide plane last December 13 off Negros Island in Philippines$
killing 133 officers and. men and. wounding 190. Cruiser is now back in service.

NOTE TO OPE~RATOR$*: London retransmission of the Radio Bulletin from
04:00 to 06:00 GMT has changed from GOP (10,770 kcs.) to GAI~T (10,805 kcs.).
This chance in frequency to 10,805 kcs. was made Wednesday, June 20.
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EDITORIAL CO0v91\TT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the
country, the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort
has been made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable
emphasis.
New York Times (June 21)
1) "France suffers from being cut off from the world. too long. ... As the
greatest nation to suffer the fate of the conquered, she emerges from the
depths of humiliation thinking more of salvaging her pride than of serving her
interests. ... But a sign that the first, perhaps natural, reaction to an abonormal experience is giving place to calmer and wiser views is found in the
action of the Consultative Assembly at the end of a heated debate on the Syrian
question. The Assembly voted with almost no dissenting voices to direct the
Government to open conversations with Great Britain on this sore issue fin a
spirit of confident friendship' and to proceed at the earliest possible moment
to negotiate a British-French alliance that would parallel the Soviet-french
pact. ... A partnership butween the Western'democracies is not only vital to
the existence of two countries indissolubly wedded by geography, ideology and
contiguous interests all over the world. It is essential to the preservation
of democracy in Europe and the only hope France has of recovering the weight
she has lost in the international balance.,..
2) Comments on hidden treasures recovered by the Allies in Germany.
3) Domestic interest.
4) "Ter have been encouraging signs in Argentina recently that at last
the Argentine people are stirring out of the political lethargy that has been
an enigma to the outside world. ... When such opposite elements as the workers
of Buenos Aires,*the students of Santa Fe, the business men and industrialists
of the city and the haciendados of the pampas join in protesting against their
Government, then there is renewed hope for the return of democracy in our powerful and rich neighbor to the south. The two recent speeches of United States
Ambassador Sprtiille Braden...should give encouragement to democratic elements
in Argentina that are no more pleased with their Government than are other
peoples of the Americas. Ambassador Braden's forthright public utterances,
which have been delivered before United States and British audiences but which
were quite obviously intended for Argentine ears as well, might be said. to be
part of the fruit of the much-criticized action of our State Department in
recognizing Argentina diplomatically. The democrats of Argentina now know that
'11
they have a powerful and articulate friend in the United States Embassy ...
5) 11... We hope the House majority will reconsider when, as seems probable,
the Senate approves the fiall OWI appropriation."
6) 11... President Blutler announces that the Russian Institute will be the
first of six similar faculties for the study of major regions... One hopes that
other great universities will be able to follow suit. Good-will is not enough.
If we are to play well the international role that fate has forced upon us, our
leaders in the international field will have to master the facts with which the,ý
deal--hard work and some of it dull work, but essential to success."
7) Praises the American Library in Paris.
8) Local interest.
Baltimore Sun (June 21)
1) Local interest.
2) "Mr. Grew, as Acting Secretary of State, has now enlarged upon the Government Is case against six persons charged with violation of the espionage laws.
All that happened, says Mr. Grew, is that two heard somebody in the chicken coop
and went to see who was there.' ... That is Mr. Grew's story. On its face it is
persuasive. Unfaithful Government employees Vho leak security information to
That,, as
private journalists are obviously a menace to the public security. ....
far as-it goes, is all right. -But conceivably this kind of thing could go further. The threat of arrests for lespionaget conceivably could be used as a kind
of
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of informal censorship to terrorize people in and out of government with
legitimate complaints against government policy. There has been some fear
that this might be what the Government really had. in.mind in the present case.
For the present case involves people who have been critical of Sta~te Department
policy. The obvious way for the Government to meet such suspicions is to prosecute the charges vigorously and. to prove in court that the crimes it alleges
really were committed."
3) 11... France is in no position to strike attitudes of defiance, and. engage in power tactics, so long as her power is borrowed. power. Furthermore,
such behavior is not consistent with the new notions of international relations
now being elaborated. at San Francisco. P1i.
Cot clearly recognizes this. So
does the Consultative Assembly. General dle Gaulle refuses to recognize it explicitly, yet even he cannot disregard it. The French press, furthermore, concur with the assembly, almost unanimously... All of which is evidence that,
though the task is not an agreeable one, the French are moving gradually toward.
a reconciliation between their dreams of greatness and. the realities. If this
is so, then the prospects for French recovery are improved. In nations, as in
individuals, too great a divergence between dreams and. reality is always a dangerous thing."
4) "... lWonfraternization was clearly necessary in the beginning of the
present occupation; only experience will tell us how long it can continue to
be useful."
5) Examines the gains and. losses in the battle of Okinawa.
6) Domestic interest.
Philadelphia Inquirer (June 21)
1) "The barring of Franco Spain, by unanimous vote of the Ujnited. Nations
Conference Commission on General Provisions, from membership in the new world.
organization is one of the most important actions taken in the whole course of
the San Francisco meeting, and one of the most forceful blows delivered. at the
Fascist dictatorship that was for so long the silent partner of the Axis...
Fascism lost this war, and Franco should be made to realize it. Turning thumbs
d~own on him, as the other nations have bluntly done at San Francisco, is the
only possible action to be taken, and it could be followed, perhaps, by even
stronger intimations of world dislike for the dictator who has managed to hold
on after those who made him have vanished. from the scene. The United States,
having agreed to Franco Spain's unfitness as a fellow member of the world unions
may, for' instance, find her no more fit for normal diplomatic relations. In
any event France, and the Spanish people-and, yes, Argentina-have been told
flatly that Spain, so long as the puny Generalissimo clings to top authority,
is beyond the pale. Franco will find it exceedingly tough to hold out against
that wide-world. decree. ..
2) "Regarding the Supreme Court's decision that membership by-laws of the
Associated Press violate the Sherman anti-trust act, it is to be said at the
outset that the public should be as deeply concerned over this issue as the
immediately affected newspapers themselves. ...We can all understand the fear
expressed by Justice Roberts and Chief Justice Stone that this astounding decision may be la first step toward the shackling of the press, which will subvert' its Constitutional freedom. That is the new and startling threat from a
Supreme Court some of whose members, because of their peculiar concepts of
justice, are fast losing the confidence of the American people."
3) Domestic interest.
4) Domestic interest.
5) Local interest.
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STATE DEPART.MT
Costa Rican Gift, On May 28, 1945, the Honorable Fernando Soto Harrison,
Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Costa Rica, submitted to
the deputies of the Costa Rican Constitutional Congress a decree authorizing a
gift of land in San Jose. The decree stated that this land was to be given to
the United States for the construction of a building to house the offices of the
Embassy in Costa Rica. In a statement to the press on May 29 the Acting
1,inister said."'rCosta Rican public opinion should realize the significance of the step
agreed upon by the Executive. It should certainly realize moreover that we are
not trying to pay with this modest offering for all the many things which the
Government and people of the United States have done for us, for this would be out
of all proportion. For we have been favored with so many transcendental services that nothing which we can offer with our poor resources could compensate
even in part for what we have received from a nation which is a thousand times
entitled to our gratitude and. our respect. The Executive's project is inspired
'by the idea of rendering a symbolic homage to the great American nation. We
wish to show thereby not only our gratitude but also our confidence. We know
through intimate conviction that from the United States the militarily weak
peoples, but who have aspirations for justice and culture, will receive the most
ample guarantee of existence because the great democracy of the North has fought
in this war without thought of sacrifice, and has given its sons and accepted
privations to make possible the existence of a better world, in which oppressors
have been destroyed and men and their families can live free of fear, free of
misery, free to think, to speak and to believe. Costa Rica, although small,
guided by its invariable 'love for these great democratic ideals desires to have
the privilege of offering to the diplomatic representative of this great Allied
nation a little land which can serve as a site for offices.
"hCongress will thus have a fine opportunity in representation of the Costa
Rican people to give this homage to the United States. There will be thus expressed the imperishable gratitude which we all feel for the cooperation, cultural, economic and military, with which the United States has shown to us its
devotion to democracy and to republican institutions. Our people will see in
this act a spirit of reciprocity for so many benefits received through the many
entities which have been collaborating with us to help our country to better the
conditions of life of our people and to strengthen our culture. _It.
On June 4, 1945, the Constitutional Congress passed the decree. The property is approximately 36 meters in length by 19 meters in width and thus is an
area of over 7,200 square feet. It is situated in the First District and Canton
of the Province of San Jose facing on Third Avenue and First Street.
President Truman on June 14, 1945, accepted with great appreciation this
gift of property. The Department is deeply grateful for this generous gesture
on the part of the Government of Costa-Rica.
Message Exchange with Russia. Following is an exchange of messages between
the Honorable \Tyacheslav M. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the Honorable Edward R. Stettinius,
Jr., Secretary of State, on the occasion of the third anniversary of the conclusion of the Soviet-American agreement concerning the principles applicable to
mutual assistance in the prosecution of the war against aggression: M1,r.
Molotov's letter, dated June 11, reads as follows:
"I send you my best wishes and expression of gratitude on the occasion of
the third anniversary of the conclusion of the Soviet-American agreement concerning the principles applicable to mutual assistance in the prosecution of the
war against aggres'sion. It is fitting to remember on this day that you, as a
prominent figure in the direction of the Lend-Lease program have done so much in
furnishing the Red Army with arms, war materiel and food supplies. The extent
aid and the effective organization of the entire matter played an important poart
in.the defeat of Hitlerite Germany. The common struigle of the people and army
of the Soviet Union and the United States against our mutual enemy in Europe laid
the foundation

-2the foundation for the strengthening and. future d~evelopment of friendly relations between our two countries in the interest of a guarantee of permanent
peace and international security.'R
Mr. Stettinius made the following reply, dated June 15:
"I very much appreciate your message on the occasion of the third anniverI am proud to have had a
sary of the Soviet-American mutual aid. agreement.
part in the organization and administration of the Lend-Lease program. The
carrying out of this program involved, in one way or another, every American
citizen and I know that your generous expression of the effectiveness of the
Lend-Lease program in our common war effort will be' as gratifying to them as it
is to me. The defeat of Germany is an accomplished fact, but our common struggle
for the establishment of peace and security has only begun. I am convinced that
the development of the friendly relations between our two countries is essential
if we are to achieve thiat great purpose together."'
Appointments. Acting Secretary Grew today had an appointment with the
Charge d'Affaires of the Soviet Union, Nikolai V. Yovikov. Yesterday Mr. Grew
had an appointment with the Portuguese Ambassador, Dr. Joao Antonio de Bianchi.
C09~GRESS
0111 Budget. Senate Appropriations Committee today voted to give the ONI
$39#670,215 for its world-wide operations in the 1946 fiscal year, thereby
more than restoring the $18,000,000 slashed from the OWI's budget by the House.

MISCELLANEOUS PRESS
Mexican Declaration to Bar Spain. Commission on General Provisions yesterday approved by acclamation a declaration by Dr. Luis Quintanilla, an advisor to
the Mexican Delegation, expressing the opinion that no regime created by the help
of Axis military forces should be admitted to the United Nations. Speaking on
behalf of the Mexican Delegation, Dr. Quintanilla attacked the Franca regime as
being the direct result of action by the military forces of Xaii Germany atd.
Fascist Italy, and. declared it was unfit for the society of the United Nations.
Immediately after Dr. Quintanillats speech, representatives of France, Australia,
Belgium, Ukrainian S.S.R., Byeol6russian S.S.R., United States, Uruguay, Guatemala and. Chile expressed full concurrence with the Mexican statement and Dr.
Q~uintanillafs embellishing remarks. Speaking for the American Delegation,
A~ssistant Secretary Dunn made fol~lowin~g statementt "The United States is in
complete accord with the statement made by the delegate of Mexico and desires
to associate itself with that declaration." There being no opposition, Coinmission President Henri Rolin of Belgium declared it was the unanimous sense of
the meeting that the M~exican statement be incorporated in the Conference records.
General PErovisions; UNCIO Commission on General Provisions (Commission Cne)
last nigiiV completed its work by approving the report of its Committee on Membership and General (Committee Two) which drafted chapters dealing with membership,
principal organs, the Secretariat, and amendments to the Charter.
Earlier in the day, Commission completed its approval of the report of its
Committee on Preamble, Purposes and Principles (Committee One) by adopting the
following provision: "Nothing contained in the Charter shall authorize the
organization to intervene in matters which are essentia22.y within the domestic
jurisdiction of any state or shall reqjuire the members to submit such matters to
settlement under this chapter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter 8, Section 2.11
Eaton Statement. Representative Charles Eaton, a memnber of United States
Delegation and ranking Republican member of House Foreigii A2>ifars Committee, declared at an UXCIC Commission meeting yesterday that the pr-. ma:.y purpose of the
United Nations Conference is "~to lay the first foundatiý-n of a new world civilization in which international relations shall be determined by law and justice and
fair dealing rather than by brute force.ff Hailing the Conference as the greatest
event in the public history of man, Representative Eaton said: "Regardless of
whatever imperfections the Charter we are now writing may dev:elop in its application to future unpredictable conditions, we can each one go back to our people
and ask their commendation and support of what we have accomplished."
Postwar Navy. Secretary of the Navy Forrestal and Admiral Xing yesterday
outlined tentative over-all plans for the postwar Navy at a closed session of
Senate

-3Senate and House Naval Affairs committees, In a statement made public by
Senator Walsh, Secretary Forrestal declared that the size of our Navy cannot be
static, emp~hasi.zing that the important thing to remember is that we should not
.freeze the Navy at any given strength but -should continually adapt its strength
to current world conditions. Disclosing that the Navy proposes to divide the
ships on hand at the close of the war into an active fleet and a reserve fleet,
Mr. Forrestal said: ffThe division between these two fleets should be a conshifting one. If world conditions deteriorate, ships in the reserve
4stantly
fleet should be called to duty and added to the active fleet. If international
relations improve, vessels can be withdrawn from the active fleet and laid -up
in reserve. ... The important fact to remember at the moment is that we will have
for the first time in our history the possibility of quickly and continually
flexing our naval strength either upward or downward as our estimate of the
international situation may reauire."
Eisenhower's Address. General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, speaking
in New York City at a dinner in his honor at the Waldorf-Astoria last night,
declared that the United States must face the problems of peace with the same
resolution that it showed in 1941 and 1942. Warning that the problems of peace
must be solved "or all will be lost", General Eisenhower asserted: II believe
that we should let no specious argument of any kind deter us from exploring
every direction in which peace can be maintained. I believe we should be
strong, but we should be tolerant. We should be ready todefend our rights, but
we should be considerate and recognize the rights of the other man.. ... I feel
that if the brains and the intelligence, the genius of America are placed on
this problem, if we can forget self, if we can forget politics, if we can forget
personal ambition, we can solve this problem.ff
War Surplus Agreement with France. Thomas B. McCabe, Army-Navy Liquidation Commissioner, announced Monday that an agreement had been concluded with
France covering the potential sale of war surplus in French Yorth Africa.
Governing all potential sales which may be made to the French in Morocco,
Algeria and Tunisia of surplus dleclared by the Army and Navy, the major provision is that if and when surplus property is purchased by the French Government or its citizens, payment will be made in dollars within. 30 days. "~It is
emphasized," Commissioner McCabe said, "that there is no commitment as to the
amount or types of war surplus to be sold or offered for sale.Y,
Russian Institute at Columbia. Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler announced yesterday that Columbia University had established a Russian Institute to train
American specialists in Russian affairs and to engage in research designed to
promote a bettor understanding of the Soviet Union. Russian Institute will be
first of six regional organizations to be established at Columbia for the purpose of developing a highly trained corps of American teachers and admiinistrators with special knowledge and understanding of the social, political and.
economic problems of peoples who are to play an important role in shaping the
course of world events. The British Commonwealth, East Asia, Latin America,
France, Gormany will constitute the five other institutes.
JNERPA Supplies to Italy. UNlRRA by the end of May had sent to Italy
50,675 tons of supplies in connection with its program of aid to Italian mothers
and children, and shipments are expected to total 77,000 tons by the end of
June, UXERA Director General Lehman announced today. Of the tonnage already
dispatched 49,456 tons were of food. Italian agencies and UNlRRA have had a
cooperative food distribution program under way for more than two months. UNRRA
and the Italian Government plan to have more than 800 local agencies eventually
assist in the handling and distribution of the food supplies. The first food
distributions have now been completed in the five seriously devastated central
provinces of Frosinone, Chieti, Aquila, Pescara, and Latina.
La~ay Interview. M1,ajor General Curtis LeMay, chief of the Twenty-first
Bomber Command, in an interview at the War Department yesterday, declared that
his Superforts had the capacity to devastate Japan and would do so, if she did
not surrender. General LeMay revealed that B-29's had virtually destroyed the
five largest cities in Japan and that "in a few months we will be running out
of targets.11 He expressed the opinion that Japan could not recuperate and replace her factories as qu~ickly as the Ge~rmans.
Mail Service to Norway and Denmark. Post Office Department has announced
that mail service to Norway and flez~ark has been extended to include letters and
letter packages not exceeding four pounds eight ounces in weight as well as
printed

-4printed matter not exceeding one pound. Postal rates are the same as before
the countries were invaded by the Germans.
Relief for France,. Eleven veterans of French War Relief will sail this
week under the banner of American Relief for France, Inc., New York City, to
set up a network of distribution for .American supplies for the population of
devastated regions in France. The volunteers will work under supervision of
the organizations of'fice already functioning in Paris, but will spread. out
through the war-torn sections to assure equitable distribution of supplies whic1'
will be shipped to them by the New York office.

'WAR CO11rTv17NIQVES AMM REPOETS
Pacific Fleet. Japanese defenses on Okinawa were in process of collapsing
yesterday, as Tenth Army !jiarines drove southward to the coast, splitting the
enemy's remnants into two pockets. M~eanwhile battleships, cruisers, and
destroyers of the Pacific Fleet bombarded the doomed enemy concentrations. Many
of the defeated. Japs. were reported to be jumping off cliffs near the coast.
Twentieth Air Force. Marianas-based Superfort's dumped 3,000 tons of fire
bombs on three secondary Japanese cities with combined population of 777,000.
Carrying out their 25th big incendiary strike, the 450 3-291s treated these
secondary industrial cities to the same ordeal by fire that has erased most of
the factories in Japan's greater cities.
Philippines. Australian Ninth Division troops pushing in both directions
out of Brunei Bay, advanced to within 20 miles of the Seria oil fields and pushed
two miles nearer Jesselton, by-passed oil city,
On Ljuzon, United States 37th Divi~sion swept across Cagayan River behind
an air and artillery bombardment, liborated the enemy strong point of Naguilian
and advanced. 13 miles.
ADD CONGRLESS
Trade Agreements. The Senate late this afternoon pasýýed the bill extending
the Reciprocal Trade program without amendment from the House version. The roll
call vote was 54 to 21.
ADD STATE DEPARTIMT
Trade Agreements. Acting Secretary Grew made the following statement:
"The approval by the Senate of the trade-agreements bill, with the increased
authority and without amendment of any kind, is most encouraging. With this
enabling legislation, the Government of the United States is now in a position
to exercise, in the common good, t.high degree of leadership for the establishment
of sound international trade policies so vital for ourselves and the rest of the
world* Ife shall seek the widest possible agreement among the nations for common
policies in the field of trade relations which will provide, on an advantageous
reciprocal basis, enlarged opportunities for mutual trade and economic development:
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-5EDITORIAL CONMIMNT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the coui.try, the newspapers selected. will be varied from time to time. No effort has
been made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable
emphasis.
New York Times (June 20)
1) Discusses the last stand of Japanese troops on Okinawa.
2) "Millions of New Yorkers waited from a few minutes to three hours yesterday to catch a fleeting glimpse of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower. ... We have an
ideal of Americanism, in battle, in diplomacy, in the making and administration
of law. We honor General Eisenhower because we believe that in his vast field
he has nobly lived up to that ideal. ..."l
2) "The proposal which Mr. Truman submitted to Congress yesterday, for a
.change in the present order of the Presidential succession, fully merits the
prompt and earnest consideration which he asks that it be given. ... There are
various details in the President's proposal, particularly regarding the length
of time which the Speaker would serve as Chief Executive and the possibility of
holding a special election, which Mr. Truman leaves largely to Congress to
determine. But the problem he raises is real; the recommendation he makes is
fundamentally sound; and. the whole situation deserves the close attention of
Congress, 'in the interest,' as the President says, 'of orderly, democratic
government. fit
3) Domestic interest.
4) "By the substantial majority of 47 to 33, the Senate has voted to restore the possibilities for bargaining under a renewed RIeciprocal Trade Agreemonts Act. By allowing the State Department, in exchange for similar tariff
reductions by other countries, to make further reductions up to 50 percent in
our own tariff rates from their present level, Congress has taken the most
important step it has yet made toward making possible post-war prosperity and
world-wide economic cooperation. ... Because Congress has taken this step it
does not necessarily follow that there now will be a rush of other countries to
negotiate new agreements with us to reduce their tariff b~rriers in exchange
for similar reductions by us. The world is still
suffering from a species of
economic shell-shock. ...
Our own State Department may be expected to proceed
with the caution and care in reducing duties that it has shown in the past. We
must probably reconcile ourselves, therefore, to slow progress. But irrational
trade fears, which could only lower world productivity and the world standard
of living, may be expected in time to subside as clarity, confidence and understanding return. The action that Congress has now taken at least makes it possible for the world to begin moving in the right direction."
5) "f...
The long battlefront in China has burst into activity, but the
fighting there is still enigmatic. ... There are clear signs that China's reinvigorated armies have become much more than an annoyance to the enemy. They
may yet win decisive victories."
6) Discusses the Supreme Court ruling on Harry Bridges.
San Francisco Chronicle (June 15)
1) "The Chronicle takes the continuing position that the United States
should not officially press for 'freedom for India,' as the oversimplified
phrase goes, since we cannot see what official instrument can amicably be employed in working for separation of an ally from anything he owns or controls.
This does not mean, however, that Americans need hold mute on the subject of
India's future... The matter having great bearing upon the future relations of
the entire West with all of Asiatic'peoples, we feel that we are parties at
interest with a stake in intelligent development of some formula for selfgovernment in India. We do not believe that the cycle of jailings, resentment,
liberations, outbursts and jaili~igs constitutes an intelligent effort in this
direction, and we cannot feel that Mr. Amery's plan offers any substantial hope
for improvement."t
2) Comments
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2) Comments on General Eisenhower~s welcome in London.
3) Domestic interest.
4) '1We suggest, in connection with arrest of the six men and one woman
accused in the Amerasia case, that the public examine this matter with some
care before accepting --.
7 toto the prosecution version of the case. ... Regardless of how this case turns out, two things are true. The first is that journalists and publicists of all kinds.have been plagued by Boy Scoutism and
hysteria in this matter of Government secrecy classification. ... The second
truth, self-evident in the action against the Amerasia defendants and. an open
secret anyway, is that the State Department'is sitting on voluminous reports
from Chungking and Yenan China which are highly critical of the Kuomintang government, and that the State Department has not made these reports available,
nor has the State Department effectively protested against the Kuomintang
censorship... Thus, if the Amerasia defendants are guilty of breach of security,
the State Department is guilty of suppression. This does not con~done even a
technical breach of even a bad security ruling; that is anarchy. But it proposes that we press for equal justice and a full airing."
5) "Senator Tobey angrily told the Senate that five 'fat lobbyistsý were
using pressure to defeat reciprocal trade legislation. ... We do not question
Senator Tobeyl's accuracy concerning the fat lobbyists. But thin ones, with an
appetite for fatness, need. the most watching."1
6) Domestic inter'est.
Seattle Times (June 15)
1) "Wthu making any great noise about it, President Truman leaves Congress in no doubt of his wish and expectation that the United I.Tations charter,
soon to be adopted at the San Francisco conference, shall be ratified by the
Senate with least possible delay. ... The San Francisco charter, when ready,
must be submitted to the governments of the 50 parti4cipating nations. There
will be no loss of time in transmission of the draft to all. But ours is the
government nearest at hand; and it is definitely committed to lead off in action. In whatever final form the charter may be presented, it will meet with
some opposition in the Senate. The few remaining 'isolationists' are all set
for that. There will be debate; and insofar as it may tend to throw more light
on any matter, it should not be too rigidly restricted. But the situation will
not be such as to justify obstructionist tactics, much less anything in the
nature of filibuster. The duty resting equally on all parties, and to be performed without partisan bias, is to complete the assurance of American cooperation to conserve world peace. ... The charter is not quite ready. President
Truman himself must wait until it is for his address to the conferees in their
final plenary session. Immediately thereafter, according to his announcement,
he is to meet 'somewhere' with Prime Minister Churchill and Marshal Stalin for
a further ironing out of highly pertinent questions. Action by Congress may
properly be deferred until the President's return from that meeting. But if he
comes home with expressions of confidence and satisfaction, without least weakening of conviction as to what should be done, the Senate should not hesitate
to act accordingly. In the circumstances, anything more than a fortnight recess, spaced to the movements of the President, is unadvisable."
2) "C0ontznuous raiding and precision bombing have made everything very
dark in Japan, and the outlook in war even darker. As if this were not enough,
and though much more of it is coming along, Japan has entered the deep gloom of
domestic politics and economy by setting up a dictatorship. ..
3) Domestic interest.
*

*
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WHITE HOUSE
President's Trip. President Truman left Washington early this morning for
a iisit to the West Coast. The President is making a non-stop flight to
Olympia, Washington, where he will visit Governor Waligren before going to
San Francisco to address the closing session of the Security Conference.
Late yesterday the President had a meeting with Acting Secretary Grew,
Harry Hopkins, Secretary of War Stimson, Secretary of Navy Forrestal, General
Marshall, Admiral Kcing, and Lieutenant General Eaker.
Presidential Succession. President sent following message to the Congress
today: "I think -that this is an appropriate time for the Congress to reexamine
the question of the Presidential succession.
"The question is of great importance now because there will be no elected
Vice President for almost four years.
"The existing statute governing the succession to the office of President
was enacted in 1886. Under it, in the event of the death of the eleqted President and Vice President, members of the Cabinet successively fill the office.
"Each of these Cabinet members is appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. In effect, therefore, by reason of the tragic
death of the late President, it now lies within my power to nominate the person
who would be my immediate successor in the event of my own death or inability
to act.
"I do not believe that in a democracy this power should rest with the
Chief Executive.
"In so far as possible, the office of the President should be filled by
an elective officer. There is no officer in our system of government, besides
the President and Vice President, who has been elected by all the voters of
the country.
"The Speaker of the House of Representatives, who is elected in his own
district, is also elected to be the presiding officer of the House by a vote
of all the Representatives of all the people of the country. As a result, I
believe that the Speaker is the official in the Federal Governments whose
selection next to that of the President and Vice President, can be most accurately said, to stem from the people themselves.
"Under the law of 1792, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate followed
the Vice President in the order of succession.
"lThe Presid-ent Pro Tempore is elected as a Senator by his State and then
as presiding officer by the Senate. But the members of the Senate are not as
closely tied in by the elective process to the people a~s are the members of
the House of Representatives. L completely new House is elected every itwo
years, and always at the same time as the President and Vice President. Usually
it is in agreement politically with the Chief Executive. Only one third of
the Senate, however, is elected with the President and Vice President. The
Senate might, therefore, have a majority hostile to the policies of the President, and might conceivably'fill the Presidential office with one not in
sympathy with the will of the majority of the people.
"ISome of the events in the impeachment proceedings of President Johnson
suigested the possibility of a hostile Congres's in the future seeking to oust
a Vice President who had become President, in order to have the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate become the President,
This was one of the considerations,
among several others, which led to the change in 1886.
"t No matter who succeeds to the Presidency after the death of the elected
President and Vice President, it is my opinion he should not serve any longer
than until the next Congressional election or until a special election called
fox the purpose of electing a new President and Vice President.
This period
the Congress should fix. The individuals elected at such genaeral or special
election should then serve only to fill
the unexjpired term of the deceased
President and Vice President.
In this way there would be no interference with
the normal four-year interval of general national elections.
"HI recommend
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"I recomimend., therefore, that the Congress enact legislation placing the
Speaker of the House of Representatives first in order of succession in case
of the removal, death, resignation or inability to act of the President and.
Vice President. Of course, the Speaker should resign as a Representative in
the Congress as well as Speaker of the House before he assumes the office of
President.
ItIf there is no qualified Speaker, or if the Speaker fails to qualify, then
I recommend that the succession pass to the President Pro Tempore of the Senate,
who should. hold office until a duly qualifiedl Speaker is elected.
"If there be neither Speaker nor President Pro Tempore qualified to succeed on the creation of the vacangy, then the succession might pass to the
members of'the Cabinet as now provided, until a duly qualified Speaker is
elected..
"If the Congress decides that a special election should be held, then I
recommend that it provide for such election to be held as soon after the death
or disqualification of the President and Vice President as practicable. The
method and procedure for holding such special elections should be provided now
by law, so that the election can be held as expeditiously as possible should
the contingency arise.
"In the interest of orderly, democratic government, I urge the Congress
to give its early consideration to this most important subject."
Nominations. Yesterday the nomination of Colonel Harry H. Vaughn, President Trumants Military Aide, to be a Brigadier General was sent to the Senate.
The following nominations were sent to the Senate toda~y: Henry S. Waterman,
FS0 Class 3 and Secretary, to be also a Consul General; Herbert P. Pales, FS0
Class 5 and Secretary, to be also a Consul; F. Lester Sutton, P50 unclassified
and Secretary, to be also a Consul; and Charles C. Gidney, Jr. and Charles
Gilbert to be Foreign Service Officers, unclassified, Vice Consuls of Career$
and Secretaries in the Diplomatic Service.
CQOYGRES S
Trade Agreements. Senate today restored to the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
bill power for the President to cut tariff rates by as much as 50 percent. Vote
was 47 to 33.
MISCELLAIMOUS PRESS
Amendment Procedure. UNCIO Committee onlMembership and General (Committee
Two of Commission One) has approved. the following provisions by substantial
majorities: (1) A conference to review the Charter may be called at any time
after the organization is functioning by a two-thirds vote of the General
Assembly with the concurrence of any seven of the eleven members of the Security
Council; (2) the review conference may recommend amendments by a two-thirds
vote; (3) those amendments shall take effect when ratified by two-thirds of
the members of the organization, including the five permanent Council members;
(4) if such a review conference is not called before the tenth annual meeting
of the General Assembly, the subject automatically is placed on the agenda of
that meeting, and a simple majority in the Assembly plus a majority of any
seven in the Security Council is adequate to call a review conference; (5)
amendments may be proposed at any time, without a special conference, on
recommendation of two-thirds of the members of the General Assembly; and (60)
those amendments also will become effective when ratified by two-thirds of the
members of the organization, including the five permanent members.
Nithdrawal. UN~CIO Committee dealing with lhembership (Committee Two of
Commission One) voted against including in the organization's Charter a clause
expressly forbidding or permitting members to withdraw. Vote was 24 against
the clause and 19 in fravor, with seven delegates absent. kfter taking this
stand, Committee, by a vote of 28 to 2, decided to include in its rapporteur'Is
report a statement outlining its stand on the question.
Transitional Arrangement. UNCIO Committee dealing with transitional arrangements (Committee Three of Commission Three) last night unanimously approved
following paragraph:
"Pending the coming into force of such special agreements
referred to in Chapter 8, Section B, paragraph 5 (agreements on supplying military contingents to the Council) as in the opinion of the Security Council
enable
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enable it to begin the exercise of its responsibilities under Chapter 8s Section B, paragraph 4( the use of force to stop aggression), the states parties
to the four-na-tion declaration signed at Moscow October 30, 1943, and Prance
shall in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of that declaration
(a pledge to cooperate in maintaining peace) consult with one another and as
occasion arises with other members of the organization with a view to such
joint action on behalf of the organization as may be necessary for the purpose
of maintaining international peace and security."1
ýq=li
Committee on Membership (Committee Two of Commission One) has
approved inclusion in the charter of provisions for expelling any member which
persistently violates provisions of the charter and for suspending a member
against which preventive or enforcement action shall have b4~en t aken. Actual
drafting of an expulsion and suspension clause will be done by the Committee
on Political and Security Functions of the Assembly (Committee Two of Commission
Two).
Committee also voted that the Secretary General shall be elected by
the General Assembly on recommendation of the Security Council., with the As-.
sembly to fix the length of his term and decide if he is eligibile for reelection.
Triisteeships. =10I Committee on Trusteeships (Committee Four of Commission Two) late last night untmimously adopted a declaration of the objectives
of the United Nations Organization with respect to all dependent peoples,
thereby solving the last outstanding issue on the Trusteeship Chapter of the
proposed world charter. Final wording of declaration does not include the
word independence.
Commander Stassen explained that the declaration indicates
that a dependent people may be developed toward the full exerci~se of selfgovernment, but at the same time does not hold out "false hopes" for peoples
living in small areas whose independence would prove a danger to themselves
and to others.
Committee on Structures and Procedures in General Assembly (Committee
One of Commission Two) meantime completed its work by approving a number of
paragraphs affecting the powers of the General Assembly to conform with actions
by the Trusteeship Committee.
Zeaceful Settlements. UMCIO Commission dealing with the Security Council
yesterday unanimously a dopted chapter dealing with peaceful settlements.
Soviet
Delegate G. P, Arkadiev, Rapporteur of the Committee (Two) which drafted the
chapter, said that the final text of the chapter included wording taken from
the Dlumbarton Oaks proposals along with amendment?1 submitted by the United
States, United K~ingdom, Soviet Union, China, Bolivia, Ethiopia, Norway, Belgium,
Chile, Ecuador, Czechoslovakia$ Turkey and Australia.
General-Assemably. UXCIO Committee on Political and Security Functions of
the General Assembly (Committee Two of Commission Two) has unanimously approved
inclusion of the words t"educational and health" in the charter provision which
spebifies, fields in which the Assembly shall promote international cooperation.
Elsenhower's Press Conference. At a press conference at the Pentagon Building yesterday afternoon General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower expressed the
opinion that once Nazism and militarism were extirpated "education and example"?
could be used with the Germans to rebuild peace. For, he said, you cat build
peace on hate or with a club. He stated that the German General Staff "must
be utterly destroyed."1
General Eisenhower made it.clear that all war criminals
must be punished. He stressed.* "We must find the criminals; we can't let anyr
of the guilty escape. That's the only way to teach them that crime does not
pay." He pointed out that the non-fraternization policy must be retained as
far as adults are concerned, until " 1our own people assure us we have got out
the last elements of Nazism." Declaring that Alli.ed forces of occupation flace
a very real problem in feeding the conquered Germans, General Eisenhower explained that agriculture, industry and transportation were in such a condition
that Germany would be incapable of maintaining its own life this winter.
Wood PulpFrom Sweden. In announcing estabolishment of freight rates on
shipments of wood pulp from Sweden to North At~lantic ports in United States,
WSA said these will apply on first imports of wood, pulp made possible since
war conditions interrupted commerce with this important production source.
Adequiate shipping is available in Swedish waters to bring the wood pulp that
nation is ready to export to thiis country,
Foreign
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Foreign Trade. Majority report from the Senate Foreign Trade Subcommittee
called for Government encouragement of foreign trade to balance "the lopsided
economy" which will prevail in the United States at the end of the kwar. Prepared by Senators Pepper and McMahont report pointed out that America at the end
of the war "will be set up to produce in several lines very much more ... than
we have ever consumed here or are likely to. America will come out of the
war with a lopsided economy."I Report called for enactment of the Reci-orocal
Trade and Bretton Woods agreements as the means of fostering trade beneficial
to small business.I
Cuban Doctors. N~ine Cuban doctors have arrived in Washington en route
to work on the program of medical and health assistance which UHRRFA is carrying on in the liberated areas of Europe. Recruitment of the doctors is result
of the UI'IRRA Caribbean Mission headed by Dr. Ricardo J. Alfaro, former president of Panama. This is the first group of doctors recruited by UNRRA in
Latin America for service in Europe. Similar groups from Mexico, Colombia$
and Venezuela will leave within the next few weeks.
Czeclaoslovak Mission. On invitation of Ozechcslovakian Government, members
of first contingent of UNRA' Czechoslovakian mission were scheduled to journey
about June 18 to-Prague where the initial mission will be formed, Director
General Lehman announced. UNREAP has announced that approximately 77,000 long
tons of' supplies will have been shipped to Czech'oslovakia by June 30.
Indian Students. Plans to bring 1,500 Indian students to United States
over the next three years were announced in N~ew York Sunday by D~r. M. S.
Sundaram, educational liaison officer for India. First contingent, 500 in
number, is s~heduled to arrive this fall. Of the group, 400 will attend
American colleges and universities and the remainder will receive training in
business and manufacturing concerns,
Commercial Service With Phili-poines, Resumption of commercial radio-.telegraph service between United States and Manila was announced Sunday night by
Lieutenant Colonel Thompson H. Mitchell, vice president and general manager
of RCA Communications, Inc.
WAR COY1U3NTIQJ3S ANlD REPORTS
Pacific Fleet. Lieutenant General Simon Bolivar Buckner, Jr., Tenth Army
Commander, was killed by a Japanese shell yesterday at a forward observation
post, at a time, described by Admiral Nimitz in message to General Marshall,
"when the fall of Okinawa is imminent.'1 Marine Major General Roy S. Geiger,
Commander of Marine Third Amphibious Corps on Okinawa, was given command of
Tenth Army immediately upon General Buckner's death.
Ground action on Okinawa yesterday saw N~ipponese compressed more tightly
into two small pockets on island's southern tip.
Phililoinines. Australian troops made new landing on eastern shores of
Brunei Bay and are moving inland against negligible opposition. Other units
pushed southwest from Brunei city and reached Borneo coast at Tutong. Airfield
on Labuan Island now is being used by Allied airmen. Rapid progress was made
by American troops in Luzonts Cagayan Valley.
Enemy Ships Sunk. Navy reported t-hat sumbarines have sunk 11 more enemy
ships, including two light combatant vessels, in Par Eastern waters.
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and -unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American newspapers.
In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the
country, the newspapers selected. will be varied. from time to time. No effort
has been made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable
.emphasis.
New York Times (Jlune 19)
1) "W'e welcome today the American General who led. our own and. the western
Allied armies to victory. ... His purely military merits may rank him with the
great commanders of history... But the man we welcome is not merely a successful
commander. He is a human being we delight to honor for his human qualities...
If there remained doubt as to-his personal qualities his address before Congress
yesterday would have removed it. .. ,He spoke for the same kind of national and
international unity for peace that has already brought victory in one theatre of
war. ... We welcome him today as a man recognizably American in the highest and
noblest sense...1
2) "...
The systematic and scientific butchery of the innocent followed
every successful Nazi aggression. It would have occurred here if Hitler had won
a conclusive victory over the United States. So we may say that the German
leaders, both military and civil, were guilty of something more than aggressive
war, although this, as Justice Jackson has argued, is a heinous crime in itself.
They were guilty of deliberate murder on a scale unparalleled in a thousand years
of history...I
3) Pays tribute to General Buckner.
4) Analyzes the possible significance of increasing Japanese surrenders.
5) Domestic interest.
6) 4The report from the White House that the President is planning on the
end of the San Francisco Conference by Saturday indicates that he expects agreement can be reached, without serious delay, on the newest problem which has
arisen there. This is the question whether the General Assembly of the proposed
league of the United Nations shall have power 'to discuss any questions M lating
to the maintenance of peace and security,' as the Dumbarton Oaks charter said,
or whether the Assembly shall have power instead 'to discuss any matter within
the sphere of international relations,' as the revised charter says. ... It is
the Russian delegation which prefers the somewhat narrower language of the original Dumbarton Oaks draft, ...In general, we believe, it is in the interest of
the Great Powers themselves, no less than of the small ones, to favor the broadest possible discussion in the Assembly of tmattors within the sphere of international relations,' The Great Powers are taking a heavy enough responsibility
upon themselves, under the plans proposed at San Francisco, They will find it
easier to play the role of custodians of the peace if they provide somewhere a
forum so free that even the smallest nation can appeal persuasively to the conscience of the world,"1
7) "'...The diary of the dead Count Galeazzo Ciano ...is an indictment not
only of von Ribbentrop but of the whole criminal crew, from Hitler down to the
last gauleiter, who led. the acquiescent German nation in its murd~erous assault
upon mankind. .. , All shared his hope of world domination and the spoils of his
early victories. It is unthinkable that any should. now escape the penalty of
this conspiracy."
Washington Star (June 18)
1) "It is primarily as a triumphant military leader that General Dwight D.
Eisenhower returns today to the Capital of the Nation he has served so Well. *
It should be emphasized that General Eisenhower is more than a military hero.
..With his military talents are combined qualities of modesty and tact and
tolerance and patience which have enabled him to function as a statesman as well
as a general. .
2) "Although France, Britain, Russia and the United States, acting through
their four-power Allied Control Council., will exercise supreme authority over
Germany during the occupation period., they have wisely declared their intention
to consult with other United Nations in carryin~g out their enormously difficult
task.

-6task. The problem, after all, directly affects more than French, British,
Russian or American interests~and such consultation accordingly seems not
only fitting but essential. ... This is-- a most fateful undertaking, and if it
is to turn out well, it must have the support of men and nations of good will
everywhere. For that reason, if for no other, it is heartening to have France,
Britain, Russia and the United States promise to employ their authority in
consultation with other powers - not exclusively as if the rest of the world
had no stake in it."
~3) 11... the Consultative Assembly is the nearest thing to a parliam~ent
which France possesses during the political interim period through which the
country is passing. Technically nonconstitutional, the provisional government
provides no effective legal check on the diplomatic activity of the executive,
which means General Charles de Gaulle. And the general has used his prerogative to conduct a Ivigoroustforeign, policy, asserting French claims not only
in the Levant but also in Germany, Northern Italy and elsewhere. This assertive
policy has not only produced tension between the provisional government and
foreign powers but has also awakened misgivings and criticism at home, despite
De Gaulle's assertion that he is solidly backed by the nation."
4) 1"
The political dilemma precipitated, or perhaps better disclosed, by
the resignation of Premier Ivanoe Benomi is a striking indication of Italy's
muddled situation. No problem in troubled postwar Europe is more complex and
baffling than that of Italy. Certainly no easy or clearcut solution has yet
been proposed... Obviously, the terms of the peace settlement which the Allies
will grant must profoundly effect the course of Italy's political evolution.
But, conversely, political trends within Italy during this interim period may
well affect the attitude and policy of the Allies on the peace settlement
which tiaey will eventually decide..."
5) Applauds the appointment of Dr. Luther H. Evans as Librarian of Congress.
Detroit News (June 18)
1) "M.1ore than passing notice is due Senator Vandenberg's frank, eloquent
and forceful response to the vote of thanks given by the fellow committeemen who
participated with him in the inner work of the San Francisco Conference. It
is assurance that the like from him -- with compelling effect, we hope -- will
be heard in the Senate on the vital question of ratifying the international
plan for keeping the world at peace to which the Conference has now agreed.
We venture the hope that under Providence the Senate will do its part f'ully
and promptly to effectuate the great work in which Senator Vandenberg has so
ably participated.!
2) "With the capture of Joachim von Ribbentrop, the plotter of Hitler's
duplicity in foreign relations is assured the trial he deserves as an arch
Nazi war criminal. Except his friend Himmler, the Gestapo murderer, there
was no figure in the Inner Hitler group more repulsive than Von Ribbontrop.*0~
3) Discusses General Arnold's plans f'or bombing Japan.
**

*
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WH.,ITE HOUSE
Tri2 to San Francisco. P'ress secretary Ross announced. late last nighl
that the President was planning to address the San Francisco Conference on
June 23. Hir. Ross said. that M'ir. Truman~s visit at San Francisco depý_ended, of
Acourse,
upon just when the Conference would. end.
App~ointments. Presidential apiointments today incl~uded. Senator Kilgore;
members of the Association of Radio NTews Analysts; Henry Kaiser; Baron Robert
Silvercru~ys, Belgian Ambassador, Paul Kronacker, Belgian I inister of Supply,
and. Acting Secretary Grew; General H. Ziegler and members of the French Air
1I1ission to the United. States; Senator Young and William Stern; Justice Jacxsoii±
and 1"ajor General William J. Donovan; and presentation by the President of a
Medal of Herit, posthumously, to Rudolph Forster, former White House clerk.
STATE DEPARUCWT
Grewls Address. Acting Secretary Grew delivered. following radio address
last night on "Freedom of Information";
"There is a widely held belief that governments inevitably consitute a
'barrier to free communication; that if the people could. onl-v, somehow, push
their governments aside and talk to each other directly as man to man, there
would. be no more misunderstandings between nations and no more wars. This
belief is, I think, closely related. to the idea that government is something
set apart from the people, something necessarily different from the people, and
therefore to be distrusted..
"To both these propositions I should like to reply that there are all kinds
of people in the world., and. therefore all kinds of governments, -- and. that is
one of the reasons why we have something less than complete freedom of communication and full understanding among peoples.
"Let me add. a proposition of my own: that anyone who has thought about
.this matter and. who does not sincerely believe in freedom of communicationl as
a goal to be patiently and persistently sought, betrays his fundamental distrust of human nature.
IfTo discuss whether we should have communication among peoples would, of
course,,be absurd. We have it on a scale that defies im~gination. hivery minute
of every hour of the day the ether is alive with words and pictures conveying
news and. opinion, and the sky is crowded with planes carrying bearers of tidings to the far corners of the earth. As with so many of the political and
economic problems that beset us today, we are dealing in communication, not
with a theory but with a condition. It is not a.auestion of arguing about the
facts but of catching up with them.
.11To those in government service, and particularly those of us concerned.
with foreign policy, this is an immediate and urgent question. I know of no
better'stptement of that question than the way Archibald liacLeish put it re'How will we prevent war and preserve peace and attain the
cently: I1quote:
other basic objectives of our foreign policy in a world in which the substantial
How will we realize
foreign relations of peoples are direct relations .. .?
the tremendous promise of commion understanding and mutual confidence which that
world holds out? How will we avoid its dangers of bickering qua~wls, whispered
suspicions, inspired. panics, fear?'
"How indeed? These challenging questions suggest two answers which I
should. like to submit for your consideration. The first answer is that we must
find a way of preventing from now on and at all costs the perversion of the
channels of communication for base and selfish ends. Never again must a tyranny
be permitted. to mislead and. befuddle a people and to betray men and women into
mob violence, aggression and. national suicide. NTever again must we allow the
greatest instrument for mutual understanding and confidence to be perverted into
a,weapon for the strategy of terror. I saw this hap~pen, at first hand$ during
my years in Japan. I watched the slow deterioration of the mental and. moral fibre
of a people$ and I can tell you it is a terrifying spectacle. Those who were in
a posiltion to observe at close range the, in some respects, even more subtle
and corrosive effects of the Nazi propaganda machine will, I think, agree that
this

-2this kinid of 'warfare -- for it is warfare -- must, like the use of force, be
outlawed in the future.
1 f this
"I
should. happen again, if we should fail in our resolution to
prevent it, we shall fail also to remove the threat of war, and we shall deny
the pledge of the Charter of the United Fations, 'to practice tolerance and
live together in peace iiith one another as good neighbors,' and to -promote
and encourage 'respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all
11T~he other answer consists in the -progressive freeing of the lines of
communication so as to increase the volume and speed the flow of information
among nations.
"11There are people in our own country who find this suggestion almost as
alarming as the systematic and official suppression of information under tyranny. They maintain that in a democracy the people should somehow be protected
against themselves. To this there is only one democratic answer, only one
answer that is honest and, satisfactory to those who believe in the good sense
and sound judgment of an informed public opinion. If the peo-ple wish to protect themselves, they will find the means to do it through their responsible
leadership in private enterprise and representative government.
"Self-regulation of industry in the public interest is essentially t0 democratic process, and we have already taken some tentative steps in that direction. One example is the formulation 1by the Broadcasting Industry of its
own codes designed to keep the ether free from racial or religious hatred..
Another is the consistent policy of self-discipline practiced by the responsible press in the interests of decency and good taste.
"If self-regulation has been considered wise and necessary in communications here at home, how much greater is its wisdom and need in the vastly broader field of international communications after the war.
"In wartime the flow of ideas between peop~les has been impeded by censorship# by blockade, by shortages of shipping and -paper.
"In~z peacetime you can no more block a vastly developed flow of ideas than
King Canute could stop the tides. International communications should. and will
expand beyond all recognition in the years to come, and it willbe our responsibility as a people to see that this expansion will be a force for good
and. not a force for unmitigated evil as it would have been in the hands of our
Vqazi or Japanese enemies.
"As one who has spent forty years in the field of international relations$
I am all too conscious of the tremendous impact o;'
f international communications
on the minds of men. Unless a foreigner has visited the United States, his
entire picture of America and its people is what he sees on his screen, what
he hears on his radio, what he reads in his newspaper from and about this
country, and the f ew Americans he ma!,y happ*en to meet.
"It is, of course, within the power of our agencies of international comnmunication to give a cynical, distorted and unworthy impression of the United,
States. It is-within their power so to cheaipen the picture of our country
abroad that foreigners will again think, as -theNazis and Japanese thought,
that we are decadent and soft and p3leasure-loving, that we are not only unwilling but unable to fight for our way of life against agy challenge.
"'3:ut it is also within the power of the communications industries to give
a.true picture of the United States, not a sugar-coated picture, but one which
would show the integrity -and strength of our people, the character and free
institutions that have made us great and enabled us to -out forth such a mighty
effort in the war. If the Nazi and Japanese tyrants themselves had allowed.
their -people to get atrue picture of America I doubt very much whether they
would have been fatuous enough to challenge us or our friends. It is, in
my opinion, a supreme opportunity and. res-ponsibility of the communications
industries to give such a truthful picture of America that the outside world
will never again doubt our power-and our devotion to the ideals in which we
believe.
"Indeed, the whole fabric of international peace and. understanding can be
strengthened by the facts and ideas that will cross in~ternational frontiers in
the years to come. The San Francisco Charter'will be onlyv as strong and useful
as the peoples of the world make it. It can be weakened fatally if a traffic
of hate and of lies should once more cross and re-cross the frontiers. It can
fulfill its great promise if we and other peoples highly resolve that there
shell

-3shall be a traffic of truth flowing from the radio transmitters, the printing
presses and the motion picture projectors of the world.
ItWe in America hold an advanced position in the field of international
communications. The world already sees our motion pictures; I hope that it
-will also come to listen to our radio programs and read our books and publications, to a degree never before known.
IrI hope, too, that we in AmErica will listen to what our friends abroad
ma~y say, and develop the good habit of reading foreign publications as well as
our own. International distrust can flourish only in a world in which the
traffic of truth is blocked in agy part of it,
It is for us to resolve -- andl
for the agencies of communication most of-all to resolve -- that the facts
and the liberal and progressive ideas which travel overseas from -America-. shall
be worthy at all times of the country we love and honor and serve."
P50 Changes. Following changes have occured in the Foreign Service since
June 1, 1945:
'William C. Affeld, Jr.,, Second Secretary of Embassy at Guatemala, had
been assigned Foreign Service Officer attached to the staff of United States
Political Adviser of German Affairs, SiA.EF; John P1. Allison, Second Secretary
of Zmbassy and Consul at London, has been designated First Secretary of Embassy
and Consul Pt the same place and will continue to serve in dual capacity; V.
Harwood Blocker, Vice Consul at Victoria, Brazil, has-been assigned Vice Consul
at Rio de Janerio.; Robert Ni. Brandin, Vice Consul at Hadrid, has been assigned
to the Department; Sherburne Dillingham, Second Secretary of Embassy at Caracas,
has been assigned to the Department; John XC. 2Jmmerson, Second Secretary of Zmbassy at Chungking, has been assigned to the Department; Richard H. Hawkins, Jr.,
Vice 'Onsul at Sydney, has been assigned to the Department; George D. Henderson$
now in Department, has been designated Secretary of Mission at Tirana; L.
Randolph Riggs., Second Secretary of Legation and. Consul at Stockholm has been
designated First Secretary of Legation and Consul at the same place, and will
serve in dual capacity; Avery F. Peterson, Second Secretary of Embassy and
Consul at London, has been designated First Secretary of 4mbassy and Consul
at the same place, and will continue to serve in dual capacity; Henry S. Stebbins,
Second Secretary of -Rnbassy and Consul at London, has been designated First
Secretary of Embassy and Consul at the same place, and will continue to serve
in dual capac ity; :Basil Dl. Dahlq. Commercial Attache at Wellington, has been assigned to the Department.
-
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Judicial Organization. UITCIO Commission on Judicial Organization (Commission Four) completed its work yesterday by unanimously approving the reports
Of its two Committees.
In accepting the re-port of its Committee on the International Court, Coinmission voted its ap.:proval of the proposed seventyý-article statute for a new
International Court of Justice and adopted the Cha~pter of the proposed world
Charter which establishes -the Court and outlines its place in the Organization#
Commission further adopted a, recommendation that members of the projected
United Nations Organization be urged quickly to declare their recognition of
the obligatory jurisdiction of the Court in cases involving interpretion of
trdaties# questions of international law# and breai'hos of international obligations.
In approving tho report of its Committee on Legal Problems, Commission
adopted the following five sets of provisions for inclusion in the Charter:
(1) privileges and immunities of the World Organization and its representatives;
(2) registration and publication of treaties; (3) obligations incoaisistent
with the Charter; (4) juridicial status of the World Organization; and (5)
how the Charter shall come into force,
Charter Revision., UY~CIC Committee on Amendments (Committee Two of Commission One) last night decided thit there should be a provision in the Charter
for a revisionary conference, and. that such a conference may be called by a
two-thirds vote of the General Assembly with concurrence by any seven of the
eleven members of the Security Council. -At an afternoon session, tho Committee
rejected a -proposal offered by Canada and Brazil providing for a revisonary
conference no sooner than five and no later than ten years after the organization is constituted. Committee thereuipon rejected a Union of South Africa
proposal that the revisionary conference be called no later than ten years
after the organization'is constituted. Vote on first proposal was 23 in favor
and
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and 17 o-r,-osed, and 28 in favor and. 17 onposed. on second.. After the balloting,
Hamilton :Fish Armstrong presernted. a Uni-ted Stdtes proposal, stipoulating that
if a general revisionary conference has not been~ called. before the tenth 11ear
of the organization's operation, the question of ddIling such a conference
should. then automatically be placed. on the agenda df th~e G-eneral Assembly. This
pro-posal, which is still -pending, was su.Pported by r~pre~entatives of the United.
Kingdom, China, Soviet Union, Prance, Brazil, I'1exico, Colombia, Canada, N~etherlands, S.-ria. and. Peru.
Security Council. UMlIO Committee dealing with Structur6 s AAd Procedures
of the Security Council approved Thursday night the text of a Pxigraph providing that the G-eneral Assemblyr should. receive and con-sider annutal and. sgt~ial
reports from the Security Council concerning, among other thing~i meatu±'eý
adopted or applied by the Council to maintain world peace and security. Comnmittee said its interpretation of the paragra-ph "indicates that the Assembly
might-,useB its (specified) powers of discussion and recommendation ..
when considering reports from the Council.0 Paragraph previously had been a7,)proved
by Committee on Political and. Security Functions of the Assembly (Committee
Two of Commission Two).
Trusteeship. UV'CIO Committee on Trusteeship (Cormmittee Four of Commission
Two) yesterday unanimously ap-,iroved thirteen p)Dragra:,hs comprising the entire
second of the two sections of the chapter on international trusteeship, Committee is still c-onsiaering first section.
Pur-ooses and Princi-oles. Commission on General Provisions (Commission One)
yesterday approved an entire cha-pter stating the urpo es of the new Wotld Orgarnization and all of the paragraphs of the Chamter on Principles except the
one safeguarding the jurisdiction of states in -theirdomestic affairs.
Peacetime 1hilitary Training. Enactment of comnulsory peacetime military
training was termed by Fleet Admiral 1ITimitz frimperativelt unless -Americans "are
willing to risk witnessing the devastation of our coastal cities." Admiral
IYimitz' views were expressed in a letter, which was read today to hearings on
peacetime conscription of Rouse Postwar Milita~ry Policy Committee. The issue,.
Admiral NimT~itz said, "is whether we are willing to provide the means to implement the pledges we are in process of making to freedom-loving peoples looking
toward world security- whether the future foreign policy of the United States
is to be realistic or based on illusi.ons.. and. wishful thinking.'1 Admiral N.imitz'
recomimendation was bolstered by letter-contained opinion of Admiral William F.
Halsey, who contended that along with universal training, this country must
have full and absolute control of necessary bases, insistence on this country's
t~inherent prime impnortance in Pa.cific affairs1' and unified operational control
of all United States armed forces.
During his testimony -7>?vy Secretary Forr estal sfaid that a poll of servicemen "1would be preponderantly in favor of universal military training" because
these men do not want war again "and they do not want it for their children."
He added: "I believe they believe as I do, that the means to make war should
be in the -possession of the nations who hate war." Mr. Forrestal declared
that "America's readiness to accept her responsibilities in underwriting the
peace of the world will be the surest guaranty of maintaining-peace."1
General iiarshall told the Committee that after the war the United States
either must maintain a large standing army or must have a.supply of trained
reserves. He added that the cost of a.large army would be prohibitive. General,
i--arhall declared that Uit is clear to me that whatever the terms of peace, the
fundamental basis of our defense must be universal military training. N~o
other practical solution has been offered."1
Admiral King warned that "this may be the last war in which our own homeland is not hit directly and first -- by the ravages of battle." General
Vandegrift related: "We are not taking a stand in favor of war. We are, thought
with you, responsible for the security of this country and we feel that a train-'
ed military force is one of the most -potent weapons for the maintenance of a
poeaceful world."
Tractors for Liberated Areas. To enable the peoples of the countries freed
from German occupation to raise as much of their own food as possible, UNB.R&
has procured 14,500 fnrm tractors -- 13,500 from United States and 1,500 from
Great Britain -- for use this year in liberated areas, Director General Lehman
announced. UNRRA will transfer 5,688 of these tractors to liberated nations not
receiving financial assistance -- France, Italy, IYetherlands, IForway, Belgium
and Denmark -- which will reimburse UMP.A for its outlay, while 8,812 will go
without

-5without payment to Poland., Yugoslavia, Czechoslova~kia, G-reece and. Albania.
Shi-ps Allocated. to :Toreign Countries. WSA announced. that seven ships
were delivered. in 11-ay to foreign governments for operation on a charter basis.
Two Liberty ships were allocated. to France, three to Greece and. one to Belgiu~m.
Coastal cargo ship also went to Greece.
Galluip Poll. ITa-tion--wide survey disclosed. that today 58 percent of the
American public believes-that treaties should. be ratified. by Presidential approvalI and. a majority of both the House and. Senate, while only 21 percent favor
present method. of ratification by Presidential approval and. two-thirds of the
Senate.
WAR COMEMUQUMJUM
PWDflORTS
Pacific Fleet. American soldiers. and. marines swept over fourth of plateau
behind. Yaeju-Dake escarpment on southern Ckinawa in a campaign which lieutenant General Buckner said. should. secure the entire island. within a week. Frontline dispatches estimated. tbnt possibly 10,000 remaining Ja-panese were cornpressed. into an eight-square-mile area.
Phili-opi~nes. American forces advanced. out of mcuntains into rich Cagaye~n
Valley of northeastern luzon, seizing the valley towns of Santiago -and.Echague
and. gaining 22 miles in a day. Australians in northwest Borneo took the
Timbalai airfield. on Labuan Island at entrance to Brunei Bay, and. reduced last
enemy positions kno~wn to exist on the islend.. On mainland., enemy troops have
been driven from north of the town of Brunei, which was captured., as all
north Borneo came under Allied. control.
Only 1,447 men of more than 184,,000 Americ an Army and Favy personnel captured. by Japanese on Bate-an and. Corregidor have bean liberated., General TMacArthur's Headquarters d~isclosed. Another 3,260, who made the "Death March"
or were cay)tured. on "The Rock", have been officially reported dead.. Large
majority of the 13,000 unaccounted. for are believed to be hold. in prison camps
in Japan, China and Formosa.
Iavy- Casualties. Gross casualties reported. to date by N~avy Dlepartment in
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. were 117,985, of which 44,992 wore reported
dead., 57,975 wounded, 10,782 missing and. 41236 prisoners of war.
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. Nqo effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
NwYork Herald Tribune (June 16)
1) "... IA'contrast to the thronging issues in which there are real clashes
of interest to be compromised, the war criminal problem is relatively simple and.
exists now in the form which could have been foreseen many months, even years, agoi
Hence it is all the more important that there be a speedy and to the indecisionnot mer'ely to :provide a fitting termination for the curious career of Joachim
Ribbentrop, but to express, in du~e judicial form, the detestation of the civilized
world for the system which made that career possible."
2) Local interest.
3) "There are strong reasons for an early trial of the two State Department
employees and the four other persons arrested for the possession of ftop secret'
government documents. ... The defendants assert that the arrests involve an attack
on our free press, while government officials contend they are the ou~tcome of a
legitimate espionage investigation. ... The power to enforce in the criminal courts
a decision that a document is 'top secret' is the power to control the thought of
the American people. ... Democracy is in danger when matters of high consequence to
the public, such as the reasons behind American policy in Asia, can be concealed
under protection of the criminal law for any reason other than military necessity.
Whatever happens in the present case, therefore, there should be study of the law
under which the arrests were made# It appears to be a law which can be used for
the suppression of news the public should have. Military secrets, admittedly, are
another matter. It should be possible to devise a law which would cover military
information without infringing u~pon the right of Americans to know what their government is doing."
4) "According to dispatches from San Francisco, the United States and tritish
governments feel that an international economic conference should be held as early
as possible. ...The proposal to call a world meeting...is a step in the right
direction, especially at a time when the compulsion of events, if unanticipated
and unopposed, could well create a new-spirit of commercial isolationism."
5) "The Office of War Information may have exhibited faults in the past but
the President is right in contending that its work 'is now being performed by a
trained, integrated and experienced organization' and that 'to abolish some of its
major functions while the war is on would be a mistake.' In this he is vigorously
supported by Generals Marshall and Eisenhower, who, above all others, should know
the value of this agency in supplementing with words the military effort. ..*Eight
war correspondents, including Quentin Reynolds and William L. Shirer, have strongly
protested against the slash in the House. .. 9 Add their testimony to that of our
top-ranking soldiers and the case for the President's plea seems copper'-riveted."~
6) Domestic interest.
Washington Post (June 16)
1) Domestic interest.
2) Domestic interest.
3) "It would be tragic folly to leave the United States voiceless in Europe
during the crucial period of that continent's economic and political reconstruction. Yet, so far as the mass of Europeans is concerned, voiceless we shall be
unless the Senate restores to the Office of War Information the funds recklessly
slashed from its appropriation by the House. ... We have played no small part in
the winning of this war. We are to have a major role in the shaping of the future.
Does not elementary common sense dictate that we help Europeans to understand what
we have done and what we mean to do? It is equally essential, we think, that the
United States have the means to explain its position to people abroad when controversial questions arise. ... And finally, we believe, it is vital that this country
ave a share in the reeducation of Germany. ... OWI is today..the only agency
luipped to do a job that must be done, In time its work should be taken over by
revitalized Department of State. And, as we have urged repeatedly, a broadgauged
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gauged reorganization of our foreign services, includ~ing information, is long
overdue, and. should be undertaken without more delay. But the State Department
at present is even less qualified than the War Department to take over OWI's functions. We hope that Congress will enable OWI to carry on until a more perfect
mechanism can be developed for the expression of American views abroad."
4) "It is encouraging to note that plans being worked out at the Conference
call for a meeting at San Francisco, Immediately after the end of the present Conference, of the representatives of the 50 United Nations to establish an interim
agency empowered to carry on until the Charter actually goes into effect. ... The
Pos suggested..the wisdom of leaving as interim diplomatic machinery the 14-nation
Executive Committee of the Conference. This, apparently, is what the Conference
itself has in mind. .*.It can serve not merely as the trail-blazer for the new
world organization, but also as a preliminary Security Council to which pressing
international problems might be referred for consideration as those problems arises!
5) Domestic interest.
6) "The news that a satisfactory solution of the thorny Polish problem is now
in prospect is-the best possible corollary to the announcement by President Truman
that the time and place have been set for the meeting of the rBig Three.' If that
meeting is to be a success, the ground must first be cleared of the differences
and disagreements that have arisen among Russia, Britain and the United States
since the Crimea Conference. Moreover, a host of new problems, particularly those
created by Germany's defeat, have arisen, and they do not admit of the delay which
would be inevitable if Messrs. Stalin, Churchill and Truman were forced to devote
their next meeting to going over ground previously gone over at Yalta. ..
Baltimore Sun (June 16)
1) "R-dcto for the 350,000 German prisoners-of-war in this country has
passed the haphazard stage. During the past year a formal program has been in
operation-a program with well-defined aims, methods, materials and hoped-for outcomes. .9. The aims and methods are sound; the materials are good. o.,. But permanent re-education of a Nazi-even a defeated and deracinated Nazi-is' not going to
be easy..."
2) "Everybody knows that the American nations, Argentina excepted, have been
prime movers in such projects of internation comity as the Act of Chapultepec and
the great world charter emerging at San Francisco. Less well known are the steps
taken not merely for good-neighborliness but for actual merger by the Central
American republics of Guatemala and Salvador. ... Obviously much remains to be done
before an actual Guatemala-Salvador merger is worked out. ... Cualturally and historically, however, there is a common tradition not merely in Guatemala and Salvador but throughout the Central American area. These deep likenesses explain the
tenacious survival of fusion or federation ideas now highlighted again by the
Guatemala-Salvador negotiations."1
3) "iOf course it isn't necessary for President Truman to bring back the San
Francisco charter and submit it immediately to the Senate. ... His idea is a sound
one, nevertheless. ... Though the Senate will properly expect to debate the charter
fully, the fact is that its subject matter is already familiar to every senator,
even though it has not yet been assembled in its final form, and to every other
citizen who takes interest in public affairs '.... The more promptly we ratify, the
more promptly and confidently will the other signatory nations take the decisive
step of participation in the new experiment for a world order based on law and
fair dealing rather than force alone. We have talked much about the new American
role of world leadership. Prompt action by the Senate will be leadership."y
4) D~omestic interest.
5) Local interest.
* **
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WHITE ROUSE
Press Conference. Press secretary Ross told. correspondents that the Presi-dent'-s plans to visit San Francisco were not complete as the President did. not
know when the conference would end. questioned about reports that the President
was insisting upon Senate ratification of the Charter by July 15, Mr. Ross said
that he thought it could be said that Congressional leaders have indicated to the
President a 4.esire to get ratification as soon as possible. He added that that,
of course, was quite agreeable to the President.
Asked if the White House had received any further word regarding a visit
of General de Gaulle, Mr. Ross stated that no word had been received, but that
if and when General de Gaulle comes the President will be pleased to welcome him.
Nominations. Following nomination was sent to the Senate today: Mvajor General
Roy S. Geiger, United States Marine Corps, to be a Lieutenant General,9
Appointments. Presidential appointments today included Representative Powell;
Representative Norrell and Louis IKranitz; Senator Overton and Assistant Secretary
Clayton; Brigadier General Henry Bai.rd; Chinese Premier T. V. Soong; Interior
Secretary Ickes; Ingram M. St~aiznhack, Governor of Hawaii; and Budget Director
Smith.
STATE DEPARTMENT
International Aviation. Following is an exchange of le~tters between the
Honorable Theodore G. Bilbo, United States Senator from Mississippi, and Acting
Secretary of State Grew on the Interim Agreement, the InterLntional Air Services
Transit Agreement, and the International Air Transport Agreement signed by delegates to the International Civil Aviation Conference held at Chicago from Novem±ber 1 to December 7, 1944: Senator Bilbo's letter to the Acting Secretary read
as follows: "On lMay 19, the Executive Council of the American Federation of
Labor reieased a statement with reference to its position on the so-called
'Freedom of the Air Agreements'. The A.F. of L. holds that the executive agreements which have been promulgated are illegal and should be withdrawn or submitted to the Senate for consideration as treaties.
"I should like to receive the views of the State Department with reference
to this question and the authority in law for making these agreements if such
authority exists; also any other comment which you may care to make with reference
to the statement as a whole."
"I am in receipt of your letter of May
The following is Mr. Grew's reply:
23, 1945 requesting the Department's comments on views which have been expressed
to the effect that there was no authority of law for the acceptance by this
Government as executive agreements of the Interim Agreement, the International
Air Services Transit Agreement, and the International Air Transport Agreement
signed by delegates to the International Civil Aviation Conference held at
Chicago from November 1 to December 7, 1944.
",I am pleased to furnish ycu, in compliance with your request, with the
following comments:
t"Four documents were prepared at Chicago which were all ad referendum to the
governments signing the Final Act of the Conference.
"'The first document was the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation,
providing for a provisional organization to consist of an Interim Assembly and an
Interim Council, the period of whose operation is limited by the Agreement to a
maximum of three years. The function of the Interim Agreement was to create an
organization which could make recommendations and function until a permanent
organization came into existence.
"The second agreement reached at Chicago provides for permanent machinery for
dealing with the problems of international Civil Aviation. This permanent con-vention has been submitted to the Senlate for its advice and consent.
"The third document, the International Air Services Transit Agreement, is
sometimes referred to as the 'Two Freedoms Agreement', and provides that the
parties thereto grant one another two rights: the right to fly over their respective territories and the right to land in their respective territories for non~h
traffic purposes.

-2"The fourth document ,signed ad referendu in ohicago, the International Air
Transport Agreement, adds three more rights which the signatories grant to one
another, and. is sometimes referred to as the 'Five Freddoms Agreement'. These
three additional rights are the right to bring passengersand cargo from the home
country of the plane to the territory of another signatoryt, the right to pick up
passengers and freight in the territory of one signatory and carry them back to
the home country of the plane and the right to pick up passengers and cargo in the
territory of one signatory and carry them to the territory of another.
"The question you have raised relates only to the Interim Agreement and the
'Two' and IFive Freedoms Agreementt, which have been accepted by this Government
as executive agreements.
"The declaration of the Executive Council of the American Federation of Labor
states that these three agreements 'would-work radical changes in the law of the
United. States' and that their acceptance by this Government as executive agreements, rather than their submission to the Senate for its advice and consent,
'is illegal's
"This, of course, is a serious charge and one which prompts me to acquaint you
fully with the views of the Dlepartment of State.
"If I may restite the issue, it is this: Do the Air Commerce Act of 1926 and
the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 provide legislative authority for this Government
to accept the undertakings in the Interim Agreement and the 'Two' and 'Five
Freedoms Agreements' by executive action without reference to the Senate? We
believe that they do.
"'The Intetri-m Agreement on International Civil Aviation, creating a temporary
organization to function for three years or until permanent arrangements are made,
confers no powers on the temporary organization. It merely seeks to bridge the
gap between the Conference in Chicago and whatever permanent arrangement may
finally be agreed upon. The expenses of the interim organization will have to
be borne by the members but funds contributed by the United States can only be
made available by Congress, and no commitment with respect to the provision of
funds by the United States has been made. The provisions of the Interim .Agreement
are not in conflict with any existing laws and it is clearly a proper object of
executive action.
"There remains the question of the 'Two[ and 'Five Freedoms Agreements.'
"Section 6(c) of the Air Commerce rAuct of 1926 provides:
"'If a foreign nation grants a similar privilege in respect to aircraft of
the United States, and/or airmen serving in connection therewith, the Civil
Aeronautics Autho ri ty Lgivil Aeronautics BoarA/ may authorize aircraft registered
under the law of the foreign nation and not a part of the armed forces thereof
to be navigated in the United States. No foreign. aircraft shall engage in air
.Commerce otherwise than between any State, Territory, or possession of the United
States (including the Philippine Islands) or the District of Columbia, and a
foreign country.'I
"Under this provision, the Civil Aeronautics Board may authorize aircraft
registered under the flag of a foreign country to be navigated in the United States
if the, foreign country grants a similar privilege with respect to American aircraft.
"The next relevant statutory provision ip section 802 of the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938, which reads:
"' The Secretary of State shall advise the Authority /the Civil Aeronautics
23oar4/ Of, and consult with the Authority concerning, the negotiation of any agreements with foreign governments for the establishment or development of air navigation, including air routes and services.'
"~Under this section of the 1938 Act, the Secretary of State must advise and
consult with the Civil Aeronautics Board if he wishes to negotiate any agreement
with a foreign government for the establishment or development of air navigation.
A number of executive agreements have been concluded with foreign governments. No
question with respect to the authority to negotiate and conclude. such bilateral
agreements has been raised by the Congress, and no question is now raised of which
I am aware.
"The third statutory provision relating to the issue under C~iscussion is section 1102 of the 1938 Act. That section provides:
"'In exercising and performing its powers and duties under this chapter, the
Authority Loivil Aeronautics Board/ shall do so consistently with any obligation
assumed by the United States in any treaty, convention, or agreement that may be in
force between the United States and any foreign country or foreign countries, shall
takce

-3take into consideration any applicable laws and requirements of foreign countries and shall niot, in exercising and performing its powers and. duties with
respect to certificates of conven~ienceq and. necessity, restrict compliance by
any air carrier with any obligation, duty, or liability imposed by any foreign
country**.'
"The effect of this section of the Act is to require that, once an.. agreement with a foreign government has been concluded., the Civil Aeronautics Board.
shall exe~rcise its powers and functions consistently, with such agreem-ent.
ffIt seems apparent that Congress, in enacting the statutes to which I have
referred, contemplated the makcing of agreements between this Government and
foreign governments.
It also seems clear that it was not intended that this
Government could negotiate bilateral agreements with a number of other governments individually, but that it could not conclude one agreement with all of
these other governments at the same time. A distinction between bilateral and.
multilateral agreements would. be meaningl~ess in the cont3xt of the legislation
and. easily avoided. by the conclusion of agreements with a number' of other governments simultaneously.
"If, then, this Government had the authority to conlude agreements with
respect to air navigation, the only remaining question is whether the three
agreements negotiated. in :Chicago are themselves within thd limits of the authority conferred by law.
"The responsible discussion of this question has related. to the requirement of section 402 of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 that 'No foreign air
carrier shall engage in foreign air transportation unless there is in force a
permit issued by the Authority L~ivil Aeronautics 3oar.d/ authorizing such
carrier to so engage.' The Board may issue such a permit 'if it finds that
such carrier is fit, willing and able properly to perform such air transportation
and. to conform to the provisions of this chapter and the rules, regulations, and
requirements of the Authority hereunder, and that such transportation will be in
the national interest.' The Act further provides that, in considering the
issuance of a permit, the Board may 'prescribe the duration of any permit and.
may attach to such permit such reasonable terms, conditions, or limitations as,
in its Judgment, the public interest may require.' The argument sometimes advanced is that the 'Two' and 'Five Freedoms Agreements' either oust the Civil
Aeronautics Board of its jurisdiction to grant or deny permits or prejudge the
decision and. remove the opportunity of an exercise of discretion on, the part of
the Board.
"Under the provisions of law to which I have referred., there are two ways
in which foreign airlines may apply for and obtain permits to enter the United
States."A foreign airline may apply for a permit, in the absence of an international agreement, under section 402. If it does so, it must give proof that its
home country grants reciprocal rights to United. States air carriers. Without
such proof, the Civil Aeronautics Board. would. be without authority to act. But,
if such proof is given, the Board. will consider the request for a permit and
communicate its conclusion to the Presilent. Unde~r the statute the Presidexnt
makess the final decision; he need. not accept the recommendation of the Board.
"The other method by which a foreign airline may proceed occurs- when there
is in existence an agreement between the Government of the United States and. the
home government of the foreign air lines, granting reciprocal rights to the
aircraft of the two countries. Under such an international agreement, general
rights are reciprocally granted, but if a particular foreign airline wishes to
avail itself of the agreement it still must apply to the Civil Aeronautics Board
for a permit under section 402 of the 1938 Act. There is no difference between
the two methods in this respect. In the second. case, the Board is required.,
in making its determination, to act consistently with the broad. policy declared.
in the international agreement, but it is not precluded from reaching an
independent conclusion with respect to the particular airline which has requested
a permit. The Board must decide whether it is a suitable airline for performance
under the requested. permit, and. whether it meets a number of other requirements
specified in the statute. When the Board's determination is made it is comnmunicated. to the President, who is again given the final authority in the matter.
"You will notice that whichever method is pursued under the statute, a finding that recipr'ocal rights have been granted (by agreement or otherwise), is
required, and in both cases the ultimate decision is that of the President of
the United States.
"'No thing

-A"Nothing in the three agreements concluded at Chicago, which have recently
been accepted by this Government as executive agreements, precludes Congress
from making changes in the existing law if it sees fit to do so. We are of
the strong opinion, however, that nothing done or provided for under the three
agreements exceeds the authority contained in existing legislation.
1
"It is for these reasons, Senator. that the Department believes that the
*
action of this Government with reference to the documents arising out of the
Chicago Conference is proper, and that a change in this Government's position
* with respect to these matters is unnecessary an&l would be highly Yindesirable."1
Communications With-Europe. With reference to the Department's release of
June 9, 1945 (Radio Bulletin No. 138), concerning telecommunications and postal
services in operation between the United States and European countries, the first
relaxation of restrictions on international telephone calls between the United
States and European countries will go into effect tomorrow, June 15, when the
direct radic-telephone circuits from the United States to Lisbon, Portugal, to
Madrid, Spain, and to Bern, Switzerland, will again become available for general
public use.
CONGRESS
Pa~y Bill, House late yesterday passed by 317 to 36 roll call vote the
liberalized Federal pay bill, which provides an overall basic pay increase of
15.9 percent for classified workers, as well as a true overtime pay provision.
Ten percent night differential provision was also dontained in the bill. Legislation was sent to the Senate.
Pawley Confirmation. Senate yesterday confirmed the nomination of William
1l. Pawley to' be Ambassador to Peru.
Johnson Act. Senate Finance Committee decided to postpone action oi, a. bill
to repeal the Johnson Act.
House Immigration Committee today approved bill introIndian Immigration.
duced by Representative Celler that would grant immigration rights to Indians.
Export-Im-port Bank. Representative Wolcott introduced legislation yesterday
increasing the lending authority of the Export-Import Bank from $700,000,000 to
$2,200,000,000. His bill would set the Bank's capitalization at $1,100,000,000
which would be subscribed by the Treasury and available on call. Measure also
would reorganize the management of the Bank providing for a five-man board of
directors appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, in place of the
present board of trustees.

MI SC4IJIJMIXOUS PRESS
Voting Procedure. UNCIC Committee on Structures and Procedures in the Security Council (Committee One of Commission Three) yesterday adopted the original
text of the Yalta formula for voting procedure in the Security Council. Vote
was 30 in favor, 2 opposed, and 15 abstaining from voting, with 3 delegations
abs ent,.
Regional.Arrangements. Commission on Security Council (Commission Three)
yesterday approved unanimously the report of its Committee on R,-,giona~l Axrangements (Committee Fc-ur). Report of Committee was read by its Pn,3Co_-teur, Dr. V.
IC.Wellington Koo
Meeting of Commission was presided over Ly its prers1d~ento
Wilhelm Munthe Plorgenotierne, Norwegian Ambassador to the L~ft'.Slates,. Representatives of the United States, Venezuela and France exp oessed their unqualified
approval of the Committee report; however,the Egyptian Delega~te registered two
reservations to it.
General Assembly. Committee on Political and Security Functions of the
General Assembly (Committee Two of Commission Two) has decid~cd that the General
Assembly should not specifically be granted power to approve or disapprove actions
of the Security Council.
Stimson's Press Conference. War Secretary Stimson confirmed retorts from
overseas that the Third and Seventh United States Armies have been designated as
the European force of occupation.
He explained that at present the occupation
units actually consist only of the headquarters forces of the two Armries, made up
of about 1,000 men and officers of each Army. Division and Corps now iýn the
two

-5two Armies were not listed in this initial announcement, he explaining that the
various units of the two Armies were being screened. Mr. Stimeon stated that
General Patton, who was present at the Secretary' s conference, would return soon
to his command in EZirope. He declined comment on the future assignment of General. Patch~, who was recently replaced as Seventh Army Commander by Lieutenant
In answer to inquiries, Secretary Stimson said emnphatGeneral Wade H. Haislip.
ically that General Marshall would not resign or retire now that the war with
Germany was over.
Secretary Stimson reported that Army casualties in all theaters now total
899,952 on basis of individual names received through June 7 and reflecting
Of this total, he said, 187,369 were refighting through first half of May.
ported killed, 558,611 wounded, 42,710 missing and 11,262 prisoners. Mr. Stimson
pointed out that the prisoner total represented losses prior to the liberation
of American soldiers taken by the Germans. He also reported that 324,819 of the
wounded have returned to duty.
Stabilization Pact with Mexico. Two-year extension beyond June 30 of stabilization agreement between United States and 1--exico was announced last night by
Treasury Secretary Ylorgenthau. Under the agreement United States stabilization
thad purchases Mexican pesos to stabilize the United States doll ar-Mexican peso
rate. Statement issued by Treasury Secretary Morgenthau and Mexican Secretary
of Finance and Public Credit Suarez stated: "Once the International Monetary Fund
proposed at Bretton Woods is in operation the Stabilization Agreement will be
completely consistent with it and will serve to supplement the international
organization's efforts to stabilize the rates of exchange between all the member
countries."
WAR COM11UNIQUEýS AND REPORTS
Pacific Fleet. On Oroku peninsula of Okinawa Marine troops cracked final
pockets of Jap resistance after nine-day campaign in which 3,500 enemy troops
were killed. Yank infantrymen drove two 400 yard wedges into remaining 13
square mile area behind Yaeju escarpment still held by the enemy, after wiping
out a banzai attack and winning 36 hour grenade duel.
Okinawa-based planes attacked Kanoya and Kushira air bases on Kyiushu Island
with bombs and rockets. Destroyers shelled Mateuwa Island in Kuriles Tuesday.
Philippoines. Australian troops drove eight miles to within two miles north
of Brunei, capital of British protectorate in northwest Borneo, .eapturing the
airstrip. Other units made amphibious landing on.Brunei River, two miles east of
the capital and took high ground dominnting the waterfront. Front dispatches
indicated the Japanese were firing the city and blowing up oil installations
apparently V~paring to evacuate the capital.
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Ed~itorial Comment today will consist of editorials from various representative American newspapers concerning the forthcoming Big Three meeting and. the
Polish situation.
New York~ Times (June 14)
"'That an early date has been set for a meeting of the President with Marshal
Stalin and Prime Minister Churchill is the first result-and a very happy one-of
the diplomatic initiative of Mr. Truman. The emissaries he sent to L~ondon and
Moscow did more than arrange the conference; they prepared the ground and cleared
the air by breakcing the deadlock on the Polish Issue and frankly discussing other
points in dispute between the three Governments. As a consequence of this wise
preparation, the first post-war council of the three leaders will be held in a
brighter and more cordial atmosphere than seemed, possible a fortnight ago. ... Mr.
Truman..has scored a distinct success in a new field. ... In calling a meeting of
the Big Three and moving to cut the knot tied around Poland and end the San Francisco impasse over the veto power he gives notice that this country is ready to
play the positive part in making world policy that its power and vital interests
dictate. This meeting is more important than its predecessors because it proves
the continuity of American policy. ... Long-term questions are pressing hard. on
short-term questions, and the decisions the Allied Governments will make must
anticipate and pave the way for the final settlements. In this great and fateful
enterprise Poland remains the test, not merely of agree~aent but of the ability of
the Big Three to organize one world instead of two. ... Certainly nothing will do
so much to lighten the end of the Security Conference and the beginning of the Big
Three council, on the harmony and unity of which, as Mr. Truman gravely told his
press confbrence, a 'just and durable peace' depends."
New York Herald Tribune (June 14)
".,..The United States can credit itself with a valuable diplomatic contribution in breaking the deadlock among the major powers on the Polish issue. President Truman's intervention, through Mr. Davies and Mr. Hopkins, has produced
tangible results, which should enable the Big Three-to meet in a far happier atmosphere than one might have expected a few weeks ago. '.9.President Truman, in the
face of many perplexities, has conducted himself extremely well. ... But aside from
personalities, the significant fact about the manner in which Big Three difficulties are being ironed out is the evidence it reveals of a real and general desire
to compromise and collaborate. ..
WashintnSa (June 14)
"Staged within a matter of hours after the joint Anglo-American-Russian
announcement of a resumption of the Polish negotiations, President Truman's news
conference yesterday left no room for doubt that London, Washington and Moscow have
effected a decided improvement in their relations and that there is good reason to
hope for real progress in settling many of the vexing and divisive problems now
troubling the world. ... The President does not guarantee that this improved situation will grow progressively better, but he is intent on making it as permanent as
possible;. ... The Russians, he emphasizes, are as anxious to get along with us as
we are with them, and if we all keep our heads--in this country and over there as
well--no present or potential problem should be too difficult for settlement.
Mr.
Truman offers wise counsel. The international skies have brightened substantially
and they will brighten more if every country concerned works hard at cooperation."
Baltimore Sun (June 14)
"Now the barometer of relations between the leading Allies is high again, with
promise of some fair weather. Mr. Harry Hopkins is back from his mission to Moscow.
...We have to remember that no barometer stays up indefinitely. ... As surely as
ýhe sun will set tonight, the barometer of relations between Soviet Russia, the
Jnited States and the other powers will go down again. But what matters is that the
barometer doesn't stay down,
Wise men in Russia, as well as wise men in this country, know, and have shown that they know, that neither country can any longer
afford the luxury of permanent disagreement with the other. And when negotiators
are agreed on that, and are agreed with sufficient conviction, solutions for current controversies can always be found. It is easy to assent to this when the
barometer is up. It ought not to be forgotten when the barometer goes down again."f
Philadelphi
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P'hiladelphia Inquirer (June 14)
"President Truman's announcement that a meeting of the Big Three will be
held soon, and the pu~blication of plans for a parley in Moscow tomorrow on the
complex Polish question, are reassuring indications that the major Allies are makting progress in the solution of their perplexing problems. ... We believe with Mr.
Truman that Premier Stalin is as anxious to get along with the 'United States as we
are to get along with the Russians. Certainly Russia needs America's friendship
no less than we need the Soviet Union's. ... One of the first requirements for a
complete understanding among the United States, Britain and Russia, is, of course,
an agreement on the Polish matter and it is highly essential that the Moscow meeting starting tomorrow help it along. ...It is eminently desirable that in the case
of Poland the Moscow Government display the same spirit of compromise and give-andtake that it showed in the San Francisco veto deadlock. A stiff-necked attitude on
either side of the Polish problem won't promote a sound settlement."
Philadelphia Bulletin (June 13)
"If the conference on Friday at Moscow can settle the Polish difficulty the
greatest source of tension between the western democracies and Russia will have
been removed. The calling of the conference is itself a hopeful sign, an indication that Harry Hopkins in his Moscow mission made considerable progress with
Russia's leader. ... The most skilled negotiators could get nothing from Moscow if
holding aloof from the western world and playing a lone hand in various countries
were settled Russian policies. The alarmists and the spreaders of suspicion have
been mischievously active of late. It is time to listen to the Eisenhowers and the
others who know the Russians better than home-staying kibitzers, and who are convinced of their good faith."
Washington News (June 14)
"The President~s announcement that negotiations on the Polish dispute are to
begin at once, and that time and place have been fixed for a Big Three meeting
soon, is the best news in weeks. ...Let us not underestimate the fresh opportunity
afforded by the two scheduled conferences. .. We believe the hope of Big Three
unity depends on mutual frankness, hitherto lacking."
1I,*

*
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WEITZ HOUSE
Press Conference. Press secretary Ross announced this morning that the
President had accepted the resignation of Abner H. Fergu~son as Administrator
of the Federal Housing Administration, effective July 1. Shortly after his
press conference, 1Mr. Ross also announced that Mr. Truman had accepoted the
resignation of Lauchlin Currie$ Presidential Administrative Assistant specializing in the international economic field.
Asked if there was anything new on the visit of General de Gaulle, X~r. Ross
replied in the negative.
Big Three Mveeting. hr. Ross announced this afternoon that in view of the
British announcement he would say that the meeting of the Big Three would take
place in the -vicinity of Berlin.
Appointments. Presidential appointments today included Vice Admiral Henry
X., Hewitt; Representative Hahon; Bennett Champ Clark; War Food Admninistrator
Marvin Jones; Lauchlin Currie; Commerce Secretary Wallace and Under Secretary of
Commerce; presentation of the Congressional Heddal of Honor by the President
to Hajor Everett P. P'ope# Lieutenant Carlton R. Rouh and Private First Class
Luther Skraggs of the Marine Corps and Private First Class Gino J. Merlip U.S.
Army; Lieutenant Generals Patch and Truscott, and 11ajor General Gavin; and
Darryl 2'.Zanuch.
ACTING SZCRFTARY'1S PRESS COFrENCEM
M4r. Grew opened his press conference by giving correspondents the following information:
Under a recently negotiated contract, the United Nations will get vegetable
oils heretofore burned for fuel oil in Argentina. The agreement between the
United States and Argentina calls for a two-way exchange of fuel oil for flaxýseed, and other oil-bearing agricultural products.
This exchange will make available to liberated areas in Europe and to the
United States, Argentine vegetable oils which heretofore have been burned, to
meet the Republic's actual fuel needs. These vegetable oils are among the major
needs of the United Nations.
Argentina agreed to sell to the United States Commercial Company vegetable
oil surplus equivalent to the heat content of fuel oil received.
The agreement covers mainly the surplus from the 1944-45 and the 1945--46
crops of flaxseed and its products, including linseed oil, Surplus flower seed,
rape seed. and peanut oil are also involved in the agreement. The two-way exchange of fuel for vegetable oil was arranged after the recent renewal of
Argentine-American diplomatic relations. The fuel will come from Caribbean
sources,
This was a procurement transaction for United Nations needs,
The Acting Secretary then told correspondents that he knew they were all
interested in the question of the arrest of certain individuals recently, and
that he would like to straighten out a few facts in connection with the story.
Dir. Grew then made the following statement: "There isn't any mystery about
this at all. We heard somebody in the chicken coop and went to see who was
there, and what we found has been announced publicly. There was no consideration whatever of any ideas or ideals held by any individual concerned.. The
investigation was requested to determine the facts about a substantial traffic
in secret documents affecting the national defense.
"The Departments of State and Navy requested the FBI to make the investigation. Ample grounds were found to cause the arrests and to bring about charges.
From the beginning of the investigation onward the whole matter has been in the
hands of the Department of Justice.
"As far as I personally am concerned, I~may tell you. that I did not know
the names of any of the individuals involved, nor that Amerasia was implicated
until I was told on Mlay 30 -- that is just about two weeks ago. As for Lieutenant Roth, I did not know that he had written a book, which is reported to contain.
a chapter critical of me. I first heard of Lieutenant Roth's book in a broadcast on June 10. It seems to me that there is a lot of shooting at imaginary
Indians behind the bushes,"
Correspondent

-2Correspondent stated that there was a report in the New York Times this
morning to the effect that Aimerican troops would withdraw on or before June
21 from the occupied zone in Germany which eventually would go to the Russians under a -previous agreement. The Acting Secretary replied that that was
correct. Asked if there was any likelihood that the exact lines of demarcation
of the various zones might be made known soon, M~r. Grew replied that this
Government hopes so. He added that the boundaries have not yet been completely
settled, but that this governm ent hopes that they will be soon. Correspondent
asked if it would be correct to assume that if a troop movement is to be accomplished from the part of the Russian zone by American troops there must al.ready be a clear delineation of the zone -- of the line between the Russian
and American and British zones. Acting Secretary replied that that was a
military question.
Asked whether this Government had received any advance notice that the 16
Polish leaders arrested by the Russians would be tried, the Acting Secretary
said that this Government has known all along by statements by the Soviet
Government that there was the intention to try them.
Appointments. Acting Secretary Grew's a-ppointments today included British
Minister Balfou~r; and Ambassador of Panam-. Samuel Lewis.
C71~GRESS
Clark Confirmationl. Senate yesterday confirmed nomination of Tom C. Clark
to be Attorney General.
FSC Confirmations. Senate yesterday confirmed nominations of Howard Donovan
to be Consul Generals P~nd Carl W. Strom and Bartley P. Gordon to be Consuls
(Badio Bulletin No. 137).
HIS OELLANZOUS PREBSS
Secretary General. UNCIC Committee on Structures and Procedures of the
Security Council decided by a vote of 37 to 0 that unanimity of all five
perman~ent members of the Security Council is to be required in the Coucil
nomination of a Secretary General for the world organization. Committee thereby reversed decision made earlier by the Committee on the Secretariat, which
had agreed that nomination should be by a majority of any seven members of
Council. Committee on Structures and Procedures, which had reconsidered the
action of the Committee on the Secretariat on the instruction of the Conference
Steering Committee, ruled that the nomination of the Secretary General'wns a
substantive rather than a procedural matter, and. that under the Yalta formula
unanimity of the, five permanent members was necessrnry. Several delegntes, including representatives of India, Iraq, the United States, Colombia, Cuba, and
Akustralia, spoke in favor of reversing the action of the Secretariat Committee.
At a.meeting Wednesday night, Committee on Structures and Procedures
approved the texts of four paragrnphs in the Dlumbarton Oaks draft, as amended
enrlier by the Committee. ýaragraphs, which are all in Chapter Six, are one
and four of Section B, and four and five of Section D.
Preamble. UNCIO Commission on General Provisions of the World Organization
(Commission ('ne) yesterday adopted. by unanimous voice vote the preamble of the
Charter of the United Nations. Commission President Henri Rolin called attention to the fact that the Preamble was drafted in the name of the peoples of
the United NTations, which, he said, "is already an indication that we are consid~ering not so much the official states and governments as the human collectivities of the peoples who are forming the bulk of the states." Dean Virginia
Gildersleeve expressed the hope that the Conference Coordinating Committee
would rephrase the text of the Preamble in order to give it more emotional
appeal; however she urged that the opening words -- "we the peoples of the
United Nations"t -- be retained, for, she declared, those words Tiseem to us to
express the democratic basis on which rests our new organization for peace and
human welfare."
Trade Agreements. Senator McMahon (Dl., Conn.) told the Senate yesterday
that it must restore tariff-cutting power to the reciprocal trade agreements
bill if it is to "give more lip service to the high ideals you have voiced for
a more decent world'.1 Declaring that the tariff clause is necessary to carry
out the Abdministration's program of world cooperation, he warned "I nations
cannot cooperate in matters which directly affect the economic well-being of
thoir

-3their people then we are deceiving ourselves if we believe they can cooperate
in an international security organization to maintain the peace."
Peaciotime Military Training. Chamber of Commerce, represented by Dunlap C.
Clark, told. the House Committee on Postwar Military Policy yesterday that
1
universal military training "seems the only solution' to "protection of our
country in the postwar period." Other alternative to adequate national defense, 11r. Clark said, is a standing army larger than ever before maintained
by the United States in peace, bu~t he doubted that a force of sufficient size
could be obtained voluntarily.
IWar Secretary Stimson told the Committee today that compulsory military
training is the Y1'necessnry foundation"1 upon which America must build her
capacity to discharge her obligations in the world peace organization.
General Eisen~hower, in letter to Chairman Woodrum, asserted that "the
great forces necessary in war must be produced through a citizen training
system in time of peace; that is, *ith a minimum-sized professional nucleus
and maximum capacity for training the national power."1
president O'Neal of American Farm Bureau Federation sa-id
In letters.
the Farm Bureau favored a broad program leaning toward physical fitness in high
schools and continuation of the military training provided in land grant
colleges, but opposed compulsory training as "1foreign to the American way of
lif e. It
Surplus War Goods. Surplus Property Board revealed in a policy statement
that American property overseas will be made available for rebuilding devastated
areas and assisting under-developed countries. "Rlecovery and expansion of
other United Nations is held to be essential in creating jobs and markets for
Americans,"f the statement pointed out. The job of disposing of virtually all
this materiel will be under the administration of Thomas B. HcCaba Army-Navy
Liquidation Commi ssioner.
German Prisoner Reeducation. A large-scale reeducation program for the
350,000 German prisoners-of-war in this country, employing newspapers, magazines,
radio$ movies and study courses, has been in existence for some time, Brigadier
General Bryan, Assistant Provost Marshal General, revealed yesterday.
Steel Output. Steel ingot capacity of United States under the wartime expaa~ion program increased from 80,000,000 tons to 95,000,000 tons at a cost
of ~$20584,944,018, according to report released and summarized by War Production Board. Total of 11,592,465 tons was realized in 1944 from the expansion
program, according to the report.
Infantry Day. President Truman issued following statement on occasion of
.Infantry Day today: "~The American Infantryman has closed with the enemy and defeated him in every theater of war. He is superbly capable of performing his
assigned mission and he carries out his assignment with determination and daring. The people of the United States pay tribute on Infantry Day to the man
whose forward foxhole marks the extent of our progress toward certain victory.
As Commander in Chief, I salute an indispensable part of our fighting teamthe American Infantry soldier."
WAR- CO1MVUIQUES AND REPORTS
Twentieth Air Force. Record fleet of 520 Superforts unloaded more than
3,000 tons of incendiary bombs on Osaka and Amagasaki industrial targets today.
General Arnold at dramatic press conference at Twenty-First Bomber Command Headquarters on Guam personally announced the raid in disclosing his program for
"6.domplete and utter destruction" of enemy homeland by air. By July first, he
said, American planes will begin hitting Japan with bombs at rate of 2,000,000
tons a year.
Pacific Fleet. Infantry troops cracked center of previously outflanked Jap
defense line on southern Okinawa yesterday by c apturing 600-foot-high Yaeju hill
and pushing on south. On either end of the escarpment line, Marine and Army
troops pushed inward in maneuver similar to pincers envelopment of Shuni fortress.
More than 100 Japs surrendered on Oro-ku peninsula and many others committed hara
kini on the peninsula as Marines smashed remains of enemy pocket there.
Philigpines. Brunei, river port capital of British protectorate in northwestern Borneo, was captured by Australian troops without resistance. Flat plains
in luzonys Cagayan Valley was reached by Americans driving against last enemy
stronghold in Philippines.
EDI OIAL
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
'New York Herald Tribune (June 15)
1) "The latest British proposals for increased Indian participation in the
government of the great sub-continent are, on the surface, hardly revolutionary.
In effect, they represent an attempt to take up the question of the Indian governmuent where it was left by the failure of the Cripps mission three years ago...
The British have not taken advantage of their improved. tactical position to withdraw any of the basic proposals put forward during the Cripps mission. They have
reasserted their good faith, and it would seem the part of wisdom for the Indians
to accept the present scheme as, in the words of Viscount Wavell, la definite advance on the road to self-government.' Once such advances are.made in the common-

wealth they are almost never rerce.
2) "A Royal Air Force bombing of a German experimental plant on the Baltic two
years ago saved our eastern seaboard. from a blitz of V-2 rocket projectiles. ..
3) "tIn explaining plans for the retention of the 3d and. 7th Armies in Europe
to police Germany, Secretary of War Stimson was careful to point out that, for the
present at least, this decision is fixed only in so far as the headquarters staffs
of the two units are concerned. This was wise, because it should call to the
attention of the American public some facts about Army organization which tend to
become confused during the hurlyý-burly of a campaign or of such an elaborate redeployment as is now under way.
4) "Although in the period from September, 1939, to May, 1945, 4,770 United
Nations ships aggregating more than 21,000,000 gross tons were sunk and thousands
of merchant seamen were killed, only four of every 10,000 service men transported
to the European theate~r from the United States were lost. In World War I the
rate was 7.2 men lost in 10,000. This is the joint reckoning of the War Shipping
Administration and the United States Navy and British Admiralty. ..
5) Domestic interest.
6) Local interest.
Washington Post (June 14)
1) Local interest.
2) "tThe inquirer into the leakages out of the State Department will not be
content with Mr. Grew's hint that a general investigation is in progress. The
fact is that there are plenty of Illustrations available of pipeline journalism
to which from time to time we have drawn attention. ... Evidently there are proper
leaks and improper leaks, and the proper leaks are those which are aimed at reflecting high policy. ... The question arises: if documents cannot be released
which might put Chiang in a bad light, why should documents be released which
seek to whitewash Franco? The embarrassment which may be caused to the department

by conclusions arising out of the answers to such questions as this could be obviated by progressive declassification of documents. Security was vital when our
country was being hard pressed, for, in our state of defense and preparedness, the
greatest care had to be taken of vital information. But the strategic situation
has changed markedly. ...The giving away of information that deservedly was labeled
secret a year ago may be pretty effective psychological warfare nowadays. No
judgment is conveyed in the present case--which may have serious aspects of its
own, for all we know-when we say that one of the reasons for State Department
indiscipline in these matters is because of officials[ realization that our classification policy is now out of date."
3) Domestic interest.
4) Domestic interest.

5) "The key to mutual understanding among men lies in freedom of communication. For only as they are able to interchange ideas can they achieve the appreciation of one anotherls needs, hopes and motives necessary to keep them at peace.
There is a savage irony, therefore, in the reflection that the media of communication, now advanced. to an unparalleled degree of efficiency, are clogged
everywhere
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everywhere by artificial restraints imposed by the governments under whidh men
live. The result is to distort our view of the world. ...The ASNW committee#..
has..performed a useful exploratory job. It has at least set forth the difficulties*.,. t~erhaps,t the report to the society concludes, 'the seeds sown 'by your
committee will grow end flourish.' There is no need. to expect them to sprout all
at once. But there is every need to cultivate them as assiduously as we can. A
free flow of information will be the life blood of any enduring and effective
United N~ations organization."1
6) "In Italy all the resistance forces and progressive parties are now put on
the spot by Premier Bonomils resignation. *.. After a generation of Mussolini,
Italy has found political leadership hard to find, but even the best leadership in
th 'eworld would find the task enormous when people are hungry and industries are
moribund. As in other European countries. coal is the crying need. The Italian
situation is another warning signal that, unless a Rehabilitation Corporation is
set up to provide for the regeneration of the distressed countries, these countries
are bound to become breeding grounds of political extremism."
Baltimore Sun (June 15)
1) Local interest.
2) Domestic interest.
~3) "Three items of news from France, not yet confirmed in 'Washington, have a
connection that may not be obvious on casual reading. The first of these is the
news that the French have begun to withdraw from the Aosta Valley, in northern
Italy. The second is the news that the French have finally decided to accept the
zone of occupation in Germany which the British and the Americans had proposed.
The third is the news that General de Gaulle expects to fly to Washington some
time next week for a discussion with President Truman. These items have a connection because, until the matters of the Aosta Valley and the French zone had been
settled, neither General de Gaulle nor President Truman would find. himself in
position to discuss with much profit the various other matters of common interest.
..On these matters, a face-to-face discussion between General de Gaulle and
President Truman could hardly have been fruitful, since General de Gaulle was already abundantly familiar with the .American view. In disposing of them, General
de Gaulle makes sound preparation for his trip."1
4) tl$Sflator Tydings received an ovation after completing his speech on the
Philippines in the Senate one day last week-an unusual occurrence in that body.
It was a testimonial to his clear-cut presentation of the sad plight of the
islands; more than that, it was an indication of this country's gratitude for the
courage and. loyalty of an indomitable ally in our war against Japan. But applause
is not enough. It is a hollow gratitude that does not express itself in action,
and the Senator expressed succinctly what he thought that action shoul1d be...
If Senator Tydings' proposals will accomplish the ends sought, then they are what
the Filipinos should get .ff
5) Domestic interest.
6) Local interest.
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VM1ITZ HCUSE
Press Conference. Press secretary Ross told correspondents this morning that
if work permits, the President will attend the annual Governors' Conference at
M'ackinac Island, iiichigan on July 3 and 4. The President had been asked to make
an address before this conference, Er. Ross stated.
1I'ir.
Ross said that he could not announce when the President would go to
San Francisco as it was not certain when the Conference would end.
The press secretary also said that Harry Hopkins was excpected to arrive some
time late tomorrow afternoon and that he would report to the President some ti-me
in the late: afternoon or evening.
Aimpointments. Presidential appointments, today included Senator White; Representative Patman; Representative Voorhis; OWI Director Elmer Davis; Basil Ivianly,
member of the Federal Power Comraission; Lieutenant Colonel Burris C. Jackson
end Postwar Planning Committee of American Cotton Shippers' Association; Francis
M.4Fordo, Australian Deputy Prime hiinister; Miaury M~averick; Francis B. Sayire;
Jesse Jones; and Representative Woodrum.
STATE DZPARMOTT
Yugoslav Foreign lilinister's Letter. Following letter of June 9, 1945, from
the Yugoslav Foreign h-inister to the American Ambassador was presented simultaneous
ly with the signing in Belgrade of the agreement on the military occulpation and
administration of Venezia Giulia:
110n the occasion of the conclusion of the military agreement between the
Government of Democratic Federative Yugoslavia and the Governments of Great Brlitiay
and the United. States regarding the occupation and administration of Venezia
Giulia, I havre the honor to request that you bring to the knowledge of the United
States Government, the following declaration of the Yugoslav Government:
"'It has been decided by the Government of Democratic Federative Yugoslavia
,to conclude the military agreem -ent proposed by the note of June 2,
1945 with
the Governments of Great Britain and the United States.
"'1The Government of D~emocratic Federative Yugoslavia is fully aware of how
much the interests and feelings of the Yugoslav population in Trieste, Istria,
the Slovene Littoral and the Yugoslav people in general are hurt by the fact
that upon the request of our Allies the greater part of the Yugoslav Army must
withdraw from the territories which at the cost of so many sacrifices it had
freed. from the enemy yoke) the more so in that almost all these places are inhabited by compact Yugoslav population) except for Trieste.
"'rHowever, this decision was taken by the Yugoslav Government in order to
prevent, on its part, every possible source of eventual conflict, in order to
preserve the friendship among the Allied Armies which was achieved during the
fierce fighting, and also in order to guarantee and strengthen the peace in
Europe by promoting and strengthening good relations with its Allies.
"'Th Government of Democratic Federative Yugoslavia is confident that its
decision will not prejudice in any way Yugoslavia's justified national claims
or the claims of the population of Trieste, Istria, and the Slovene Littoral
who during the course of this war have risen in the struggle against our common
enemies -- Fascist Italy and. Nazi Germany -- and proved their desire to be includeed. in Democratic Fbderative Yugoslavia in a most manifest manner by their
enormous sacrifices in the Allied cause.
"'The Yugoslav Government hopes at the same time that favorable provisions
will be made to guarantee the interests of the local Slav population and of
Yugoslavia in working out the detailed arrangements which the military agreement
involves.
"I This opportunity is availed of by the Yugoslav Government to state
that
the Yugoslav authorities made no deportations or confiscation of property and.
no arrests save on ground~s of military securnity, -- and this only in the case
of persons known to be war criminals or prominent fascists -- in the area concerned.Iff
111IS~CELLAMOZUS
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HISCELLANEOUS PRESS
Voting Procedure. Conference press office yesterday made public an official
summary of a meeting Saturday night by a full U19CIO Committee dalJled to discuss
the newly-announced interpretation by the four sponsoring powers on voting
procedure in the Security Council. Meeting adjourned until today following a
three-hour discussion in order to give delegates more time to examine carefully
the proposals. According to the official summary, Senator Connally appealed to
* members of the Committee to show the same spirit of cooperation i4 accepting
the statement as displayed by the four sponsoring powers and France in reaching
agreement on interpretation of votl~ng procedure. Senator Connally declared that
the construction placed upon the voting procedure by the five big powers was
essential to the strength and. success of the proposed world, organization. The
Australian delegate at the meeting, Dr. 11vatt, expressed dissatisfaction with
certain aspects of the joint statement and declared. that the interpretation of
the four sponsoring powers was not based on any consistent principle but in some
respects was unduly narrow and in others surprisingly wide; however, he emphasized
that should the Committee and the Conference accept the voting procedure, his
country would accept the verdict of the Conference.
PMacLeish Broadcast. Assistant Secretary itacLeish declared in a nationwide
broadcast Saturday that the veto issue had been resolved by a forthright and
candid initiative on the part of the Secretary of State, acting with the full
approval1 of the President, and by the open-mindedness and sincerity of the Soviet
Government and of the Russian Delegation in San Francisco. Mr. EacLeish said
that question of veto rights had been, during the past week, blown up to swollen
proportions -- not examined in the ordinary light of day, but seen instead by
kleig lights in dramatic setting. He blamed this in part on a vociferous minority
in this country who "1sees, or pretends to see, every difference between the
Russians and. ourselves as the expression of a fundamental and inevitable conflict
of interest.If
Military Security Arrangements. Admiral Hepburn and Lieutenant General
7hnbick, military advisers to the American delegation, declared on a nation-wide
radio broadcast Saturday that they saw no great difficulties in setting up workable military security arrangements to operate within the proposed world peace
organization. Admiral Hepburn explained, however, that "the very existence of
'United. Nations military contingents in the background, organized for quick and
effective action and backed by evidence of united intent to preserve or restore
peace, may prevent disputes"~ from reaching the stage where the Security Council
would be called upon to deal with them. General :Embick expressed the hope that
we have finally learned "ta the fundamental causes of war are not to be found
in armaments, the need for which will lessen only with the betterment of international society". Admiral. Hepburn said that in his opinion reduction in
armament "ca only come about when the new organization has a history of accomplishment, so that people and nations will have confidence in its ability to
maintain the peace."
:Editors World Free Press Tour. Directors of Aýmerican Society of Newspaper
Ed-itors which sponsored the mission made by Wilbur Forrest, assistant editor of
New York Herald Tribune and ASF1Z vice president, Ral-ph McGill, editor of Atlanta
Constitution, an~dDean Carl W. kckerman. of Columbia Graduate School of Journalism,
in the interest of freedom of the press, yesterday made public their 50,000 word
report. Main objective of the Committee on their 40,000-mile trip was to have
included in forthcoming peace treaties the pledges of governments "not to censor
news at its source, not to use the press as an instrument of national policy, and
to permit a flow of news in and out of signatory countries." Although the report
said very little press freedom was observed to exist under wartime conditions,
many governipent leaders and editors expressed an earnest desire for greater press
freedom in the postwar era. Committee also found. that many governments were controlling the press politically under the guise of war security, and some government
leaders were believed to be -paying only "lip service" to the future of freedom
of the press in their respective countries. While in Russia, Committee received
from Vice Commissar S. A. Lazovsky a pledge "to seek a common ground in the matter
of freer exchange of news and more fair and adequate mutual writing and reporting."
Committee propoosed support for a world. press freedom conference to be held
in Australia, and recommended that a-study be made of a plan to bring young foreign
journalists to this country to work on newspapers "to widen their nations' journalistic horizons."t Board of ASIThJ adopted resolution in sur.Pport of the conference,
which

-3which will be arranged when conditions *oermit. Two other resolutions were adopted
(1) commending Edward R."Stettinius, j~r., Secretary of State, for
by the Board:
freedom of the press, notably at the United Nations ConfVer'furthering
in
his aid.
(2) viewing with apprehension any merger of transmission
Francisco;
San
in
ence
eliminate competition.
would
which
facilities
WSA Administrator Land reported Saturday that
Authority.
IvIaritime
United
Sweden has joined the United.Maritime Authority placing their merchant fleet in
the world shipping pool. Other countries now represented in the UkrIA are New
Zealand and Union of South Africa, which became members on i'lay 24, and Brazil,
which acceded on June 1.
NM'J1 Advocates Johnson Act Repoeal. In letter to Chairman G-eorge of Senate
Finance Committee, Association secretary Sargeant enumerated following reasons
for the N.AMI stand: (1) Act takes no account of the circumstances of ddfault; (2)
since Act became law, there have been profound changes in external conditions and
the thinking of the American people; (3) world is now confronted with problems
of repairing the dislocations caused by the present war and should not be handicapped in that task by policies which are based on conditions produced by previous
war; (4) repeal of Johnson Act should permit the international flow of American
capital in accordance with the business judgment of investors which, however, in
our opinion, should be based on full knowledge that in the past many loans to
governments have not worked out favorably.
Jaipan.se War. While at Tenth Army Headquarters on Ckinawa during his recent
inspection tour of the Pacific, General Stilwell, chief of Army ground, forces,
said that the United States would need a force of at least 500,000 men to invade
T
Japan pro-per. He warned that even after Tokyro f all s " we still may have to f ight
a long war against the Japs in lianchuria and China."It neral Stilwell flatly
asserted that the war against Japan"could easily last two more years."
Red Cross in Pacific Theater. Chairman O'Connor said that the Red Cross
is now recruiting an. additional 3,000 workers, and hopes to expand its Pacific
piersonnel from the present 2,400 to about 6,000. He explained that the great
majority of Rod Cross workers in the European area will not be transferred to
the Pacific, since Red Cross activities in Europe are being expanded rather than
diminished with the end of the war.
WAR. C0iVfI-HUIcUES _410 REPORTS
Philippines. Veteran Australian forces made surprise, three-way invasion
of northwest Borneo, seized control of entrance to strategic Brueni Bay and have
driven 4,000 yards inland. In northwest Luzon American troops drove enemy five
miles toward. Cagayan valley, and were within 12 miles of San Luis, at the mouth
of the valley. In Philippines, 5,911 enemy dead were counted in the last week
and 725 prisoners taken. American casualties were 172 killed, 4 missing and
855 wounded. This brought total Jap. cpsualties in the entire Phili-ppine campaign
to 392,116.

Twentieth Air Force.Yearly 200 Superforts escorted

byT 100

11ustangs dropped

high explosive bombs on five factory and military targets in the Tokyo, and
Yokohama areas yesterday, subjecting Jae:an to its fourth straight day of pounding
by 3-29 1s, carrier planes and Army fighters.
Pacific Fleet. Okinawa-based fighter planes raided Kyushu, destroying 17
enemy planes.* Tenth Army troop~s smashed ahead on all-out attack against Japanese
last-ditch defense poocket at southern tip of island; Japanese returned fierce
artillery barrage.
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort has been made
to select edlitorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
N'ew York Herald Tribune (June 11)
1) "From many quarters comes evidence of a rebirth of optimism over the ability of statesmanship and good will to bring about a viable peace. From San Francisco, Mr. Bert Andrews wrote to this newspaper that many of the mYt1s which had
been built up around Russian diplomacy had been dispelled at the United Nations
Conference. Tn a dispatch from Washington, Mr. Jack Steele reported, in effeet,
that the capital believes a genuine improvement in Allied relations has set in. A
generally sound settlement of the Trieste dispute has been reached, and other critical issues are, at worst, in suspension. ... There will be more international
crises in the immediate future. There will be more diplomatic exchanges that will
fray tempers, and, more 'incidents' to provoke 'heated discussion. If the present
optimism leads the peoples of the world to conclude that all possibilities of friction are removed, there will be another onset of pessimism when the inevitable conflicts of interest arise. ... Nevertheless, in peace as in war, a succession of
victories, with a general. preponderance of gains over losses, is a matter for sober
congratulation. ..
2) Domestic interest.
3) Domestic interest:
4) Ii... There could hardly be a more striking contrast between the situation
which faced the House when it prepared to vote on the Bretton Woods program and
that which will face the Senate when legislation for continuing the reciprocal tariff act comes before it in the form in which it issued from the Finance Committee.
..For the House to have overridden its committee on the monetary fund would have
been little short of a travesty, for the controversy over that institution involved
not merely technical questions unders'tood. by a comparatively small number of spe-.
cialists but questions of basic economic theory which could be argued intelligently
only by advanced students of that abstruse subject. In the case of the pending
tariff'legislation in the Senate the issue, on the other hand, is simple to the
point of absurdity. ... The Hull trade program, in our opinion, is the outstanding
American symbol today of genuine economic liberalism in world relations. We believe the American people are overwhelmingly behind it. Moreover, we think the
Senate Finance Committee has itself tacitly admitted this fact by employing the
indirect method of attack which it has chosen. In these circumstances not only is
the Senate under no compulsion to accept the committee's recommendations, but it is
under a very real obligation to override its ill-advised action."
.5)11.. The proposal to train reserves is an element in a program of national
defense designed to keep America strong. It is not directed against any nation.
It is simply a policy dictated by disillusioning experience-specifically, two
narrowly averted national disasters within a generation, in both of which others
took the first blows while we improvised in desperate haste. ... Americans will
support with complete sincerity every effort which offers hope of world peace, of
eventual disarmament, of settlement of disputes by due process of law. But Americans are also firm believers in life insurance. They take out their policies to
provide a safeguard which they hope will not be needed."
6) Local Interest.
Philadelphia Inquirer (June 11)
1) ItAs the Charter of the United Nations approaches completion in the San
Francisco Conference, it appears incontrovertible that never in all history has
such a promising start been made toward the building of a peaceful and stable world.
The most reassuring development of the Security Conference is, of course, rejection
of isolationism by both the United States and Russia. ... W~hile America's present
authoritative part in the formation of a new world organization against aggression
does not guarantee favorable action by the Senate, it is a forceful indication that
the vast majority of the people of this country oppose a return to isolationism
after this war. .,. In Russia's case, the evidence of willingness to work with
other nations for mutual protection is increasingly noteworthy. On the question of
international

-5international trusteeships, as well as on the far more difficult veto issue, the
Soviet Union has shown a new spirit of cooperation and helpfulness. .3y accepting
the trusteeship compromise of Commander Harold E. Stassen, of the American delegation, the Russians have confirmed the impression made by their retreat on the
veto problem: that, although they are hard bargainers, they are sincerely anxious
to promote a strong coalition of great Powers pledged to maintain world peace...
Now that most of the controversial issues have been disposed of, it would be sound
judgment by the conferees to take the advice of Field Marshal Smuts, of South
Africa, and speed the San Francisco meeting to the earliest wind-up practicable&
..The United Nations have gone a long way forward. They should now finish their
blueprint q~uickly, go home and get on with the actual task of building a new world."
2) Local interest.
3) "While the idea of s~lave labor is repugnant to the American people, the
decision to make some of our German war prisoners work to repair a portion of the
damage they so ruthlessly caused is an act of plain justice which does no violence
to our humanitarian concepts. ... There is no intention of keeping the German people, soldiers or civilians, in permanent servitude. But the rebuilding of France
and of German~y also is an imperative task. ..
4) Domestic interest.
5) Domestic* interest.
Atlanta Constitution (June 9)
1) "Russia, the nation which has made more concessions in the name of 'getting
along' than any other participant in the San Francisco Conference, has abandoned
her position on the veto power of the security council members. It may now be
said that the San Francisco Conference has been a success far beyond the expectations of those who gathered on April 25 for the initial meeting. Those newspapers,
radio commentators and individuals who managed to persuade many persons that Russia
was 'making it difficult' will now have difficulty exp.lainirtg why Russia was the
only nation to make important concessions in the name of 'getting along together.,
..It is unfortunate that each delay in the completion of the charter has been
hailed by isolationist obstructionists and the faint of heart as signs of failure
or non-accomplishment. They serve to emphasize once more what already has been
noted again and again, that the purpose of the San Francisco Conference even yet
is not understood. ... It is not the business of this conference to reshape or remake the world. ... Nor are the problems of Poland, the Levantine states, Austria,
Trieste and other areas the problem of the immediate San. Francisco Conference.
They are a part of the making of the peace-a peace yet largely u~nmade in Europe
and. the Pacific. The charter being drawn at San Francisco will set forth methods
for preserving this peace once it is made. Methods of procedure are being arrived
at which will provide machinery for dealing with any threat to the peace-after
that peace is made.*
.2)local interest.
3) Discusses the effect on railroad transportation of shifting troops and
supplies to the Pacific.
*

**
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WHITZ HiOUSE,
Press Conference. Press Secretary Ross today told correspondents that
reports that the War Food Administration had been merged with the Agriculture
Department were incorrect,
H e said the merger would take place when the new
Secretary of Agriculture was sworn in,
In regard. to published reports that General de Gaulle would meet President
Truman in San Francisco, Mro Ross said that the President would not meet General
de Gaulle at San Francisco#
Appointments. Presidential appoin.tments today includedt Brigadier General
Hines anc2 Representative Rankin; Senator Palbright and Representative T1.orrell;
Senator Ot~ahoney and Lieutenants Harry 0, Anderson,, James C. Whittaker and
Hiram Shuniway; and Representative Dirksene
STATE D:TARTT1ZTT
Americans in Finland. The Department announced that the American 1:ission at
Helsinki is prepared to furnish information concerning the welfare and whereabouts
of ind~ividual American nationals in Finland* Persons in the United States who
wish information concerning friends and relatives, who are American nationals in
Finland may comm.unicate with the Departmient of State, which will forward their
inquiries to the iiission through official channels. For the time being this service
does not include inquiries or messages sent in behalf of persons who do not possess
American nationality.
Funds to PhilIppines. In view of the restoration of normal banking channels
for the transmission of private remittances to persons residing in liberated
portions of the Philippine Islands, the Department announced that it is no longer
in a position to accept such funds for transmission to the Philippines through
official channels,

MIS OELMIJ~OUS P-MSS
Security Councilo IJNCIO Committee outlining structures of the Security
Council announced. yesterday that it had unanimously adopted three provisions
concerning~ the Council's functions and powers, based on Section B, Chapter 6
of the Dlumbarton Oaks proposals, First provision, which provides that the
Council is charged with ftprimary responsibility" for maintaining international
security on behalf of the members of the world organization, was amended by
addition of following sentence; "tThe Security Council shall submit annual
and, when necessary, special reports to the General Assembly for its consid-eration."1 Paragraph 2, providing that the Council should act in accordance with
the purposes and principles of the organization in carrying out its duties,
and paragraph 3, providing that specific powers conferred on the Council are
laid down in Ch-apter 8, were adopted as drafted at Dumbarton Oaks.
Economic and Social Council. UNCOI Committee stud-ying economic and- social
eooperation (Committee three of Commission two) yesterday adopted a new draft
of Section C., Chapter 9 of the projected. world charter enumerating the functions
and powers of the Council more explicitly than the Dlumbarton Oaks text. Section
explicitly Lives the Council power to make recommendations to the world organization, to all 7aembers of the organization (as a group) and to subsidiary agencies and organizations. Moreover it empowers the'Council to obtain reports on
step5! taken to give effect to its recommendations, and to call international
conferences on matters falling within the scope of its functions. Cormlittee also
adopted a suggestion made by the United States stating that nothing in the
chapter dealing with the Economic and Social Council should be construed to
sanction interforence in the economic affairs of states,
iiilitarZ Staff. UNCIO Committee concerned with enforcement arrangements of
the Council (Committee three of Commission three) yesterday unanimously approved
a Big Four amendment to Paragraph 9, Section B, Chapter 8 of the Dumbarton Oaks
proposals empowering the military staff committee to establish regional subcommittees if so authorized by the Security Council*

-2Secretar-G~eneral. 'U1CI0 Committee handling organizationa
a procedure
Big Four of
the G~eneral Assembly (Committee one of Commission two) approvedand
for a
be
elected
should
the
Secretary-General
amendment which provides that
three year term of office and that he be eligible for reelection*
~e'peal1 of Johnson Act. Assistant Secretary Clayton, testifying at a hearing
of the Senate Finance Committee, declared that repeal of the Johnson Act was not
merely a financial matter, but was directly related to political activitiest
such as the San Francisco Conference. He asserted that the United qtates faces
a choice between a policy of interrelated political and economic cooperation
with other countries or a return to its former economic isolationism. Assistant
Secretary said that the existence of the ban on loans to foreign nations in
default of their World War I debts was an Oirritating situation1 ' and that its
repeal would have a "salutary effect" on efforts to promote world peace* Hie
emphasized that it was in our own interest to be free to make urgently- needed
loans to the fLaropean countries to speed their rehabilitation and recovcryo
Wallace address. Secretary of Commerce Wallace, speaking before the Institute
of W.-orld Affairs in Nehw York City last night, declared that although "both thle
Russians and Americans in their different ways are groping for a way of life
which will enable the common man everywhere in the world to get the most good
out of modern toohnologyfI there isn't "anything irreconcilable in their alius
and purposes.,1" He pointed out that the two powers which have come to the top
have no colonies and do not believe in colonies. "tThey 'both claim to have
great respect for the rights of small peoples," he continued, "but both have
occasionally- stepped over the line when the principle of national defense is
involved."1 The two nations are so placed geographically that they never had
conflicting basic interests, he asserted, and thle Russian and American peonple
instinctively like each other. He said that neither people wanted to use
modern technology as an instrument of war, adding that they wanted to raise
their own standard of living but not to extploit other people. He declared:
"IWe in the United States are certain our methods will bring more liberty and
a higher standard of living. The Russians are equally certain that if they are
given the opportunity of peaceful development their system will eventually deliver the most satisfaction to their people. Both of us believe in the Maximum
use of techanology and both of us believe in peace. Both of us want to see the
so-called backw~ard nations industrialized so that the standard of living may be
more uniform over the entire world.," Turning to the question of future United
States trade policies, 11r. w.-allace said that the United States must trade with
Latin k~merica becaiase it was our back door; with England and western Durope
because it was o-ar side door; with Russia "to prevent the world splitting into
two hostile i~,eological camps"; and with China because future world peace Diay
depend onl VŽe friendly and sound industrial development of her peopleoi
Reiatriation in Darope. According to press reports from Paris, SZA2F has
disclosed that Allied and Russian officers, meeting at Leipzig this wool:, have
reached an agreement whereby millions of nationals will be repatriated as fast
as possible. Under the .agreement, 500,000 to 1,000)000 western Europeans and
Americans, including 20,000 American prisoners of war as well as war prisoners
of other countries, political prisoners and displaced persons, are being moved
westward* while 1,500,000 Russians in western Europe are being moved hwo.iwardl,
American and British authorities have established ten reception and deliver-,
camps on the edge of the Russian military zone for the tran-3fer of people in
both directions, and the Russians have established a similar series of caZIps
twenty imiles to the east within their zone.
Philippine Bases, According to press reports from Manila, President Csriena
declared yesterday that military bases would be granted to the United States
with "full support of the Filipino people" when the Philippines become independent. At his first press conference since his return to the islands, '.r. Osuiena
revealed that details for military bases were now being worked out and added
that Filipinos would supply whatever ground troops the Americans deemed necessary
for the protection of the bases. He asserted that independence would be granted
before July 4, 1946, but that the exact date would "tdepend upon developments."
The Filipino Chief E~xecutive announced that he would call a session of thle
Philippine Legislature within ten days. Predicting that the future would MarI%
Osmena
close cooperation between the Filipino and. American peoples, 11,r.
dis closed

-3disclosed, that the administration intended legislation granting to Americans
the same property rights as Filipinos. "We want you to feel at home here",$
he said*
United !Laritime Authority. 11sA Administrator Land, United States representative of the United Maritime Authority yesterday issuod. the following
statement:
IfTho United. Iaritimc Authority, established by international agreement
last summer to provide for continued control of merchant shipping$ was
officiallyY brought into operation today.
ItUACIer the terms of this agreement, the Govornments involved accepted as
a common reczponsibility the provision of shipping for military and other tasks
necessary for and. arising out of the completion of the war in Europe and the
Far East andL for the supplying of the Liberated Areas as well as the United.
Nations gencrally and territories under their authority. Unless sooner terminated
by the agreement of the Governments, the United Maritime Authority will remain
in effect for six months after the termination of the war in the Far -"asto
"Follo,.wingý a meeting this morning of the Washington Branch of the United
Maritime "xecutive Board, and a similar meeting held in London, the uar Shipping
Administration and the British Ministry of Iliar Transport issued the following
statement:
11'The Governments of the United States and United Kingdom, acting in consultation %iththe other contracting Governments concerned, have determiined
that the "Central Authority Established Pursuant to the Agreement on Principles
Having Deference to the Continuance of Coordinated Control of Merchant Siippinglt
entered into in London, August 5, 1944, shall come into operation this, the
24th day of I-ay, 1945. This Action is taken pursuant to Article 14 of the
Annex to the aforesaid Agreement on Principles.?"
Countries represented in the UMA are, United States-, United Kingdom,
Norway, 1Tothorloandsl France, Belgium, Canada, Greece, Poland, India, a-nd
Australia&
German Prossp Brigadier General R. A. McClure declared today that his
Psychologýical Warfare Division had assumed complete control of the German press
and.all other information services in territory controlled by SHAEP. The
General outlined at a press conference the program embracing all newspapers 1
radios, publishing and entertainment enterprises in German areas controlled by
the Supreme Allied Commander. He said that the program was intended to maintain
order from a military standpoint and to reorient the German mind after 12 years
Of Naziism. Tho Psychological Warfare Division has divided its operations into
three phases: (1) Shutting down all German information services; (2) Instituiting
Allied info ruation services utilizing German newspaper and publishing plants,
radios, ndthe like, but "tdoing the writing and editing ourselves"; and (3)
Gradual transition from Allied information service to German-managed services
working under Allied supervision. McClure asserted: "The Psychological -,arfare Division of SHAWF takes the view that there can be no relaxation of control until AlIlied authorities are convinced that Germans of unquestionedl loyalty
to democratic ideas have proved their technical as well as political fitness
to manage opinion forming instruments."
Freeziaa Controls Reestablished in Philippines. Regulations reestabulishing
the freezing controls in the liberated portions of the Philippine Islands wore
issued today 'by the Treasury Department, The regulations also -provide for the
relaxation of the controls in this country over Philippine assets which were
imposed by reason of the Japanese occupation of the Islands. One important
feature of the reestablishment of the freezing controls in the liberated portions of the Philippine Islands is a provision prohibiting the exportation
from those areas to any other part of the United States or to any foreign country
of golds silver, currency, financial instruments, powers of attorney and certain
other instruments, except under express authorization from the Treasury. It
was emphasized that licenses will be issued covering legitimate trade, business
and other transactions and every effort will be made to cause the least possible
interference with normal financial dealings between the Islands and the mainland.
Naval Academy. Navy announced that President Truman has approved a return
to a full four-y-ear course at the Unhited States Naval Academy, effective at the
end of the present spring term in June.

-4WAR COKHQTIýES 1151 REPORT'S
Philippines, F'ighting on Kvindanao was officially termed inthe mopping-up
stage today* 'Eemy's M~indanao garrison,, once estimated at 50,000 troops, was
bisected 7Todnesday when the 31st Infantry Division, sweeping north along the
Sayre highway, met the 40th and. Americal Divisions which came down from
Macajalar Bay. Simultaneously, the 24th Division advanced 8 miles along the
coastal highway to join guierrilla forces near the head of Davao Gulf* On
Iluzon' organized resistance has ceased in the Ipo Dam area,
Okcinawa, Hard-hitting M1arines fought today in the streets of N~aha. in a
move that could develop into a flanking movement to the east for the conouest
of the principal strongpoint at the fortress city of Shurie' Meanwhile '.ajor
G-enoral Arnold ts Seventh Division infantrymen, driving west from byý-passed
Yonabaru on the cast coast, advanced toward a juncture with Marine forccsi
which would encircle an estimated 30,000 Japanese troops in and around Shun.o
B3urma; British Fourteenth Army troops, sailing up the Bassein River
from the southwest Burma coast, reached the important inland port of Bassein,
west of -Rangoon, and found it clear of Japanese.
Twentieth Air Force. A big fleet of Superforts kindled new fires today
in Tokyo, still burning from a B-.29 raid of two days ago*
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The followzing is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative A±:i-erican newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts ofL the
countryý, the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time, 171o
effort
hac been made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable
emphasis.
New York Tines (Kay 25)
1) 112ears that the political campaign in England would delay a meeting of
the Big Three are dispelled by an announcement from the White House that such a
meeting is imminent. The Presidentts secretary expressly states tha th ms
sions of Harry Hopkins to Ilioscow and Joseph Davies to London are in preparation
for the coming conference and that it will not be postponed by the British elections4 This is good news on many counts,..Only the heads of the supremely responsible G-overnments, including France, can decide on a common policy for the
occupation and administration of G~ermany. A general understanding on the division of labors is not good enough; it has to be specific, worked out to the last
detail3 for on an effective agreement among the Allies on this central issue
depend not only the solution of other disputes but the future structure of
Europe nnd the success of any joint plan for international security, 'Hereonly
concrete arrangements will iw-ork, and since they must be made without delay to
prevent further, perhaps fatal, confusion, they constitute the strongest argument for the meeting which, we are assured, is scheduled to take place vory soone"
2) Domestic interest*
3) llavatimmler whose name became, almost equally with that of itethe
sYmbol of all that was arrogant and evil in the dark end dreadful thing that
was known as the Third ýZeich.., is dead, having died a death so much more swift
and merciful than the death he brought to many others that the news of it seems
somehow unbelievable."
4) Discusses the increased air activity in the Pacific.
5) "The majority end minority reports of the House TWays and 1Iealas Committee
on the proposal to extend and expand the Trade Agreements Act are likel;,- to
represent the highest level that the Congressional debate on the subject will
take.. ,The majority report in this case is an admirable documentl, well reasoned,
well documented, containing a luacid statement of principles and detailec!
answers to objections.
The minority report, u~nfortunately, lacks even the
merits of clarity and internal consistency... Some of the arguments in the
minority rei~ort will cause a few readers to hold their heads in increduility7-for example, the expressed fear that the proposed mutual reduction of tariffs
and trade barriers will cause :Ithe establishment of even greater and miore
powerful bureaucratic controls over the movement of men and goodso' Let us hope
that the full Republican membership in Congress, when the extension and e~pansion of the Trade Agreements Act comes to a vote, will show more respect for
logic and -more practical wisdom than its representatives on the House UTays and
Means Coumiittee,"
63) Local interest.
The :Oveninec: Star (Mt~ay 24)
1) "Some changes in the cabinet have been accepted as a foregone conclusion ever since President Truman took office...The new appointments have already brought expressions of approval from Capitol Hill and will sit well with
the countr'y generally, The appointees are good men, neither leftists nor
rightists, with records of achievement behind them....
,While the President's
disclaimer of any intent to appoint new Secretaries of State end of-L
the T'reas-Xry was interesting, in view of past conjecture, it is still more significant
that the question of any changes in the agencies conducting the military as-'
pects of war was not even raised. There is reassuring evidence that, as far
as the war goes, there will 'be no change until it is won."1
2) Domestic interest,

z)
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3) 'i1hile. many of th~e -i~eues in Ch6-cu-rrant Parliamentary election coxipaign
are chiefly or wholly of domestic interest, its effect upon British fo~.eigm policy concern the w,,orld in general, including naturally the United States.&t. The
most immediate repereussion of the Campaign itself on foreign affairs, irrespective of the eventual outcome, is a disinclination to make major diplomatic
decisions between now and.L the elections, slated for early July. Important seetions of the British press already argue the need for adjourning the projected
meeting of the 'Big Three t ...
until the outcome of the elections are 1:1own, 'because of the uncertainty regarding the present Prime Minister ts authority to
make commlitments on outstanding foreign problems.... .From the immediate aspect,
this te:2porary weakening of Britainls diplomatic initiative at so crucial a
moment in world affairs appears unfortunate. But that is one of the prices
democracies must pay for the successful ordering of their politicallis."
4) Comment on changes in draft deferments.
5) "It is gratifying to know that President Truman will be present in person to address the final plenary session of the San Francisco Confcrence,..It
will help to -underscore the great importance of the work being done there. Despite a great deal of cynical and shallow comment, the conference has weathered
more than a few critical tests and gives every promise now of achieving its
prime objective - namely, to write the charter of a new league of nations and
create the machinery needed for a collective world endeavor to make the next
peace a lasting oneo..The task has been an extremely difficult one, yet such
a good. job has been done so far that Secretary Stettinius does not hesitate to
predlict that it will be successfully completed in the near future*..There are
sharp differences on many issues, but the S.Ln Francisco Conference$ no matter
what its shortcomings, has hammered out a wide area of international agreement-- wfide enough to suggest that by cultivating the habit of co-operation
and. reasonable compromise the world will yet be able to build a decent future
for itselfbU1

Philadelihia Inquirer (M~ay 25)
1) "2enrc Himmler, Hitler's hangman, brutal chief of the hated.Gestapo,
is dead. by his own hand . .qome of the major criminals have slipped. through
our hands into death-, Hitler, Himmler,, Goebbels. Others we hold captive,
Goering, Loy, Streicher- and the members of the High Command. We must not
let a single one of them escape justicel"
2) IIAmiong the decided improvements President Truman has just effectedl
in his Cabinet) the appointment of Representative Clinton Anderson as Secretary of Agriculture possesses the keenest immediate interest for the American
people..*It is especially encouraging that the President has moved to
strengt~hen Er. Andersen's hands by putting the War Food Administration under
his direct control...Co-ordination of the entire food program, toward which
the first real step has now been taken, is imperative. This action may well
fit in with the powers which President Truman yesterday asked from Congress
to reorganize the executive branch of the Gov,"rnmentj subject to proper
legislative safeguards .1
3) "It is reassuring to learn from the White House that the special
missions of Harry L. Hopkins and Joseph E. Davies to M1oscow and London respectively are preliminary to and not 'a substitutel for a relatively early
meeting of the American, British and Russian Chiefs of State.,.As for the
Hopkins and Davies errands, it is understandable that President T'ruman should
want to have in his possession all of the available facts on matters considlered,by President Roosevelt) Prime 1iinister Churchill and Premier Stalin at
their various conferences, But it is to be hoped that after the next meeting
of the top leaders of the three great Allied Powers there will be an end to
the confidential missions and the air of secrecy that have characterized
American-Dritish-R-ussian relations.' t
~4)
ometicinterest.
5) Local interest.
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Press Conference. Press secretary Ross today told. correspondents that the
* arrangements for the President's trip to San Francisco had. not been fully comn* pleted., but that the President was going to fly out to the Conference. !fr. Ross
said. the President would witness the s ign~ing of the Charter and. then deliver
his address, which would last about 15 minutes and which would. be broad-cast over
Mr. Ross stated that the President would probably
a world-wide radio network.
of the Conference after he had delivered
delegates
the
for
attend a reception
his address..
Press secretary also said. that the missions of Mr. Hopkins and. Mr. Davies
did not in any way take the place of the pro~jected. Big Three meeting. He said.
they fitted into the pattern of the projected. meeting, In response to questions,
Mr. Ross said. Mr. Davies and Hr. Hopkins would handle different phases of international problems, but that it was fair to bracket them as to their importance.
Asked whether the British elections would have any effect on the projected Big
Three meeting, the Presidential secretary said that he did. not think they would..
Message to Congress. President sent following message to Congress today,
which said in part, ft.., immediately after the declaration of war th~e Congress,
in Title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, empowered the President to make
necessary adjustments in the organization of the Executive Branch with respect
to those matters which relate to the condmict of the present war# ...
"tThe First War Powers Act expires by its own terms six months after the
termination of the present war. Pending that time, Title I will be of very substantial further value in enabling the President to make such additionali temporary improvements in the organization of the G-overnment as are currently required.
for the more effective conduct of the war.
"However, further legislative acti.on is required in the near future, because the First War Powers Act is temporary, and. because, as matters now stand,
every step taken mnder Title I will automatically revert, upon the termination
of the Title, to the pore-existing status,
"Such automatic revorsion is not workable,
"Accordingly, I ask the Congress to enact legislation which will makie it
possible to do what we all know needs to be done continuously and expeditiously
with respect to improving the organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, In ord~er that the -purposes which I have in mind may be understood., the
following features are suggested; (a) the legislation should be generally similar
to the Reorganization Act of 1939, and part 2 of Title I of that Act should be
utilized intact$ (b) the legislation should be of permanent duration, (c) no
agency 6f the Executive Branch should be exempted. from the scope of the legis,lation, and. (d.) the legislation should be sufficiently broad. and flexible to
permit.of any form of organizational adjustment, large or small, for which necessity may arise.
"tIt is scarcely necessary to point out that under the foregoing arrange'ment (a) necessary action is facilitated because initiative is plased in the
hands of the President, and (b) necessary control is reverved. to the Congress
since it may, by ai~nple majority vote of the two Houses, nullify any action of
I think, further, that
the President which does not meet with its approval.
the Congress recognizes that particular arrangement as its own creation, evolved.
within the Congress out of vigorous efforts and debate extending over a period
of two years and culminating in the enactment of the Reorganization Act of 1939.
'OThereforep bearing in mind what the future demands of all of us, I earnestly
ask the Congress to enact legislation along the foregoing lines without delay.71
A-ppo~intments, Presidential appointments today included Representative Mary T.
Norton; James P. M'~Granery, Assistant to the Attorney General; Senator John L.
McClellan and Roy Custer; Henry A, Bundschu; and. James Pattont head of the National Farmers Union.
ST8
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Radio Conference. Department announced that a Government-Industry Meeting was held. in the Department on May 23, 1945 under the Chairmanship of Dr. J.
H. Dellinger of the Kational Bureau of Standards for the purpose of inaugurating
preparations for the Third Inter-American Radio Conference which is scheduled
to convene in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on September 3, 1945.
The meeting was devoted to a cornsideration of a proposed agenda submitte~d
by the Government of Brazil and to items in the existing Inter-American Radio
Agreements which should. be studied. For these purposes six committees were
set up for study of Inter-American projects. They are as follows:
A Committee on Organizational 1,1atters uinder the Chairmanship of H. B.
0)tterman, Department of State; A Committee on Technical Matters unaer the
Chairmanship of Colonel A. G. Simeon, of the Ar'my Signal Corps; A Committee on
Aeronautical Matt'ers under the Chairmanskiip of Lloyd H. Simeon, of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration; A Committee on Short Wave Broadcasting Problems under
the Chairmanship of George Adair, of the Federal Communications Commission; A
Committee on Miscellaneous Operatý.Qna Matters und~er the Chairmanship of Captain
N. M. Webster, of the Coast Guar'd; and k Cq;=ittee on :Rates Problems under the
Chairmanship of Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield, of the Federal Communications
Commission.
The Committee on Aeronautical Matters is holding a preliminary meeting on
the morning of May 24, 1945. All of the Committees) with the exception of
that dealing with Rates Problems will meet in the Department May ~319 June 1 and
June 2.
Nlaval MKission Agreement with Chile. In conformity with the request of the
Government of Chile there. was signed todaybyActing Sed±retary Grew and, Senor Don
Arturo 3ascu~na'n, in charge of the Chilean Embassy, an agreement providing for
the detail of a naval mission by the United States to serve in Chile.
The agreement will continue in force foý2 three years from the date of signat-ure but may 'be extended beyond that period at the reqjuest of the Government
of Chile. The provisions of the agreement are similar in general to provisiCfls
contained in other agreements between the United States and. certain other
American republics -providing for the detail of officers of the United States
Army, Navyl or Marine Corps to advise the armed. forces of those countries.
CONIGRESS
IBretton Woods Legislation. House Banking and Currency Committee today approved by 23 to 3 vote legislation embodying Bretton Woods agreements for International Bank and Fund. Legislation was approved with clarifying amendments
which Chairman Spence said ffrnes not change a word or alter a punctuation in
Clarifying amendments would (1) authorize Bank to make
the basic agreements".
long-term currency stabilization loans; (2) limit Fund to short-term operations;
(3) establish advisory council over United States Government's international
monetary and financial operations, which would report to Congress on operations
of the two agencies; and (4) provide for single United States member on Boards
of Governors for the Bank and Fund.
Social1Security. Bill to extend Social Security benefits to an additional
15,000,000 persons and provide Federal grants for health insurance* unemployment
compensation and public assistance benefits was introduced by Senator Wagner today.
Measure was co-sponsored by Senator Murray and was introduced. simultaneously in
the House by Representative Dingell.
MI S

LALMTOUS *-RESS
Regional Arrangements.

Committee Four of Commission Three announced yester-

day evening unanimous acceptance of three amendments proposed by United States
delegation on Mlonday Itto clarify in the charter the relationship of regional
to the world organization." Committee also
agencies and collective arranigements
accepted Paragraph 3, Section C, Chapter VIII of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals.

-3Pea~ceful Settlement. Committee Two of Commission Three, dealing with peaceful. settlement procedures of Security Council, announced yesterday that it had.
approved in principle Dlumbarton Oaks Proposal (Paragraph 5, Section A, Chapter
VIII) which would empower the Council "at any stage of a dispute" likely to
endanger world peace, "to recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjust'menit."
International Court, Committee Oneý of Commission Four, drafting provis8ions
creating the International Court, yesterday afternoon approved an article which
-provides that members of the Court shall be elected. by the Council and Genera
Assembly* acting independently of each other; that elections shall be by absolu2te
majority; and that no distinction shall be made in voting as between permanent
and non-permanent members of the Council.
Committee also approved- two articles of proposed statute) which was drawn
by United Nations Committee of Jurists,. One of the articles, number fourteen,
provides the procedure for calling elections to fill vacancies of the Court;
the other, article eighteen, concerns dismissal of a member of the Court.
Membership, Committee dealing with membership and general provisions yesterday recommended that the Charter of the new world organization contain no
provisions concerning withdrawal from the organization by member states,
.Pattersonts Press Conference. Under Secretary of War Patterson said today
that men and equipment will be massed against Japan in such superiority that
"in the end victory will come more q~uickly and with less cost." Arrival in United
States of General Hodges and the reassignment of Hodges' First Army to the
Pacific, Mr. Patterson told correspondents this morning, are a criterion of
current activities and of things to come. "We are taking the steps to bring
the full, weight of American military power to bear upon Japan,'" he declared. Mr.
Patterson praised the "Fighting First" for its exploits in EJurope and said. that
while all the Armies pitted against Germany have "splendid records" the professional accomplishments of the First Army and the courage and skill of its of1
ficers and men flr second to none."
Reviewing operations in the Paoificy he declared that the liquidation of
the Japanese in the Philippines is proceeding with "comparative swiftness" and
expressed belief that the enemy cannot hold out on Okinawa 0ta great deal longer."t
Army planes based in the Philippines, Mr. Patterson revealed., are hitting For'mosa
daily and in conjunction with the Fourteenth Air Force in China are now regularly
patrolling the Asiatic Coast from French Indochina to the Shanghai area.
Mr. Patterson said that sick and wounded American servicemen now are being
brought home to= all war theaters at rate of 44, 000 a month. He explained that
all sick and wounded will be evacuated from European and I'i1editerraaean theaters
within next 90 days, Population of Army hospitals in United States is now
290,000,v he reported, an~d by September it is expected to reach 315,000p taking
intb consideration the discharge rate.
Total Army casualIties reported through May 14 and reflecting actual fighting through greater part of April were 886,525, Under Secretary Patterson announced.
Of this total, he said, 181,739 were reported killed, 550,506 wounded., 57,802
missing anad 96t478 prisoners of war. Of the wounded, he added, 302p910 have
returned to d.uty and 25,856 prisoners have been exchanged or returned to military
control,
Wallýace -Urges ýTari~ff Re~ducti~on, Commerce Secretary Wallace urged today that
the nation prepare to lower its tariff and encourage world trade on a "live and
let live" basis. He told the New York Foreign Trade Week Committee that the
"great mistaken of the 1920's was "1that we gave foreign nations reason to believe that we never would allow them to send enough goods into the United States
to balance our exports, with no margin to pay even the interests onl the money
which we had loaned abroad.1t
Lendý41ease Aid to Prisoners Discontinued. FFA Administrator Crowley announced
Tuesday the program making available food packages, invalid food packages, medical
aid kits and comfort articles to French, Polish and Yugoslav prisoners of war in
Germany under lend-lease has been discontinued, Parcels were supplied as military
aid, and were distributed by the International Red Cross. A sufficient stockpile
of the packages has been accumulated in Europe to supply the prisoners pending
their repatria-tion, Mr. Orowley said, owing to the transportation breakdown in
Germany prior to that aoun4try's collapse.

ArMy ResEerve gCt0.' ti~ihest temporary rank held. upon velief from active
duty will be offered in Officers' Reserve Corps to all qualified, officers holding commissions in Army of United States, War Department announced. Provision
of granting the highest attained, rank does not apply to Regul~ar Army officers,
Reserve officers, most of whom held commissions in Reserve Cor'ps during peacetime, furnished twenty-five percent of officer strength of the Army during the
current war, and it is expected that the strength of the postwar Organized Reserve Corps will be several times greater than it has been iAn the past,.
IARCOMIQTIJ'IUES AVI) REPORTS
Twentieth Air Force. Forty-five hundred tons of fire bombs, drppped by
more than 550 Superfortresses in biggest single air blow of racific warp spread
fires in Tokyo today which were visible for 20C miles, and smashed waterfront
railroad yards, and aircraft Farts shops south of Imperial Palace,
Okinawa. Both flanks of stoutly defended. Jap line on southern Okinawa
were benit back yesterday by Americans, fighting through rain and heavy mud* On
west side, Sixth Marine Division troops crossed Asato River to enter the capita].
city of Naha in force. On east-side, Seventh Army Division captured two hills,
expanding its flanking bulge south of Yonabarul whose occupation was completed

against scant resistance,,
Philip-Pines. Converging American colunwis are only eight miles from junc-~
tion on high plateau of aorthcentral Mindanao, On Luzon reduction of enemy
strong points is under close air support,,,
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual andi unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative Lierican
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected. will be varied from time to time. NTo effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
N~ew York Herald Tribune (Mvay 24)
1) "One more final issue has arisen at San Francisco, an issue over the 'veto
power'... The small pow0ers...6iare adkancing the thbtis that at least no great power
should. enjoy a right of veto over action In a dispute to which the great power is
not a party. #. The Russians are reportedly adamant in opposing this point; the
United States delegation is uncertain; the Latin Americans are adamant in support.
If it comes to a showdown the 'LatinAmericans have the votes, just as they had the
votes to force the admission of Argentina to the United N~ations. be, While it may
seem highly desirable to wall off at least one area of international action from
great-power domination, voting majorities in an international conference of this
sort are totally incompetent to do so. Voting majorities can record. agreements,
but
anno copel them. I'erhaps that rather stark fact will serve to recall attention.to the real locus of the problem of peace. It does not lie in votes. It
does not lie in the relation between small powers and great; it does not lie
primarily in the relations of small powers between themselves. It lies overwholmingly in the relations among the great powers. be* The organization of peace is,
above all, the organization of the great powers into a peaceful cooperation with
one another* Beside that, nothing is important, whatever the voting majorities
may say,"
2) Local interest.
3) '... In the latest Presidential report to Congress on lend-lease operations there are listed no less than twenty totally fictitious rumors about lendlease, all of them calculated to make the maximum amount of trouble and division
with our allies, which have gained currency among tne waggle tongues. ... ','7e
shall
never get rid of the waggle tongues; but we are not obliged either to admire or
to believe them."
4) 11a... The Japanese no doubt find a ray of hope in the political disagreements of Moscow, Washington and London over European affairs, and cherish a desire that seeds of distrust sown in Europe will grow into a veritable forest of
discord. .
In this connection both America and Russia, as they begin to deal
with post-war prospocts in Asia, might well take counsel over what has happened
in Europe and dletermine that nc misunderstandings or mutual suspicions shall be
allowed to prevent a sound political settlement in Asia.., One positive stop which
could be taken by the victors in Europe would be to work for improved relations
between Russia and. China. The Chinese themselves could do much in this direction
by making it undeniably clear, in their preparations for constitutional government, that they are striving to build a peaceful and democratic nation which will
be a trustworthy neighbor, without police state tendencies or imperialistic aims,
of all the countries in Asia. ... If the Russians desire peace and prosperity in
Asia they can demonstrate, both by words and, deeds, that their own aims in. the
regions which border Siberia are not imperialistic and that they have no desire
to compel other peoples to accept their political system. ... There is dire need.
for 'unity of purpose being reached before the time comes for political action,..."
5) Domestic interest.
6) Domestic interest.
Chicgo;.Su. (Kay .22)
1) "Dbt in the House this week on renewal of the Reciprocal Trade Atgree-ments Act will be a test of America's capacity to assume leadership in a postwar
world of peaceful cooperation. More specifically, it will be a test of the Republican party's ability to recognize that the world does move. ... From the
national point of view there can be no question that the general interest will
be served by extending the Trade Agreements Act;... The question is whether this
Iclear and. pressing national interest, I as Presidenit Roosevelt called it, can
override the narrow and local interests which demand unreasonable tariff protoction on items of little consequence to our economic welfare as a whole.
2)
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2) "... ihr. Ohaurchill j- a man of phenomenal resolution who is exertinig himself very positively today. ... h~either by temperament nor conviction is ho the
man to maintain or repair bridges of un-derstanding between tho Soviet Union and
the west; nor between the two great western democracies and the continent of Darope, where the leaders and policies of the resistance are strong and growing
stronger. ... 11r. Chuxohill's prospect of remaining prize minister looks strong
indeed... So we cannot bank on any decisive change from British elections. TWh-at
we should banik on is Am~erican leadership: leadership which will oppose Tory support for reaction as vigorously as it opposes unilateral acts by Russia; leadership
which seeks close teamwork with Russia and the continent as well as with Britain.
WYe trust that President Truman will boldly assert such leadership and that ho will
greatly strengthe= the State Department. There is little time to lose."
3) Local interest.
4) Local interest.
5) Domestic interest.
Des Mvoines Register (hIay 22)
1) ffBefore very long there is going to 'be another meeting of the Big Three***
It is necessary because disputes and frictions have a habit of bobbing up inevitably in the relations between nations just as in the relations of individuals, and
because there is as yet no internationally respected court or legislature to which
the parties to international disputes can appeal for decision. .... The heads of
the three greatest powerg obviously cannot devote more than a fraction of their
time to ironing out these little squabbles that are bound. to pop up week after
week, ... Our point here is a trite one, admittedly, It is that the only presently
available machinery for disposing of international frictions is clearly clums-7:,
inac'equate, and. =nsure, ... But we are happily in the process, meanwhile, of setting up (at San Francisco) machinery~ that can adequately meet such disputes, as
they arise, and that will be on the 'job not just at widely separated intervals but
all the time. ... It
2) "Striving for great power status, the French are naturally anxious to recover and keep their pre-war c~olonies. The Dutch, too, whossc :rich possessions were
overran~ by the Japanese, waut them-back. Other Europea~.:-n
nt~
seem to have
the same idea. In the eyes o-P Zore-igners, the United
:itr~sistence onl Pacific
'bases must look like a search not only for military
1our.
,ut also for control
of Pacific resources, .o
3) "The Kuomintang, the rul ing party of ObljAug Ta
shIs CA.Lna, came out for
birth control, sex education, premarital physicaj.xi.wu:~s and. the rest of the
program of the t eugenicst movemont.-somethirg nic wp(r
o,,ft.r bas yet done to the
same degree. The program jsn~t `Ak~ly to be. car.`dý u%_ `_ý
..
evertheloss, it is rather extraordinarzy t11hat tht- party7 of -.h:
landl9ords and.
generals should adopt such a progrcai~ at 1;hls time, In Gr.1-rie -i'.hE Ls major stronghold of the patriarchal family~, the nation which boasts 4,000 years of stability
based en ancestor worship and indoctrination of traditions. ~..The K~uomintang
party still shows traces of the western-inspired revolutionary fervor with which
it began.11
4) Local interest.
Nr*

*
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WHITE-HOUSE
S7pecial Missions. White House announced late this afternoon that the
President has requested Mr. Harry Hopkins and Mr. Joseph E. Davies to undertake
special missions for him.
Mr. Hopkins will proceed in company with Ambassador Averell Harriman to
Moscow to converse with Marshal Stalin up~on matters now in discussion between
the Soviet Government and the Government of the United States.
Mr. Davies will go directly to London to discuss with Prime Minister
Churchill and other members of the British Government certain matters of common
interest to the United States and Great Britain arising out of the war. His
work in London will, of course, be integrated with that of the American Bnbassy
there, as will be the work of Mr. Hopkins with that of the Embassy in Hoscow.
The President believes Mr. Davies and Hr. Hopkins are peculiarly qualified
to undertake these missions 'by reason of their extensive experience in international affairs.
Upon their return to the United States the two emissaries will report
personally to the President.
Press Conference. Secretary Stettinius announced to correspondents at
Presidential press secretary Rose's press conference this morning that President
Truman had agreed to go to San Francisco to address the final plenary session
of the Conference. Mr. Stettinius said that no date had been set, but that
it would probably be sometime early in June.
The Secretary also told correspondents that he had. been reporting to the
President on the progress of the Conference. He said that he had full confidence that the Conference would come to a successful conclusion sometim~e in
the early part of June.
Mr. Ross announced that5M.,s.Truman would receive the wives of the Chiefs
of Missions at the White House tomorrow afternoon, and that iMrs. Joseph C.
Grew would receive with her. Mr, Ross stated that Mrs. Truman would be assisted
by the wives of the Assistant Secretarl.es of State.
Euro-pean.Relief. The P'resident yesterday sent the following letter to the
Honorable J. A. Krug, Chairman, War Production Board; the Honorable Marvin Jonest
Administrator, War Food Administration; the Hone-rable Harold L. Ickes, Solid
Fuels Administrator for War; and the Honorable Leo Crowley, Chairman, Foreign
Shipments Committee:
"~Judges Rosenmanra report of which you have a copy has pointed out the
extremely serious economic situation in the liberated countries of Northwest
Europe. The report confirms in strong terms the need for action on the part of
this Government.
'"In brief the report points out the following;
"~(1) A dangerously low level of nutritiod exists generally in these liberated countries except in the rura~l food raising areas. The production of
coal is not meeting even minimum req~uirements.
The means of internal transportatiQn by rail, canal, and highway have suffered substantiaJlly from looting
and destruction. What are left have been largely devoted to Allied military use.
Ports have suffered extensive damage from boombing and demolition. Manufacturing
has been paralyzed by destruction or damage, lack of raw materials and intClequate plant maintenance.
"I(2 ) The needs of the liberated countries of Northwest Europe are grave
-not
Only from a humanitarian point of view, but also because theyt necessarily
involve many internal and international political considerations.
T'o a great
extent the future permanent peace of Europe depends upon the restorat~ion of the
economy of these liberated countries, ý.ncluding a reasonable standard of living
and employment. United States economy, too, will be deeply affected unless these
areas again resume their place in the international exchange of goods and services. A chaotic and hungry Europe is not fertile ground in which stable* democratic and. friendly governments can be reared,
"(3) Just as the United Statfie has been the largest producer of the United
Nations in wartime, so will it naturally be looked to as the principal source
Of civilian supplies for these countries.
1 t is
"I

-2-ffIt is the established, policy of this Government to accept this responsibility as far as it is possible to do so.
ItAs a matter of national policy, therefore,.I request your agency to grant
f
the priority necessary to meet the minimum civilian requirements of those -.
our Allies who have been ravaged by the enemy to the fullest extent that the
successful prosecution of military operations and the maintenance of our essen~tial domestic economy permit."
~A-imnointments. Presidential appointments today included Representative
*
Ploeser; Representative Mansfield; Representative Crosser and Neely; Secretary
Stettinius; t'ormer Senator Townsend; Treasury Secretary Morgenthau; Chaplain
Feltham S. James; Gifford Pinchot; Navy Secretary F'orrestal; Senator Tobey;
and. Senator 3llender and Mayor Maestri of New Orleans.
PRESIDENT' S PRUSS CONFERENCE
President Truman opened-his press conference by saying that he had some
cabinet changes to announce. He disclosed that Mr. Biddle's resignation had
been accepted and that Tom C. Clark (Assistant Attorney General) had been
appointed Attorney General. President then announced that he was accepting
the resignation of Miss Perkins as Secretary of Labhor and that he had appointed
Lewis B. Schwellenbach (Federal Judge) in her places. Mr. Truman declared
that Miss Perkins had written a very fine letter and that he had written
her a good one,
President Truman announced also the resignation of Claude R. Wickard as
Secretary of Agriculture and his appointment to the post of REA Administrator.
lie then revealed that he had appointed Representative Clinton Anderson, Chairman of the War Food Investigating Committee, as Secretary of Agriculture. President announced that Mr. Marvin Jones had tendered his resignation as War
Food Administrator in order to return to his work on the Court of Claims. Mr.
Truman revealed that Mr. Jones had suggestedl the advisability of merging the
WFA and the Department of Agriculture. President thereupon announced that the
Secretary of Agriculture would become WFA Administrator as soon as Mr, Jones,
resignation becomes effective.
Mr. Truman explained that the resignatior of Miss Perkins and Mr. Biddle
would be effective on July 1 and that of Mr. Wickard immediately upon his confirmation as REA Administrator. President made public the letters of resignaWickard, and Mr. Jones, and his letters
tion from Mr. Biddle, Kiss Perkins, 1,17r,
kn reply.
Asked whether Secretary Morgenthau had. resigned this morning Mr. Truman
stated that he had not and that if he had, he would not have accepted it, Asked
if he contemplated any changes in the State Departmentt President said he did
not. In answer to further queries, Mr. Truman explained that he had not requested any of the Cabinet resignations, 'but added that when he succeeded Mr.
Roosevelt he had received resignations from-practically every Government official who could resign.
questioned about lend-lease to Russia, the President said that Russia
'Would Continue to receive lend-lease goods contracted for in May under the agreement which expires June 30, Asked whether lend-lease to the Soviet Union would
continue after expiration of the protoco~j. Mr. Truman suggested that correspondents wait and see what the situation was then. He expressed. the belief
that the matter would be settled in a manner which would be best for the peace
of the world. Q~uestioned as to whether lend-lease could continue to go to countries not at war with Japan, the President replied in the affirmnative1 adding
that present commitments could be carried out.
In answer to requests that he give the basis for his assertion some weeks
ago that he was convinced of Hitler's death, the President disclosed that the.
United Statea Minister in Sweden had been informed by Himmler through Count
Bernadotte that Hitler had. suffered a stroke and had only 24 hours to live.
Mr. Truman asserted that when Himmler said that a man had only 24 hours to live$
that was about how long the man had to liver
0.4estionted about release of German war prisoners, President said that
there could be no action taken until there was an established government in
Germany.
STATE

STATE fJP~AR5TME~
Schoenfeld in Hungary. Department announced, that the Honorable H. Fj
Arthur Schoenfeld, United States Representative in Hungary with the personal
rank of 1-iinister, arrived in Budapest on May 11.
He will have charge of the protection of Amnerican2 interests and will ma~intain informal, contact with the provisional Hungarian authorities but is not
formally accredited to them. When he is in a position to undertake investigations concerning the whereabouts and. welfare of American citizens in Hu~ngary
further announcement will be made.
Secretary's Visit. During his visit to the Department today Secretary
ýStettinius made an informal visit to the Department press room and had a short
discussion with the correspondents. He told them that he was going to visit
Mr. Hull at the Bethesd~a Naval Hospital this afternoon, and that he had confer'red with Mr. Grew and. other Department officials, Asked when he expected to
return to San Francisco, the Secretary said he might return tonight or tomorrow,
depending on when he finished the business he had to taike care of in the Department.
Director Foreign Service Office,, Department today announced that 1-1r.
Selden Chapin, FS0 Class 1, has been appointed Dir'ector of the Office of the
Foreign Service, effective Mlay 16t 1945, to replace 11,r.
lMonnett B. Davis who
has been appointed. United States Minister to Denmark,
Po.ssession of German Embassy. At 3:30 p-m. EWT today the United States
Government, acting as trustee for the governments assuming power in Germany
and in consideration of the total defeat of Germany, formally took over the
property of the German Embassy in Washington, D. C. A certificate acknowledging the transfer was signed by Assistant Secretary Holmes and the Honorable
Charles Bruggmann) Minister of Switzerland, The certificate included various
papers such as an inventory of the effects in the Embassy, warehouse receipts,
deeds to property and other evidences of properties held in this country.
2KRE0BS
International Offi~ce of gducation. Hou~se yesterday passed by unanimous
consent resolution urging United States participation in an international office
of education.ý
MISGEIL~LUEOUS, PRESS
.Trusteýesnip:-s. At press conference yesterday, Prime Minister Fraser,
chairman Of UNCIC Committee considering trusteeships (committee four of commission two), announced that the Committee rejected. "by a substantial vote11 an
Egyptian proposal that would have placed all existing mandated territories
automatically under the trusteeship system of the proposed world organization.
Mr. Fraser pointed out that the many delegates who spoke in opposition to the
Egyptian -proposal stressed the fact that its adoption would alter the entire
basis on which the dependent areas problem has been attacked at the Conference
a basis devoted to the creation of a just and workable formula for trusteeships rather than a, solution of specific problems. He also announced that no
action was tak~en by the Committee on the Chinese proposal that the word.
"~Iude`Penýencell be inserted among the goals to be sought for dependent peoples
under the trusteeship system. Prime Minister Fraser. said the committee was
informed by Commande-r Stassen that conversations on that subject were proceeding satisfactorily among the several delegationsespecially interested.
General Assembly. Committee on structures and procedures of General Assembly (committee one of commission two) yesterday approved a section of the
proposed world charter setting out proced-ure of the Assembly. With exception
of one added paragraph, worked. out "by Committee in a general discussion and
adopted by unanýLimous vote, section is identical to Section D? Chapter V, of
Dumfbarton 'Oake proposals. To the first provision on Procedure the Committee
added the following: "The General Assembly should be convened in special session
at the reqclest of the Security Council or at the request of a simple majority
of the m&)mbers of the organization addressed to the Secretary General."1 Prior
to thq, vote on the three paragraphs, Brazilian-sponsored proposal providing
that the General Assembly meet every five years to revise the charter was referred to the committee on membership and general provisions (committee two of
commission one).
Security

-4Security Council Procedýurd. Three of five Dumbarton Oaks proposals outlining procedure of Security Counild of proposed. wo.rld organization were un-.
animously approved yesterday afternoon by Committee One of Commission Three,
Of approved. paragraphs numbers one and three, which are under Section D of
Chapter VIt were adopted as drafted. at Dlumbarton Oaks Conference. Number two
won approval as amended. by joint proposal of sponsoring powers. Amendment
,eliminates specific reference to "tregional subcommittees of the railitary staff
committeeff as an agency which the Security Council may set up for performance
of its functions.
International
Committee One of Commission Four yesterday approved
several more provisions frr the International Court.
Committee unanimously
approved drafts for articles one and. thirty-seven of the proposed. statute which
will create the court. Article one provides that the court established, by the
charter of the world organization shall functiqn in accordance with provisions
Of the statute. Article thirty-seven provIdes, that treaties calling for reference of disputes to a court to be instituted by the United Nations shall be
referred to the court being created. It prtovides further that members of the
United Nations who are bound. 'by existing treaties to refer disputes to the
former permanent Court of International Justice, shall refer such disputes in
the future to the new court.
Committee also voted formal approval of a subcommittee's drafts of articles
provid~ing for establishment of the new court. These texts include first three
paragraphs of Chapter Seven of the proposed charter. First paragraph states
that tribunal shall be established. as princia juiilogano
ntd
a
tionst to be known as the International Court of Justice. The second provides
that the court shall be established. and shall function in accordance with a
statute to be annexed. to and form an integral part of the charter of the world.
organization.
Third paragraph provides that nothing in the charter shall prevent
the parties from taking their disputes to other trtbunals, if they desire*
International Law, Chairman Victor Andradeo Bolivian Ambassador to United
States, of Committee on political and security functions of General Assembly
(Committee Two of Commission Two), announced yesterday morning that the Committee voted favorably on. the questions whether the Assembly should. have power
to initiate studies and make recommendations for the codification of international law, and whether the Assembly should be empowered to initiate studies
and make recommendations for pr-'moting the revision of rules and principles
of international law. He said the Committee voted their dics~pproval on qiu~es-~
tion whether the Assembly should be authorized. to enact rules of international
law which should become binding on members after such rules shall have been
approved by Security Counoll, and the related proposal that rules Of international law adopted. by General Assembly should become effective automatically if
,the Security Council fails to act on them within specified.
time.
Soramittee decided to ask the Conference Steering Committee for a ruling
on which technical committee has jurisdiction over questions relating to power
of General Assembly to recommend reconsideration of treaties which may have
become inapplicable because of new conditions.
UlGICI Film. Within two weeks after the close of the-United Nations Conference, Office of liar Inforymation will begin distribution to points in Europe,
the Middle East, and the Far East a documentary film entitled "San Francisco
Conference", Motion picture, according to Willard Van Dyke, producer-director,
will attempt to "explain, clarify. and drrsz~tize"the meaning of the Conference,ý
Czechoslovak and Polish Relief. UNBPLA Director General Lehman announced.
yesterday that four vessels, carrying more than 19,000 16ng tons of relief suppli~ot for Poland and Czechoslovakia have unloaded or are now unloadin.g their
cargoes at Black Sea port of Constanza. Under arrangements with the USSR, goods
are being trans-shipped by rail to the two liberated countries. Government of
Czechoslovakia has info rmedURjkA.tIhat the supplies are already arriving in that
country in accordance with schedule,
Nazi Submarines- United States naval officials now have definite information. that Germany ended the war with abouat 450 to 500 submarines of all types,
including some 150 to 170 that were in ' Operational status$" Navy spokesman
said yesterday. According to United States N~avy reports, only 37 of the 50 to
60 U-boats at sea have surrendered. to date, Five of these have put into United
States ports, the spokesman said,' He reiterated! that any U-boats evading surrender will be treated as pirates.'
Tax

T2A gonventions.' - at ifidýAL45-et tho *we %W: troalbas sgoolaeo.4 with
Waited K~ingd~om and Vorthera Ireland was urged yesterday by Mitchell, B, Carroll.
of National, Foreigni Trade Council, Testifying lbefore Senate i'oreiga Relations
Comimittee holding hearings on the tax conventions, he asserteed that the two
measures designed to preve~t double taxation and evasions would stimulate
foreign trade between United Stater, and those countries. P'revious treati~es of
a similar nature concluded with other countries, Mr. Carroll told the Committee#
*have unqeq'tionably encouraged"f the development of business,. Pranklin Cole,
New York economic consu2ltant, and Percy W. Phillips$ representing the American
~Bar Association, 1-:1d the Com~mittee they favored the general princ~.ples of
the convez~tions but urged that public hearings be held. in advance on signing
of future Agreements,
Senate Investigatlag Committee. Seven-member bipartisan Senatorial committees headed by Senator RusselI,, representing the Military At fairso Navral
Affairs and Appropriations Committees, will leave soon for Zurope to study
the Armyls redeployment programs, effectiveness of the discharge syptem, surplus
proper-by disposal, military government in Germany,, and operations of UrnVBA.
Turkish Students. Government of Turkey will send 28 Turkish students to
Lafayette College at Easton, Pennsylvania,, next September for one year of resident study$ Lafayette president Lewis has been informed by T. Fikret Shert
cultural and educational attache' to Turkish Ibibassy in United States.
Roosevelt Honored, Postmaster General Walker announced that the late
President Roosevelt will be honored by series of four memorial stamps# first
of which will go on sale June 27,

T~vd~in",ss Arrives 'in Phili'pvines. President Osmena of Philippines and Senator
Tydings arrived at Nichols Field and were greeted by General MacArthur and his
staff, Press reports from Manila.
Justice-Jackson' sflevarture,, War Department announced late yesterday that
Justice Robert H. Jackson, United States Chief of Counsel for prosecution of
major-Buropean Axis war criminals has left for London with Colonel John
Harlan
Amen of the Inspector General's Office of the War Department.
Gerta
G ermnt
Members as Prisoners, All members of A~cting
Government as well as members of the German High Command in FlensburgGerman
have been
taken into custody as prisoners of war, Supreme Headquarters announced
today.
Those arrested include 300 officers, and a number of other ranks and
civilians,
gomMunication With Eulro-Dean Capitaly, Mackay Radio announced that a new
radio-telegraph circuit will be placed in operation between New
York and
-Bucharest, and also that radio- tel egraph co-mmunic~ation facilities between New
York and Copenhagen will be reopened today,

WAR QCOMMTJQTTJe A'Tn REPORTS
PA2awa
Yonabaru, eastern anchor of five-mile enemy defense line, was
entered by reinforced infantrymen, who also swung arouiad
apparently abandoned
ruins of the city to take high ground dominating Rioi and Iterashiku,
to the
south. ,Is Jap eastern flank crumbled, harine and Army troops slugged
in closer
to central keystone of Shuri; Yanks were driving down both sides of
the town
and were Within 800 to 1100 yards of its center.
Vice A~dmiral Turner, commander of United States Naval Forces in Ryuky'us$
revealed that Okinawa-based planes were carrying out daily attacks against
Japan, and said the island "will be captured in the comparatively near future."
Philiup-ines. Malaybalay, capital of Bukidnon ýProvince on 111indanaop and
nearby airfield were captured. Other Americans reached outskirts of Bunawanj,
less than two miles from Lucanan airdrome, last field hield 'by Japanese. Tarakan
invasion dwindled to mopping-u~p operations.
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-6EDITORIAL~ CCL2MZiT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased.
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative -b.Aerican
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the-,newspapers selected will be varied from time to time, INo effort has been made
to -select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
v

New York Times (Hay 23)
l1)Itqesponding promptly to President Truman t s suggestion, G~eneral de Gaulle
has welcomed the suggestion of a conference with the American Chief Executive, in
~'what looks like a new start in the relations between the Unite.d. States and 7rance.
..*Never was close cooperation between them more necessary than it is now. Such
cooperation must be the basis for France's resumption of her rightful role as a
world power, and especially as the representative and spokesman of war-wirecked
3urope, whose destiny is now at stake, but whose voice is still so largely absent
from the councils of the nations. The atmosphere of growing trust and cordiality
between 'Washington and Paris is a recognition of that fact. ..
2) Domestic interest'o
3) "IDebate was begun yesterday in the House of'Representatives on the Administration's proposal .'to extend for another three years the Hull program of reciprocal trade agreements. ... The Hull plan has proved its worth over a period of
eleven years. It has helped to break down barriers to trade and to develop Liarkets for American exports. We shall need more of those markets when the war ends,
in the interest of employment. And we shall gain greatly, from the point of view
of peace as well as economics, if with our help the post-war years can begin with
a broad development of international trade rather than a return to the narrow way~s
of economic nationalism. In these circumstances it would be a great misfortune if
the House should now reject the Hull program. ..
4) Domestic interest.
5) 11... Bravery alone will not win wars. Nor will fanaticism. To win you
have to know how to fight, but you also have to know how to build. That is one
of the great weaknesses of the Japanese; they don't, or cannot. Our forces do."
6) Local interest.
7) Domestic interest.
Washington Post (Inay 23)
1) "... W1hen this Conference convened, everybody had the idea that no own'ership would. be assumed by the United States. It was planned. that the islands would
be turned over to the Security Council and trusteed. to the United States under the
Council's authority. ... When the Russians spelled it out, the United States immediatel1y...declared that only strategic areas that we wish to have trusteed to us
would be given to the Security Council. ...We are embarked upon..what might be
called security imperialism. It is expansion and aggrandizement, though strictly
for security purposes. Of course, it may be said that all imperialism in the past
has been justified in these terms. However, there is this difference-wie are
pledged along with our allies to keep the general peace and need positions for
that purpose. It was Russia herself that set the pace for this security imperialismn. Accordingly, all her professions in behalf of antiannexationism meant nothing
except for what they could collect in moral kudos among the unknowing. 'von in
the Pacific she has her eye on Japanese Sakhalin and the Kuriles, and nobody in
his right mind could ever dream that R3ussia would let the Security Council take
them over# 1-hat wie have to thank Russia for is the eradication of the pretense
that has infested these trustee discussions."
2) Domestic interest.
3) Domestic interest.
4) '1 ... 'Cne reason why 1dr. Churchill is anxious for a general election as
soon as possiblo*..is that a victory at the polls would give him a more authoritative voice in the coming peace negotiations, since he would speak as one freshly
mandated by his people. ..
5) Local interest.
6) "House Democratic leaders are reportedly anxious to obtain action on the
bill to ratify the Bretton Woods monetary agreement as soon as the reciprocal
trade program is out of the way. That is a logical and indeed a most necessary
follow-up. F'or the results of a revision of tariff schedules would be incalculable
and
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and therefore hazardous unless the countries concerned had reasonably stable maonetary systems. ... Some systematic provision for adjustment of currency values and
extension of long-term credits by general agreement is needed to prevent a return
to practices that aggravated prewar economic maladjustments and contributed
greatly to war-breeding tensions.* Hence the Bretton Woods pacts constitute an
integral part of any postwar economic plan for.expanding world trade."
San Francisco Chronicle (May 18)
1) ".. 1,e cannot agree with the advocates of Indian freedom who wish to in'volve
the United States officially in the relations of Indiana with the British
Raj and the London Governments, Aside from the inherent -unattractiveness of selfrighteousness, the United States is not yet morally qualified for the role, and
will not be until all racial miniorities in this country enjoy full civil rights.
However, the historic emergence at San Francisco of the concept of an international bill of rig'hts implies that internal government everywhere may come to be
regarded as a legitimate world concern, and under this futuristic sanction perhaps
Americans can speak of Indian affairs, and Englishmen of American affairs,, without
intrusions* *.. Solution of the Indian problem probably will take an unconsciona bly long time, for it is simple only to ax-grinders and fanatics on both sides;
all the more reason why Western peoples, notably the English, cannot afford delay
in undertaking it,"
2) 11...Admiral King spoke for a large body of naval and civilian opinion in
his New York speech of last April 4, in which he voiced an impatient bid for outright American annexation of such strategic bases as Palau and Iwo Jima*,,* sowr-.
ever, the 171avyls thinking seems bounded by pre-San Francisco horizons, and the
annexation plea creates complications in the new international framework. ... The
United States would seem well advised to approach the matter of use of those islands with a keen eye to possible precedent. o.. If we agree to occupy only the
strategic areas of the islands in question, impose no regulations upon civilians
and allow-no economic operation in the territories, such an agreement should. obviate any confusion between strategic points and large colonial areas. ..
3Y ý'President Truman and Prime Minister Churchill have already voiced the
need. of an early meeting of the Big Three to thresh out immediate pressing political problemso.
So far nothing on this subject from Premier Stalin. But it maybe significant that the M11oscow censor has passed a United Press dispatch saying
it is now apparent in the Soviat capital that the worsening political situation
in Europe requires immediate attention on the highest level ... No question about
it, the need for a face to face meeting of the Big Three is pressing. If the
passing of this dispatch from Mioscow indicates that the Kremlin thinks so too the
sign is welcome."
4) Local interest.
5) Domestic interest.
**

*
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WHITE HOUSE
Prsdn' Address. Following is text of President Trumants address to
a joint session of Congress:
"HWe are assembled here today to confer the Nation's highest decoration
on a young American soldier. It so happens that Technical Sergeant Jake W.
Lindsey of Lucedale, Mi±ssissippi, Is the one hundredth Infantryman to receive
the Medal of Honor in this war for bravery above and beyond the call of duty.
Through him, we pay a grateful Nation's tribute to the courage of all our fighting men'.
"The history of this war is filled with countless acts of valor by our
soldiers and sailors and Marines under fire. Those who win the Medal of Honor
have displayed the highest quality of courage.
"We have heard in the citation what Sergeant Lindsey did. His inspiring
deeds on the battlefield require no further praise from any man. They stend with the deeds of the others on whom this decoration has been conferred - in
the finest tradition of American heroism.
"This Medal, to repeat, is given for gallantry at the risk of life beyond
No officer ordered Sergeant Lindsey to stand alone against
the call of duy
a company of the enemy. No officer ordered him when wounded to engage eight
Germans in hand-to-hand combat. Those decisions came from his own heart. They
were a flash of the nobility which we like to think is a part of every .American.
They were the unselfish valor whichoantriumph over terrible odds. They were
the very essence of victory.
"Since the beginning of this war, 223 Medals of Honor have been awarded
to members of the armed forces. Of these,162 have gone to the Army,' 33 to the
Navy1 27 to the Marine Corps and one to the Coast Guard. One hundred of the
men so decorated have been Infantrymen, And of them 50 died in performing the
acts for which they were honored.,
"It seems fitting that in this symbolic cerem~ony we should honor an Infantryman, There is little glamor in his service. He faces not only the enemy
before him, but the cold and heat# the rain and snow, the dust and mud., which
so often make his life miserable. These things he endures, and rises above
them to such valorous deeds as those we celebrate today.
"This is a proud and moving occasion for every American.
It follows the
complete victory of the Allied forces over a powerful enemy in Europe. It finds
us striking devastating blows in the Pacific, We are preparing to strike them
later in overwhelming force.
"Before the battle against Japan is won, we shall have other men to honor
-men whose deeds, like those we celebrate today, will have brought closer our
inevitable victory.
"I hope that every man and woman in our Nation today will reverently thank
God that we have produced such sons as these. With their high courage as inspiration, we cannot fail in the task we have set ourselves.
"'It is with gratitude and pride that as President of the United States$
and in the name of the Congress, I have presented the Mudal of Honor to Technical
Sergeant Jake W. Lindsey."
Nominations. President today sent the following nomination to the Senate:
Monnett B. Davis, now President's personal representative to Denmark, with the
rank of M1inister, to 'be Envoy Extraordinary and M1inister Plenipotentiary to
Denmark.
Apuointmenta, Presidential appointments today included Representative May;
Representative Starkey; Ambassador W. Averell Harriman; French Foreign Minister
Bidault, French .Ambassador Bonnet and Acting Secretary Grew; Labor Secretary
Perkins; Michael D. IKonamas; Head of Greek Orthodox Church of North and South
America, Archbishop Athenagoras; Budget Director Smith; and Chief Justice of
Supreme Court Harlan F. Stone.
STATE
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Clayton's Address. The following are excerpts from an address$ entitled
"The Foreign Economic Policy of the State Departmentil" delivered 'before the
7Sconomic Club of Detroit today by Assistant Secretary Clayton:
peace Btruc'ture has to be seen as a great arch supported by two
strong columns, one political and the other economic.
"~If either column gives wayt the whole structure falls,
"While the delegates of 49 countries at San Francisco work to set up this
organiZat:Lont a struggle is going on in Washington to prevent our own country
from re-tracking the same tragic path of-economic nationalism which we followed
after the first.WorJld War with such disastrous results.
"There are twoand, only two, roads open to us in shaping our economic
policies in the postwar world.
can follow the path of economic liberalism, in keeping with our demo"Weff
cratic principles and traditions, and without which no peace structure will
he road
tlopg stand, or we can take that same rc~ad we followed in the 1920's
to economic nationalism, restrictionism and regimentation, leading inevitably
to international irritations and retatliations, and the creation of an atmosphere
in which the seeds of conf~lict are sown,
"~It is imposible to stand still, even if we wished: the world is moving
much too fast for that now.
"Itn the State Department, we have planted our feet firmly on the road of
economic liberalism and that's the road we propose to follow.
"Our foreign economic policy revolves around the conception of an expanded
world economy. - free 6Tnd equal access for all nations to the trade and raw
materials of the world, increased production, mnuch greater exchange of goods
and services between -nations, increasee, consumption and higher levels of living
for all peoples everywhere,
whole basis of the Bretton Woods proposals and of the Trade Agreements
"The1J
Act and of our anti-cartels program is the promotion of an expanding economy
and collective security through common action,
"As has already been announced by the Secretary of State, an, International
Conference to consider questions of trade and employment will probably be called
in the next nine or ten months,
"Unless we achieve a great expansion in world economy and an increase in
the levels of living of all peoples, a solution of the vast problems before all
the nations may well be renderedI impossible. ..
Agreement with Guatemala. Department announced that an agreement was signed
today by Acting Secretary Grew, and Dr. Enrique Lo'pez-Herrarte, Charge" d'Affaiwpes
ad interim of the Republic of Guatemala in Washington, which, in accordance
with the request of the Guatemalan Government, provides for the detail of a
military mission by the United States to serve in Guatemala,
The agreement will eontinue in force for four years from the date of signatures but may be extended beyond that period at the request of the Government
of Guatemala. The provisions of the agreement are similar in general to provisions contained in other agreements between the United States and certain othe:v
American republics providing for the detail of officers of the United States
Army or Navy to advise the armed forces of those countries,
Ethiopian MessageL, The President has received from His Imperial Majesty
Haile Selassie, Bmperor of Ethiopia, a reply to the message which the President
sent upon the opening of direct telegraph communications between the United
States and :Ethiopia on May 17,
SThe

CONGRES S
FSO Promotions. All Foreign Service nominations, which were sent to the
Senate on May 14 (Radio Bulletin No, 115), were confirmed by the Senate today*
M4ISCELLANEOUS PRESS
Regional. Arrangements Formula. Secretary Stettixnius, at press conference
Yesterday evening, announced that the TUINCIO delegations of the United Statess
United Kingdom, France, China and the Soviet Union had reached unanimous agreement on a formula designed, to integrate reg~onal arrangements with the security
system of the proposed, world, organization, Mr. Stattini~us revealed that the
propo sed

-3proposed amendments are sched~uled to be submitted today for consideration by a
subcommittee of the regional arrangements committee of the Conference commissiap
dealing with the Security Council. Chairman of the American delegation declared
that he was "very gratified" over the agreement and expresstd the opinion that
this development would mriterially expedite the progress of the Conference.
Several hours after his press conference, 14r. Stettinius made public the
specific phraseology embraced by the formula. The new language is quoted in
the following provisions of the Dlumbarton Oaks proposals:
Chapter 8,.Section A, Paragraph 3,
The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security shbuld obligate themselves,
first of all, to seek a solution by negotiation, mediation, arbitration or
jud~icial settlement, "resort to regional agencies or arrangements", or other
peaceful means of their own choice. The Security Council should call upon the
parties to settle thei'r dispute by such means.
Chapter 89 Section B, Paragraph 12 (a new paragraph.)
"N~othing in the charter impairs the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a member state, until the
Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international
peace and security. Measures taken in the exercise of this right of self-defense
shall be im~mediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way
affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under this charter
to take at any time such action as it may deem necessary in order to maintain
or restore international peace and security."
Chapter 8, Section C, Paragraph 1.
Nothing in this charter should preclude the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with matters relating to the maintenance of inae,1pr-cpi-a~te for regional actions providedternational peace and aauiyw
such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent with the purposes and principles of the organization. "The member states comprising such
agencies or entering into such arrangements should make every effort to achieve
peaceful settlement of local disputes through such agencies or arrangements before referring them to the Security Council," The Security Council should encourage "the development of peaceful" settlement of local disputes through such
regional arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initiative of
the states concerned or by reference from the Security Council.
"This paragraph in no way impairs the application of raragraphsl and 2 of
Section A of this Chapter.'t
Commission Mveeting. The UNCTO Commission dealing with judicial aspects
Of a world organization, in the first public commission session to be held
since the beginning of the Conference, met to hear reports of progress from its
two committees. The jpresident of the Commission, Dr. Carraciolo Parra-?erezi
Venezuelan Foreign Minister, made it clear that the Commission would "not be
able to discuss profitably at this time the results' of committee meetings, nor
make decisions thereonff. Speaking of the proposed court, the Commission president
declared that he felt sure he interpreted the unanimous feeling of the delegates
in 9tating that the court "is to be one of the fundamental organs of the world
organization and that its functions will work more and more towards causing the
principles of justice and law to prevail in the relations between states."i
Wasrat Al-Farsy, former Iraq Minister of Foreign Affairs, and flapporteur
of the first committee, reported that the committee had made an inital study
of the entire text of the proposed statute for an international court and had
approved fifty-one of its sixtyý-nine articles. He also reported the committee
had decided that the court shall consist of fifteen judges, no two of whom may
be nationals of the'same state; that the judges will serve nine-year terms and
will be eligible for reelection; and that any litigant will be permitted to have
a judge of his own nationality on the court.
Mariano Arguello Vargas, Nicaraguan Mintster of Foreign Affairs and IRapporteur of Committee two, reported that his committee was in substantial agreement
that the principle of the registration with the international organization of
treaties and international agreements should be incorporated in the charter of
the organization and that the committee was in general agreement that the
charter should contain a provision which would preclude the future negotiation
by member nations of agreements inconsistent with the charter.Comte
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procedures of the Security Council (Commmittee 2 of Commission 3), in a progress
report Saturday, announced that it had approved five provisions for the propo'sed
world org'anization charter chapter on pacific settlement of disputes. In announcing the progress, Committee chairman Jose Serrato, Uruguyan Foreign i-inister,,
said one of the imortant points in the provisions is that the Security Council
can intervene in secondary disputes which may carry a threat to international
peace.
Su-premeCourt of the United Nations. A group of 23 prominent Americansjurists, attorneys and educators -- including Senator Austin and.Supreme Court
Justice Roberts, yesterday released a statement addressed to the United States
delegation declaring that rules of fundamental law, on which justice is based,
must "b agreed upon and be incorporated in a constitution of organic law.0l
Statement urged that "a supreme court of the United Nations be established with
judicial power to determine when those laws have been violated by nations or
the individuals who compose them".' Statement added that "tthis juidicial function
should. not be entrusted to the Security Council" which it declared "should be
restricted to the uxse of force to maintain the status quo until the court renders
a decision, and to enforce when necessary the decision of the court after it has
been rendered."
G-eneral Assemibly Committee. 13N010 Commi~ttee on preamble, purposes and.
principles of the. General Assembly (Committee 1 of Commission 2) announced. Saturday that it has recommended that a member of the proposed world organization
should be deprived of its voting rights in the Assembly if it fails to pay its
contributions to the organization. Committee also approved unanimously the
Dumnbarton Oaks proposal that each member of the world organization have one
vote in the General Asseml141y,
Lohman's Address. At "I Am An American Da~y" ceremonies in New York Central Park,, TIERPA Director General Lehman revealed yesterday, in reviewing the
activities of UNRRA, that it already had sent nearly 29000 members of its stadf
into Germany to assist the military in caring gor 4nd repatriating the vast
hordes of displaced persons found there. Mur. Lehman said that it was never
contemplated that UNRRA would provide bulk relief supplies to the countries
that had sufficient fuuds to pay for their own goods, such as France, Belgium,
Norway,, the Netherlands and the Soviet Union. But, he added, UJNRRA has placed
its services at the disposal of all countries, because the problems of displaced, Persons and epidemic control transcend national boundaries.
Relief for Jap-HeLd Prisoners. Another cargo of 1,500 tons of relief sup~plies f or Allied prisoners of war held by Japan, has just been shipped by American Red Cross fryom west coast port of Vladivostok, National Headquarters annouced
Abut700ton ofsuplies from previous shipments of the Red Cross
via Russian Zhips remain in storage in Vladivostok. Negotiations have been
in progresz continously with the Japanese government to pick up these relief
W1PPlies and distribute them to American and other Allied prisoners of war and
civilitin internees in the Far East.
Small Business Foreign Trade. SWPC Chairman Maverick proposed that the
be
continued after the war as an agency to distribute foreign trade coneSWPG
tracts to small business. He pointed out at a Senate Small Business Committee
hearing on foreign trade that much of the postwar purchasing done in this coun,~
try by foreign governmontswill be handled by trade missions. Small business,
Maverick asserted, will not be able to contact these missions as effectively
M1rr.
as big lusiaess. In addition, he said, many of the contracts sought will be
too large 'fpr one small business. He proposed "that the SWPC be authorized to
accept contracts from these missions for redistribution to small firms. The
operation would 'be similar to what we are doing in regard to war contracts under
our prime contracting authority."'
Chnse Trade. Assured that V-J Day has been advanced by many months as
result Of AIlied victory in Europe and that free China) resurgent after years
of war, wi,2ll offer vast opportunities for American foreign trade, American business1 ilaaustrial and financial leaders are intensifying their preparation for
commeL'ce between the two nations, Lee H. Bristol, president of the ChinavAmerican Council of Commerce and Industry, said yesterday in New York. Confidence
of American business men in a flourishing, reciprocal postwar trade with China
Bristol deqlared, by other recent events, including progress
is heightened, 1M-r.
of San Francisco Conferencoe and ezpressions to the Council by Chinese government
leaders of desire for close, economic collaboration between the two countries.
Mr.

-5Mr. Bristol made public following message cabled to the Council by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek: I"Economic collaboration between all countries is es-S
sential if a lasting peace is to be established-. In view of the traditional
friondship between our two countries every effort should be made to promote our
coJllabo-.ation in the economic field.. The China-America Council of Commnerce and
Industry since its inception has already made great contributions in this direction 'end I am happy to extend tc. its first annual meeting my warm greetings and
best wishes.11
Dr. Wong Wen-Hao, Minister of Economic Affairs and chairm=X of the newly
formed Chinese War Production Board, in another message to the Council said that
he anticipated through its activities "invaluable contributions to economic
cooperation between China and the United States."
Family Losses in Marines. Marine Corps lined up with Army and Navy in protecting remaining service members of families who have lost two or more sons,
General Vandegrift announced that remaining members would be assigned to nonhazardous duty on request of serviceman concerned or member of his immediate
family,
Arm~y Discharges, Army enlisted men aged 40 or older were made eligible
for discharge on their own application. Ruling, which represents lowerilgof
discharge age from 42 years (Rad.io Bulletin No. 98), affects about 30,000 enlisted men in the 40 and 41 age groups. War Department disclosed that "when
the military situation permits" a further reduction in age limit will be made.
WAR COM1,1UNIZUS1S AND

REPORTS

Pacific Fleet. Shuri, central bastion in Japanese defense line across Southern Okinawa# was being enveloped from three sides by Americans who were, slowly
Japanese, through May 17, lost 45,103
beating down violent enemy resistance.
disintegrating as an overall fighting
are
killed. "Some indication the Japanese
24th Army Corps Commander. He
H-odge,
R.
John
G-eneral
unit,ft was seen by Major
attitude was expressed by
Similar
fire.
noted a sharp drop in enemy artillery
Army
Commander, who said
Tenth
Jr.,
Lieutenant G-eneral Simon £Bolivar Buckner,
island would become a base for the assault on Japan. lie referred to the "doomed
and. dwindling"f enemy garrison, so badly cut down that supply troops were being
thrown into the front line. With Yanks killing 11 Japs for every American lost,
remaining. Nipponese force was estimated at about 30,000. United States casualties, including naval losses in operations dating back to March 18, were 30,526,
including 8,310 killed or missing and 22,216 wounded.
Philippines, Japanese casualties for seven-month Philippine campaigna total
369,818 killed and captured. On Mindanao American troops north of Davao advanced two miles past Sasa airdrome. Other forces in interior pushed three
miles north to within 11 miles of MaJlabalay# capital of Bukidnon.province. On
Saturday single Niavy LiborAtvrdestroyed entire Jap convoy df five ships, totaling 17,000 tons off-Formosa.
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-6EDITORIAL CCIRMIT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased.
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspApers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
New York Herald Tribune (M,1ay 21)
1) "Wihen one remembers the actual way in which the great war was precipitated
in 1939, there seems to be great force in the Anglo-American severity toward
Marshal Tito t s faits accomplis in the Trieste area. ... When Field Marshal Alexander now compares Tito with Hitler, it may be brusquely untactful, but is not en,tirely inappropriate, and when Tito answers with an emotional proclamation that he
cannot allow Yugoslavia to be 'humiliated or tricked out of her rightsf it is unconvincing in itself and dangerously like an echo out of the peremptory past.
Certainly one of the fundamental principles for which this war has been and still
is being fought is the principle, stated by Acting Secretary of State G-rew, that
settlements must be by agreement in fair discussion and not by force. But one
cannot help adding that there would 'be a much better chance of that admnirable principle being established in fact if the great powers who now so severely uphold it
had a clearer idea of the bases on which the agreed settlements may ultimately be
arrived at. ... 11r. Grew has reminded us that there are some thirty frontier problems alone to be settled in Europe, ,..To refer all such issues to some distant
peace conference, without being able to give any clear idea of the terms in which
they are to be settled there or the policies which the great powers will apply to
them, is unlikely to prove a very practicable course. ... Perhaps it is all right
to lecture "Larshal Tito new on his unruli~ness. But after reading the lecture it
might be just as well to ask ourselves what substitute our own European policy has
to offer him or whether, indeed., we are not still a long wayr from having any 2uropean policy at all."'
2) IfDiscusses Japanese resistance.
3) "Although the area of 'shooting war,1 as the pro-Pearl Harbor phrase had
it, has been greatly diminished by Germany's surrender, the war on hunger, the
battle of the calories have been greatly extended. And it is unfortunately true
that this continuing war, although just as vital to humanity and even stronger in
its appeal to the constructi~ve impulses of mankind, is far more complex than
shooting war and its goals are harder to dramatize. ... Food is pro-eminently the
weapon with which to win thie peace. But it has to be wielded with the courage,
the self-sacrifice and, above all, the skill which must be used in handling weapons of war. It is important that the people of the United States be informed of
the scope and nature of this battle of the calories, if they are to take their
proper part in it. .. tf
4) 11... Even minor victories in China.,make better reading than the prolonged
series of defeats which followed each other through month after weary month last
year, and. there is well founded hope for further improvement in the fut-are."'
5) Domestic interest.
6) Domestic interest.
'ZhiladelphiaXIn-guirer (May 20)
1) "This Nation is beginning to suffer from an oversized, crop of 11-7hy-d-onvt
wet civilian strategists and critics of the .present phase of the war against Japan.
**They forget, or never really understood, some very vital facts. It's no part
of wisdom to ovorestimate the difficulties of the Pacific 'War. That war is going
to end with Japants unconditional surrender. But that great victory cannot be
achieved by impatient methods. ..
2) Domestic interest.
3) "President Tru~man has given timely and well-deserved recognition to the
important role to be played by France in world affairs, as one of the groat Powers,
following his conference with Foreign Mrinister Bidault. ... Mir. Truman tsooassurances that the United States will use every means to hasten the recovery of France
will have the full support of our people. 1A strong France represents a gain to
the world. 1 She should be put in a position to assume her rightful share of responsibility for maintaining the peace of Europe. ... Whatever confusion or seeming
coldness
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coldness may have clouded our relations with France in the recent past should
now be cleared.away by President Trwman's attitude of cordiality and. cooperation
with a gallant nation bound to us by ancient ties of friendship."
4) "ITothing serves better to remind us that Nazism and piracy are synonymous
than the floott and. 1treasurel stories coming out of Europe. ... If Nazism and
piracy are synonymous, the age-old punishmenet for pirates is clear. We may not
string Goering from a yard arm and display his head in the public common. But the
effect should.'be fundamentally the same."
5) Local interest.
Des Moines Register (Mlay 18)
1) "...
It is not..any lack of basic intelligence or character that caused.
the Irish FreeSt1ate to remain neutral in the war and to 'frolic', as Churchill
said, with the Nazis and Japanese. To appraise that policy fairly, one has to
take account of history-as when doesn't one, indeed? ...The war came 'too soon'.
It came while the Irish people were still suspicious of Britain's good. intentions,
...still bitter enough, unhappily, even to hurt the British some if necessary to
get even and.to prove their defiance of a former master. ... Well, the war in
Europe being ended., Prime Ninister Churchill got his irritation about this off
his chest the other day. *.. Frankly, we expected this outburst of Churchill's to
evoke a blistering response from P'rime Midnister Dle Valera. But no. The Irish
premier spoke firmly but softly. He even paid tribute to Mr. Ohurehi-ll for having
resisted, the temptation of an Irish occupation~. t. It was magnificently done*
Let us give a huzzah to the Irish, too, for 'resisting temptation,' and for contributing so understandingly to a basis for happier relations in the futuro."1
2) Dlomestic interest.
3) t"... Stalin has told, his people repeatedly of th~e importance of the
western Alliest contribution on other fronts, and of their tanks, trucks and supplies on the I'lussians' own front. The Soviet armies and peoples spent prodigally
of their blood,ý their energies, their meager wealth to hurl back and destroy the
invaders, anad. cd an incredibly bang-up Job of it-but they didn't think they did
it all by themselves. For years they have been cut off, partly by a sort of moral
boycott, partly by their own protective reaction as the only Communist-ruled. land
in a hostile world. They're outgrowing that. They still have their pride, a~nd
their ways of doing things (some of which we don't like at all). They still
have
the habits and suspicions they acquired during their long isolation. But they
want to lbelong' new* And they've earned it.
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WHITE HOUSE
Bidaultts Visit, The President had the pleasure today Of conversing with
the French Foreign Minister, hi. :Bidault, upon his arrival from San Fra.ncisco
and of discussing with him a number of problems of primary interest to5 France
and, the United States.
The President took the occasion at the outset to express the gratification
of the entire .American Delegation at San Francisco for M. Bidault's 6ooperatiofl
and helpfulness and for the important and continuing contribution of the French
Delpgation to the work of the Conference.
The Presidenpt made It abundantly clear that the American people and the
American Government realize that the French nation has emerged with renewed
strength and vigor from the catastrophe which it suffered and that it has demonstrated. its determination and its ability to resume its rightful and eminent

place amaong the nations wh~ich will share the largest measure of responsibility
in maintaining the future peace of Europe and the world.
He expressed. his desire to meet General de Gaulle and indicated that there
was a full appreciation by the United States Government of t he part which France
could and should play in the settlement of-questions of world and European interest.
In this connection, the President indicated. that the United States was moved.
by the strongest ties of friendship, dating back to the founding of this nation.
A strong France represents a gain to the world.. As a consequences the people
of the United States have accepted reductions in their requirements of certain
essential food items in order to permit increased. shipments to the liberated
countries of Europeý including France, where they are so urgently needed. Also
the Government of the United States has taken extraordinary measures, despite
American shortages of essential. supplier,and shipping, to arrange priorities
for French procurement of such suppl~ies and. to provide shipping for their transportation to France. The people and Government of the United States will continue
to take such measures as will lie within their power to facilitate the recovery
Of France and of her people.
7he President confirmed to M, Bidault this jqovernment's complete willingness

to relinquish to France a part of the American zone of occupation in Germanyr.
Details have already been conveyed informally to the French Government and are
now in the process of being formalized.
The P'resident emphasized that we are faced with a still strong and deadly
enemy in the Far East to whose defeat the toal resources of this country* both
in manpower end material, are pledged., He indicated that such assistance as
France and our other Allies may bring to that struggle and which may be synchron'ized with operations already planned. or underway, will be welcomed.
The discussion was on the most friendl-y and cordial plane and affordeda
the President a welcome opportunity to emphasize the bonds of friendship and
Mutual interest between the two countries.
Appointments, Presidential appointments today included Representatives

Elliott and Lea; Senator McMahon; Rev, Paul McNally, vice president of Georgetown University; Homer Cummings; Lawrence Wood. Robert; Jouett Shouse; Georges
Biiaulty French Minister for Foreign Affairs, French Ambassador Bonnet and
Actinug Secretary Grew; and Cabinet meeting.
STATE DEPARTMENT

'Mexican Summer School. The Department announced that information has been
received that the attendance at the Summer School of the National Autonomous
University of Mexico, Mexico C1ty, during the 1945 sessions will be limited to
1300 persons, Numbered registration cards are being issued to persons accepted
by the University of Mexico and only persons holding one of these registration
cards will be permitted to attend classes,

Any persons-planning to attend the Summer School of the National Autonomous
University of Mexico should# therefore, make sure that before they leave for
Mexico they have a registration card issued by the authorities of the University
in Mexico City.
CONGRESS

-2-CON~GRfES S
Fed~eral Employees Pay Increase,. Senate late yesterday by unanimous vote
passed the Downey bill, which provides an average 15.8 percent basic wage increase for Government employees plus accelerated within-grade promotions,, and
ten percent differential for nightworkerso
MISLELLAYTEOUS PRESS
Zco nomic and Social Council. Consultants to United States delegation, representing major organizations in field of education, agriculture, business and
labor* yesterday submitted to Secretary Stettinius draft recommendations applying to Chapter Nine of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals - arrangements for international and social cooperation. Four main points in recommended changes and
additions are:
(1) council should arrange conferences with and receive recommendations
from major non-governmental, organzationsp national or internationalf, in order
that Council may have benefit of direct contact with groups who are cdnfronted
by the practical results of national and international economic and social
policies;
(2) Consultants suggest the charter 7be amended to set forth need for
cooperation with specialized, international organizations, such as Monetary Fund,
UNPIIAt etc., and charge Council with responsibility for working out suitable arrangements with special organization to avoid duplication in their activities and
to promote adoption of consistent policies;
(3) Consultants recommend that Council should be given clear authority to
exchange with other nations full information regarding educational methods, techniques and statistics;
(4) Consultants recommend creation of interim secretariat to prepare preliminary studies and recommendations on work and organization of the Council
pending ratification of the charter by the member governments.
United. States delegation announced that it was giving the proposals careful
study.
Economic and Social Committee. Committee dealing with the economic and
social aspects of the projected world organization (Committee Three of Commission
Two) yesterday afternoon made public text of clause It has approved as a statement of the aims of the Economic and Social Council of the Organization. Clause,
which would replace the first sentence of Paragraph One, Section A, Chapter
Nine of the Dumbarton Oaks text$ follows; "With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and. well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for theprinciple, of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, the Organization shall promote: A. Higher
standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social
progress and development; B. Solutions of international economic, social$ cultural, health and other related problems; and C. Universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all wit1lout distinction
as to race, language, religion or sex."
Equal Status of Women. Commit tee dealing with membership in world organization (Committee Two of Commission One) yesterday announced its decision, made
W~ednesday night, that the charter of the Organization should include specific
reference to participation and representation of women in the proposed body on
an equal basis with men, It was decided that the reference should be incorporated in Chapter Four of the charter, which lists the principal agencies of the

organization,

International Court. Committee on structures and procedures of General
Assem~bl (omtee One of Commission Two) yesterday afternoon approved proposai
that "the Assembly shall elect the judges of the International Court of Justice'
in conformity with the-statutes of the Court."
Org Qization Expenses. Committee also voted approval of Dumbarton Oaks proposals that the Assembly should apportion expenses among members of the International Organization and approve the Organization's budget.
General Assembly, Committee dealing with political and security functions of
the General Assembly of the proposed world organization (Committee Two of Commission Two) reported yesterday it has resolved eight out of the nine basic problems confronting it. In general, Committee action affirmed the role assigned
to the General Assembly in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals and- rejected proposals
for drastic changes in the power of the General Assembly.
Freedom

-3Freedom of International Communications, Secretary Stettinius promised, in
reply to letter sent him by some 70 leading radio representatives, publishers
and educators, that the question of freedom of speech, of' the press, of' communications and of exchange of information, would be included in the proposed amendments to the charter, "These amnmet, the Secretary said, "1constitute an
important advance from the Dunbarton Oaks proposals. .. We are hopeful that the
Conference will not only adoapt these amendments on the fund~amental froedoms,
but will also provide In the charter for the creation of a.commission on human
rights as proposed by the United States delegation. Such a commission would 'be
able to develop the objectives of the organization in this field in detail. ..
Stassen's Address. Speaking before a group of San Francisco business and
civic leaders, Commander Stassen asserted that after the basic charter has been
written "we can begin to work under it, on it# and forward with ity and this
Conference will have been entirely worth while." He added that "in the future
there can be many revisionary meetings to amend the charter." Emphasizing that
the United States must be concerned with the future welfare of the people of
the world, Commander Stassen stated: "1The United States production which has
played such a large part In the winning of the war in Europe must play an equally important role in the rebuilding of the war-torn countries,"
,International Education. Follow.ingmeeting with members of Amorican delegation, consultants representing American Council on Education, American Association of University Women, National Congress of Parents and Teachers and National
Education Association, stated at press conference that United Nations charter
was expected to provide "a definite niche" for a proposed International offLice
of education and cultural development in process of establishment outside of
the United Nations conference. "rThe charter, as established here," representatives of four groups stated, "should allow no nation to carry on propaganda in
another nation, but at the same time no nation should be allowed to keep its own
education programs and purposes- secret from the rest of the world. There should
be a full exchange of information about the educational activities of all the
freely Cooperative nations."1 Education representatives, it was emphasized, believed that the United Nations charter should not specify details of an international office of education and cultural development but looked upon it as one
of the semiA-aiutonomous international groups "fwhich are to be brought into relationship with the Economic and Social Council."
Censorship Based. Censorship Director Bryon P'rice has severely modified the
press and radio code, removing many restrictions on news in this country, Europe,
and the Atlantic. Declaring that "nothing could be more harmful in a l-and of
free press and free radio than to preserve in force even the smallest censorship
guidance after vital need for it had disappeared,"f Mr. Price urged editors
forthwith to "consign to history and the wastebasket" all previous Office of
Censorship restrictions except those embodied in the new code and in three
confidential requests which remain in force. Director of Censorship explained
that the new code "is based solidly and sensibly on visible security requirements related to war with Japan."1 He revealed that Office of Censorship has also
reduced its censorship of mail and international communications across the
Atlantic.
C-artels, Some American businessmen who consider war an "unfortunate inter-

,Ylude"

in their business relations with firms in enemy countries have often exi-

dangredthe security and frustrated the foreign policy of the United States$
~AAssistant Attorney General Berge char~ged. Assailing the forming of international
\business cartel agreements as "private treaty making",f Mvr. Berge told a Senate
Isubcommittee: "Ift is difficult to see how our future policies - for example, the
Atlantic Charter - can be executed successfully if the dispositions made by
cartels continue into the postwar world." Assistant Attorney General Berge's
statement was made before Senate Judiciary Subcommittee holding hearings on bill
by Senator 0'Mahoney to require registration with the Department of Justice of
all foreign trade0 agreements made by American business concerns. Discussing
series Of agreezients negotiated between Standard Oil and I. G-.Farben, he said
that while the American businessman views cartela as a strictly business proposition the G-erman businessman holds to the theory that he has no right to participate in any agreement that is "against the common interests of Germany."~ It is
futile to t~ry to build postwar trade between nations, he concluded, if "secret
agreement*':t between large industrial interests are permitted to clash with the
Go0vernme.5tt Is program.
ves

-4:Reverse Lend-Lease, PEI A"i~nistrator Crowley disclosed that Austrealiag,
New Zealand and. India have provided United States armed forces in Far East
with 3,159,238,000 pound~s of food as reverse lend-lease from March 1941 through
Dec ember 1944.
Bund Leader Ordered Deported, Former German.-American Bund leader Fritz
Kuhn has been ordered deported to Germany as an undesirable alien, Justice Department announced.
WARSCOLQIHUIQXUBS MID REPORTS
Twentieth Air Force. Reconnaissance photographs today disclosed that 85 to
90 percent devastation~ was wrought by more than 400 3-291s in their May 10 raid
on Japan's greatest oil storage area on southeastern Honshu. Crewmen reported
the latest Superfort attack on Nagoya yesterday left the 16-square mile target
area a huge, flaming smokepot.
Pacific Fleet. Army Mustang fighters from Iwo bases blasted Atsugi airfield
near Tokyo Thursday and destroyed or damaged 44 Jap aircraft.
Marines have established themselves 'inside Naha, capital of Okinawa, while
in center of line Army troops made signficant advances toward Shari, reaching
the outskirts of Ishimimi,
Philin-qines. Valencia, on Iiindanao, and its two airfields were at the point
of being captured. Two American columns driving north and south on the island
were only 45 miles apart.
USS Franklin Damaged. 832 Americans were reported dead or missing and 270
wounded on USS aircraft carrier Franklin, March 19, Navy revealed. Two enemy
bombs struck the 27,000-ton vessel 66 miles off southern coast of Japan and
most casualties resulted from explosion of ships own bombs and high-octane
gasoline. Despite terrific destruction carrier made her way to Pearl Harbor
and. then New Yýork for repairs.

ADD MISCELLANEOUS PRESS
Trusteeships. The Chairman of the United States Delegation, Edward R.
Stettinius, Jr. , has issued the following statement today on the position on the
trusteeship question taken by Commander Stassen and Congressman Bloom, speaking
for the entiredelegation on the trusteeship question;
"It is and has been the unanimous position of the United States Delegation, as provided in the original trusteeship paper presented to the Conference
on May 4, that one of the basic objectives of the trusteeship system should be
'to promote the political, economic and social advancement of the trust territories and their inhabitants and their progressive development toward selfgovernment in forms approy--riate to the varying circumstances of each territory.
It is our understanding that this clearly includes the attainment of independence
if the people of a trusteeship are a so desire and are prepared and able to
assume the responsibilities of independence.
It also includes the right of
the people to choose some status other than independence if they so desire,
W~e recognize that all peoples are inter-dependent in the modern world and that
the advance of the individual liberties and the standards of living of the
peoples must be included among the basic objectives of the trusteeship system~.
We point to the Philippines as a concrete example of United States policy."
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiasedl
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative A-nerican
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will 'be varied from time to time. !'o effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis,
1"PeietTruman has considerably enhanced the rising public confidence
in his Administration by insisting that his predecessor's hope for 'freedom of
speech and expression everywhere in the world' must at least be realized in those
portions of the world which are now under the American Flag. ..
2) Domestic interest.
3) "In language, t1he charter of the new world organization will be imrpec~cable.
An international bill of rights, to be sure, will not figure in the document, but
the way is paved.for such an eventuality, ... Peace is to be maintained with duae
regard for justice and international law. Friendly relations are to be developed
on the basis of respect for equal rights and self-det-ermination of peoples. cooperation is to be achieved by the fpromotion and encouragement of respect fori human
rights and for fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to race,
language, religion or sex.' ... This lofty language may not impress the cynical.
Neither did the Sermon on the Mount, when it was uttered. But the effect of tho
noble precepts of the ages has been to build up a morality which endures as a
standard of right and wrong. The far-seeing men at this Conference recognize thais
historical fact. ... The language will set the tone. It will be the messenger and
proselytizer of the World Charter in every tongue. It will contribute powerfully
to create that like-mindedness among peoples which thrives when standards are set
down as ideal. ... If
4) "In his initial statement as deputy military governor of the American zone
in ýTermaay, Lieut. Gen. Lucius D. Clay has made it clear that there will be no'
coddling of the beaten foe in the region under our control. The first objective,
he said, is It smash whatever remaining power Germany may have for making war and
the elimination of the Nazi Party,' He added that 'war criminals will pay for
crimes with their lives and liberties, and with their sweat and blood.' Only when
these objectives have been achieved will the American occupation authorities 'begin to worry about long-range problems and the final treatment and regeneration of
Germany.' 1,ith this program the overwhelming majority of Americans will findthemselves in complete agreement ..."1
5) 11... WTe do not believe that either Democrats or Republicans would be willing to support any tariff reduction program that exposed protected industries to a
destructive kind of foreign competition. For that reason we especially deplore
attempts to make a partisan issue of th6 trade agreements program. ... Approval of
a policy that has as its goal a reduaction of trade barriers affords much needed
assurance that the mutually destructive practices of the prewar period will be
avoided. That assurance of itself would afford a stimulus to expansion of world
trade, whereas emporters facing the prospect of new and higher trade barriers
would be extremely reluctant to embark upon new undertakings."
W1all Street Journal (May 17)
1) "fIn urging the drafting of a world 'bill of rightst as the first duty of
the new world organization, Secretary Stettinius has at least recognized that the
fundamental task of the Allied Nations in seeking permanent peace is the "banishment
of rabsolute rule' from national and international governmental relations. So long
as totalitarian government exists, either domestic or international peace between
nations is in danger. ... We must have a world conscience which believes in the
notion of rights as being right and not merely expedient. There are happily signs
that such a conscience may be developing. But it is probably a little too soon to
attempt to formulate a complete detailed ced~e or bill of rights that all concerned
will be willing now to accept. Mhat seems to us more practical at this time is to
lay down in unmistakable terms that no form of totalitarian rule is acceptable to
the conscience of the new world-society and that 'asluim will have no place in
the new in-Lternational order. W'ith that foundation laid a code can--and. will--emerge
in due time. But the foundation is a sine qua non."t

-62) "No President ever made a more fortunate choice of' a secretary to handle
White House press relationships than did. Mr. Truman when he persuaded Charles G.
Ross to take over that assignment. ..
3) Domestic interest.
4) "As President Truman says, and as President Roosevelt said before him, the
Johnson act, which prohibits loans by American citizens to governments in default
on World War I debts or nationals thereof, should be repealed. Some international
loans, now forbidden by this obsolete law, are needed and can be prudently made.
..While Congress is about repealing the Johnson law, it had better do a clean
job of it and declare the remaining balances of inter-government debts of World
War I finally cancelled.. To purify the world's financial atmosphere those carcasses should. be interred."
Chicago Sun (1Uay 16)
1) "...To0 prevent an era of economic warfare from being renewed..,America is
urged to recognize its new relationship to the world: to follow a sane tariff
policy (reciprocal reduction of trade barriers); to help set up a nonaggressive
system of international exchange (Bretton Woods); to help rebuild wartorn areas
and develop backward regions (sound foreign investment' practices). ... This newsin
paper, for one, is completely confident that .American industry can hold its oi.,in
..a world of peaceful, fair, nondiscriminatory trade relationships. The Colner
postwar planning committee of the Rouse shared- that confidence when it issued a
unanimous report last week calling for a broad program of economic cooperation,
including extension of the Trade Agreements Act and adoption of the Bretton UJoods
agreements. .. , It is no service to the workers in a few small protected! industries to pursue national policies which will curtail the volume of world trade.
In so doing we would only curtail the potential market for American goods, and
hence the employment opportunities of all American wokr.
2) "Donald RTelson, who retired last week from government office, proved him-~
self one of the ablest public officials drafted from the ranks of businessmen.
Re strengthened. the position of this country as a true friend of Brazil and China,
which greatly need help in the postwar years, America has good reason to be grateful for his talents."
3) Domestic interest.
4) "Blunt Winston Churchill laid it on the line in his denunciation of the
policy of the government of Eire, which so gravely endangered Britain and the
Allied cause during the darkest reriods of the war. Wiho can blame him? ... To the
honor of the Irish name, thousands of men from southern Ireland itself fought in
the war which removed the Nazi peril from us all; so did men of Irish descent from
the United States and. elsewhere. But Mvr. Churchill had every right to say 'shazle'
to the De Valera government's blind and bitter policy... Hr. Churchill indicated
his conviction that Eire's official policy had been far from representative of the
sentiment of her people, between whom and the British he desires 'mutual cormprehension and forgiveness.' There has been much in past history for Eire to forgive
Britain, but much in this war for Britain to forgive Eire-and for America, including our Apnericans of Irish descent, to forgive her."t
5) l~ocal interest.
**

*
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Press Conference. Presidential press secretary Rogs announced that the
President has appointed John A. Ulinski to be a member of the International
Boundary Commission of the United States# Al~aska and. Canada.
Mr. Ross also told correspondents that the President would address
joint session of Congress at one p.m, EWT on lionday. He will present the a100th
Congressional Meda:l of Honor awarded in this war to an infantr'yman. Mr. Ross
said the address would4 be broadcast on a nationwide radio network.
STATE DEPARTMENT
Yugo~slav .Situation. Asked to comment on a report that the State Department
had received a note from the Yugoslav Governiment concerning the Yugoslav assuimption of authority in Venezia Giulia, the Acting Secretary replied;
(l).A note on this subject has just been received from the Yugoslav Government;
(2) This note constitutes a reiteration of Yugoslav' territorial claims
to the area and proposes a mnethod for solution of the question which cannot
be
reconciled, with the American position outlined in the statement of the Acting
Secretary on May 12;
(3) That position Is that the Government of the United. States cannot
acquiesce in the settlement of territorial disputes by forcible seizure but must
insist upon the orderly adjustment of territorial controversies,

(4) The situation is further being compl~icated 'by the continued infiltration of Yugoslav partisan troops in the region and their assumption there of
authority which directly affects the ability of the Allied Commander to maintain order and to establish the control necessary to the performance of ddties

assigned to him in, the Occupation of Austria and to the fulfillment of the victory won at such great cost;
(5) This Government is consulting on this prob,,em with the'other governments concerned in order that the principles of a just and orderly settlement
may not be prejudiced,,

78S0 Changes-.Following changes have occurred in the Foreign Service since

May 12v 1945-: Gustavus Thxran, Special Assistant at EH.banao has been assigned
as Special Assistant for duty in the Embassy at Buenos Aires;,Cecil B. Lyons
Second Secretary of the Legation and Consul at Cairo, has been designated

First Secretary of Legation and Consul at the same place, and will continue
to serve in dual capacity; Paul 0. Wyhus, Agricultural Attache* at Buenos Aires,

has been assigned as Agricultural Attache at London; John Peabody Palmer,

Foreign Service Officer attached to Staff of Ujnited States Political Advisor
at Napless, has been assigned as Foreign Service Officer at Budapest; Lawrence

Pierce$ Economic Analyst at Buenaventura, has been assigned as Economic Analyst
at Bogata; Henry L, Taylor, Junior Economic Analyst at Bogota, has been
assigned
Vice Consul at Buenaventura; Robert W, Wagner, Economic Analyst at Mexico) D.F.,
has been assigned as Economic Analyst at Paris; Osborn 8, Watson,
Commercial
Atta.che' at Caracas, has been assi~gned Commerci~al Attache' at Wellington.
Professor to Costa-Rica~, Dr. Robert S, Smith, Assistant Professor of
Economics at Duke University, Durh=i, North Carolina has accepted
a visiting
professorship at the University of Costa Rica at Sazi Jose",
BrailanViitr.Senhor Elisia Carvalho-Lisboav distinguished Brazilian
civil engineer and educator, plane to visit public works projects in the United.
States as a guest of the Department,

ForeigmTrPadeWeek. Secretary Stettinius azd. other Government and business
leaders released statements yesterday urging the nation to take part wholeheartedly in the Coming liational Foreign Trade Week to be observed from May 20 to 26.
Mr,

-2Mr. Stettinius said.: " ... Our national prosperity requires that our exchange
of
products with the world, in both directions, shall grow steadily. In some
countries foreign trade has been and no doubt will be in the future managed and
conducted directly by Government. We do not plan it so in the United States.
Private persons, and not Government, will decide what is to be bought
and sold,
and in what quantities and at what prices. ... It rests with private
persons
to make su~re that the goods they offer to the world are soundly made, and
soundly
advertised, and soundly priced. .,~. The place of government is to ensure
that
the domestic laws that govern trade are just and workable, and to negotiate
with other governments acceptable arrangements on the many problems of intermatSional concern that must be soundly solved if trade among the nations is
to grow and
Prospers *.. We are convinced that peace and prosperity depend upon cooperation
between nations; that that cooperation must be directed to expansion, not
restriction; that international investment must be made secureI exchange rates
stabilized,
trade barriers reduced, discrimination ended, the restricitive operations
of cartels eliminated, and the way opened for the great productive forces
of modern
science and technology to create useful wealth for the benefit of all.
..
Economic and Social Council. Recommendation that an Economic and Social Council be included among the principij. organs of the proposed International
organization was made in redraft of Dumbarton Oaks Proposals on principal
organs (Chapter
Four), submitted by committee on membership and general provisions.
As approved
by committees organization now has as its principal organs: General
Assembly$
Security Council, Economic and Social Council, International Court
of Justice
and Secretariat.
Smuts Address. Prime Minister Smuts,, in nationwide broadcast last night,
said that the charter of the projected International Organization must
"be framed
against the background of that solemn determination that human freedom
shall
not perish" but that it will come to be "tthe most potent guarantee
against
war
in the fuue' Rle noted that t1we are living in times of great
and rapid change"t
and that the United Nations charter "~must be flexible enough to keep step
with
the march of events,." While "ou fundamental objectives and principles
remain
permanent"~, he observed, "th machinery for their execution must
move with the
times, and the times are on the move as never before in history.'l
South African
statesman expressed the view that it will "take some weeks before
the matters
before us have been more or less disposed of and the full Conference
will be in
a position to review the work of the subordinate bodies and finally
approve the
charter."T Prime Minister Smuts climaxed his address with "two
points which seem
to me important" - first, that provision must be made for change, change
in the
charter itself, and also in the conditions and instruments which
may prove
inimical to the peace of the world; and second, that the goals
for which the
war has been fought at "such a cost of human blood and treasure" must
be expressly
affirmed and as far as possible guaranteed in the, charter.
Danish Food Supply, MA Administrator Crowley said that now Denmark
has
been liberated, if food production can be maintained and increased,
exportable
food surpluses may become available to augment the deficient food
supply presently
available to the liberated peoples. If the Danes are to produce
food now for
use of the Allied armies of occupation and, liberated areas, it will
be necessary
to provide them with what they most need to keep up ýihis production
-coal, oil,
fertilizer, oil seeds, railroad equipment, tires and o".her raw
materials. FEA,
in conjunction with the Danish representatives, has already developed
plans for
provision of suppli(ýS, Any such supplies will be paid for.
COmmunicat ionsWith
INhrwav andDenmark. Western Union and RCA announced
that wireless anid radiotelegraphic services would be immediately
resumed between
United States,. Norway and Denmark.
OrdnanjceforPacificBattles. Army Ordnancet s program of shipping all usable
material inl Europe to the Pacific is already well-launched, War
Department announced. Seventy percent of Army'Is equipment in Europe can be
reconditioned for
use agaim in the Pacific. Remaining thirty percent represents equipment
worn
beyond possible use in combat, and material to be used by
Army of Occupation,
.Soldier Equipment Cost. Equipping and maintaining a solider
in continental
Unlited States for his first year in Army now costs the q~uartermaster Corps
$533.88,
or nearly 15 percent over cost of $465,06 in 1944, report from
War Department disclosed, Increased costs of equipoinig and maintaining the composite
soldier in
1945 is partly due to higher costs of materials and manpower,
but largely because
Of improved equiipment,
A

-3WAR 00 k1UITIQUES ANlD RZPORTS
Pacific Fleýet, In bitter fighting that saw fiercely contested. strategic
points change hands several times, American troops on Okinawa hamniercd out local
gains toward their two prioary objectives - Naha, island's capital on west
coast* and Shuns keystone in the center of the defense system. Admiral N\iImitz
said the Japanese lines were being defend~ed Itwith the greatest tenacity of the
entire campaign. I
Phillinpines. .American troops captured Va:lencia and two adjacent airfields
on M'~indanao. on Luzon, Filipino guerrillas and. American infantrymen seized
1po Dlam, controlling one-third of Ranila's water supply, and snapped a trap
on several thousand Jap troops in area east of' the city.
Twentieth Air Force, Superfortresses raided both Tokyo and Hamamatsu, industrial city in Nagoya area, today.
Navy Casualties. Grose casualties reported to date Friday by Navy Department in Navy, Marino Corps and Coast Guard were 106,741, including 41,869 reported
dead., 50,036 wounded., 10,588 nm4ssIng and 4,248 prisoners of war.

EDI TORIALJ

-4EDITORIAL 0012 Q17The following is an attenrt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. Y\o effort has been made
to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis*
N~ew York Herald.Tribune (Hiay 19)
1) Domaestic interest.
2) 11...
The beginning of German moral rehabilitation, the first step tow~ard a
scientific judgment of the nature of Europefs problem people, must come through
exposing all Germans, forcibly if necessary, to the damning facts of Buchenwald,
Dachau and the rest. They must learn why the judgment of the world has been delivered against them, why they are pariahs on the earth. German prisoners of wiar
in this country are being shown films of the camps; similar cinematic documents
must be required reading for every German, as soon as they can be made available."'
3) Domestic interest.
4) It
... There is, at this moment, no discernible difference in interest, policy, purpose or attitude between Russia, Britain and the United States which is
worth a candle by,ý
comparison with the enormous sacrifices and sufferings through
which the respective peoples have fought their way to the threshold of a better
world. There is no intelligi.ble reason for long faces, alarmed ldisquaiet,l mysterious fears as among three great and free peoples, each firmly dedicated in its
own way to the dignity of man, whose soldiers know the close comradeship of the
battlefield even if their publicists do not. There is nothing here of consequence;
there is only a fog of censorship, a night of timid suppressions in which nonexistent ghosts of rumor are free to walk, rattling non-existent chains of superstition and ancient prejudice. ... Russian secrecy and suspicion have not 'been the
only flat notes in the choru~s of hope and high resolve which might have followed
vidtory. Both Great Britain and the United States are bound no less tig.0htly by the
past, We each have newspapers as irresponsible as the most violent Bolshevik
journals, and we have leaders as preoccupied with urgent tasks at home. It is a
rueful truth that thoughtful citizens in Moscow tonight have cause to speculate on
what we really want and how we mean to get it just as there is sound reason for us
to wonder wrhat the Russians want. ... The Russians have a lot to learn before they
can use with dignaitly and in true self-interest the stature and the power they have
won in war. If we have less to learn about the responsibilities of great powerand this seems clear--we must show it not in frightened secrecy and rumored threats
but in helping by concrete deeds to set a new standard of honesty and confidence
for our relations with other great powers."
5) "lJust ten -days after liberation the civilized kingdom of NTorway celebrated
Constitution Day, her anniversary of independence. ... King Haakon ts Constitution
Day message enphasized 'cooperation and di~scipline'-which seem already to prevail.
..One does not worry about cleavage be~tween Ilorwayts exile government and. the
people at homo-the one was as staunch as the other in holding fast to faith and
principle.
r
6) Domestic interest.
Christian Science 11onitor (14ay 16)
1) "... Anyone with any appreciation of what civil liberties mean and what
they cost -.
,ust be vigilant in supporting them against all comers at home and abroad.
Any true liberal must urge Britain and America to use every ounce of influence to
prevent war-wrecked. Europe from slipping back under any form of police State. Zut
unless we wish to be dupes of those who, in pursuit of their own selfish purposes,
would risk throwing the Western world into war against Russia, we should take
another look at the beams the Russians might find in our eye. Did we foster a
police State in Spain? Has the institution of monarchy which 'Mr. Churchill has
supported in Italy and Greece been a friend of democracy? Is the clerical authoritarianism which seeks British-American help to fight Russia all over 'Eastern -.
urope
a carrier of freedom and enlightenment? Do the enemies of social reforma in the
democracies make Red-baiting a convenient means of gu~arding vested interests? Are
Western ideas of racial and social equality more democratic than Russials? .. * LTe
believe the British-American concept of liberty is the highest in the world. W~e
hope its influence will be active and positive. But it will be most helpful if
Britons and Americans engage in frequent self-examination--and self-improvement."'

2)

-52) "t The statement-on regionalism by Secretary of State Stettinius confirms
this newspaper's earlier disclosure that an acceptable formula had.been found to
harmonize regional pacts against aggression with the over-all authority of the
world organization being drafted at San Francisco. ... The words the world has
been waiting for on this quiestion are these, from Secretary Stettinius' statement:
The proposals 'will recognize the paramount authority of the world organlization
in all enforcement action.1 ...We welcome this forthright and unmistakable declaration of American loyalty to the concept of enforcing peace on a world-wide
rather than a regional basis."
3) Domestic interest.
4) Domestic interest.
5) "...tlith the ending of the war in Europe, nearly 250,000,000 people there
will have to have supplemental food 'just to exist,' according to Foreign Zconomic
Administrator Leo T. Crowley. The U~nited States must be a main source of supply.
'It is simply
Uo thoughtful person would qjuarrel with Mir. Crowley's statement:
in the interest of humanity not to permit people to starve.t ...It
San Francisco Chronicle (Mky 14)
1) "tThere is room for serious question of the current announcement from
Allied Supreme Headquarters that censorsh~ip will continue in Europe perhaps as
long as there are occupation forces there, ... SHAEFrs thinking is, we believe,
obsolete in this matter, and this effort to extend 'military' censorship indefinitely should be sharply opposed."
2) "Hlarshal Stalin is said to have objeoted to the expressions, of grave concern over the arr'est of the 16 P'oles voiced by Secretary of State Stettinius and
British Foreign Secretary Eden. ... Stettinius and Eden have a right to their
opinions and to voice them. ... We are glad to see our Secretary of State speak
out when he has something on his mind. Too much diplomacy has been of the mealyýmouthed kind. It is an error to gibe at Stettinius as of too little experience
in the ways of diplomacy, as some sections of the press have done, Stettinius has
had a great deal of experience in forthright business, and the Yation's f'oreign
affairs are nothing but national business, handled all the better with businesslike directness rather than traditional diplomatic indirection. It has not been
quite fair to Stettinius to prejudge him, as some have done, before he has had a
chance to show what he can do. Some of this prejudgment, also, has been on other
bases than his capacity and qualification to be a Secretary of State. He is entitled to a fair shake and to be judged by results. It is a trifle early to know
what these will be. Some fair judges, President Truman for one, Senator Vandenberg
for another, say they think he is doing a good job. Give him a chance-"
3) "Significant for the Chinese war against Japan is the news from Chungking
of the completion of a gasoline pipe li.ne from Calcutta to Kunming in China. .. *It
4) IT..,. The German people will be treated justly this time, and according to
the dictates of humanity; otherwise Allied peoples would sink to the level of
their captives, and that would be fo rgetting why we went to war, But General
Jodl and. the rest of his mourners' beneh will wait forever, we hope, for any sign
of the starry-.eyed. generosity of 1919 et seq.
5) Domestic interest.
6) Local interest.
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WHITE HOUSE
PressConference. Presidential Press Secretary Ross at his press conference
this morning stated that in the opinion of our Government) the determination
of who are the top war criminals to be tried by an international court should "be
left to the pro secuting lawyers and that the United States had appointed as it s
lawyer Justice Jackson. Mr. Ross said that this Government hopes that the
Great Britaint Russia and France - will appoint theirs
other three Powers said that the War Crimes Commission in London is sitting
He
as soon as possible.
indictments. Presidential Secretary said that
returning
Jury
as a sort of Grand
to trial and whether they do or not depends
come
never
will
criminals
war
some
that most of' those indicted will, under
added.
He
lawyers.
on the -prosecuting
to the country where the crime was
returned
be
Agreement,
terms of the Moscow
Tribunal would try only the
Intern~ational
the
committed. Mr. Ross said that
major oriminals -- those whose crimes have no, particular geographical localization like Hixnmler and Goering. He then referred back to the Yalta communique
which said that the Big Three was determined to "break up for all the time the
German General Staff that has repeatedly contrived the resurgence of German
militarism."'
Mr. Ross then told correspo~ndents that the President had given his full
approval to a news policy calling for the complete flow of all possible information for the press and radio. He said. that he plianned to answer all the questions that he could and that he would say so when he didn't have the information
or couldn't disclose it,
kfApuointments.. Presidential appointments today included Representative Bennet;
Senator O'Daiiiel; Treasury Secr~etary Morgenthaxb; General Marshall; Budget D~irectar Smith; Attorney General Biddle; Major Oliver P, Newman; Brigadier General
Elliott Roosevelt and Mrs, Anna Boettigei'; and Agent, General for India Sir Girja
Shankar Bajpai.
CONGRES S
Trade Agreements. House Ways and Means Committe e rejected today by vote of
14 to 11 all crippling amendments to the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. Committee will 'vote formally tomorrow on redraft of the bill which will include the
clarifying and perfec~ting amendments approved by the Committee today.

MISCMLAXEOUS PRESS
International Bill of Rights. At press conference yesterday, Secretary
Stettinius made the following statement: "The provisions on human rights proposed
by the four sponsoring governments for the, charter of the international organization represent a long step toward the realization of social, economic and- ýolitical justice for the peoples of the world.
"It is a far-reaching step because it would pl.edge the members of the
world organization to cooperate effectively in promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms for all individuals and peoples, regardless of race# language,
religion or sex, These provisions are :essential if we are to build peace on
the basis Of justice and freedom for all. Never before have the destruction,
the turmoil and the hatreds of war affected the lives of so many people in all
Parts of the world. Millions of men, women and children are homeless and
destitute. Fstablished customs and long-standIng habits h~ave been broken down.
Racial tensions have been built up, since the rise of Nazismn and Fascism by sys-tematib Calrpaigas of hatred and prejudice. Every nation must overcome the severe
dislocat~kons of war in the transition to peace. Nor are these the sole reasons
why the provisions on human rights and freedom's are essential. From malnutritiono
disgase, ignorance, unemployment) low wages# bad. bousing, and racial and rpligious
persecutions arise many of the conditions that lead to war.
"itThe

"The people of the world will not be satisfied simplY to return to ani
order which offers them only worn-ou~t answers to their hopes. They rightly
demand the active defense and promotion of basic human rights and fundamenta].
freedoms, It is a matter of elementary justice that this demand be answered
affirmatively.
"That is the compelling purpose of the amendments on human rights which
the four sponsoring governments propose. These provisions are not mere general
exppossions in a preamble- they are woven through and through the document.
Moreover they are closely tied. to the all-important provisions on economic and.
social development.
"There are four amendments on human rights. The first would establish
the promotion of human rights and freedoms as one of the fundamental purposes
of the organization stated in Chapter I of the 1)umbarton Oaks proposals.
!'From this amendment stem three other amendments. These provide thdeconstitutional. basis upon which the members of the world organization can build
as they work-toward translating these purposes into reality. One of these
amendments - in Chapter V - would give the General Assembly the -power to
assist in the realization of these rights and freedoms.
"The other two am~endments are in Chapter IXv novering international econo-.
mic and social cooperation. By these amiendments the Aseemblyrs responsibility
on human rights will be exersised through the economic and social council,
which will, in turn# establish a eommission for the promotion of himnan rights.
This commission represents the heart of the matter. Th.e amendments on human
rights and. fundamental freedoms are closely linked with the amendments establishing equal rights and self-determination of peoples as one of the funidamental purposes of the organization.
Both have a significant relationship to
the legitimate hopes of peoples of dependent areas, There can be no misunder.standing where the Ujnited States stands on this issue. As a nation which has
been devoted throu~ghout its history to the cause of liberty, the United States
will continue to exert its full influence in behalf of the right of all peoples
to govern themselves according to their own desires whenever they are prepared
and. able to assume the responsibilities of freedom as well as to'enjoy its
rights. We are proud of our own reeord in the Philippines, which have stood, so
valiantly beside us against the Tapanese and are soon to become independenitý
This record is only one manifestation of the long-standing and fr~equently demono
strated policy of the United States. We believe, furthermore, that it is a
special obligation of the greater and more powerful nations to respect the right
Of self-government, not only In their relationship with the peoples of dependent
areas, but in their relationship with the peoples of small nations who are a].ready independent and wish to remain so. The provisions proposed for the Charter
will not, Of course, assure by themselves the realization of human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all people. The provisions are not made enforceable by
any international machinery. The responsibility rests with the member governments to carry them out. We can here make only a beginning, but I believe It is
a good and substantidal beginning. Through the charter we can place in the hands
of the international organization both the possibility and the responsz.bi~lity
of using powers of report and recommendation with great potentialities, for the
benefit of humanity. Whether the opportunity is used effectively or not will
depend, as it must, upon the governments of the member nations and up~on the
Peoples who elect them to office. The Bill of Rights was wrItten Into the
Constitution of the United States over 150 years ago* It is not Yet fully
realized, but we have made good progress and its effect upon our history haS
'beend-ecisive.
"The four spansoring governments agreed that an enumeration. of individual
and collective human rights and fundamental. freedoms In the charter could not
be attem~pted at this conference.
It would take much too long to obtain agreement upon such an enumeration among more than two score nations of differing
social systems, environmentst and traditions. I believe that when the organization is established the economic and social council) through the commission on
human rights, should promptly undertake to prepare an international bill of
rights which can be accepted by% all the member nations as an integral part of
their own systems of law, just as our bill of rights has been an integral part
of our system of law. The Four Freedoms stated by President Roosevelt -fre&doma of sPe-echo freedom of religion, freedom from want and freedom from fearare, from the point of view of the United States, the fundamental freedoms
which encompass all other rights and freedoms. Freedom of speech, for example,
encompasses

P

encompasses freedom of the press, freedom of information and freedom of communications. Freedom from want encompasses the right to work, the right to social
security, and the right to opportunity for advancement. Freedom from-fear encompassos the protection from persecution or discrimination of all men and
women, regardless of race, language,, religions or sew-, and the protection of
their eqjual right to enjoy all other fundamental rights and freedoms. The
United States G-overnment will work actively and tirelessly, both for its own
people, and - through the international organization - for peoples generally,
toward the protection and promotion of these rights and freedoms, We must be
eternally vigilant against assaults uipon them. We must also act affirmatively
to enlarge'the scope of their protection and to nourish their growth. As long
as rights and freedoms are denied to some, the rights and. freedoms of all are
-endangered. :Everything possible must be done to bring to effective life not
only the commission on human rights, but the other vital agencies and functions
of the economic and social council.
"I believe the charter and the structure and. procedures of the world organizati~on should and will provide the means for full consideration of the views
and interests of all branches of organized labor, and of agriculture and business. Without such full consideration, effective performance by the organization in economic and social matters would obviously 'be impossible,
"tIt is my conviction that the foundation which we are laying here for
the economic and social collaboration of nations in the cause of fundamental
human rights and freedoms may well prove to be the most important of all the
things we do here for the peac6 and advancement of the peoples of the world."
Rele~onal Agreements. Secretary Stettinius made the following statement
last night: "As a result of discussions with a number of interested delegations,
proposals will be made to clarify in the charter the relationship of regional
These proposa.l6
agencies and collective arrangements in the world organization.
will.
"(1) Recognize the param~ount authority of the world organization in all
enforcement action.
"1(2) Recognize that the inherent right of self-defense, either individual
or collective, remains unimpaired in date the Security Council does not main-~
tain international peace and security and an armed attack against a member
state occurs. Any measures of self-defense shall immediately 'be reported to
the Security Council and shall in no way affect the authority and responsibility of the Council under the charter to take at any time such action as it
deems necessary to maintain or restore international peace and security.
"(M Make more clear that regional agencies will be looked to as an important way of settling local disputes by peaceful means.
"The first point is already dealt with by the provision of the Dlumbarton
Oaks proposals (Ch-apter 8, Section Co Paragra~p 2) which provides that no enforcement action will be taken by any regional agencies without the authorizationa of the Security Council. It is not proposed to change this language.
"The second point will be dealt with by an addition to Chapter 8 of a new
section substantially as follows: Nothing in this charter impairs the inh,ýrent
right of self-defense, either Individual or collective, in the event that the
Security Council does not maintain international peace and security and an
armed attack against a member state occurs. Measures taken in exercise of this
right shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in
any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council u1nder
this charter to take at any time such action as it ma~r deem necessary in.order
to maintain or restore international peace and security.
"The third point would be dealt with by inclusion of a specific reference
to regional agencies or arrangements in Section 8, Chapter 8, Section A, paragraph 3y describing the method whereby parties to dispute should first of all,
seek a peaceful solution by means of their own choice.
"17The United States delegation believes that propo sals as above outlined,
if adopted by the Conference, would, with other relevant provisions of the projected charter, make possible the useful and effective integration of regional
and collective .systbems in the world system of international security.
"This applies with particular significance to the long-established inter-American system,

-4"At Mexico City last Mvarch preliminary discussions took place regar~ding
this problem, and the Act of Chapultepec. envisaged the conclusion of an interAmerican treaty which would be integrated into, and be consistent with, the
world organization. After the conclusion of the Conference at San Francisco,
it is the intention of the United States Government to invite the other American
Republics to undertake in the near future the negotiation of a treaty which, as
provided for in the Act of Chapultepec, itself, would be consistent with the
charter of the world organization and would support and strengthen that organization, while at the same time advancing the development of the historic system
of inter-American cooperation. This will be another important step 'in carrying
forward the Good Neighbor policy,"
At a press conference yesterday afternoon, the Secretary had made this
statement: 41 can tell you, beyond any doubt, I want it to be made crystal clear,
that the United States delegation is in San Francisco to write a charter for
world organization, and as precious as our inter-American system is, and as much
as it has meant to us from a traditional standpointv there is nothi-ng in our
minds that expects it to interfere with the success and prestige of the world
organization. This is paramount in our minds. ..
SnDonsore' Agreement. UNG~IO press office yesterday morning made public a
document dated Hiay 11, which stated that the four sponsoring governments had
agreed upon the following joint amendment, 11... no enforcement action should be
taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security Council with the exception of measures 9gainst enemy states
in this war
Aeoorcl~.g to the press office announcement, the sponsoring powers have also
agreed to a United States amendment, giving the Assembly power to recommend
measures for the "peaceful adjustment of any s~.tuation, regardless of origin,
which it deems likely to impair the general welfare of friendly relations
among nations."1
France as Permanent Member. Committee One of Commission Three, which is
drafting the section of the charter dealing with structure and procedures of the
Security Council, unanimously voted Monday night to strike out the words flin
due core
from the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, which read: "Representatives of
the United States of America, the United Kingdom of ýreat Britain and Northern
Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Republic of China, and,
in due course, France, should have permanent seats" 'ýn the Security Council.
Secretary-General, Committee One of Commission Two, dealing with structures
and procedures of the proposed International Organization's General Assembly,
recommended Monday night that the Secretary-General should be (1) nominated by
majority of any seven members of the Security Council; (2) elected by the General Assembly; and (3) chosen for a three-year term and be eligible for reelection. Recommendations as to the Secretary-General'Is election were adopted,
Committee disclosed, from amendments submitted by various nations.
Military Occuption of Germany. Press reports from Paris that at a press
conference held by Lieutenant General Clay,. Deputy Military Governor in -A-mericanoccupied zone of Germany, Brigadier General Frank J, McSherry, Deputy Chief of
Staff, and Robert Murphy, political adviser, Mr. Murphy declared that SHAEF
does not recognize any German government or foreign office. He added that
$HA.EF is using the High Command to expedite the disarmament and demobilization
of the German armed forces and thereafter there will be a complete dissolution
of the High Command. General Clay said that the first objective in the occupation would be to (1) -mash' all. t~hat -is aef t of Ge~rmany' s potential to make
war; (2) smash all vestiges of Nazis'm; and (3) see that all war criminals are
caught and punished. "The Government which we will set up in Germ.4Luy will be
a military government and the Germans will know it is a military go)vernJWnt12t,
General Clay added. "There will be ti'me enough later to consider the longrange problem of the regeneration of the Germans. Cur stay in Germany is likely
to be long. The war criminals wilL pay for their crimes and when that is accomplished we will begin to worry a~bout the long-range problems.Yý He said that
he was unable to clarify the exact boundaries of the occupation zones, but said
negotiations were expected to be comlleted
within a few days.
era

- rGerman Atrocities Re-port. Report of the 12-man committee of both Houses
of Congress, which had. inspected. German concentration and slave labor camps,
was read to the Senate yesterday by Senator Barkley and to the House by
Representative Thomason. Report concluded: "Through the sickening spectacle
which we have witnessed of the degradation of which human beings have been subjected, will come ultimately a firmer realization that men of all nations and
all tongues must resist encroachments of every theory and every ideology that
debases mankind, and that a more just and enduring peace may arise upon the
ruins and. from the sacrifices which the human race has endured through one of
the most crucial periods of its history." Committee charged that the camps constituted a "1calculated. and diabolical program of planned torture and extermination
on the part of those who were in control of the German Government." Report said
that 1"these camps, on the whole; were conducted and controlled by the SS troops
and the Gestapo, who acted under orders of their superiors, or who were given
wide discretion in the methods which they were to adopt in perpetrating these
hideous and inhuman sufferings." Senator Barkley declared that, in his opinion,
the German General Staff was well aware of the existence of these camps. Report
stated that the committee based its conclusions upon three classes of evidence:
personal inspection, testimony of eye-witnesses among the prisoners, and "common
knowledge of the camp" - things not actually seen by the prisoners but which
they all knew to be true from circumstantial evidence. Report pointed out that
rumor, hearsay and every other doubtful forms of information or testimony had
been carefully excluded. Committee found., from all evidence available, that
in these camps the Jews, Russians and Foles were treated. with a greater degree
of severity than other nationalities. Committee was of the opinion that a
"'Colossal scheme of extermination was planned and put into effect against all
those in occupied countries who refused. to accept the principles of Nazism, or
who opposed the saddling of the Nazi yoke on their countries." Number of prisoners and. slave workers was estimated to run between 12,000,000 and 20,000,000.Principla classes imprisoned and. exterminated, report pointed. out, were "~the
intelligentsia, college professors, former army generals, business leaders, and
professional men." Committee emphasized. that it felt satisfied that existing
Allied war crimes agencies would mete out practical justice to Nazi war criminals.
WAR COMIAJNIQUEZ AND REPORTS
Pacific Fleet. Carrier planes destroyed or damaged. 357 Jap planes in raids
Twenty-two small craft were sunk or damaged
on enemy homeland. May 13 and. 14.
and oil train and. chemical plant were destroyed. in attacks on four K~yushu airfields and targets of opportunity on Kyushu and Shikoku.Islands. fAmerican
forces lost ten aircraft in these attacks.
On Okinawa Marines crossed Asato River and drove more than 100 yards into
Main part of capital of Naha. Jap counterattack was repulsed in fierce handto-hand fighting. Infantrymen captured high ground dominating fortress city of
Shun,.
Philiupines. More than 90 percent of Mind~anao has been wrested from the
Japanese, and 95 percent of the people have been liberated. American forces
continue to reduce enemy garrison encircled. in central interior.
Enemy,Ships Sunk. Nine more Japanese ships, including a destroyer, have
been sunk by United States submarines.
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
newspapers.
the newspapers selected will be varied, from time to time. No effort has been
made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
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New York Times (Niay 16)
1) "...
There is much to be said for using the German generals and al.Thirals
not only to proclaim Germany' s unconditional surrender but also to impose that
surrender uo)on the armed German forces. ..'.It will certainly prove far wiser politically to accept such a military regime for that purpose than to try to superimpose
over it a democratic civilian regime, as after the last war: for such a,regime
would.inevitably have been saddled with the onus of the surrender and thus enable
a future Hitler to discredit democracy in German eyes from the very start. .*. But
there can be no question of retaining the Doenitz 'government' once the surrender
and disarmament of the German forces has been completed. ... tl
2) "At his press conference yesterday P'resident Truman declared- himself in
favor of repeal of ... the Johnson Act... Taking the situation as it stands today,
it is evident beyond argument that the Johnson Act is wholly inconsistent with the
present purposes and policies of the United States. Our Government is now endors'ing (through the Bretton Woods agreement and elsewhere) far.--reaching proposals for
the use of American capital to help reconstruct Europe and create again the conditions for prosperous international trade, profitable to our own industries, **. The
need for soiund private loans to responsible borrowers among the European allies is
obvious.

..>11

3) Domestic interest.
4) "1After five years of enslavement and privation Norway is free again# Its
people are hungry, but exulting in their liberty. ... With the immediate help which
she must have, this northernmost of the United Nations should. be one of the first
in Europe to rise from the wreckage of war. None will more fully deserve her recovery. Her misfortunes were suffered in complete innocence. She is a conspicuous examp~le of heartless betrayal. ..
5) Discusses the fight to the death on Okinawa.
6) Domesti-c interest.
7) Local interest.
Washington Post (May 16)
1) 1'... President Truman told his press conference yesterday that he hopes the
Big Three will sit down together soon, although neither the time nor place has been
agreed upon. The very fact that sharp differences of opinion exist between Russia
and Britain and Russia and the United. States on a wide variety of subjects makes
such a meeting unavoidable. ... Before the next Big Three meeting occurs, however,
it is to be hoped that adequate advance preparations will be made so that thle miisunderstandings growing out of Yalta will not be repeated. Above all, it is essential that the conversations at the next meeting be brought down from the level of
high-sounding generalities meaning all things to all men-and very different things
to the Russians and to us-to the level of precise terms. ..

2.) Domestic interest.
3) "If you wish to understand the Russian attitude toward Poland,2 stud~y our
Navy's attitude on the Pacific islands. The Russians want an independent Poland
that will be subservient to Moscow. Our Navy wants trusteeship of the Pacific islands without the obligations of trusteeship. W9hy be so hypocritical? Because..we
developed. a strategic obsession after we adopted a 'no annexation' position in the
Atlantic Charter. Accordingly, the finest of fine hairs was split in the trusteeship discussions in the American delegation before the American proposals were
issued..

...

1

4) Discusses hostility between American newspaper correspondents and SEAv
press relations officials and. adds: "The military man tends to convider the correspondent as a sort of publicity specialist in the service of the military unit to
which he is accredited, whereas the conscientious correspondent considers that his
primary res-ponsibility is to his newspaper'. .

-75) "The British and American governments acted with commendable promptness
and vigor in making it clear to Marshal Tito of Yugoslarvia that Trieste will re.main under Allied control until its status is settled by the Peace Conference.
After the German surrender in Italy, Tito's followers began to make good that
claim by stepping into Trieste and taking over the administration of the city and
its surrounding area, This move was objectionable on several grounds. In the
fi rst place, as part of Italy at the time the latter went to war the Istrian. Peninsula clearly belongs within the zone of Allied military control. Secondly, a Yugoslav fait accompli in Trieste would have set an extremely dangerous precedent since
it would have given an excuse for other nations to take unilateral action to
aggrandize themselves at the expense of their neighbors. And, thirdly ...the Yugoslav annexation of Trieste would be in flat violation of the Atlantic Charterv
The ultimate disposition of Trieste and the Istrian Peninsula, like the settlement
of innumerable other boundary problems that the war has brought into sharp focus,
should be lefV to the Peace Conference., That is the only way anarchyr can be prevented in :Iurqpe. ..
6) 11... Soon, as General Dloolittle prophesied, we shall be able to 'sendfleets
of 2000 Superfortresses over Tokyo and Kyoto and. Nagoya and Osaka. And, so far as
can be foreseen, the Japanese will be as powerless to retaliate as to escape*
Their position is altogether hopeless. The question they must answer is not whether
to surrender but when to surrender--how much longer to endure what cannot be remedied or evaded. ..
Seat~tle Times (11ay 11)
1) 11..._%Iold Marshal Karl Rudolf Gerd von Rundstedt wept openly as he listened
to the German radio announcement of unconditional surrender. Just whyr he wept is
open to gu~ess. His were no tears of repentance for the monstrous evils in which
he took a leading part. ... A dozen other top-flight commanders of the shattered
Wehrmacht are in British custodyr in London. Their lachrymal glands also gave out
when the news camne. At the same time, scores of weeping German generals were turning in their tools at 1M1ontgomeryls front-line headquarters. ... It was, indeed, a
sad day for nmen who had meant to make themselves the rulers of all mankind.
.
9
These are the men who, because of their tradition of pseudo-nobility, and because
of th'e rank thoy won-*in service of an utterly evil cause, expect to be treated by
their captors with special consideration. Yet these are the very men, individually
and ao a class, with whom a long-worried world can ill afford to take further
chances,."
2) "Portugal, Spain and Sweden, in that order, have issued rush announcements
of severance of diplomatic relations with Germany. Couched in the customary stilted terms of statecraft, obvious reasons f'or the breaking-off are givene !core -frank
than the others, the Portuguese government simply declares there is no longer a
Germany with which to hold relations. Of these three Ineutrals,' Portugal has come
nearest to being helpful to the Allies. .., Sweden, despite all Allied protests,
maintained profitable trade relations with Germany until the chance of unpleasant
consequences were made heavily impressive by the Nazi roll-back out of Russia.
Franco ts .Spain held fast to its Nazi ties to the very end of Nazidom. Belated
scramble feor the sake of expediency is about all the Allies can perceive in severance of relations with a government that dloesn't exist."'
3) Domestic interest.
**

*
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WHITE HOUSE
Press Conference. Presidential press secretary Ross told correspondents
this morning that Presid~ent Truman planned to visit Hir. Hull at Bethesda Naval
Hospital today. He also said. that Secretary Stettinius had informed the White
Hous that satisfactory progr ess was being made at San Francisco and that it was
well ahead of schedule.
Executive Order. President signed an Executive Order provi~ding for the transfer ~to the Renpublic of Panama of the water and, sewerage systems installed. by the
United States in the cities of Panama and Colon.
Nominations. President today sent the following nominations to the Senate:
Avery X. Peterson, now FSO, Class 6, to be P50, Class 4; Brigadier Generals
Thomas E. Bourke and Leroy P. Hunt to be Major Generals in the Marine Corps; and.
Colonels Joseph T. Smith, Andrew E. Creesy and Evans 0. Aimes to be Brigadier
Generals in the Marine Corps.
asel
Akrnpointments.- Presidential appointments today included. Representative Rape1
and Acting Secretary Grew, French Ambassador Donnet and General Alphonse Juin.
STEDIPAR51ENT
Radio tel egraph Circuit to Elthig~a. A direct radiotelegraph circuit between
the United States and Ethiopia was opened today for the first time. This insures
direct telegraph communications between the two countries without transiting any
other countries. The circuit is operated at the American end by the Mackay Radio
and Telegraph Company and in Ethi~opia.by the Ethiopian Government. Upon the occasionctf the opening of the circuit the following message was sent by the new
circuit to the Em~peror of Ethiopia by the President of the United States:
"On~ this happy occasion of the opening of direct radiotelegraph communications
between our two countries, I take pleasure in conveying to you not only my personal. best wishes for Your Majesty's health and happiness but also to express the
sincere friendship of the American people for the people of Ethiopia. Through
this new bond our two countries will become even closer neighbors, and can more
easily engage in that exchange of knowledge and ideas which will strengthen peace
and international cooperation in the future."1
CONGRES S
International Office of ELducation. House Foreign Affairs Committee unanimously approved resolution urging Unit-ed States participation in an international education and cultural organization,
MISCELiLAN~EOUS PRESS.V
Polish Problem. In reply to inquiries regarding reports of alleged differences
in American and British policies with respect to the Polish question, Secretary
Stettinius made the following statement; "There has been no question of any differences between the American and British view of the Crimea Agreement as it
affects Poland."
Trusteeship. Committee Four (trusteeship system) of Commission Two (General
Assembly) yesterday released text of document which Committee has adopted as working basis for composing a chapter on arranxgements for international trusteeship.
Working draft represe~te comibination of trusteeship ideas and includes these
basic principles: maintenance of peace and security# development of self-government
in forms appropriate to the varying circumstances of each territory, and insurance
of economic and social advancement of the peoples concerned. Principles would
apply to territories now held under mandate,, territories taken from enemy, and
strategic areas voluntarily placed under trusteeship plan by states responsible
for their administration. This working draft deals with principles and mechanism
Only and makes no assuription about the inclusion of any specific territory*
Security

-2Security Council. Committee on structures and. procedures of Security Council
(Committee One of Commission Three) yesterday voted, that the Council1 in addition
to its five permanent members, should. consist of six non-permanent members chosen
with due regard to their contribution "towards the maintenance of international
peace and security ... and. also to equitable geographic distribution. These six
states should be elected for a term of two years, three retiring each year. They
should not be immediately eligible for reelection. In the first election of the
non-permanent-members three should be chosen by the General A~ssembly for one-year
terms and. three for two-year tem.
Greek Foreign Minister SofianopouJ-os said.
the Committee would. begin today consideration of voting procedure of the security
Council.
Patterson's Press Conference. War Under Secretary Patterson told. correspond-

Kents

this morning that the end. of the war in Germany had. left military authorities

in Europe with numerous problems of occupation and government that would not be
solved. "for many months to come." 1 "Among these problems," he explained1 "are the
cor~solidation of our occupation of Germany, the institution of policies of overall
Allied control and. the zonal administration of a stern government of Germanys providing a program for denazification. In this connection, the economic needs of
the countries which have been despoiled by Germany must be consulteds" he said.
"Germans must be put to work to produce their own food. German industry must be
controlled and war industry ended. Dispositioai must be made of millions of German
prisoners of war. War criminals must be prosecuted firmly and promptly." He indioated. that settlement of some of the problems would have to be announced by the
Allied governments. Mr. Patterson dedlared that it was too soon to say when
SHAEF will be disbanded. It depends, he added. on a number of conditions, including establishing full control over German military forces, restoring lines of
communication, establishing law and order and redeployment of forces. When SHA.EY
is discontinued., he said., command of United. States forces in Europe will continue
unider the existing commanders, General Eisenhower in the European theater, and
General MoNarney in the Mediterranean theater.
Under Secretary Patterson predicted that from now on there will be almost
daily strikes against Japanese industry. He made this observation in discussing
the two recent fire attacks on Nagoya by fleets of more than 500 3n-29's. Under
Secretary was asked about report that OSS had received a peace overture from Japan.
He replied that he hadn't heard of it, and added: "My only comment would be that I
don't believe it, but they might surprise me." Mr. Patterson said that he was
sure that "any useful French military power" which can be used against Japan "has
been or will be accepted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff."
Hoe expressed this
view in answer to question regarding recent statement by Admiral Barjot of French
General Staff, who said Combined Chiefs had rejected repeated requests for use of
French forces against Japanese. As to the four divisions Admiral Barjot said were
ready to goto Pacific, Mr. Patterson stated: "The War D'epartment has no knowledge
Of such an offer, hence no appraisal has been made as to whether this force is
equipped, trained., suitable for combat and. could be transported. to the work of
defeating Japan." In concentrating on the defeat of Japan, Mr. Patterson emphasiz.ed that the Allies would use "whatever forces can be used effectively, no matter
what their nationality."t Asked whether Brazilian troops would be redeployed, Under
Secretary said as far as he knew no provision has been made for their redeployment
to the Pacific. He added that "General Clark spoke in high termas of the contribution made by the Brazilian Expeditionary Force." Under pecretary Patterson,
just back from~ tour of the European and Pacific theaters, reported that virtually
all the American Army commanders in Europe want to go to ýhe Pacific to fight
the Japanese, but he was unable yet to disclose what commanders and units will be

shifted there.

Plans for redeployment are well advanced among the military forces

in -Europe, he revealed, adding that he had. full confidence that the operation
will be carried out with the maximum efficiency. Mr. Patterson said he was most
impressed on tiis trip by the striking power of American military forces - which he
described as the most powerful in the nation's history.
Under Zecretary placed Army's losses since Pearl Harbor at 878,939 on basis
of report% through May 7 and covering fighting to about midd~le of April. Of this
figure, 178,854 were reported killed, 544,249 wounded, 66,684 missing and 89p152
pri~o'ters of 'war. Of the wounded, he said, 294,208 have returned to duty and of
the

~

the prisoners, 19,876 have been officially listed as having been exchanged or
returned to military control. He also reported that up to May 9, Army
casualties in Philippine campaign totaled 46,638, including 10,432 killed, 35t699
wounded and 507 missing. The Japanese, Mr. Patterson added, have lost
237,.256
in dead or prisoners during the campaign. Since the Guadalcanal
and Papuan
campaigns, Under Secretary said, records indicate that the number of
Japanese
actually counted killed by Army forces exclusive of those on Okinawa.
amounts to
more than 360,000.
Prosecution of WarCriminals. Justice Jackson announced. yesterday that
he
had appointed following three experienced trial lawyers to assist
him in the
prosecution of leading war criminals of :European Axis powers, in furtherance
of his determination that the trials of these criminals must be held
without
delay; Mvajor General William J. Donovan, OSS Director, Sidney S. Alderman,,
General Solicitor for Southern Railway, and. Assistant Attorney General
Fra heis M.
Shea. Also named to immediate staff were i~eutenant James.B. flonov,v?,
USNR, general counsel of OSS, and Lieutenant Gordon Dean, USNR, of
N~avy Department. Justice Jackson will also have available to him materials
which have
been and are being compiled by several departmental units of United
States Government. These include War Crimes Office, established by State, War
and N\avy Departments under general supervision of Major General Myron 0. Cramer;
Judge
Advocate General of the Army, of which Brigadier General John M.
Weir
is the
director; Department of Justice units, including FBI; legal staff
of State
Department; and others.
Clayvtonts Statement.' Assistant Secretary Clayton, speaking before joint
session of two Senate Committees, declared this morning that there
are'bigns
from abroad of a growing popular realization that such International
business
practices as price fixing, division of markets, limitationa of
production, and
suppression of techcaology, have no place in an international effort
to expand
the trade of the world and to increase productivity and well-being."
Mir. Clayton
revealed that the Executive Oommittee on Economic Foreign P'olicy,
after lengthy
and exhaustive investigation, were recommending that the nations
of the world
combat the cartel problem by an international agreement to prohibit
restrictive
business practices, in international trade.
According to the pzrDgram proposed by this inter-governmental agency,
each
government participating in the program would undertake to enforce
the provisions,
of the agreement with-in its own sphere of jurisdiction. Mr. Clayton
pointed out
that as a part of this responsibility each government might agree
to provide for
the mandatory filing with a suitable governmental agency of appropriate
mation relating to contracts and relationships affecting international infortrade.
Assistant secretary said: "Finally, the suggested program
would recommend the
establishment of an International Office for Business Practices,
tied into the
United Nations organization through the Economic and Social
Council, to facilitate intergovernmentl~ cooperation. I,
Mvr. Clayton called the 0'Mahoney bill, now under consideration. by the
Senate subcommjittee, a useful element in this program, which, if
passed, would
substantially discharge the obligations of the United States under
the section
calling upon each signatory nation to require registration of
appropriate information relating to international business agreemenj~s.
ForeignContracts. AttorneyGeneral Biddle said jýoday that the Justice Department knows "that many cartel arrangements necessarily disrupted
during the
-European phase of the warR are being resumed, and he 'urged. a Senate subcommittee
to approve the C'Mlahoney bill to require the registration and public disclosure
of restrictive contracts between American and foreign industries.
He said the
danger Of some of these agreements -"will be considerably diminished if
we can
rid Europe and the, world of the great German cartel structures which, acting
for the German government, entered productive arrangements as part of
a program
to weaken the productive facilities of this country."~ Mr. Biddle said
many of
the companies involved in cartel contracts betore the war have publicly renounced
them and some others are under court injunction, but he added that the
known
contracts must serve as example for the "many other cartel contracts of a Similar nature Whlich have never been disclosed."
Okinawa

-4Okinawa Naval Casualties. Navy Secretary Forrestal revealed yesterday
*that casualties among naval support forces off Okinawa totaled 4t720 to May
14. He said that 900 were reported killed and 2p740 wounded. Mr. Forrestal
told correspondents that he made these figuires public to drive home that naval
support of land operations Was a "costly and serious business."~
Chairman Head of the Senate National
SeaeSbcmite u-ls nli
Defense Committee revealed yesterday that a six-member, bi-partisan subcommittee,
hea~ded by Senator Kilgore, will visit the Buropean theater of operations for the
Special compurpose of investigating the status of war materiel and supplies,
mittee will make special inquiry into redeployment of this materiel to Pacific
theater, and the disposition of the surpluses.
Morgenthau's Conferenice. Treasury Secretary Moreonthau reported to his press
conference today that new dimes bearing President Franklin D). Roosevel't's likeness will be minted l"just as promptly as we can" and will be ready for distribution about the end of the year. He also revealed plans for using Mir. Roosevelt te Picture on a War Bond of a new denomination to be issued for th-e Eighth
War Loan.
War Relief. During 1944 Americans contributed more than $l08pO00,0O0 to
foreign war relief agencies, and administration expenditures were reduced to 4.8
percent,, as compared with 10.6 percent in 1942# Chairman Joseph E. Davies of
President's War Relief Control Board revealed yesterday. "During 1 9 4 5 9" he said,
"tan increasing share of private relief from United States will go to newly liberated areas, such as Philippines, Holland, Norway, Czechoslovakia and other countries devastated by battle and plundered by the enemy."
WAR COHMUNIQUES A1ND REPORTS
Twentieth Air Force. Striking again with more than 500 Superfortressesp
Twenty-first Bomber Command squadrons showered 3,500 tons of fire bombs on
Japanese arsenal city of Nagoya shortly after midnight today, adding more d evastation to fires kindled in a raid Monday. Major targets in southern Nagoya included the Mitsubishi aircraft assembly plant, called largest of its kind in
the world, and the Atsuta factory of N1agoya arsenal.
Pacific Fleet. Okinawa campaign through Monday cost the lives of 3t781
soldiers and Mlarines, with total casualties of 20,950. Japanese losses were
46,505 killed and l,038 captured through Tuesday's fighting.
Tenth Army forces pushed to outskirts of Yonabaru and tightened pincers
within 200 yards of bitterly-defended inland stronghold of Shuri.
Philippines, American forces drove five miles against stiff resistance
through central Mindanao to within eight miles of big Jap air base at Valencia.
Dutch forces made amphibious landing on southern tip of Tarakan, off Borneo,
and captured much Jap equipment. PT boats blasted secret Jap naval station on
eastern shore of Dayao G-ulf, destroying its shore installations and sinking six
enemy craft.
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The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
* the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. No effort has been
made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
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Mew York Times (Ilay 17)
1) "The House Ways and Means Committee approved yesterday the proposod extension and expansion of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. Thus the first ste'p
has been taken toward enactment of one-of the most necessary of all measures for
post-war international economic cooperation. Yet committee approval came by the
rather narrow majority of 14 to 11. One Democrat and all ten Republicans on the
committee voteCd against tho bill. Such a line-up indicates that the vote on this
measure in the full Congress may be on traditional p~arty lines... A vote of this
type, wholly apart from its danger to the extensioni of the act, would be an outstanding example, partuar.
from the Republia;.n. side, of the trilumph of historic party tradition over common sense and prese~nt logical consistency. ot. It
is time for the Republicans, ani1 in particular thiose who sincerely wish to preserve free enterprise, to re-examine their first principles. They would come to
see that high tariffs and other barriers to international trade are not, consistent with free enterprise but are, notwithstanding thoir age, forms of Government
planning which force production out of its natural channels. Freedom of international trade goos with freo6.om of domestic trade, while restrictions on the one
beget restrictions on the othefr."
2) "B7oth President Tarumaai and Prime Minister Churchill have now expressed
publicly thoir earnest wish for a meeting with Marshal Stalin to discuss the
problems of victory and peac~e in.Europe. ... There c.an be no doubt of the need of
such a meeting. ,..The end of t-he European confl~ict has found the democracies as
ill prepared for peace as its beginning found thcým :11lpropared for war* ... As
a result, numerous problems are.. 1bcg`nning to appear in Bttrcpe... The main cause
for this is the abosence of an~y liaaLd and fast commitments among the principal
Allies them.-selves, and the furthei fact that, of sueh commitments as wore made
in the various conference de&clarations, some have been sidetracked in the pursuit
of national self-interest. ... It is to be hoped that ...the diplomatic preparation of a new meeting among the Big Three will be more adequate than was possible
during the wiar itself. Only then will it be possible to accept the conference
pronouncements with full confidence that they can and will be carried out."
3) Domestic interest.
4) "President Truman declares that there can be no reduction in taxes until
the war against Japan is over. ... The President's stand on this issue is politically courageous and altogether sound. ..
5) Domestic interest.
Washington Star (May 16)
1) Local interest.
2) "The tdoclaration of independence' marking the transition to a Isovereign
state' announced by the provisional Austrian goverpment over its Vienna radio
station further complicates one of several problems which have arisen in Durope
between the Iyeastern Allies and the Soviet Union. This regime, which appeared
unheralded at the beginning of May, is undoubtedly a Moscow-sponsored creation,
set up without the assent or even the previous knowledge of either London or
Washing~ton. The action was thus entirely unilateral. Fuarthermore, it was uneqjuivocally against the understanding specifically publicized as far back as the
meeting at Teheran between Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin, whereby the fBig
Three[ declared that the future of Austria was to 'be their common concern and
that the country was to be jointly occupied by American, British and Russian
troops in designated spheres after the expulsion or surrender of the Germans. ..
3) "In joining Prime Minister Churchill in a call for an early meeting of
the 'Big Threett President Truman strongly suggests that his wish will be satisfied in the not distant future. N\othing could be more welcome. As never-before,
the swift and distuarbing sweep of international events makes such a conference
imperative.

-6imperative. ...Not at any time since they welded themselves together into the
world's mightiest armed coalition, have the 'Big Three' seemed so far apart as
they seem now in political matters. ... As of today, the air is filled with too
many doubts and fears feeding on themselves. They must be swept away, and they
can be swept away only through a new Anglo-Russian-American understanding hammered out by Churchill, Stalin and Truman-an understanding enduring enough to
reassure our distressed and questioning world that the promise of a decent and.
lasting peace is made of something more substantial than dream words mocking us
in the night."1
4) Domestic interest.
5) "1...The announcement from official sources, before the surrender was a
we ek old, that the German people would be permitted to read and to know only
'hat the doctors prescribet did not sit well with the American people and G-eneral Eisonhower and the President were well advised to repudiate it."
San Francisco Chronicle (May 12)
1) 11... Von Falkenhorst and G~oering will not be the only experts who will say
at this time that American production turned the war...*But anyone who thinks
that this current respect for American production will linger in German minds and
automatically forestall a German third try had better brush up on German psychology. *.. Our educational job in Germany is not just to cite facts, but to uproot
the herrenvolk psychology; until then, trouble is always latent.'t
2) "In the delivery from Axis prison camps of industrialist Fritz Thyssen
and Pastor Ilartin Niemoller, both articulate anti-Hitlerites who were imprisoned
for their utterances, there arises possibility of a conf'usion of ideas* The confusion lies in this: to have been against Hitler does not necessarily mean, to
be in favor of democracy* ..
3) Local interest.
4) Domestic interest.
5) "Vidkun Q~uisling is one war criminal, among others, whose trial and punishment will be no international worry. The Norwegians will attend to him; they
need no outside help. ... All the others of whom Quisling is the type will likewise be no problem for the War Crimes Commission. Pierre Laval, the Belgian
Leon Degrelle, the Dutch Anton Mussert, the Austrian Arthur Seyss-Inquart and
the others like them are all common traitors who can be dealt with under the
ordinary criminal codes of their countries. If they are caught within their
national boundaries they will be. If they are picked up elsewhere, provided
they have not taken the short way out, it should be simple to hand them back to
their o-wn countries. As to outsider countries, even Franco's Spain has said. it
will not protect these crmnl.
6) Local interest.
7) Domestic interest.
8) "There has been submitted to the San Francisco'Conference a resolution
which would 'bar from admission to the U.nited Nations any government which has
lent assistance to our late enemies, twh~ther personnel or supplies.? It is an
open secret that the resolution is intended to block admission of France Spain.
...The resolution can be re-worded to take care of France Spain uniquely, 'by
restricting the bar to 'any' government which lenlt assistance in the form of
military personnel. ... We would support such a riesolution."l
* **
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WHITE HOUSE
FSO Promotions. Following nominations were sent to the Senate today:
From Foreign Service Officer of Class two to Foreign Service officer of
Class one: George Atcheson, Jr., Herbert S. Buraley, Selden Chapin, Cecil h~. P.
Cross, William E, DeCourcy, Walter J. Donnelly, William Z. Dunn, Joseph Flack,
Carol H. Foster, Hugh S. Fullerton, Waldemar J. Gallman, Raymond H. Geist, George
F. Kennan, Samuel Reber, Howard K. Travers.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class three to Foreign Service Officer of
Class two: William H. Beck, George H. Butler, Edward S. Crocker, 2d, Howard
Donovan, Albert M, Doyle, Curtis T. Everett, Samuel J. Fletcher, Richard. Ford,
Homer S. Fox, Jul.ian F. Harrington, George C. Howard, Dayle C. I'icflonough, George
R, Merrell, Paul G. Minnem~n, John J. Mucoiop Jefferson Patterson, Edwin A. Plitt$
Karl L. Rankin, Christian M. Ravrdial, Lester L. Schnare, George Tait, Angus Ward.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class four to Foreign Service Officer of
Class two: Charles E. Bohlen, John M. Cabot, Lewis Clark, We Perry George, Edward
B,: Lawson, James W. Riddleberger.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class four to Foreign Service Officer of
Class three:, William H. Beach, H. Merrell Benninghoff, David C. Berger, Richard
F, Boyce, John H. Brains, A. Bland Calder, Leo J. Callanan, Vinton Chapin,
Archie W. Childs, Prescott Childs, James Orr Denby, Hasell H. Dick, Walton C.
Ferris, Harold 1). Finley, C, Paul Fletcher, Lynn W. Franklin, Robert G. Glover,
Franklin C. Gowen, Winthrop S.. Greene, William 14. Gwynn, Curtis C. Jordan, Erwin
P. K~eeler, Gerald Keith, C. Porter Kuykendallj Charles 'W.Lewis, Jr., James P.
Moffitt, Walter H., Sholes, Edward J, Sparks, Paul C. Squire, Maurice'L. Stafford,
Alan N. Steyne, Henry S. Waterman.
.From Foreign Service Officer of Class five to Foreign Service Officer of
Class three: James C. H. Bonbright, Daniel M. Brad~dock, Homer M. Byington, Jr.,
Cavendish W. Cannon, William P. Cochran, Jr., Gerald A. Drew, Everett F. Drumright, Elbridge Thxrbrow, Cloyce K. Huston, Herve J. L'erex John H. Mad-onne,
James K, Penfield, Guy W. Ray, Llewellyn 4. Thompson, Jr.,Edward T. Wailes,
Walter IT.Walmsley, Jr., Thomas C, Wasson.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class five to Foreign Service Officer of
class four: Ware Adams, LaVerne Bald-win, Sidney A. Belovsky, Burton Y. Berry,
James E. Brown, Jr., Sidney H. Browne, J. Holbrook Chapman, Augustus S. Chase,
ThiWayne G. Clark, William W. Corcoran, Basil Di. Dahl, Robert F. Fernald, Bernard
Gotlieb, Knowlton V. Hicks, Malcolm P. Hooper, John F. Huddleston, Perry N.
Jester, Kenneth 0, Krentz, John H. Lord, Walter H. McKinney, Dale W. M'aher,
John H. Morgan. Sidney E. O'Donoghue, Nelson R. Park, Walter S. Reineck, Thomas
H. Robinson, William A. Siaja3e, Sheldon Thomas, Edward G. Trueblood$ George P.
Waller, Carlos J. Warner.
Prom Foreign Service Officer of Class six to Foreign Service Officer of
Class four: Theodore C. Achilles, Garret G. Ackerson, Jr.$ John N~'.
Allison,
Walworth Barbouxr, Jacob D, Beam, Max Waldo Bishop, C. Burke Elbrick, R. Horton
Henry, Heyward G. Hill, J. Wesley Jotes, Charles F. Knox, Jr., Pay Di. Kohler,
Edward Di. McLaughlin, John J, Macdonald, Edward Page, Jr., John S. Service,
Henry B. Stebbins,ý Francis Bowden Stevens, Laurence W, Taylor$ William C. Trimble,
Robert F. Woodward, James H. Wright.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class six to Foreign Service Officer of
Class five: George Alexander Armstrong, J. Kenly Bacon., Barry T. Benson, Ralph
A. Bo0ernstein, -Roy E. B. Bower, Robert Y. Brown, Robert L. Buell, John S. Calvert,
Robert D. Coe, Montgomery H, Colladay, John Davies, Jr., Henry B. Day, Edmund J.
Dorszq John A. Emnbry) Robert English, John B. Faust, Dorsey Gassaway Fisher,
Wilson C. Flake, Gerhard Gadet Willard Galbraith, James We Gantenbein, George
M. Graves, Bernard Gufler, John N. Hamlin, Randolph Harrison, Thomas A. Hickok~,
Frederick W. Hinke, Thomas S, Horn, Morris N, Hughes, J. Winsor Ives, Henry P.
Leverich, Raymond 2P. Ludden, Cecil B. Lyon, Robert Mills McClintock, Walter P,
McConaugiay, Stewart E. McMillin, Thomas J. Maleady, Patrick Mallon$ Edward S.
1Haney, Gerald A. Mokmay John B. Ocheltree, William L. Peck$ Troy L. Perkins,
Joseph P, Ragland, R. Borden Reams, Charles S, Reed, 2d, George We Renchard,
John S. Richardson, Jr,) Arthur R, Ringwalt, Willard Qui~ncy Stanton, John F.
Stone, Tyler Thompson, William Clarke Vyse, Gilbert R. Willsont Whitney Young.

-2From Foreign Service Officer of Class seven to Foreign Service Officer of'
Class five; Edward Anderson,-Z2. Tomlin Bailey, John Willard Carrigans Norris B.
Chipman, Herbert P. Fales, Andrew B. Foster, Norris S. Haselton, L. Randolph
Higgs, John D, Jernegan, George Lewis Jones, Jr., Andrew G-.Lynch, Edward P.
Maffitt, Brewster H. Morris, Walter W. Orebaugh, J. Graham Parsons, John C.
Pool, 0-. Frederick Reinhardt, Arthur L, Richards, Livingston Satterthwaite,
George F. Scherer, Donald W. Smith, Philip D. Sprouse, Ivan B. White,
From Foreign Service Officer of' Class seven to Foreign Service Officer of
Class six: R, Austin Acly, Stephen E. Aguirre, William K. Ailshie, Daniel V,
Anderson, John L, Bank1aead, Carl H. Boehringer, Howard A. Bowman, Reginald
Bragonier, Jr., Glen W. Bruner, Gordon L. Burke, Richard Wf. Bytd, Thomas S.
Camp en, Carl E5. Christopherson, David M. Clark, Mulford A. Colebrook, 0-lion
Curtis, Jr., Sherburne Dillingham, Howard Elting, Jr., James Espy,, Douglas Flood,
T. MFuldrupo Forsyth, John L. Goshie, Paul S. Guinn, James B. Henderson, Thbodore
J. Hohenthal, Phil H. Hubbard, Richard S. Huestis, Carlton Hurst, Paul C. Hutton,
Douglas Jenkins, Jr., Benpo R. Joh~ansen, U. Alexis Johnson, Nathaniel Lancaster,
,Jr., E. Allan Lightner, Jr., F. Ridgway Lineaweaver, Douglas 1IviacArthurp 2d,
Elbert G-. Mathews, Ernest de TV. Mayer, Miss 1Xathleen Molesworth# Alton T. Murray,
Robert Newbegin$ Carm~el Of fi~e, John Ordway, John Peabody Palmer, Marselis C.
Parsons, Jr., Archibald R. Randolph, Edward E. Rice, W. Garland Richardson,
Halleck L, Rose, John C, Shillock, Jr., Stanley G. Slavens, Jule B. Smith,
William P,' Snow, Francis L, Spalding, Carl. W. Strom, Robert 14. Taylor, Cyril L.
F, Thiel, Charles 0, Thompson, Jay Walker, T. Eliot Weil$ Rolland Welch, H.
Bartlett Wells, Arthur R.. Williams, Philip P. Williams, Robert 3. Wilson, William
P. Wright, William E. Yunt.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class eight to Foreign Service Officer of
Class six: Charles R. Burrows, Robert T. Cowan, Leon L. Cowles, Edward A, Dow,
Jr., Robert F. Hale, Richard H. Post.
From Foreign Service Officer of Class eight to Foreign Service Officer of
Class seven: William Belton, Niles W. Bond, William 0. Boswellt Robert P.
Chalker, Thomas J, Cory, H.. Francis Cunni~ngham, Jr., Philip Hv.Davenport, Richard
H. Davis, Arthur B. Emnmons, 3d, Nicholas Feld, William N. Fraleigh, Fulton Freeman, John Goodyear, Robert Grinnell, Theodore J. Hadraba, Boies C. Hart, Jr.,
Parker T. Hart, Richard H. Hawkins, Jr~,, Franklin Hawley, George D, Henderson,
Martin J. Hillenbrand, Outerbridge Horsey, Francis C. Jordan, Randolph A. Kidder,
William L. Krieg, Joseph Palmer, 2d, David T, Ray, Robert W. Rinden, MI. Robert
Rutherford, R'obert C. Strong, Alfred T. Wellborn'.
Avra kH.Warren, to be a Foreign Service Officer of Class one, a Secretary
in the Diplomatic Service, and a Consul General.
Harold Sims, now a Foreign Service Officer, unclassified, and a Secretary
in the Diplomatic Service, to be also a Consul.
IRobert B. Macatee, now a Foreign Service Officer of Class one and a SecretarY in the Diplomatic Service, to be also a Consul General.
Harry E. Carlson, now a Foreign Service Officer of Class three and a Secretary in the Diplomatic Service, to be also a Consul General.
George F. Scherer, now a Foreign Service Officer of Class seven and a Secretary in the Diplomatic Service, to be also a Consul.
John C. Faess, now a Foreign Service Officer of Class eight and a Secretary
iia the Diplomatic Service, to be also a Consul.
Charles W. Yost, to be a Foreign Service Officer of Class five, a Secretary
in the Diplomatic Service, and a Consul,
John R. Peurifoy, to be a Foreign Service Officer of Class six, a Secretary
in the Diplomatic Service and a Consul.
The following-named persons now Foreign Service Officers of Class seven and
Secretaries in the Diplomatic Service, to be also Consuls: Gordon H. Mattison,
Ivan B. White and Howard Elting, Jr..
Re Henry Horweb, now Ambassador to Panama to be Ambassador to Cuba*
VAPpointments* Presidential appointments today included Senator Radcliffe;
OSS Director Donovan; Navy Secretary Forrestal, Acting Secretary Grew, and Senator Tydings; President Osmena of the Philippines; T. V. Standifert representative
.of Gulf Ports Association; Elm~er Davis; Rear Admiral Richard. E. Byrd; Donald
Nelson; Interior Secretary Tokes, Foreign MAinis~ter T. V. Soong; and. Foreign
Minister Anthony Eden.
STATE

STATE D.FPARTNIENT,
Lend.-Lease. Acting Secretary Grew tod~ay made the following statement:
'tThe Lend-Lease Agt provides that the President, when he deems it to be in
the interest of our national defense, may authorize the head of any Department
or Agency of the Government to lend-lease defense articles to the Governments
of foreign countries. He may make such determinations until June 30, 1946 or
until a concurrent resolution of the two houses of Congress before June 30, 1946
declares that these powers are no longer necessary to promote the defense of the
United States.
"~For three years after June 30, 1946, or the passage of such a concurrent
resolution, the President's powers may continue to be exercised to the extent
necessary to carry out a contract or agreement previously made with a lend-lease
country.
"The Act makes it clear that the President must determine what supplits and
services shall be furnished as vital to the defense of the United States, and he
may continue to make this determination during the existence of the Lend-Lease
Act.
"The war we are engaged in is one war, not two separate wars1 and the end of
organized resistance in Europe is not the end of the war. Occupation and military
control In enemy areas are required in Europe and cannot be effectively carried
out on an unstable and a disorderly continent. The presence of American forces
in war-devastated Europe, their supply, and their redeployment in connection
with continuing military operations will almost certainly require lend-lease
shipments. If the President determines that lend-lease supplies must continue
to move to Europe for an additional period because the prosecution of the war
requires it, he is authorized to do so under the Act. Of courses he is also
authorized to furnish necessary supplies to foreign countries on the basis of
continuing hostilities in the Pacific.
"ýDeliveries of supplies under current lend-lease program will be adjusted
immediately to take account of the end of organized resistance in Europe. Future
supply programs will also be designed to meet new military situations as they
armise.
"lThe lend-lease supply program for the United Kingdom, Indias Australia, Yew
Zealand and British colonies following tbe defeat of Germany has been agreed upon
in discussions between British and American representatives. It is proposed that
this program be carried out with such adjustments as supply considerations, from
time to time, may require.
"Since 1941 the United States has agreed with the Soviet Union upon annual
supply programs which have been embodied in protocols. In view of the changed
Military situation, programs of such duration are not now required. Instead it
is proposed that lend-lease shipments to the Soviet Union be reviewed. and continued where they are justified on the basis of adequate information regarding
the essential nature of SovIet military supply requirements and in the light of
competing demands, as is the practice with respect to other lend-lease countries,
It is anticipated that, on this basis, substantial reductions in current program-,
for the Soviet Union will be made.
"This year, in extending the Lend-Lease Act, the Congress adopted an amendment which provides that the granting of powers to the President to carry out
lend-lease agreements for a three year period after the expiration of the Act
shall raot be construed to author4 Z( the President to enter into or carry out an
agreenaent for postwar relief, postuar rehabilitation or postwar reconstruction.
The amendment further provides th-ab an agreement entered into in accordance
Witha the Act, in which the United States undertakes to furnish to a foreign
gov-ernment defense aiticles, services or information for use in the prosecution
Of, the Present war and which provid~es for the disposition of such articles,
te~z-vices or informatilon on terms and conOditions of sale after they are determined
by '6he President to T-e no Jlon~er nec essary for use by such government in promoting
the defense of the United Sta~ter,, TIaala not be deemed to be an agreement for
Postwar relief, postwiax-ealiain
or postwar reconstruction.
IlAgreements have 'been concludied. with France, Belgium, and the Netherlands
Which provide that at such time as the President determines that supplies to be
furnished thereunder are no longer necessary to the prosecution of the war
straight lend-lease will cease and deliveries thereafter will be made on agreed
payment terms.
Supply programs under these agreemen-ts are under review and may
be revised in the light of' the present situation.
The President's determination
with

-4with respect to the necessity of continuing supplies on a straight lend,-lease
basis for the prosecution of the war will depend upon the use of these areas
in the supply and. redeployment of American forces as well as the other general
considerations I have mentioned..
Tf
"O
course, during the period the period that straight lend-lease aid is
furnished to a foreign country, reverse lend-lease of supplies and services will
continue to be received by the United States from that *ountry.11
PSO Promotions. The Department announced that today's nominations for
Foreign Service promotions represent the first major step towards readjusting
the personnel of the Foreign Service to meet its increased responsibilities.
The removal of the percentage limitations on the upper classes of the Service
by the Act of May 3, 1945t makes this step possible. Once the career service
is recruited up to its full required strength the relative sizes of the various
classes should be not far from the old statutory percentages. However, with a
shrinking personnel such mandatory limitations had the effect of freezing officers in their present grades. The removal of such limitations, couplled with
the resumption of re6rouiting at the bottom and full implementation of the retirement provisions will unfreeze the roster, Promotion on the basis of merit,
without artifica]. restriction, is again pcssible as the Act of February 23, 1931,
intended, More rapid turnover will mean greater opportunity for promotion on
merit without disturbing the balance between classes,
Today's nominations for promotion, in many cases, represent belated recognition of merit to officers who would have been advanced in grade during the past
two or three years had their positions not been frozen. This explains the unusual length of the list and the fact that it contains a number of double promotions.
The next major step towards personnel readjustment will be the establishment
of job classifications In the newly authorized administrative and fiscal service
and filling of those positions, wherever possible, by promotion from the clerical
ranks, Because of the variety of the positions affected, the number of persons
involved, and the complexity of the operation, the step is being taken country
by country and post by post; except that in the case of vice consuls not of
career, other than trainee or probationary officers, a minimum salary of $2,600
per annum has been adopted without reference to post of assignment. Necessary
salary adjustments for such personnel now in the field are being made.
It is emphasized that these steps, and others to follow, are continuing
operations. The complete reorganization of the Foreign Service cannot be effected overnight. What today's promotion list accomplishes is to set up the framework of a balanced Service which must be filled in with new recruits, principally
at the junior officer and clerical levels.
MI SCELILANEOUS PRES S
Committees App-rove.Amendments. UNCIO Committee (Committee One) concerned
with structure and. procedures of the General Assembly (Commission Two) Saturday
unanimously decided that the Assembly should elect non-permanent members of the
Security Council and members of the Economic and Social Council in accordance
with provisions set forth in Dlumbarton Oaks. These provisions stipulated
that the Economic and Social Council be composed of 18 members, elected by the
Assembly for terms of three years. Hasan Saka, head of Turkish delegation and
chairman of the Committee, reported that after prolonged discussion the Committee
had decided to delay voting on the methods of electing the Secretary-General
of
the projected world organization and judges of the International Court.
Another Conference Committee Saturday announced it had "approved
in principle",
a joint amendment by China, the Soviet Union, United Kingdom and United States,
that the Security Council be empowered to recommend terms of peaceful settlement
of international disputes. Committee also approved Dlumbarton Oaks proposal
which'
would empower the Council to investigate any situation which might lead to
international friction.
A~lso announced Saturday was appointment of subcommittee to prepare drafts of
sections covering immunities and privileges of members of the International
Organizati.on and registration of treaties. Main committee is continuing discussion
of
the question of treaties between membe~rs and non-members of the world organization
'aid the abrogation of obligations which are incompatible with the International
Organization,
Tribute
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Tribute to Roosevelt. Delegates and advisers to IINCIO paused briefly Sunday
afternoon to pay tribute to the memory of Franklin Delano Roosevelt at a ceremony
among the ancient Redwoods of Muir W~oods National H~onument near San Francisco.
Prime Minister Smuts and Seec'retary Stettinius delivered the principal addresses
at the ceremony at which a plaque in emory of late President Roosevelt was unveiled.
Lend-L~ease. In a statement Saturday explaining the present status of lendlease, FEA Administrator Crowley said. "As I have frequently stated in testimony
before commiittees of the Congress, lend-lease is purely an instrument for winning
the war. Accordingly, it is necessary with the end of hostilities in Europe to
review lend-lease programs so that American resources will be distributed in such
a way as to make the utmost possible contribution to victory in the major war
which we have still to win. Such reexami'nation and review is now takitng place.
Pending its completion 'new shipments to Eiurope are being held up, except those
destined to countries now at war with Japan or to countries through which redeployment of our troops now in .Zurope will be facilitated thrb.t
President Promises Food for Burope. President Truman said that "we must and
can find a way" to share available American food supplies with the starving
peoples in liberated Europe. Statement was made In letter to Mrs. Dwight W.
Morrow, president of Food for Freedom, Inc.., organized two years 'ago to prom 'ote
the use of food in building the peace. President's letter, made public by
Food.
for Freedom, read in part: "I am greatly encouraged by the letter of April 21
which you transmitted to me several days ago signed by the heads of a number
of
nationals religious, civic, farm an 'dlabor organizations. I am sure it must
also enco~urage the United Nations representatives now meeting in San Francisco.
Particularly is this true of the leaders of those nations laid waste by the
destruction and brutality of Nazi-Japanese tyranny. No immed4iate means of giving
hope to the victims of this tyranny can have so great an effect as the
sharing
Wiith them by the peoples of our country of the food supplies we have
available.. .
Medical Experts to China,, Arrangements have been completed to send ~30
medical and health experts to China to train personnel in medical
centers to be
established by Chinese Government, U1VBRA Di~rector General Lehman
announced. UNRPA
will provide essential medical supplies to equip the .training centers.
112:thi
rie Americans have contributed more than 91,000,000 pourds of
clothing, shoes and bedding for relief of peoples in war-devastated
areas, Henry
J. K~aiser, national chairman. of United National Clot.hing Collection, reported
yesterday.
PoswarArm. Denying reports that the War Department plans for a peacetime
standing Army of 500,000 men, the Department pointed out that "the
size of the
regular Army which the War Department will recommend after the
war will depend
upon the conditions of the world, the commitments of the United
States at that
time and the Military policy ad~o~ted by Congress."
German
_Schools.
Mass reprints of pre-Nazi sc~hoolbooks approved by Allied
military government'are ready for use in German schools as soon as these
are
permitted to reopen, .Allied Headquarters announced today. First
schools to re-.
open in Germany will be at Aachen.

Twenti~eth AirForce. Industrial Nagoya, Japan's third largest
city, was
plastered with 3,500 tons of fire bombs today by record fleet of
500 Superfortresses and returning crewmen'reported sweeping devastation of
the metropolis.
Pacif.icFleet. Marines pressed to edge of ,Nahats business district
but they
still had to cross Asato River under fire before they could enter
heart of demolished capital of Okinawa. Behind Marine lines Jap force attempted
yesterday
to Make count er-landing near'Machinato airfield but failed disastrously;
guns
from sbaips and ashore broke up the amphibious force and sank every
landing boat.
Philipine. Americans of Twenty-fourth Infantry Division
stubborn Jap lines near Davao City on Mind~anao while Fortieth hacked away at
Division, ccapturin"g
the extensive Delmonte air center, sped south to bisect
the island. On northeastern New Guinea1 meanwhile, Australians captured long-c'dntested
Wewaki by-passed
earlier by American troops.
NOTE

(

NOTE TO OPERATORS, Following schedule for retransmission from London will
.0CP (10,770 kos.), 0400-0600 GIMT; G~BB (13,585
go into effect on May 15, GYMT
kcs.), 0615-0715 GMT; 0.11 (6$985 kcs,), Q400-0600 GMT; and C-CQ. (8,760 kcs.)1,
0615-0715 GPIT.
Reception characteristics of London station*, which P~re included in monthly
.report to Department, should also be sent to American .Embassy, London,

~OPERATORS: There will be no Editorial Comment tod~ay.
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Appointments. Presidential appointments included Acting Secretary Grew;
Governor Harwood. of Virgin Isad;Senator Johnston of Southý Carolina; M.
RenePleen, renh1inister of Finance; Ambassador' Harriman; Senator Thomas of
Utah; and OPA Administrator Bowles.
STATE I)1ART11ENT
Rosenman's Visit. In reply to questions concerning the trip to $an Franciscc
of Judge Samuel I. Rosenman, a Department spokesman in San Francisco issued the
following statement- today:
Samuel I. IRosenman has been in San Francisco for the last several days as
the personal representative of Presid.tnt-Tiumad to present to representatives
of the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R.# and France the proposals of the United
States with respect to the prosecution and trial of European Axis war criminals.
He is acting in the matter in 'conjunction with Secretary Stettinius. He has
been in consultation with Mr. Justice Robert Jackson, who will be United States
Chief of Counsel in prosecuting the major war criminals, and with other interesteC
Government departments.
His mission is not connected with the agenda of the Conference as such, but
is being carried, on in San Francisco because of the presence here of representatives Of the nations concerned.
The objective of his visit is to arrange for
the organization of an International Military Tribunal to try the major European
wax criminalst and also for the adoption of a procedUre for trial.
The purpose is to organize the machinery setting up a procedure which will
assure a just and expeditious trial to t)2e major individ~ualoancJ to the organizations accused, of atrocities and war crimAces in Europe - but one which will permit no' evasion, undue delay, or dilatory tactics,
This tribunal would not affect the principles stated in the Moscow Declaration df November 1, 1943, that those criminals guilty of specific atrocities in
any of' the occupied countries would 'be returning to those countries for trial
according to their own laws,
The proposals of the United States are now being considered by the other
Governments concerned.
Teleg'ram to Brazil. The following telegram, dated hay 8, has been sent by
President Truman to the President of the United States of Brazil: "In their
deep satisfaction over the unconditional surrender of the Nazi-Fascist hordes,
the American people are not forgetful of the valiant and effective contribution
which the armed forces of Brazil operating with United States forces in Italy
ha.Ve made to the Allied victory over the common enemy in that vital theater of
-war. The armed forces,of the United States take pride in their association with
their Brazilian comrades-in-arms in this victorious and historic campaign.."
Travel to Bermu~da. The Department has been inaformed by the interested authorities that there is no further objection to the travel to Berm~uda of persons (thiz
does not apply to the dependents of personnel of the naval establishment stationed
in Berniuda) who own residences there or who desire to travel for bona fide busi~ness reasons.
Consequently, the ~Department will consider passport aipplications
for 1)ersons in those categories,. It is not possible to consider favorably the
cas'tis of applications of tourists and other casual visitors.
It is pointed out that this relaxation of the restrictions on travel to
lermuda contemplates only the use of available space on existing transportation
facilities and does not imply added transportation commitments.
Canadian-TMessage Exchange,. President Truman sent the following message to
Prime Minister Mackenzie King of Canada: "With the capitulation of the German
Ar'mies in the Netherlands, Denmark and Northern Germany, the battles of the
Canadian Army in Europe have ended in final victory. Please accept my warmest
congratulations on the stirring achievements of Canadian arms and be assured that
the American people share with me the des:Vre to pay tribute to the sigmal contribution which our Canadi.an comrades have made to the military defeat of Germany."
Following

-2-Following is Prime Minister King's reply:
"I thank you 11r. Pre~iident for
your very kind. message of congratulations up~on the ending of the battles of
the Canadian Army in Europe and. for your cordial references to the part -ehich
Canadian Forces have had. in the military defeat of Germany.
"In the general and. widespread rejoicing over the end of the war in E~urope,
I send to you, and to the Government and people of the United States, the heartful congratulations of your neighbours and friends in Canada. The Canadian peopie will wish me to express their great admiration of the magnificent military
achievements of the United States Forces. We rejoice that the Armed-Forces of
our two countries, as well as our peoples at home, have been so closely associated in the liberation of .Z3irope. This day adds renewed lustre to the years of
mutual trust and effective cooperation between Canada and the United States,.
"My colleagues in the Governmezkt of Canada, together with the Canadian
Delegation at the United. Nations Conference on International Organization, join
with me in extending to,,you greetings and. good. wishes on your birthday anniver.sary."

1'I SCELLAN4ýOUS PRESS
Committee Approves Amendm~ents. Conference Committee --- (Committee Two
Political and Security Functions) of Commission One (the General Assembly)
last night approved an amendment submitted by United. States delegation giving
the General Assembly power to recommend to the Security Council measures "for
the peaceful ad~justment of any situations, regardless of origin$" which might
impair friendly relations among nations. In the discussion of the amendment
during the Committee session, the amendment was described as enabling the
General Assembly to become a genuine "Town V4eeting of the World," in which any
matter of international concern could be discussed. Although the amendment was
originally submitted under the exclusive auspices of the United States d~elegation,
it was stated at the Committee meeting that the other sponsoring nations of the,
Conference had approved it.
Committee also approved a joint proposal of the four sponsoring nations that
the Assembly be authorized "to assist in the realization of hwaan rights and
basic freedoms for all, without distinction as to race, language3 religion or
sex and also for the encouragement of the development of international law."
American Organizations. A "cr committee"l c.;mposed of representatives of
widely diversified American organizations and. under the chairmanship of Clark
Eichelberger, director of American Association for the United Nations, have
agreed to make five recommendations to the American delegation'to the San
Francisco Conference. These representatives, many of whom are official consultants for the American delegation acting in an individual capacity, have endorsed
the following program; (1) emphasis in the Charter on human rights; (2) the
strongest possible trusteeship plan for dependent peoples and strategic bases;
(3)strengthening the provisions for economic and. social cooperation; (4) as
liberal as possible provision for amen~dments-, and (5) interim machinery to function between time Conference adjourns and ratification is effected and. an organization set up,
Observers at Ufl.IO. Steering Committee today voted. against proposal to invit.
to U1010 as observers additional international organizations other than the
0'iginal five already invited., which were League of Nations, ILO, International
Food and. Agriculture Organization, International Court and U2NPLPA.
French Finance.Minister. Press reports that after his appointment with President Truman, Rene Plaven, French Minister of Finance, declared that France was
ready to furnish two divisions, with more to follow, to fight Japan. He said thai,
he assured Mr. Truman of France's desire to continue participation in the war in
the Pacific. Mr. Pleven disclosed that General Alphonse Juin of France was 4-n
Washington now discussing military supply matters.
Reciprocal Trade Agreements. United States Chamber of Commerce endorsed the
administration' E reciprocal trade program. At a Ways and Means Committee hearing,
Clark H. Minor, a Chamber director, said, the Chamber's directors believed that
the trade agreements program "has been býenef icial to the United States, that it is
the symbol of the desire on the part of this nation to build a world. economy based
on fairer treatment of commerce, that by the reciprocal adjustment of these trade
barriers this policy helps to eliminate economic causes disturbing to internationr
relations.I "Raising tariff walls and establishing trade barriers is a game whici'
all can play," he said. "If we raise tariffs and. trade barriers against the products of other countries, than we can expect those countries to bar our products,
That ia what has happened in the past and. history will repeat."1
Arri
-

-3.Armiy Casualties. War Secretary Stimson reported at his press conference
this morning that ground force losses on the Western Front from the time of
the invasion last June until the end of April totalled 512,1139 incl uding
88,225 killed, 365,3230 wounded and 58,568 missing and taken prisoner. lvri.
Stimson estimated that the cost in casualties for the Army among all forces and.
for all theaters in the war against Germany wi~ll amount to about 80lO,000, includ.ing approximately 150,000 killed. Fortunately, he added., about half of the
wounded have already returned to duty and. those who were ta~ken prisoner are returning to American forces. Secretary Stimson disclosed. that some 70,000 to
80,000 Americans have been released. from prison camps and more than 8,000 have
now returned to this country.. Casualties reported through April 30 from all
theaters, Mr, Stimeon announced, have reached 867,709, including 175$168 killed,
536,029 wounded, 74,304 missing and 82,208 prisoners of war. Of the wounded, he
said, 283,472 have returned to duty and of the prisoners, 15,379 have been
listed. individually as exchanged or returned to military control.
Army Demobilization. Temporary point score of 85 was set by the War Veat
ment today as requisite for discharge of ground., air and service forces enlisted
personnel, Number of points to be awarded for the four factors which will
govern release were set by the Army as follows; one for each month of Army service, one for each month served overseas, and five for each award. of combat
decorations since September 16, 1940; and 12 f or each child under 18 years up
to a limit of three children. Department said. that in about six weeks separate
totals will be established for each of the services, Department pointed out that
enlisted men with highest point totals will become eligible for release from the
Army tiexcept where considerations of military necessity make it impossible to
This exception applies
let them go until qualified replacements can be obtained.
Particularly to men possessing special skills required. in war against Japan and
to men in units that will have to move into the Pacific so swiftly that no opportunity is provided for replacing men with high scores until they reach the
new theaters." In regard. to releasing of officers, Department declared that
"'Although officers will have an adjusted service ratings score based on same
multiples as for enlisted. personnel, this factor will be secondary to thaprime
requirement of military necessity."~
Nav~y Replacements. Navy enlisted men, 42 or older, will be replaced during
the next six months to "increase the over'all efficiency of the fighting forces
to rrveet the future needs of the Fleet," Navy indicated Monday.
Senate War Investigating Committee. Six Senators will leave for Europe
W~ithin the next two weeks to investigate disposal of American materiel in the
European theater. They will make the trip as a subcommittee of the head War
Investigating Committee, headed by Senator Kilgore.
Nazi Atrocities. Twelve Congressmen1 who returned to Washington Tuesday
night after viewing German prison camp atrocities, urged. "swift, certain and
adequate punishmentlt for all responsible. The Senators and Representatives
yesterday conferred with War Secretary Stimson and General 14arshall. They will
report in detail to Congress.
Air Attacks on Japan. Plans already are under way to transfer United
States European Air Forces to the Pacific for use against Japan, Lieutenant General Barney Giles, new Commander of PtAF in Pacific, disclosed at Guam yesterday.
Predicting a steadily increased tempo against the Yipponese, he said the time is
not too distant when more bombs will be showered on Japan than were used in
attacks on Germany. Before any real invasion of Japan occurs$ General Giles related at press conference, it would. be preceded by thunderous softening-up attackf
by air bombardment. New Pacific air chiefs who observed first-hand what happened
to Germany under sustained bombing, predicted Ja-pan would lend itself to destruction faster. "We don't plan on the Japanese capitulating until they are thoroughly licked,"t he explained. "We are preparing for a full war out Lore."1
Red-Cross Service in Buro-pe. For at least the coming year, the American Red
Cross in Europe will maintain its services to troops of the United States on the
present scale, Harvey ID.Gibson, agency's oommissioner for Great Britain and
Western Europe until his retirement May first, declared in New York. htr. Gibson
arriv-ed by p)laae from Faris 1,onday night.
Tax Reductions. When asked at a press conference today what he thought abouz
the- recommendation of Senator George for reduction of taxes on 1946 incomes ragarcý
less of the status of the war, Treasury Secretary Morgenthau emphasized that. "the
Admixujetration position has not changed with regard to the need for all revenues
we Can get duiring the war,"
CensorshiLp

-4Censorship. End of E~uropean war brought an easing of censorship restrictions
though basic military information was still kept subject to authorization by appropriate authorities. 000 Director Byron Price announced that the voluntary code
which has governod
pu~blication of war news in United States since January 15,
1942 would soon be rewritten in shorter fo~rm. In the mean time, several sections
were eliminated or modified.
WAR. C0TMMUNI QUES AND RPO~RTS
Philinpnines. Twenty-fourth'Division troops invaded and overran Samal Island
off Davao City in move to outflank main concentration of Jap defenders on
Mindanao, strongly entrenched just beyond, city's northern outskirts. Meanwhile
Australian-Dh2tch campaign on Tarakan Island neared completion. Allies held all
of Tarakan City, seized strategic Api hill, and closed on Djoeata oil field.
Pacific Fleet. American casualties on Okinawa totaled 16,452 through Monday,
incl~uding 2,107 soldiers and 577 Marines killed., 10,402 soldiers and 2,800
Marines wounded, and 501 soldiers and 38 Marines missing. Jaý:_ losses were recently put at 36,535.
-TwentiethAir Force, Mo~re than 400 $uperforte bombed important naval oil
storage areas on southeastern flonishu and airfields on~ K~yushu today.
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The following is an attempt to present an ob jective, factual and un~biased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers,* In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected, will be varied from time to time. Yo effort has been
made to select editorials or to give either favorable or -unfavorable emphasis.
Washington Post (May 10)
1) It~ was wholly appropriate that the House of Representatives should follow up v7u-Day by taking the first essential step to enable this country to embark
'upon a new policy of international cooperation for peace. That body responded
with real statesmanship to the challenge. It passed by a vote of 293 to 88 the
amended Sumners resolution to abolish the two-thirds rule in treaty-making and
to give the House a voice in that all-important phase of postwar policy. .. , The
issue is now clearly -up to the Senate. ..
2) "The Colmer Committee has outlined a foreign economic program for the
United. States,.. Most of the recommendations contained, in the report are in conformity with -Adlministration proposals for red~ucing or eliminating barriers to
international trade. No new ground is broken and. no original contributions have
been made to solution of the postwar foreign trade problems that confront this
It explains
country. Nevertheless, the report is a highly valuable document.
clearly why an expansion of our foreign commerce after the war would contribute
to the peace and prosperity of the world. And. it shows why the achievement of a
balanced trade expansion is dependent upon a many-sided program of action. .. ,13
3) "1A liberal education, on Russian policy has been the contribution of the
departed Niolotov. There has never been any question that M~oscow wants to see a
world organization set up, ... Our foremost consideration in the years to come
will be our relations with Ruassia. That this will be the case is apparent at
this Conference. This has become almost a Russo-American parley. The problem
is whether the world organization, specifically the Security Council, will 'be
strong enough to be the center of our relations with Russia-that is to say, the
center of world politics. the vordlict herp so far is that it will be the world
center. If there were no such hope, the constitution-making in San Francisco
would be merely an academic exercise. -The assumption of our statesmanship must
be that Russia wants to live at peace with America. ... Russia, for at least 20
years, wants peace if only to recover from this war. She Is not economically
She covets none of our territory. Accordingly, the
competitive with America,
United States is in the position of a man with a 20-year credit at the bank, Ile
may live on the capital, or we may invest it wisely, That is the problem for
our statesmanship. .,.At
4) Calls attention to the agreement at Yalta concerning the occupation of
Germany and, adds.- "Tm and great patience will be needed for the adjustmaent of
the separate zones within the framework of the coordinated control agreed upon at
Yalta. .#.. Tho road to adjustment seems to lie, first of all, in an understanding
of the problem in its relationship to reconstruction for Europe as a whole-1"
5) Local interest,
6) Local interest,
Christian Science TLionitor (Hvay 8)
1) "Surely sincere thanksgiving is the most fitting celebration for this
prayed-for day. *., We are grateful for the millions of men and women whose sense
of right rose against the wrongs represented in the Axis. ... In China and
Ethiopia, in Spain and Austria and Czechoslovakia, there was brave resistancesome of its heroes are only now emerging from concentration camps-but the world
was not yet awake. Then the Poles started the long tale of those who were overwhelmed. or chained but did not submit-the Norwegians, the Danes, the Dutch, the
Belgians and Luxemburgers, the French, the Yugoslavs, the Greeks, the Filipinos.
...To all the British peoples who kept resistance alive-to them all we free
peoples can best express our feelings by postwar consideration and comradeship.
Let no one underestimate the Russian share. For the Russian people bore the
heaviest burden of all-the brunt of German land power. *, A beginning of payment can be made by trying to understand and cooperate with them. To all Americans in and out of uniform.,.we say IThank you' and resolve to remember what
they have done, ..

-62) t'Thp disclosure that Soviet authorities have arrested. representatives of
the- Poli.sh unde~rground who went to Nbscow to negotiate for a share in.a new,
Polish Govornmat jarred most participants' in the Ufnited. N'ations Conference as
it did, Amerhaen and British public opinion, od~he Russian action has embarrassed
both WashingtOn and Londont a~d. now hangs ovir the San Francisco Conference like
a shadow pyer a busy streetv *,*All. will wath.h with profound Oonpern and tenacious
h
eadern of thenfov~et Union are aware of the deep signifhope for sinlha
icance which much of the World yttaches t~o there arrests, The oonference can ao
on despite this crisis bQx) It cannot produce a gharter that will secuare world
peace w,~ithout adherence in spI~ril as well as let~ter by all the Big Three*"
3) "tThe imminent launching of the Seventh War Loan Drive brings a reminder
that VB day is but the seventh-inning stretch in World,War Two* .. 0~
4) "4 ,The Allies are still just moving up to jump-~off positions for the
grand assault against Japanis center of power* But while Germany disintegrated
and fell apart they have done quite a little moving.''
Des Moines Register (MAY 8)
1) "*,..Square away for the future we must...and promptly, For we have
immediately ahead of us now not only the enormous job of exploiting the victory
in Biurope and. making certain that that part of the world finds a tolerable footting for Peace, but also the equally difficult military task of destroying the,
same barbarous philosophy in Asia. ..*NIow we are at the periphery of Japant s
defenses and the demolition of her war-making resources has begun. The hardest
fighting clearly lies ahead. It will cost lives. It will require money, It
will demand the same sacrifice and forbearance all along the line* ovnTe are an
adult people. 7ie have sustained our security and the promise of a decent world.
against two of the gangster nations, Now for the third and last,'"
2) H~marsn between the new world organization which is taking shape at
San Francisco and the old League of Nations are practically inevitable. Perhaps
it is also inevitable that many of the comparisons--even of those which reach
print in responsible publications--are made by people who apparently know very
little about either the old League or its budding successorv .**What a relief
it Is to find a comparison by someone with a really profound knowledge of both
the dying andL the emerging international organizations, and the ability to make
it brief and illuminating, This someone is Jan Christian Smuts. ... Premier
Smuts says there are three major differences: (1) the funequivocal prohibition of
wart in the new orgainzation; the old League permitted private war under certain
circumstances; (a)Ithe recognition of the special position of the great powerst
to a much greater degree than the old League; (3) the present emphasis on
economic and. social phases of world security, ,.oSmuts has put his finger on the
big differences in spirit. And. in every one of them, the difference is due to
something we have learned in the 25 years since 1920-learnied fthe hard. ways"
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WHITE HOUSE
Nelson's Resignation. In accepting the resignation of Donald TM. Nelson as
his Personal RepresentatiVe to the other governments, President Truman wrote as
follows:
"I do not see how I can longer refuse to accept your resignation,which was
tendered to me on April '16, 1945. 1 am, therefore, accepting it - reluctantly
-eff
ective as of Mlay 15, 1945,
"fEver since May of 194 you have been in Washingt on, at great personal
sacrifice; rendering patriotic and effective service in helping to build the vast
war machine which has finially spelled victory in Europe for the cause of decency.
That same armed might which you did so much to help forge now will be concentrated.
on the other side of the world to b'ring the Japanese to unconditional surrender.
"I am sure that it must be a great source of pride to you as it is of gratitude to the American people to realize how much your continued devotion and energy has contributed to the victory that has been and. to the victory that will
be.
"On behalf of the American people, I thank you and wish you much happiness
and success in your future endeavors.
"As I stated in our talk, I am letting you go upon your promise to come back
when we may need your services again.
"Until the 'workof your present mission is completed I am designating, at
your suggestion, I'Mr. Edwin A, Ljocke, Jr., to carry on in your stead."1
Appointment. President appointed Lieutenant Colonel Joseph V. Hodgson as
United States Commissioner on the United Nations War Crimes Commission.
STATE DEPARTMIENT
Question on Press Report. In reply to a question, Acting Secretary said.
that he knows of no communication from Marshal Stalin which would confirm a press
report implying that there is no possibility of cooperation between the Soviet
Union and her Western Allies.
Territorial Problems. Acting Secretary Grew made following statement;
"One of the most difficult problems to be solved in coming months will be the
just and equitable solution of the many territorial questions which have for so
many years plagued A\1rope. It is the fi'rm policy of the United States, as its
Allies have been officially informed, that territorial changes should be made
only after thorough study and after full consultation and deliberation between
the various governments concerned.
Only on this basis can adequate consi~eration be given to the human, economic$ and political elements involved and a
just and stable solution be found.
"Ther6 are thirty or more territcrial questions in Europe which requIre care-!
ful study before satisfactory decisions can be reached.
"Among these is the question of the much disputed northeastern frontiers of
Italy. Many months ago it was decided that the best way to avoid hasty and preCarious territorial solutions in the Anglo-American theater of operations would
be to establish and maintain an Allied Military Government in the disputed areas
pending settlement by the orderly processes to which the United Nations are
pledged.
"Apart from the fact that this is an Anglo-American theater of operations and
AnglO-American troops forced the surrender of the German garrison at Trieste, the
disputed areas are temporarily of prime importance from a military point of view.
Since the Allied occupation forces require a zone of administration to include
adequate port facilities and lines of communication and surpply leading to Central
Europe, it was deemed particularly essential to establish Allied military control
in this part of Italy.
of Yugoslav interest in the Venezia Giulia area$ proposals along the
b'"Aware
above
lines were
presented too and accepted by, 11arshal Tito last February. NotWithstanding this agreement, claims have now been advanced that by virtue of conquest Yugoslav forces are entitled forthwith to occupy and control the administration of this region. These claims are put forward regardless of the operations of
Field Miarshal Alexanderts forces in bringing about the defeat of the Germans in
that

-2that area. According to radio reports, Yugoslav elements are already setting
up a 'N~ational Federal Government of Slovenia' in Trieste.
"'Aside from the extent of the facilities required by the Allied military
forces in this area, this Government reiterates its view that a disinterested
military government is essential in Venezia Giul~ia in order not to prejudice,
through sudden unilateral action taken in the flush of victorys a final solution
corresponding to the problems and the principles involved. The present problem
is far more than a mere frontier controvery between two claimants. It raises the
issue of the settl.ement of international dis-putes by orderly process rather than
unila~teral action. The disposition of Venezia Giulia, as of other disputed territories, must therefore await a definite peace settlement in which the claims
of both sides and, the peoples concerned will receive a full and fair hearing or
be made a matter of direct negotiations freely entered into between the parties
involved,
"I am convincedd that no territorial problem can be solved by proclamations
issued in the wake of an army on the march."
FSO Changes.The following changes have occured in the Foreign Service since
May 5, 1945: Theodore C. Achilles, now in the Department, has been assigned First
Secretary of Embassy and Vice Consul at London, to serve in dual capacity; WilliaL
Belton, Third Secretary of Embassy and Vice Consul at Ottawa, has been assigned
Assistant Agricultural Attache' at Ottawa; David 0. Berger# First Secretary of
Embassy and Consul General at Buenos Aires, has been assigned First Secretary of
Embassy and Consul General at Chungking, to serve in dual capacity; Herbert S.
Bursley, Counselor of Embassy at Mexico, D. F., has been assigned Counselor of
Embassy at Ankara; William A. Fowler, now in the Department, has been assigned
First Secretary of Embassy and Consul at London, to serve in dual capacity; Paul
C. Squire, Consul at Geneva, has been assignedi First Secretary of Embassy and
Consul General at Buenos Aires, to serve in dual capacity; Edward G. Trueblood,
First Secretary of Embassy and Consul at Limal has been designated Counselor of
Embassy at Lima; James H. Wright, now in the Department, has been assigned Counselor of Embassy at Hiabana.
Costa Rican Vis'itor.Se~ior Julian Marchena, Director of the N\ational Library
of Costa Rica at San Jose', is on a visit to the United States as a guest of the
Department.,
MIS CELLANIEOUS PRESS
Security Council. UNCIO Committee voted unanimously today to maintain the
size of the Security Council at 11 members. Some nations refrained from voting.ý
Dulles Address. In radio address from San Francisco yesterday, John Foster
Dulles said.: "This is a vigorous, lusty conference. The delegates from all the
countries have strong convictions. That is the way it should be, .... The big
issues of the moment are colonial trusteeship and regional organization. In the
case of trusteeships, it is necessary to make provision for national defense,
which may require the United States to fortify Pacific islands. ... Also there
must be provision for the political, social and economic advancement of dependent
peoples,...
"The second big issue ... is how to fit regional arrangements into world organization. In this hemisphere there has developed over 125 years an interAmerican system of consultation. .. , We do not want to pull that down. C'n the
other hands we do not want so many regional arrangements that there is left no
real authority in the World Security Council. This matter is being actively debated in one of the committees of the Conference.
think a solution will be
,found.
"Always in conferences of this character crises arise. This Conference has
50 'Tar been relatively calm. ...
Here there is a good spirit. Back of it lies
the demand of humanity that we arrive at some solution. No one can take the
re'sponsibility of defeating that hope."
Committee Amendment. Technical committee yesterday afternoon adopted recommendation that the charter of the proposed international organization provide for
registration and publication of treaties. Committee has been assigned the subject
Of legal problems under the commission which is drafting the judicial organization
Of the Organization (Committee Two of Committee Four), Following its decision,
Committee appointed a subcommittee to prepare a draft of the treaty proposal.
Committee Chairman Abdel Hamil ;Badawi Pasha of Egyptian delegation presided at
the meeting.
Broadcasts
..

-3Broadcasts to German People. Six East Coast shortwave transmitters are being
used to bring to the German people "~the truth about themselves" as well as dletails of' coordinated Allied program by which they will be governed, OWI announced
today. "Cold factual summaries of world news" which are "clearing up and correcting historic falsifications" fed to the German people by the N\azis are included
in the broadcasts, OWI said. "Germans are being told repeatedly that they were
the ones who started this war and brought untold misery by fostering and tolerating Nazisim and its -ultimate objectives -- to conquer tho world by force. They
are being told that they also will be held responsibile for all crimes committed
in the name of Germany, that the German people will not be accepted agaili into
the fafnily of civilized nations until they have proved beýr-nd doubt that they
are worthy." OWI added that the Germans would be "reeducated by reports on how
a free democracy operatts,
and on how the free world is united to work toward
a permanent peace."
Germans Shown Atrocity Films. War Department disclosed that more than
343,000 German prisoners in this country have been ordered to see the motion pictures depicting horrors of murder camps operated by their former Nazi masters.
Army also plans to send into isach camp booirlets of still pictures.
Army Redeployment. United States Army's vast redeployment plan to shift
fighting men from Europe to Pacific began operation today, following announcement
by General. Eisenhower that combat troops who served both in Worth Africa and
Europe would not have to fight in the Japanese theater, press reports from Paris.
uppermost factor in operation of redeployment plan, said Lieuteiaant General Clay,
Deputy Military Governor of United States group Control Council, was '"lthe problem
Of applying overwhelming force to bring the war against Japan to a quick en.
General Clay said American troops who will go to the Pacific will be trained in
Japanese tactics while still in France and Germany under a senior experienced
battle General who is already in European theater.
Price Controls. Most peacetime goods returning to the market will sell at
1942 retail prices, Price Administrator Bowles announced yesterday as he made
public details of Government' s reconversion pricing program. He called for
"Ian avalanche of civilian goods and services" as soon as possible as surest
meanls of smothering "the fires of inflation." During reconversion period, Mr.
BO~les

pointed

out,

OPA

pricing

policies

must

meet

following

four

major

objectives:

(1) continued prevention of inflation; (2) make possible full production; (3)
encourage full employment; and (4) relaxation of price controls in one commodity
field after another as soon as inflationary danger disappears in each commodity
f'ield.
WAR. COMMUNIQUES A4ND REPORTS
Philippines, Jap garrisons throughout Mindanao were isolated from each other
and cut off from outside aid as result of new American landing at Mlacajalar Bay,
on island's north coast.,
Major General Ennis C. Whitehead, Commander of Fifth Air Force, expressed
belief today that the seven attacks on Japanese shipping base at Saigon, French
Indochina, between April 22 and May 4 had rendered it virtually useless. Raids
also knocked out submarine base, oil fuel storage facilities and sunk, destroyed
or damaged 95 merchant vessels and '2navy craft.
Pacific Fleet. Fierce hand-to-hand combat on Okinawa was nearing a climax
as American forces advanced half mile in face of desperate but futile counterattacks. Enemy was being shelled from newly won high ground overlooking Shuni,
key point in defense system. Through Thursday enemy on Okinawa had lost 39,489
killed in action.
Total naval casualties for Byukyiis campaign through Wednesday were 6,853-1,283 officers and men killed, 3,498 wounded and 2,072 missing.
lavy Casualties. Gross casualties re'oorted to date by Navy Department in
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard, were 1ý04,176, including 41,195 roported dead,
48,590 wounded, 10,143 missing and 4,248 -prisoners of war.
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The following is an attempt to pr'esent an objective, factual and.un'oiased.
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative American
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different par~ts of the count:ry,
the newspapers selected. will be varied from time to time. N'o effort has been
made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
iNew York Times (Hay 12)
1) "Wlhile the attention of the American people has been drawn irresistiboly
this week to the great news of the surrend-er of Germany and the end. of the war in
Europe, the United N~ations Security Conference at San Francisco has been makcing
gratifying progress. ... A stage has now been reached in which the smaller nations
are examining the handiwork of the larger Powers. The outlook for general acceptance of a final plan is bright,. ..At San Francisco we have had heartening evidence
that despite the fail-are of Russia, Britain and the United States to reach a solution of the Polish problem-a problem of great importance in itself, but not
essentially part of the task for which this conference was called: namely, the
task of creating the machinery of the new league of nations--the Great Powers have
been a~ble to collaborate suc~cessfully, in full view of the watchful eyes of tu1e.
many smaller nations whose own interests would. be so gravely jeopardized. if the
Great Powers fell apart. At this point we can feel confident that out of the San
Francisco Conference there will come a completed. plan that will mark at the very
least a long step forward toward the establishment of security against agg'ression
and res-Dect for law and ordler.11
2) "The text of the War Department'~s announcement yesterday shows howf vast
and intricate-are the responsibilities which our Army now assumes in the American
Zone of Occupation in Germany. .... It goes far beyond anything attempted., in our
Zone of occupation after the las~t war, and it does so for two reasons.
'7irst,
because it is our determination to de-R\azify our part of Germany as thoroughly as
an efficient exterminator cleans a pest-ridden house. Second., and, even more
fundamentally, because if we are net to have anarchy we shall have to create a
government to fill a vacuaum. ... The task to which we thus set our hand,..,xill..
require the closest possible collaboration with those who are responsible for the
management of the Russian, British and French Zones. In fact, it is not too much
to say that here, along the shadowy frontiers of the new lines drawn on the -map
of Germany, will begin, at once and on an unprecedented scale, the first real
post-war experiment in international cooperation.f"
3) Domestic interest.
4) Analyzes the shift of the total weight of war to the Pacific.
5) Domestic interest.
Des Mioines Register (May 9)
1) 1... There are..,dozens--probably hundredls--of..Nazi leaders on the Allied
criminal lists who have done a sudden fadeout. ... But the Soviet newspaper Pravda,
referring to the mass murder of several million people at the Cswiecim camp in
Poland., said this the other day, which was obviously intended to have general applicability:
'The Ritlerite scoundrels will not escape responsibility for their
crimes. They will be sought out in whatever hospitable country they may takeý:
refuge-beyond mountains and oceans, or any desert island-, at the very bottom of
the ocean-everywhereLl We have a notion that the Russians really mea ity.1
2) 1'... There are two generalizations having wide currency right now that
we've got to use all our discrimination and all our healthy skepticism about, or
we shall get hurt very badly-and hurt the rest of the world very badly in the
process. ... 1. Our Allies aren~t grateful, the charge runs. W~hy should they 'be?
..Where would. we have been if Britain had given up in 1940, or if Russia andChina had given up in 194r or 1942? ... The British didn't held out in 1940 for
our sake any more than we issued the shoot-on-sight order in 1941 for their sake-but the effect in each instance was that we saved each ether from downfall. The
Russians d~idn~t hold at Stalingrad for our sake, and we did~n't ship them trucks
and tanks through the terrible Murmansk blockad~e for their sakes-but 'each of us
saved the other, none the less. ... Consequently, there is no more reason why our
Allies should. be grateful to us than for us to be grateful to them. Yet they are.
The

-5The d~elirious enthusiasm with which the French people welcomed the armies of liberation will not soon be forgotten, nor the shouts and embraces of the Russian
G.I. 's at the junction points in central Germany. That doesn't mean the Russians
and. the _French are going to do just what we say from now on. Gratitude does not
carry with it a sentence of penal servitude.. Is that what the people expect who
complain that the allies are 'not grateful'? II. The Germans aren't repentant,
many commentators say. They are very'positive about this. Correspondents in
Germany, however, report a wide variety of reactions-sullen docility, fierce defiance, joyfual welcome, shocked horror...andl a widespread inclination to blame
everything on someone else. What does it all add up to? It would be a rash man
who would dlare say. ... W'e have yet to prove to the Germans that we, too, are not
blood~y aggressors, super-nationalists, killers of civilians without cause, grab-

bers of all wre can lay our hands on, like their late unlamented overlords. WTe

have yet to prove to them that democracy and world organization are not swindles,
but something fine-and also workable. Is that too much to ask? If we cannot do
that, we shall have fought in vain.ft
3) Domestic interest.
San Francisco Chronicle (M~ay 7)
1) "Ini a recent interview, Nunr

Pasha Es-Said, foremost statesman

of Iracj,

declared. that without active United States participation in the 'Lliddle ',ast there
can be no lasting peace in the world. ...Nurits conclusion seems to have beenn
reachead without reference to the United Nations Conference here, since a successful outcome of the Conference will merge United States participation in the general participation, and the United States will have no interests or responsibili-'
ties in the 11iLiddle East beyond this country's common share in any issue touching
upon commlon principle. To Americans, the statement comes as a rather startling
illustration of the telescoping of events. A few years ago, the mass of Americans,
would have reacted sharply and negatively to the suggestion that political developments in Iraq or Syria were any concern of ours. N7ow we find ourselves not
behind the idea but ahead of it. Political developments in Iraq. and Syria concern
us; but they also concern Venezuela and the Philippines Commonwealth. ..
2) Domestic interest.
3) Domestic interest,
4) Dcmestic interest.
5) "Confirmation of the effectiveness of Allied air power in breaking up
German supply and troop movement on the western front comes from no less anl aulthority than Field Mvarshal Karl Gerd von Rundstedt himself. ..
6) tITho United Nations Conference is being urged to provide a formula for
trial of war criminals. There is no pattern and one would be useful. But making
it seems outside the functions of the Conference as officially described. The
purpose of the Conference we suppose to be the discovery of a common area in which
issues between nations may be adjusted without war. The number of eztra-curnicular
activities proposed to the Conference by serious men and. organizations indicates
a public misconception about its responsibilities end limitations. Understanding
has not been helped by colorful overemphasis of interesting but unimportant details. It is of little importance to human beings 10 or 50 or 100 years hence,
indignation.1
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The sparkle and the color are interesting but they are shadow that thinking men
and women should not take for the substance."
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W1HITE HOUSE
Philippine Commission. President Truman made the following statement this
afternoon:
"I have had several discussions with President Osmena on the subject of
Philippine independence. These discussions were started. by President Roosevelt.
"IAs a result of the discussions I have had. with the President of the
Philippines, I em Prepared to endorse and carry through to their c~onclusionl
the policies laid. down by P'resident Roosevelt respecting the Islands and the
independence of the Filipino people.
"The date of independence will be advanced as soon as practicable in pursuance of the policy outlined by Congress in S. J. Resolution 93. The Filipino
people whose heroic and loyal stand in this war has won the affection and admiration of the American people, will be fully assisted by the United States
in the great problem of rehabilitation and reconstruction which lies ahead.
"In view of the special relationship between the United States anid the
Philippines as created by S. J. Resolution 93, 1 believe that suitable reciprocal trade between the two countries should continue for such time, after
independence; as may be necessary to provide the new Republic with a fair
opportunity to secure its econo~nic freedom and ind~ependence - a permanent
blessing for the patriotic people of the .'hilippinies.
"To assist me in the attainmen~t of these objectives and with the concurrence of President Osmeua, I em ask~ing Senatcr Millard Tydings, of Hvarylands
Chairman of the Filipino Rehabilitation Commission, to proceed to 1ivlanila as
my special envoy to excamine conditions there and. report his recommendations to
me,
"I have also designated the following to accompany Senator Tydings and to
Vice Admiral W. T. Tarrant,
assist him In the accomplishment of this mission:
United States Navy; Brigadier General Frank E. Lowe, United States Army; Colonel
Julian Baumann, United States Army; Geo~rge E. Ijams, Veterans Administration;
Z. D. Hester, Interior Department; J. Weldon Jones, Bureau of the Budget; Ben
D. Dorfman, United States Tariff Commission; Daniel S. Brierley, United States
Maritime Commission; and C. H{. Matthiessen, Consultant Wiar -ProductionBoard.
"It will be my constant endeavor to be of assistance to the Philippines.
I will be only too happy to see to it that the close friendship between our
two peoplesp developed through many years of fruitful association, is maintained
and strengthened,
"It hope to be able to accept the invitation of President Osmena to visit
Manila at the inauguration of the Philippine Republic."
Avp-ointments. Presidential appointments today ineluded Senator McClellan
and Governor Laney of Arkansas; Senator Maybank; Senator Tydings; Ambassador
to Mexcico George Miesseramith; and Harry L. Hopkins.
STATE-DEPARTMENT
Statement on Netherlands, Following statement was made by Acting Secretary
Grew on the liberation of the Netherlands4
"The complete liberation of the Netherlands marked by the unconditional
surrender in the field of the last-remaining German forces there will cause
especial rejoicing on the part of the American people. During the months
since the Allied advance came to a hal't at the Maas last September the Nazis
have wreaked savage destruction on the provinces still unliberated. Thousands
died by starvationt several hundred thousand more were carried away to forced
slave labor under inhliman conditions, a large part of the best arable land was
flooded, looting and pillage were carried out on a vast scale, and the factories#
Public utilities and the harbor installations of Amsterdam and Rotterdam were
wantonly wrecked.
Touot

-2-"Throughout this period the undaunted. Netherlands continued by steadfast
resistance to contribuite their utmost to the common victory. At the request of
the Nethe±klands Government and of General Eisenhower they maintained since last
September an unbroken transpdrtati on strike which disrupted Nazi operations at
the price of'reduction of Netherland food. supplies to starvation levels particul~arly in the large cities,
"Relief to the starvi ng population has already begun by air, by sea and by
land. In the great task of restoring their ruined motherland the heroic people
of the Netherland~s may count on the heartf~l't good-swill of the American people."
Statement on Denmark, jMr. Grew also made the following statement on the
libearation.of Denmark;
"The surrender in the field of the German forces in Denmark herald~s the
* restoration of freedom to a gallant and heroic people. Despite the total occupation of their country by the Nazi forces, the Danish patriots both at home
and. abroad never ceased to resi.st with every means at their disposal. Danish
$
saboteurs successfully carried out hundreds of perilous missions. Scoru~s of
Danish vessels 'manned by Danish seamen carried vitally needed cargoes to the
war zones,
Through the provision of bases in Greenland, the Danes materially
aided in, keeping open the North Atlantic aeIa lanes.
"Today the Dannebrog, the ancient f'lag of Denmark, agai~n flies freedly over
a free people. The American people rejoice in the restoration of Denmark's
independence."
FSO Chang!es, The following changes have occured. in the Foreign Service since
April 28, 1945: ClarencetC. Brooks, First Secretary of Embassy at Santiago, has
been designated Counselor of Embassy for Economic Affairs at Rio de Janeiro;
Cavendish W. Cannon, now in the Department, has been designated~ First Secretary
of Rmbassy and Consul at Lisbon, to serve in dual capacity; Harry E. Carlson$
First Secretary of Lega~tion and Consul at Stockholm, has been designated First
Secretary of Liegation and Consul at Reykjavik, to serve in dual capacity; flu~ayne
G. Clark, Consul at Sao Paulo, has 'been designated Commercial Attache' at Rio
de Janeiro; Raymond H. Geist# now in the Department, has been designated Counselor
of Embassy at Mexico City; Julian F. Harrington, Counselor of Embassy at Brussels,
has been assigned to the 1)epertment; Jeffreron Patterson, Counselor of Embassy
at Lima$ has been designated Counselor of Embassy at Brussels; Howard H.
Tewksbu~rgr Commercial Attache'of Embassy at q~uitol has been designated Commercial
Attache'at Buenos Aires.
Exchange of Telegrams. Secretary Stettiniu~s yesterday sent the following
telegram to the Honorable Cordell Hull. "tAt thd.s historic conference of the
United Nations, which your high Idealism and untiring efforts have done so much
to make possible, we join in sending to you this message as a token of our profound affection and. respect, We need hardly say that the absence from San
Francisco of the statesman who has come to be regarded. all over the world as the
Father of the United Nations organization is most keenly and constantly felt,
not only by ourselves but also by your many friends from the other nations
represented here, We are all~ hopeful that before the conference ends you will
be able to join us and renew again the personal counsel and collaboration which
had such fruitful results at Moscow and elsewhere. With M~ost cordial and
affectionate personal regards. Signed:. Anthony Eden, V. M. Molotov and Edward R.
Stettinius, Jr."
Following is Mr. Hull's reply: HI am d~eeply touched. Py your message and send
you my heartfelt thanks. The progress of your deliberations has my constant
and prayerful attention. It has been a bitter disappointment to me that I have
not yet been able to join your councils and to meet my many dear friends.
"My faith has never wavered. I know you will succeed. I am confident
that you and all the other leaders of peoples the world over will not lose sight
of the greaýt objectives which give our common victory its meaning, I know that
united in the spirit of our great purpose you. cannot fail to meet the challenge
of this histo~ric hour, I salute your splendid. leadership."
MISCELLANTEOUS PRE~SS
Unconditional Surrender in Southern Germany. General Eisenhower announced
that the German First and Nineteenth armies in southern Germany and western Austria
surrendered unconditionally to General Devers, Sixth Army Group Commander, at
2:30 p.m. (8:30 a.m. EWT) today. Supreme Headquarters announceilent- saidi "IIT~ecapitulation takes official effect tomorrow, May 6, at noon, but on both sides radio
broadcasts now are announcing the e~nd of hostilities on their front so that there
may be no further loss of life."
Arrest

-3-Arrest of Polish Leaders. Secretary Stettinius made the following statement
today in San Francisco: "For the last month we have been asking the Soviet
Government about the report that a number of prominent Polish democratic lead.~rs
in Poland had. met for discussion with Soviet authorities during the latter
p-trt of March. Mr. Molotov has now officially informed Mr. Eden and myself
that these leaders were arrested. on the charge of 'diversionist' activities
against the Red Army,
"We told Mr, Molotov of our great concern on learning after such a long
delay of this disturbing development which has a direct beamning on the workIng out of the Polish problem. The Crimea agreement on Poland provided fo~r
consultations with representatives of the Warsaw Provisional Government and.
with Polish democratic political leaders from within ;rolandl. and from abroad.
We have asked Mr. Molotov for a complete list of the names~ of these Polish
political leaders who hiave been arrested and a full explanation of this action.
Further discussions must await a reply."~
SoPonsors' Amendments. At press'conference today, Secretary Stettinius
announced. that China.* Russia# Britain and United States were agreed fundamentally
on measuxes intended to strengthen the Dumbarton Oaks formula in devising a
new internati~ozal cha:..ter- Mr,. Stettinius made pribl~ic the text of appro-ximately
30 amendrnents to the Dumbarton Oaks proposals on which the four powers were
in agreement,
Important provisions in the big four amendments Included-.: (1) provision
that the Assembly, in electing the six non-permanent members of Security
Council, give special regard to the contribution members can make to the maintenance of peace "and. also to equitable geographicall distribution"r; (2) provision that the economnic anQd social council set up Laot only economic and social
co~mmission but also o~nes 1-,2 fields of cultural act itties,. promotion of human
rights and any other in the soclal and eronomio, fields; (3) special emphasis
in several chapters of the charter on cultural problems and the addition as
a purpose of Rthe prcmot`ýon. and encouragement of res;pect for human rights and
for fundamental freevl..ms for all without distinctiou as to race, language, religion or sex"; (4) inclusion of a clause which prov--des that the organization
~ 5fdsuteos with "due regard for principles of justice
~
abu ~ dutet
bring~
and international law"; (5
dtion to the purposes of the organization of a
section recognizing the pri iples of "equal rights and self determination of
AmeriJcan Amendmentsq
n regard-to the American proposed amendments, Secretary Stettinius said, in answer to question, that the American proposals had
varying degrens of si:pport from Great Britain, China and Russia. He added: "We
are fully confident we can work these matters oa~l Explaining the first two
American proposals, Mr. Stettinius said: One of these amendments would clarify
the power of the Ass,--Ibly to recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of
any situation# regard-less of origin, likely to impair the general welfare or
friendly relations, including situations resulting from a violation of the
purposes and principles of the proposed charter of the world organization. A
sec~ond United States amendment clarifies the authority of the Security Council
in regard to regional arrangements directed against the present Axis powers.
It reemrphasizes the proposal that no enforcement action would be taken under
regional arrangements without the authority of the Security Council, except
when such action was d~irecefed against atates now at war with the United Nations.
As explained by the Se,(retazy ' the third proposed American amendment that on trusteeshi~ps -- would: first, create three dilfferent categories of
trusteeship: one for territories now under mandate, another for territories
detached from enemy states as a result of the war, and a thtrd for territories
voluntarily placed under tr-asteeship by the administering 'states; second, make
a dlistincti~on between strategic areas under trusteeship and. non-strategic areas;
th'ird, give the Security Couincil authority to exercise the functions of the
world organization in strategic areas under trusteeship; fourth; give the General
Assembly, assisted by a tru:ý'eechip counfcil, authority to exercise the functions
of the world organization In otherc trusteeship areas. Secretary emphasized that
the United. States trusiteeshitp proposals hold great promise for the development
and. progress of the peoples of dependen~t areas. He added,~ however, that the
Conference is dealing only with the machinery for trusteeships. Specific areas
to be placed under the system, Mr. Stettinius stressed, will be left for future
arrangement,
Honorary
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Honorary ~Degrees. Ujniversity of California yesterday conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of La~ws upon six of the United Nations' leading statesmen:
T. V. Soong, Georges Bidault, Ezequiel Padilla, Anthony Eden, Prime Minister
Smuts, and Secretar'y Stettinius.' Some eight thousand persons crowded into the
University's outdoor Greek theatre to witness the ceremony and to hear short
addresses by the six delegation chairmen. President Robert G. Sproul of the
University conferred the degrees upon the candidates and introduced each of
the speakers,
The speakers all agreed that the Conference is motivated by the unanimous
desire of all delegates to work hard together to insure lasting peace and
maintained that this power was strong enough to overcome the minor differences
inevitably arising in the course of z~ny discussion.
The Secretary, in his address, said in part: "The Conference has made a
good beginning and Its work is proteeding on scheclule, The area
of agreement
that has already been reached on many subjects is tremendously impressive.
The
United Nations will accomplish the task they set out to do.- The United Nations
are United in their purpose to build a peace in which freedom of speech, freedom
of religion, freedom from fear and. freedom from want can be realized for
all

the peoples everywhere regardless of race, creed or religion.
"I hope you, will never forget ~this fundamental Unity,
It Is upon this
strong and sturdy rock of unity that our work at San Francisco is firmly based.
Because of this the United Nations Gonference will succeed."
Retention,0±' Pacifi~c Bases. American delegation was urged. by Edward IT.

Schieberling, National Commander of 1,merican Legion, to-see that no action
was
taken by the Conference which wo-ald remove island bases from American control.
His appeal in this respect dealt specifically with islands captured from Japan,
"No form of international trusteeship) to princ~tleof mandating, can assure
thei.r efficient operation as the impregnable outposts of freedom," said
Mr.
Scheiberlingls message addressed to Secretary Stettinius. "We urge
that no
agreement implied or direct, be entered into which would. limit the
extent to
which these island outposts may be fortified. and developed by the United
States
as effective air and naval bases,"'
Farm Federation .Views. Edward A, O'Neal, president of American
Federation and official consultant to American delegation, declared Farm Bureau
yesterday
in radio broadcast that -"our American farmers strongly favor the
United States
assuming its share of responsibility for cooperation with other
nations in
an international organization for maintaining world peace" and the "tenforce-,
ment of the decisions of the Security Coiinoil, boy military force,
if necessary."i
Speaking for some three and one-half million American farm people
in his orgauization, Mr. O'Neal said. that "as an indispensable basis for the continued
success of the proposed world organization." his organization favored
United
States participation in the International Bank and Fund, as well as in
the
International Food and. Agriculture Organization. He asserted that
"proper plans
should be developed for relating these organizations to the world
organization."
The farm leader also called for an international trade conference
to consider
lowering of trade barriers.
.UNI'MR Offices Reorganized, United. Nations Rielief
and Rehabilitati on Offices
in Washington and in Europe have been reorganized., Director
General Lehman announced yesterday. M~r. Lehman said that during the intensive
period. of operations now opening he would have to be free to move about as the situation
requires. He will spend part of his time at He~iquarters in Washington
and
part
in European regional office in London. London office will
supervise all mis-.
sions in European area. with exception rnf Poland$ which remains
under Washington
headquarters direction Until an agreemeU't is concluded with that
country. In
the Washington office, Bureau of Areas will be changed.
into a Bureau of Services
under direction of Michael Menshikov', Deputy DIirector General,
who will als(supervise Division of Welfare, Health and Displaced Persons.
Mr. Lehman is establishing a Director General's office in London and will
assign Commander
Re Go A. Jackson, senior'Deputy Director General to
serve as his personal representative, All headquarters bureaus and offices will be
placed under direction
of the senior Deputy Director General, When Commander Jackson
is absent from
Washington, Roy F. Hendrickson, Deputy Director General
for Supply, will be in
charge. Director General Lehman stated that he will
retain responsibility for
global direction of policy aznd operations through the headquarters,
but will
delegate authority for operations as rapidly as possible
to management offices
nearest the countries receiving assistance.
VIAR

-5WAR COPi>JJFIQVES -AND REPORTS
SHA.jF1 War In northwest Germany, Holland and Denmark ended at 8 a.m. today
with unconditional surrender of 500,000 Germans. Mass suarrenders have boosted
total of German prisoners taken by Western Allies to well over 4,000-.000. Only
six percent of top-strength German Army, roughly half million men, remained.
Wehrmacht was reduced to garrisons of about 9300,000 in Czechoslovakia anid
Austria, and these were surrendering at ra-pid rate; 150,000 in isolated Norway;
and 50,000 in French ports and channel islands. Seventh captured 50,000 prisoners yesterday as it hacked Austria in two. 1Berchtesgaden, Hitler's vaunted
fortress in Bavarian Al~p$. was seized and cleared. Salzburg, bastion of national
redoubt, was in American hands, as was Innsbruck, key to Alpe communications.
Seventh drove into Italy through Brenner Pape and met Fifth Army's veterans
of Italian campaign..
Philipvpines. Australian troops on Tarak~an Island off Borneo seized western
part of city of Tarakan and approadhed within half mil~e of its airfield. In
Philippines, American forces were engaged in house-to-house combat in Davaop
capital of. lindanao,
Pacific Fleet, Off Okinawa Jap airplanes s=nk five more lightwarshi~psi but
American pilots shot down at least 150 of the attacking force. Japanese landed
some 600 troops behind American lines on Okinawa; all of which were destroyed
or surrounded by American troops.
Twentieth Air Force. Force of approximately 50 3-29's bombed three southern
Kyushui airfields late yesterday in the day's third neutralization raid on Japanese homeland. Earlier between 150 and 200 Superfortsa attacked aircraft plant
at K~ure on Honshu Island.
Burma. Japanese forces irn Burma have been decisively defeated, with 97,000
slain in last 15 months. Inner harbor of port of Rangoon is expected to be open
to shipping very soon.
Nayvy Casualties. Gross casualties reported to date by Navy Department in
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard were 102,096, of which 40,081 were reported
dead, 47l669 wounded, 10,096 missing and 4,250 prisoners of war.

EDITO0RI.AL

-.6EDITOTIAIL CO1wZTQJ1
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and unbiased
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative Am~erican
newspapers. In an effort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected will be varied from time to time. Wo effort has been
made to select editorials or to give either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
hew Yorkl- E-erald. Tribune (2hay 5)
1)K.~.If San Francisco did nothing else ...than make our people sense the
nature of the Russian outlook it would perform an invaluable service. If we can
become realists about the Soviets, their tactics and their aims, and act thereon,
we can do more for the peace of the world than by any other route. ...1-That has
become unistakable at San Francisco is the fact that Americans are the one
people who are close enough to the Russians-in character, in outlook, in basic
problems-to achieve a solid friendship with them. This is no new or romantic
invention# It is a part of history. From the birth of the American Republic the
two nations have had bonds of understanding. Americans have, at times, dislilhed
Russian goverlnments; they have always liked the Russian people. ... Imericans
could and should do much more than they are doing to comprehend the Roviet republics. ... Cbviously, we should seek to break down Russian isolationism while increasing our own ability to understand. There can be no question of the power of
Russia. The fate of the world depenids upon her decisions equally with those of
the U~nited States.* We count it a fortunate chance for the world that thesýe two
great peoples hold such possibilities of friendship. We speak for no romantic
pretense of understanding where none exists. We urge only straight talk, between
strong peoples who by nature and experience have much in common and who f'or Oeneratiens have liked each other.'1
2) 11-.- roiled in their attempt at a general surrender to the western Allies
alone, th'e Germans continue to fight i-n order to surrender to them in detail.
It is physical fear of Russian retribution which motivates the present German
policy. But it is also a political move-a last thrust at Allied unity-,.~..As
tue#ý. It has already failed,. with tbe flat refusal of Himmlerls terms, with the
inclusion of Ruissian officers in the surrender of the Germans in Italy. Lind as
a contribution to some new legend of German good intent, it can only succeedl if
the victors forget their common sacrifice and common cause."
3) "Presidlent Truman has made a strong bid for the people's confidence in
his first three weeks in office. His firm stand on world issues has been matched
by equal firruness on a number of politically touchy domestic matters. Cne evidence of a willingness tQ take, if need be, the politically unpopular standl was
the move for economy, cutting, even eliminating, government bureaus. Another was
his espousal of the Office of Price Administration, backed by forenotice that
price controls maay be continued beyond the end of the war. Now he has braved
the farm bloc to veto a measure designed to secure draft deferment for more agricultural laborers. ... The President is unquestionably right. ..
4) Domestic interest.
5) Lecal interest.
Washingzton Post (11ay 5)
1) Predicts Japan's reaction to Allied victory in Europe and concludes:
"It would,be a blunder worse than a crime for Americans to assume that, with
Germany- beaten, we can afford tb rea.
2) Domestic interest.

.3)Donestic interest.
4) 11* All the energy that we can spare, after equipping our armed forces
for continuation of the war against japan, will not be enough to save Durope from
acute suffering and despair. ... Anything less than maximum help from the United
States widll leave all Europe a victim of paralysis, plagues and deep despair. .
Open-minded appraisal of the situation can lead to no other course, we think,
than wholehearted participation in reconstruction, as we have participated in the
war. ... Indeed, the rebuilding of the sort of civilization for which we have
been fishting may- depend as much,upon the adoption of wise reconstruction policies now as upon victory itself."t
5)

-74) "The State Department has wisely given a soft answer to Soviet wrath
over alleged maltreatment of liberated Russian prisoners of war. It wouldl bo
more than unfortunate to permit this essentially minor issue to be blown up into
another major controversy with our ally. ... Sometimes the public relations policies of the Soviet Union are difficult for Americans to fathom. We do not know
why the Russians saw fit to air these charges, and with such extravagance, instead of taking them up through the normal diplomatic channels.
They cannot
seriously believe that our troops are willfully mistreating the Russian civilians
we freed. from German concentrati 'on camps. We hope that the dignity of the State
Department's reply will quell their indignation over fancied. wrongs."
5) "HIitler's death caused the Portuguese government to order two d~ays of
mourning and. Prime Kinister de Valera of Eire to make a personal condolence call
at the G~erman Embassy in Dublin. ... The neutrality which these governmoents practiced throughout the course of the war was dictated. by expediency; .. , W11ow, however, the war in Europe has been won; the neutrals need no longer fear -Hitler or
his Reich. Can it be that the mor'al myopia they imposed- upon themselves in the
face of danger has now blinded them to all ethical vaus?.1
6) "... bWhat prompted Pierre Lava), to take the road. of treason was a mixture
of vanity and venality, with the latter the dominant ingredient. ... All that
life holds for this adventurer now is the stern justice that will be metedl out by
his own countrymien who place him high on the list of French war criminals."
Philadelphia Bulletin (May 3)
1) "OCn his first day in office G~ermanyts new Fuehrer found the shaky edifice of H~itler's empire crashing in every direction. .I
2) Local interest.
3) "17ith aussials political problems multiplying as its armies advance westward Iviolotov is not expected to stay much longer in the United States. .0. His
trip cannot but have been enlightening to him. He has found President Truman
friendly but firm, not averse to compromise and reasonable concessions, but not
minded to let Mloscow call the tunQ on vital matters on which we do not see eye
to eye with Stalin. We too have learned something from his visit. One thl-ing is
not to expect from the Russians always the manners and. the tactics to which wie
have been accustomed. in diplomatic intercourse with other nations. ... Fortunately, there is no reason to believe that the Soviet setbacks on Poland and.
Argentina have soured.Moscow on the Dumbarton Oaks idea, We can credit the
Russians with the sense to realize the advantages to them of international cooperation against aggressors, and to continue to carry on with us."
4) "Unconditional surrender of the G-erman armies in Italy winds up in complete trium-ph for the Allies ... On the Allied side the fighters included. Frenchmen, P1ols, Indians and Brazilians as well as Britons. and Americans.
T7egro and
Japanese-American commands distinguished themselves. It has been a hard fight,
a victory dearly bought. American combatants on this front are entitled. to every
honor, every consideration, their countrymen can give them."
5) "It is officially promised that 'in event of the cessation of hostilitie's
in Europe, the President will speak by radio to emphasize the necessity for thankfulness and. for the continuance by all Americans in the great war job which lies
before us.! ... This, it seems, is the underlying mood of the nation, though some
will not share it when the announcement comes that the war in Europe is ovr*
6) "Australian forces landing in Borneo are at the doors of one of the
world's richest t'easure houses of raw materials. ... IWhen we get the wealth of
the Indies behind us the weight of the attack of the United Nations on Japan
promises to be overwhelming.?'
7) local interest.
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WHITE HOUSE
German Unconditio nal.Surrender in Italy. President Truman made the follw*ing statement: "iThe Allied Armies in Italy have won the unconditional
surrender
of German forces on the first European soil to which, from the West,
we carried
our arms and our determination. The collapse of military tyrannyj
in Italy,
however, is no victory in Italy alone, but a part of the general
triumph we
are expectantly tawaiting on the whole continent of Europe, Only
folly
chaos can now delay the general capitulation of the everywhere defeated and
German
armies.
"I have dispatched congratulatory messages to the Allied &nd American
officers who led our forces to complete defeat of the Germans in
Italy. They
deserve our praise for the vict-ory, We have right to be proud of
the success
of our armies.
"tLet Japan as well as Germany understand the meaning of these events.
Unless they are lost in fanaticism or determined upon suicide,
they must
recognize the meaning of the increasing swifter-moving power now
ready for the
capitulation or the destruction of the so-recently arrogant enemies
of mankind."t
President's CongratulatoryI iessages. The President has sent the
following
message to Field Marshal Alexander: "ýOn this momentous occasion of
the surrender
of the German Armed Forces in Italy, I convey to you from the President
and the
people of the United States ooz~gratulations on the signal success
of the Allied
Armies, Navies and Air Forces under your command, gained only
by persistent
heroic effort through many months of a most difficult campaign.
I send also
to you personally our appreciation of the higih order of your
leaderships which
conducted our Armies to their complete victoryQ'I
The President also sent the following message to General Mark
Clark: ff0n
the Occasion of the final brilliant victory of t1-~e Allied
Armies ini Italy in
i.mposi.ng unconditional surrender upon the enemy, I wdsh to
convey to the
American forces under your command, and to you personally,
the appreciation
and gratitude of the President and of the people
of the United Stat~es;, No
praise is adequate for the heroic achievement$ and
magnificent coiurage of every
individual under your command during this long an'd trying
campaigna, America
is proud of the essential contribution made by your
American Armies to the final
Allied victory in Italy, Our thanks for your gallant
leadership and the deathlees valor of your men."'
Shipbuilding
Cut,, President today recommended in letter to Congress
that
funds available to the Maritime Commission for ship construction
be
cut
more
than $7 billion in current appropriation and contract
authorization. Trans~mitted wvith the President's letter was a statement by
Budget Director Smith,
which explained that the favorable progress of the wars
indicated that there
was no necessity at present for proceeding with construction
of additional tonnage contemplated at the time current appropriation
and contract authorization
were provided.
BudgetCuts. President today recommended t'o Congress
a
than $80,000,000 in 1946 budget estimates for year beginning reduction of more
ing agencies: OWI, WPB, 00C, CDT, Petroleum Administration Julylo-fthe followfor War, FSA, WViC,
and Office of Scientific Research and Development.
With
reference
to a
$12,100,000 cut in CWI's proposed budget of $54,100,000,
recommendation explained
that war developments in the European theater were
expected to make possible
end of psychological warfare in that area and a
curtailment of information
activities and broadcast materials-in neutral and
allied countries, and added
that the balance of $42,000,000 would allow intensification
of OWI activities
in the Far Easter*n zone, In regard to a $4,800,000
reduction in proposed 1946
budget of $19,150,000 of the Office of Censorship,
recommendation pointed out
that discontinuance of censorship in some areas following
victory in Europe
would make this cut possible.
Government
P ersonnel,
In letter to OWMR Director Vinson yesterday, President
Truman declared that through. Mr. Vinson, he was calling
upou-the key personnel
in Government service to stick to their posts until
the battle with Japan was
won,.
0 CD
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-2QOD Termina .ted..Presi~dent in letter to Congress today announced- that the
Office of Civi~lian Defense would be terminated by June 30, 1945. At same time,
President issued. statement emphasizing continued need. for volunteer efforts
in states and communities.
Appointments, Presidential appointments today included Treasury Secretary
Morgenthau; R~epresentative Boykin and. subcommittee on patents; Representative
Anderson and committee to investigate food shortages; Edward J. Flynn; Acting
Secretary G-rew with Major General John A. Crane and Brigadier General Cortland
Schuyler who have just returned from central Europe; War Secretary Stimson;
Secretary of Navy Forrestal; and newly-appointed Ambassador of Yugoslavia,
Stanoje Simic, who presented his credentials.

V

STATE MFARTMENT
German Unconditional Surrender in Italy. Following statement was made by
Acting Secretary Grew upon the announcement of the surrender of the German
Armies in Italy:
1'2he heartwarming news of the Allied victory in Italy means that the
German Command 'there has abandoned all organized resistance -and formally surrendered to the Allied Armies in Italy. The road to the invasion of Austria
and southern Germany is now cleared *,f all opposition, thereby greatly reducing the possibility of prolonged resistance in tha-t area. We hail this
triumph of the Allied Armies.
"The crushing defeat of the German armies in Italy - so effectively aided
by the energy, courage, and spirit of responsibility of Italian patriots brings with it the liberation of Northern Italy. Italy, which has been fighting the common enemy since 1943, is now rid, of the German yoke and soon will
be a nation united in fact as-well as in purpose under the democratic government of free Italy"1
Account of Himmlerts Surrender Offer. Acting Secretary today released
the following chronological account of Himmler's surrender offer:
1. April 24, 11 p.m., Swedish time (5 p.m. EWT). The American Minister
to Sweden, Herschel V. Johnson, and the British Minister, Sir Victor Hallettv
are summon(:d by Swedish Foreign Minister Gunther and advised of Himmiler's
surrender offer,
2. April 25, 3 a.m,l Swedish time (April 24, 9 p.m. XWT). American 1,inister
to Sweden, Hersehel V. Johnson, files his cable to the Department. Summary of
message,, (1) count Bernadotte met Hiamzler at Lubeck at 1 o'clock the morning
of April 24, at Uimmlerts request. (2) Himmier said Hitler was so ill he might
already be dead and could not live more than two days (General Schullenburgs
Hiramler's confidential staff officer, said Hitler was suffering from brain
hemorrhage), and that he, Ilimmler, was therefore in a position of full authority.
(3) Himmler asked Swedish Government to arrange for him to meet Eisenhower in
order to arrange to capitulate on the whole Western Front (including Holland).
Bernadotte asked if Norway and Denmark were included in the capitulation.
Himmler agreed to order his troops in Norway and Denmark to surrender to Ameritan, British or Swedish troops. (4) Himmler said he hoped to be able to continue to fight on the Eastern Front and stipulated that his offer was for the
Westearn Allies only,
3. April 25. Meeting at Pentagon Building. A meeting is held early in
the afternoon of April 25 at the Pentagon Building attended by the President,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff# and Mr. Grew, the Acting Secretary of State. The
President communicates with Mr. Churchill and they agreo upon mesveges to
Stalin. The President sends his message to Marshal Stalin summarizing the
Himmler offer and stating that British and American Governments propose to
reject it and to inform Himmler that unconditional surrender to the Governments
of the United Statesp Great Britian and the Soviet Union is the only acceptable
offer.
4. April 26, noon, EWT. Soviet charge' d'affaires, ai.Lt Novikov$ calls
upon M~r* Grew and presents Marshal Stalin's reply thanking the President for
the information and agreeing to the proposed message to Stockholm. Mr. Grew,
the Acting Secretary of State, immediately takes the Soviet reply to the
President.
5,April
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5. April 26, 1 p-m., EWT. Telegram is sent to the American Legation in
Stockholm from the Presid~ent advising the Minist~er that the only acceptable
terms are unconditional suxrrender to the three Allied Governments on all fronts;
that if accepted the German forces should. surrender to local commanders in the
field; and that where resistance continues, the Allied armies will continue to
press the attack,
6. April 27, 6 p.m,., Swedish time (noon, 3W'T). The American Minister reports that the President's message was communicated. to the Swedish Foreign
Office and Count Bernadotte on April 26 and that Bernadotte left the morning
of April 27 for Fleneberg to communicate with Himmier. (Flensberg is in Germany just below the Danish frontier.),
7. -May 2, 2 a.m. , Swedieb time (May 13 8 yi.m., 314T). The American Minister
reports that Count Bernadotte returned to Stockholm on TMay 1, and advised him
~that he delivered the P'resident's message but had received no reply,
Phili-oine Evacuees. The Department announced today that approximately
2,500 civilian evacuees from the Philippines have arrived in the United States.
The Department has been unable to notify the next of Xcin of these individuals
concerning their arrival as is the usual practice.
CONGRESS
International Office of Education. Senator Fulbright submitted resolution
which urged participation, by United States in organization of an International
Office of Education. .Bill was referred to Committee on Education and labor,
Treaty Ratification. House yesterd~ay began two dlays of goneral debate on
proposed constitutional amendment offered by Judiciary Committee to vest in
ratifying or rejecting
Representatives co-equal authority with Senators in
treaties,
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Stettinius' Conference.* At press conference yesterday afternoon, Secretary
Stettinius declared, in response to a question, that he was confident that
Russian Foreign Commissar Molotov would be able to stay in San Francisco another
few days - at least until the Committees a~id Commissions of the Conference
were underway. Mr,. Stettinius said he neverý had anticipated that Mr. Molotov
would be able to remain in San Francisco long in view of the rapidly moving
events in Europe.
Conference Commissions and Committeegs. Steering Committee yesterday
unanimously adopted detailed proposal of Executive Committee for breakdown of
the Conference into Commissions and Committees. Proposal, which allocates
officerships of the various Commissions and Committees to specific delegations,
later in the day was accepted unanimoulsy by the delegations at taCIO'a sixth
plenary session. Report did not specify individuals who wor'e to be presidents,
chairmen or rapportours of the Commissions and Committees. Selection of the
individuals was left to the delegation allotted the position.

Following is list Of the Commissions and the delegations which will supply/
the officers: Commission One: General Provisions of a World Charter - Presi-.
dent, Belgium; Rapporteur, Philippine Commonwealth; Secretary, Lebanon. ComaF resident? Union~ Of SOut
mission Two: General Assembly of a World Body
Commission Three: Security
Africa; Rapporteur, Panama; Secretary, Liberia.
Council of a World Body -- President, Norway; Rapporteu~r, Paraguay; Secretary,
Honduras. Commission Four: Judicial Organization -- President, Venezuela;
Secretary, Ethiopia; (position of Rapporteur of this Commission was left vaicant,,'
to be filled later.)
Following Committees were named. to serve under the four Commissions:
Under Commission One; Committee One, P1reamble, Purposes and PrinciplesChairman, Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic; Rapporteur, Syria, Committee
Two, Ilembership and General - Chairman, Costa Rica; Rapporteurs, HaLiti (on
membership questions) and Saudi Arabia (on general questions). Uinder Commission Two: Committee one, Structure and Procedures -- Chairman, Turkey;
Bapporteur, White Russian Soviet Socialist Republic. Committee Two, Political
and Security Functions - Chairman, Bolivia; Rapporteur, D~ominican Republica
Committee Three, Economic and Social Cooperation - Chairman, India; Bapporteur,7
Guatemala. Committee Four, Trusteeship System - Chairman, New Zealand;
Rapporteur, Luxembourg. Under Commission Three; Committee One, Structure bn~d
-Chvirman, Greece; Rapporteur# El Salvador. Committee Two,
Procedures
Peaceful Settlements -- Chairman, Uruguay; Rapporteur, Soviet Union. Committee
Threef Enforcement and Arrangements - Chairman, Ecuador; flapporteu~ry France.
Committee Four, Regional Arrangements -- Chairman, Colombia; Rapporteur, China.
Chairman, Peru;
Under Commission Four: Committee One, International Court Rapporteur, Iraq. Committee Two, Legal Problems - Chairman, Egypt; Rapport eurp,
Nicaragua.
Plenary Session, Afternoon plenary session yesterday, at which Secretary
Stettinius presided, included addresses by heads of eight delegations - South
Africa, Ethiopia, France, Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, Liberia afld Turkey*
Prime Minister Smuts, who, was delegate to Versailles peace conference,
said thQ two major departures of Dlumbarton Oaks Charter from the League of Nations covenant -. departures which he endorsed --- were the "unequivocal prohibition of war"' and "~recognition of the special, position of the great powers"
Irkthat prohibition.' He praised the DJumbarton Oaks plan as realistic.
Georges Bidault, French Foreign Minister, declared that France is ready
.to assume her full responsibilities in a world of peace and is prepared to
"Imake such sacrifices of sovereignty as may be agreed to in common and mutually,
recognized as necessary to collective security."t He indicated that France i-s
not entirely in accord with granting Security Council veto rights to the
"great- powers, of which, I repeat, France is one,"1 and that France may have someý
amendments to submit in that respect.
A request that the Latin Amaerican countries be given '~adequate representation" in the proposed Security Council was made by Guillermo Toriello, Guatemalats
Foreign Minister, who also pleaded for full recognition of the responsibility
of regional organization such as that formulatedin the Act of Chapultapec.
Evening session, which was presided over by Chinese Foreign Minister Soong,
heard addresses by heads of delegations from New Zealand, Cuba, Luxembourg, and
Venezuela.
Prime Minister Peter Fraser of New Zealand, criticized the provisions that
would enable permanent members of a world Security Council to veto action by
the Courcil and expressed the fear that that veto power might be used "to cast
a cloak of protection over a small aggressor power."
Cuban Minister Guillermo Belt Ramirez went on record as opposed to granting a permanent seat on a world council to any state, but said Cuba was prepared
to accept that arrangement in the interest of harmony.
Veterans Proposal. International veterans council to unite soldiers of
this war from all the United Nations in efforts to preserve world peace and justice was proposed to the United States delegation by American Veterans Commiittee,
an organization of veterans of this war, which has official standing as consultant
at the Conference.
Veterans Em-ployMent. United States Employment Service revealed that it
found jobs for 775,495 veterans of this war from February 1944 through last March*
Of that number, 88,85~3 were disabled servicemen placed in jobs since last Auguxst.
Japoanese

-5-Japcanese War. Lieutenant General Robert 0. Richardson, Jr., Commanding
General, Pacific Ocean Areas, declared yesterday, after returning to Honolulu
from a conference wit~i General MacArthur, that the Pacific war has entered a
new phase which soon will call for a major assault on the Japanese empire.
German Prisoners. Allied Armies on Western Front in Euirope have captured
a grand total of 21628p529 prisoners from D-Day up through the week ending
April 25, War Department announced. Biggest bag was taken during week ending
April 18 when 561,201 of the enemy were scooped up and placed in prisoner'-ofwar cages.
International. Office of Education. Leading American educators have joined
forces with educators of other United Nations to mobilize popular support 'behind establishment of an International Office of Education, National Education
Association announced that 84 percent of the people polled recently by University
of Denver's Opinion Research Center endorsed the establishment of such an office.
Visiting Professor for Brazil. Irwin Edman, author and professor of
philosophy in Columbia University, has been appointed visiting professor of
'philosophy at the National University ir4 Rio dec Janeiro.
Liberated Anaerleane. In reference to item contained in Radio Bulletin
No. 1034. War and Navy Departments have agreed. on a policy of returning liberated
Americans in the Philippines to the United States on Army, Navy and WSA vessels,
without cost.
WAR QOQ1QXINIQES ANfD REPORTS
SHAZF. Field Marshal Von Rundstedt was oaptured today by Seventh Army troops
in hospital at Bad Toelzl 25 miles south of Munich, as Headquarters reported
that Allied Armies have taken -morethan 1,500,000 prisoners in April, including
150 Generals and Admirals.
SThree Allied A~cmies contiaued their dr-ive into Alpine redoubt today, advancing up to 25 m:Lles against negligible German resistance. Third Army troops
were reported -within 40 miles of Russians West of Vienna, British broke German
lines northeast of the Elbe and advanced on Luebeck,
Italy. German commander of Lombardy Corps of Ligurian Army surrendered
with 2,000 Germans aind many Italian Fascist troops. Fifth Army advanced to
.Sanathia, 48 miles west of Milan, while Eighth armor drove toward Austrian
frontier.
Philip-Pines. American troops on Mindanao drove to within six miles of D~vvao,
princip&3, Japanese stronghold.*
Pacific Fleet. Seventh Infantry Division troops entered village of Kuhazu
in east central Okinawa while advances were made all along the lines on southward
drive,I
Lieutenant General Buckner, at press conference, estimated that one-half
Of the iEslandys original Japanese garrison have been killed, wounded or captured.
British warships have poured Allied forces ashore on Burma coast
,ý Ia
on both sides of Rangoon following initial parachute landings in the area. Other
British troops driving down from the north toward Rangoon were less than 36
miles from the city,
PRESIDENVt S PPLESS CONJFERENCF
Presidenat Truman opened his press conference by reading a letter of resignation from -2rank G. Walker, Postmaster General of the United States, and his
letter Ekavising Mr. Walker that he had '!-eluctently and grudgingly" accepted the
resign_,ation, effective as of the close of business on June 30, 1945. President
thena announced that he was sending to the Senate the nomination of Robert
Rannegan ,to be Postmaster General, effective July 1.
President nominated David Lilienthal to be a member on the Board of Directors
of TVA, for the term expiring in 1954.
President Truman then read the following statement: ?At my request, Mr.
Justice Robert H, Jackson, in addition to his duties as Justice of the Supreme
Court, has accepted designation as Clj~ief of Counsel for the United States in
preparing and prosecuting the charges of atrocities and war crimes against such
of the leaders of the Eu~ropean Axis powers,'and their principal agents and
actessories, as the United States may agree with any of the United Nahtions to
bring to trial before an international military tribunal,

"1Pursuant
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"TPursuant to the Moscow Dealaration of N~ovember 1, 1943, all war criminals,
against whom there is sufficient proof of personal -participation in specific
atrocities, are to be returned, to the countries where their crimes were comnmitted., to be judged and punished. by those countries themselves. These cases
are not involved in this assignment.
"There are left, however, the cases of other war criminals -- particularly
the major war criminals and their principal agents and accessories, whose offences have no particular geographical localization,
"I hope and expect that an international military tribunal will soon be
organized to try this second category of war c~'iminals, It will be Justice
Jacksonts responsib(,ility to represen 'tthe United States in preparing and presenting the case against these criminals before such military tribunal.
"Justice Jackson has assembled a staff from within the War, NSavy$ and
other.Departments concerned, which has already beguan work, so that there will
be no delay on the part of the United States. It is desirable that prepara.tion begin at once, oven though the details of the military court are not yet
determined.
"IIhave just signed an E~xecutive Order dosignating Justice Jackson to this
post. He and his staff will examine the evidence already gathered and being
gathered by the United N~ations War Crimes Commiseion in London and by the
various allied, armies and other agencies; he wi.ll arrange for assembling the
necessary additional evi~dence; and. he will begin preparation for the trial.
"It is our objective to establish as soon as possible an International
military tribunal; and to provide a trial procedure which will be expeditious
in nature and which will permit no evasion or del~y -- but one which is in
keeping with our tradition of fairness towards those accused of crime. Steps
.to carry this outt are actively under way,
"IArguments in the Supreme Court for the current term will conclude this
week, and the Court has ordered adjournment on May 28th. It is hoped that the
trial of these wiar crimes cases will have been completed next October when
th~e Court reconvenes."f
Correspondent asked. whether the negotiations carried on by the German and.
Swed~ish Governments, as outlined In a State Department statement this afternoon,
had broken down completely. Preoid~nt said that he could not answer that
question. Correspondent poir~ted. out that the State Department statement ended
on the note that Count Bernadlotte bad received no re~ply and asked if there had
been a r~ply yet, President stated that there had. been no reply,
Asked to comment on the death of Hitler, President Truman declared that
the two principal war cr~iminals would not have to come to trial and added that
he was glad to get that problem out of the way. Asked whether that meant official confirmation thaat Hitler was dead., the President said that he had it
on the best authority possible at this time that Hitler was dead, and added
in answer to a second query that hie was convinced of the truth of reports that,
Hitler was dead.
Correslpondenit asked whether the President planned to take any action to
prevent war criminals from escaping into neutral countries.
President said
that most neutral countries are against protecting war criminals, and that he
expected, and desired. all neutrals to declare that they would shut war criminals
Out Of 'their counitrtes.
ksked whether he had sent a new message to Marshal Stalin on the Polish
q'uettion, President Truman replied in the negative. In answer to a second
query$ Presidlent revealed that he had been in communication with Marshal Stalin
since his conference with Foreign Comnmissar Molotov.
Q~uestioned- about reports that German capitulation in Holland was imminentp
Presid-ent said that he hoped that the report was true.
In answer to a question, President Truman said that he had a pleasant
lunch today with Spruille Braden, newly-appointed Ambassador to Argentina, and
added that, he expected to receive the Ambassador again tomiorrow.
Asked whether Mr. Hannegan would retain his post as chairman of the
Democratic N~ational Committee# the President replied in the affirmative.
questioned. aboiit the possibility of a reduction in taxes next year, the
Presidlent re-plied that he had discussed tax problems with Secretary Morgenthau
today. In answer to querieso President said that there would be further cuts
in the budget and that the question of reduction of the personnel of the agencies
affected was under study, Replying to a question, President declared that he
was in favor of full employment and that he would doc everything possible to
nssure Lull emnnloyment after the war.
EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL~ 00:1-ETT
The following is an attempt to present an objective, factual and. unbiased.
daily picture of the editorial opinion appearing in three representative A'merican
newspapers. In an ef'fort to indicate opinion in different parts of the country,
the newspapers selected. will be varied. from time to time. No effort has 'beenmade
to select editorials or to give 'either favorable or unfavorable emphasis.
N'ew York Herald. Tribune (May 2)
1) "tA criminal and. madman from the beginning, Adolf Hitler has died. at last
like a rat in some putrid. cellar under the ruins of Berlin, surrounded. by an
obscene welter of' blood., wreck and defilement such as he had. spread. across a
world,.,.
2) Irnn his report on the needs of liberated. areas in northwestern'E'arope,
Judge Samuel 1. Rosenman suggests that the President eziunciate a policy whereby
the United. States accepts responsibility for providing a substantial share of'
civilian supplies to them. Most Americans have, we believe, tacitly accepted.
that responsibility. They have accepted. it for humanitarian reasons and also as
an essential safeguard, lest revolution and. chaos postpoone and. jeopardlize the
peace..*I
3) "I... San Francisco is supposed to 'be designing the structure of a general
security organization. Its function is not to settle all the problems of the
distressful present but to write a broad. charter, capable of permanent growth and.
development. -In such a task the questions of whether the Argentine, the Lublin
Poles, the Ukraine and. White Russia are or are not admitted., of whether they are
admitted now or not until later, are the most patent trivialities. ... But two
observations seem pertinent. Because this immediate diplomatic maneuvering is
not closely related. to the larger task of building a permanent peace organization,
it need. not greatly affect it, and. certainly (as has been said.) does not imply
that Russia is not sincerely interested in the peace organization, And-, secondly,
it may not be a wholly bad. thing if our own diplomacy is taught a few lossons in
practical horse trading, or even made to face up to some of those basic questions
as the real orientation of our policy in the new world., which we have too lightly
postponed. on. the assumption that San Francisco would just be all sweetness, light
and uncomplicated high purpose."
4) Analyzes the Importance of strategic bombing.
5) Domestic interest.
6) Local interest.
WashingtonPost
1) ".....'tihat iliolotov asked. yesterday, namely, a three-day respite to study
Argentina's credentials, was eminently reasonable and is so regarded by the vast
generality of observers.at San Francisco. The lame excuse offered for not agreeing to that proposition is that it would. have held. up the work of the Conference.
It can be said.of the Russians that at least they gave the world. ample time before the Conference to study the credentials of the Ukraine and White Russia and
the Warsaw government. Our stubbornness in not deferring to Mvolotov on this mild.
point is therefore inexcusable. The same stubbornness was exhibited before when
we had. to leave it to Eden and. Smuts to provide a meeting of minds on iolotov's
presidium proposal. Surely the rule should be that there can be no victories in
the diplomacy of creating a society of nations except the common victory of
achieving the result."
2) Local interest,
3) ".~..The report of Hitlerts death has not been confirmed.... For this reason many refuse to take it at face value. ... But while the report from Hamburg
must be taken with some reservation, it has the ring of being true. Whatever
else it may mean, Hitlerls death marks the beginning of a new historical epoch. ..1'
4) "Judge Rosenman has put the European relief problem in perspective. In
his report to President Truman on civilian supplies for the liberated areas of
northwest uirope, he not only sets forth in succinct detail the vital needs of
our allies but presents as well the compelling reasons for meeting them, ... One
of Judge Rosomman t s concluding recommendations to the President seems to us particularly imlportant: 'Since allocation of civilian supplies to liberated. countries,'in all probability, will cut into the ration of the American cons-Merl a
wid~espread. official and public campaign should be undertaken to inform the
American
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-8American people of the gravity of the needs of our allies in liberated LTu~rope.1
We hope that President 'Trunaan. will adopt this suggestion and himself present the
situation to the publi fit its true light. There can be no doubt as to the
Americ~n response., f4 are no more likely to 'begrudge a share of our bounty to
friends abroad thamý.to neighbors who hunger at home."
50' I'~In the vords of Gen. Mark W. Clark, 'the military power of Germany in
Ital-y' h-,; practically ceased. I..."
6)~ t'... Ru~ssia did not consult Great Britain and the United States before
permittiii.g the creation of the provisional Austrian regime. London and W'ashington were merely notified that such a government had been set up. It is true, of
course, that thus far the Vienna regime has not formally been recognized 'by
Mloscow. But in view of what happened in the case of Poland, this is no cause
for encouragement. Once again, despite the solemn pledges made at Yalta, the
Russians have acted unilaterally. This hardly makes for good relations between
the Soviet Union and its allies or for that harmony which is so urgently needed
in working out postwar problems."
Baltimore Sun (:iay 2)
1) ItThe Germans say that Hitler is dead. Let us assume that they tell the
truth. If so, who will mourn him?
2) Discusses Japanese report that Allied, forces have landed on the coast of
Borneo.
3) 117veryoae agrees that if ideological prejudices are permitted to determine the course of affairs at San Francisco, the conference can hardly escape
failure. Ideologically, there is a vast gulf between Russia on the one hand and
the Unit~d States on the other. If either of these great powers bases its atti-"
tude and its decisions on the differences and suspicions which this gualf implies,
the conference will be split wide open. F'ortunately for the world, evidence is
now in hand that, with reference to this particular undertaking, ideological
concerns are to be kept in the background. The case of the dispute about the
admission of Argentina is the best of such pieces of evidence. ... The greater
goal of international security and the devising of a mechanism for upholding it
has so far ruled. the actions of both of the great protagonists. The atmiosphere
of bargaining, of accommodation, of submission to the will of the majority, has
been created. In such an atmosphere, the delicate metaphysics of ideological
dispute have a hard time surviving."
4) Local interest.
5) "tThe elections which were held all through France last Sunday were for
local offices. In many parts of the country the results were indecisive and
must be settled, after the French fashion, by another trip to the polls next
Sunday. Yqt it is clear already that the French, in their political convictions$
have moved. substantially to the Left. ... Whatever the results, as finally determined next Sunday, the big thing is that finally, after all these years, the
French people once more are saying their say, ... Once the returns are in, we
may expect the Government of General de Gaulle to adjust itself, like a sensitive
weather vane, in the direction of the prevailing wind-If

6) Domeostic interest.

